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Publication No.

Cheng-Fu Chen, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2008

Co-supervisor: David Beaver

Co-supervisor: Lisa Green

This thesis researches on aspect and tense in Rukai by focusing on their

interpretation and interaction. The issues center on two component parts: the

association between morphology and eventuality/situation type, and that between

morphology and tense.

In the domain of eventuality, I establish a connection between determiner

morphology (specifically, the case morphemes) and event structuring at the level of

verbal formation. It is argued that Rukai case markers correlate with a set of verbal

prefixes that form a part of verbal stems in structuring eventualities. A generalized
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hypothesis of morphological merger is proposed to account for this morphosyntactic

correlation and other formational instances. Secondly, I examine the interrelation of

nominalization, voice formation and eventuality. It is argued that nominalization is

used to construct a third kind of voice in Rukai, the object voice, in addition to the

active and passive. The study indicates that derived nominalized and object voice

constructions convey derived states, whose interpretation result from an aspectual

shift in the domain of eventuality.

In the domain of tense, I investigate the interpretation of tense markers and

their interaction with aspect. The way how the nonfuture tense gets interpreted

shows that it is temporally indeterminate, but aspectually constrained. The future

is characterized by its function as a temporal marker in modal constructions. The

interaction of the future tense with modals indicates that it can specify temporal

posteriority in modal constructions. Furthermore, it is argued that the perfect

aspect forms a complex tense with the nonfuture in conveying a past meaning.

The nonfuture and future tenses are further examined in sentences with sub-

ordinate clauses. The study shows that the nonfuture and the future tense behave

differently with respect to their relation with a reference point in complex sentences.

The nonfuture is more restricted than the future tense in that it cannot take a fu-

ture time as its temporal reference, whereas the future can take a past time as its

temporal reference.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal of this dissertation is to address morphosyntactic and semantic issues of

temporal and aspectual composition in Rukai, an Austronesian language of Taiwan.

It will be shown that morphology provides rich resources of temporal/aspectual

expressions in Rukai at the phrasal (nominal and verbal) and sentential levels.

Temporality is conveyed by tense morphology and its interaction with aspect

and situation type. A central issue is that although the morphological marking of

tense in Rukai suggests that it is a language that distinguishes nonfuture and future

tenses, finer temporal distinctions are expressed by tense-aspectual interactions,

notably those between the nonfuture tense on one hand, and the viewpoint aspects

and eventualities/situation types on the other hand.

In evaluating a range of data, the research indicates that the Rukai temporal

system consists of three categories. In addition to the nonfuture tense and the

future tense, Rukai has a compound tense, the nonfuture perfect. The nonfuture

tense is unspecified for present or past, the nonfuture perfect is used to specify

past eventualities, while the future expresses those holding at a future time. The

findings of temporal interpretation in this research have implications for languages

that display a nonfuture/future tense marking system.

1



1.1 Introduction to Rukai

Rukai is one of the several Austronesian languages of Taiwan, which are also called

Formosan languages. Rukai has received quite a few distinct treatments in the vari-

ous subgrouping hypotheses because of its morphological, phonological and syntactic

properties, and also because the Rukai dialects themselves exhibit tremendous lin-

guistic variations (cf. Ferrell, 1969; Tsuchida, 1976; Li, 1977; Dahl, 1981; Ho, 1983;

Starosta, 1995; Li, 1996, 1997a; Zeitoun, 1997a; Blust, 1999).

In Starosta (1995), Rukai is argued to be the first offshoot in the Proto-

Austronesian subgrouping because of its particular grammatical voice system and

other unique grammatical properties (also see Li (1973, 2001)). The subgrouping is

shown in figure 1.1.

F0:Proto-Formosan = PAN

F1

F2

F3

Chamorro F4

F5 Kanakanavu

Saaroa

Tsou

Rukai

Figure 1.1: Proto-Austronesian subgrouping (Starosta, 1995)

In opposition to Starosta’s analysis in figure 1.1, Blust (1999) argues that

Rukai stands as one of the nine primary subgroups of the Austronesian language

family in Taiwan: (1) Atayalic, (2) East Formosan, (3) Puyuma, (4) Paiwan, (5)

Rukai, (6) Tsouic, (7) Bunun, (8) Western Plains, and (9) Northwest Formosan

(p.45, table 3). While the subgrouping of the Rukai language is not a primary
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concern of this dissertation, it is evident that Rukai plays an important role in this

domain. It is one of the hopes of this study that the investigated data may provide

resources to advance more understanding regarding this issue.

Rukai is spoken in the southern and southeastern parts of Taiwan, including

Kaohsiung, Pingtung and Taitung Counties where at least fourteen villages have

been identified as residing (Gordon, 2005). Geographically speaking, the Rukai

tribe consists of three branches that speak six dialects. The report of the Council

of Indigenous Peoples (Executive Yuan, Taiwan) describes one branch of the Rukai

tribe as being located in the ‘Lower Three Villages’ of the Jhuokuo river in Kaoh-

siung, while a second, called ‘Western Rukai’, is located in the Ailiau river basin in

Pingtung. The third branch, called the Tanan group or ‘Eastern Rukai’, is located

in the Lujia river basin near the rim area of the Taitung plain.1

The six Rukai dialects are Budai, Tanan, Labuan, Mantauran, Maga and

Tona (Li, 1973), for whose branching Li (2001) has proposed a subgrouping hypoth-

esis as shown in figure 1.2. It is argued that the dialectal development stretches

in the time line for over one thousand years (also Li, 2005). Based on his the-

ory, the Mantauran dialect is the result of the first split that occurred more than

one thousand years ago; the second spilt occurred about one thousand years ago

and results in the subgroup of Maga-Tona; the third split is a later and recent one

that has occurred for some hundred years and it results in the subgroup of Budai

and Labuan-Taromak (Taromak is the other name of Tanan). The present study

investigates the Budai Rukai dialect.

As the statistics of the Council of Indigenous Peoples (Executive Yuan, Tai-

wan) show, the Rukai people had a population of 10,543 in 2002 and 11,042 in 2006.

While there has been overall growth in Rukai’s population, this, however, has not

been paired by an overall growth in the number of speakers of Rukai. During my

1http://www.apc.gov.tw/english/.
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1

Mantauran 2

Maga-Tona 3

Budai Labuan-Taromak

Figure 1.2: Subgrouping of the Rukai dialects (based on Li, 2001, 2005)

fieldwork experiences in the villages of Budai, Kucapungan, and Karamemedesan,

I noticed vast generational differences in Rukai proficiency across the generations.

Those in their forties could communicate with their parents or grandparents in

Rukai without difficulty; those between the ages of 20 and 30 seemed to require a

fair amount of Mandarin Chinese to successfully hold a conversation with the el-

der generations; and teenagers and children under ten were unable to communicate

in Rukai; sometimes even finding it difficult for them to list a few Rukai words,

such as names of animals or numbers. Additionally, Budai Rukai is under pressure

from linguistic influences of Paiwan, another Formosan language also spoken in the

Pingtung County with a larger population of speakers, through language contact.

Although there has been a clear decline in the use of Rukai, such decline, as well as

that of other Formosan languages, has not been recognized as a serious issue until

quite recently.

Analyses of this research are primarily based on elicited data, which contain

approximately 7,000 sentences. Data not from elicitation are drawn from transcribed

narratives, teaching materials (e.g. Tang and Ke (2007)), and from the Rukai Bible

which was published in 2001.
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1.2 Organization of the thesis

Chapter 2 is an introduction to the Rukai language. It provides information about

the language, the native speakers that have been consulted, and the sound system

and orthography. Morphosyntactic properties of basic constructions, such as the

word order, nominal structures and verbal structures are also illustrated in this

chapter.

Chapters 3 and 4 are about the relation of morphology and eventuality in

Rukai. Chapter 3 concerns the determiner morphology and its association with the

various ways of structuring of eventualities. It firstly examines the basic sentence

structure and case marking, and then discusses nominal case forms, specifically

focusing on the case marker ki. A hypothesis is proposed to account for marking of

the case morphemes on predicates, and a general morphosyntactic phenomenon of

merger in Rukai.

In Chapter 4, two closely-related morpho-syntactic formations of Rukai are

investigated, and are shown to be associated with a stative interpretation. It is

shown that Rukai is a language which uses nominalization to construct sentences

of grammatical voice (the object voice), with which the operation is specialized in

presenting situations from a specific aspectual perspective (Smith, 1991, 1997). This

interpretation is argued to be a result of aspectual shift, and is not explicitly available

in the active and passive voices. The discussion offers a distinctive perspective for

future investigation of the various voice/topic constructions in Austronesian or other

typologically different languages, particularly in those which exhibit a consistent

association between a certain type of construction and aspectual interpretation.

Chapter 5 addresses issues of tense and its interaction with aspect in Rukai.

The discussion begins with a review of previous analyses of Rukai tense. By eval-

uating the previous proposals, it is argued that Rukai has two simple tenses, and

a complex tense that is composed by the nonfuture and the perfect aspect. The
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chapter contains a discussion for each of the tenses: the nonfuture, the future and

the nonfuture perfect. While the nonfuture is underspecified for a past or present

meaning, the two components of the perfect, the perfective aspect and the mean-

ing of anteriority, contributes to the only reading of the nonfuture perfect, that is,

the past. In the semantics of the perfect, the perfective viewpoint translates into a

termination function, with the meaning of anteriority indicating a relation of prece-

dence between the situation time and the reference time. The future is argued to be

a temporal operator that specifies a relation of succession, for which the two modal

morphemes that usually co-occur with the future are also discussed.

Chapter 6 discusses temporal reference and perspective. It examines several

constructions, the conjunctive si, the clausal sequential la, and the connective sa, by

testing the temporal interpretations of the tenses in them. The second part of the

chapter addresses the use of the tenses in reported speech, and provides an analysis

for the tenses by building on that of Chapter 5. The investigation indicates an

essential difference in terms of the tenses’ relation with a reference time.

Chapter 7 summarizes this study.
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Chapter 2

A Sketch of Rukai Grammar

2.1 The sound system and orthography

In Rukai, the basic syllable structure to form a morpheme is a combination of a

consonant plus a vowel (CV). The consonants that are used in the Rukai sound

system are those in table 2.1, based on Li (1973, 1977).

Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Labial- Velar Glottal
velar

Plosive p, b t, d ã(dr) k, g
Nasal m n ŋ(ng)
Trill r
Fricative f, v T(th), ð(dh) s, z h
Affricate ts(c)
Lateral
approximant l í(lr)
Approximate j(y) w

Table 2.1: Rukai consonants (Li, 1973, 1977)

Rukai distinguishes voicing with respect to plosives and fricatives: For the plosives,

there are the bilabial [p] and [b], the alveolar [t] and [d], and the velar [k] and [g];

for the fricatives, the labiodental [f] and [v], the dental [T] and [ð], and the alveolar

[s] and [z]. As shown in the table, the voiceless and voiced ones are separated by

a comma, where the voiceless is to the left and the voiced to the right. Those

encompassed in the parenthesis are the symbols that are adopted by the Council
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of Indigenous People, of the Executive Yuan of Taiwan, used in place of their IPA

counterparts in the Rukai orthographic system (2005).

With respect to vowels, Rukai has a four-vowel sound system, as shown in

table 2.2. The symbol e is used to write [@] in the examples.

Front Central Back

Close i u

Mid @(e)

Open a

Table 2.2: Rukai vowels (Li, 1973, 1977)

From time to time the data show the close mid back vowel [o] instead of [u], which is

a case where [o] and [u] are in free variation, and this occurs frequently in the Rukai

dialect spoken in the Budai village. While this dissertation intends an orthographic

presentation, transcriptions of the data may be retained as the way they are, and

this shall not concern us. Also, for ease of presentation, diphthongs in stem-final

position, such as ‘aw, iw’, or ‘ay, uy’, as they have been transcribed as such in the

literature or in the Rukai Bible, are written as a combination of two vowels, e.g. ‘au,

iu’ or ‘ai, ui’. This is intended to have the same sequences conformed in both the

stem-final and stem-internal positions by reducing confusion in glossing morphemes.

The reader may also find morpho-phonological alternations in the one-to-one

glossing of the examples. Two of them concern a phonological rule that deals with

two sets of approximant-fricative pair: [w]-[v], and [y]-[ð]. The rule applies when the

approximate, occurring as a stem-final consonant, is followed by [a]. Cases of the

sort include affixation and a resulting juxtaposition between stems and clitics. This

rule has been described by Li (1973) for the Tanan Rukai dialect, and is summarized

as follows:

(1) The approximant-fricative alternation

a. [w] → [v] / _+[a]
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b. [y] → [ð] / _+[a]

Orthographically, (1) indicates that w should alternate with [v], and y with dh. Since

in our convention the diphthongs are presented as a combination of two vowels, [w]

and [y] being written as [u] and [i] respectively, the examples used in this dissertation

will show frequently an alternation between u and v, and i and dh.

2.2 Nominal structure

In the discussion of Budai Rukai nominal structure, we discuss them in terms of

‘determiner phrases’ (henceforth, DPs), since the nominal phrases (henceforth, NPs)

generally occur with components that are associated with ‘determiners’ in syntactic

theory. They are the case markers, the determiners and the demonstratives, and

later, we will also discuss the temporal adverbials, which have the form of a DP.

Rukai NPs, which denote proper names, personal pronouns, or indefinite

descriptions, take determiners or demonstratives to form DPs. The co-occurrence

of the nominal phrases and the determiners or demonstratives, in the form of de-

terminer phrases, are required for structural or semantic reasons, of which one is

case marking, and another is the specification of deictic information. The determin-

ers and demonstratives precede the head; in addition to the analytic case markers,

Rukai has case suffixes (Blake, 2001).

The set of determiners includes the three morphemes, ka, ku and ki, and they

take noun phrases to their right (figure 2.1). Notably, these three morphemes are

used to mark cases (Li, 1997b), and express definiteness/specificity (§3.2.2, chapter

3).

Generally speaking, ka signifies the nominative case; ku usually marks the

accusative but for certain semantic reasons it can mark the nominative, and ki

indicates the oblique, or a possessive relation. The case system is summarized in
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determiner noun phrase







ka

ku

ki






+







Ngurharhekai ‘Rukai′

Kucapungan (name of village)
V edai (name of village)
Balenge (personal name)
drakedrale ‘river′

kidremedreme ‘heart′

abulru ‘story, legend′







Figure 2.1: DPs with a determiner

table 3.2, in which ka marks nominative, ku accusative, and ki oblique (and genitive).

At this moment, we assume that nominative ka and accusative ku are structural

cases, and oblique/genitive ki is lexical case.

Case Nominative Accusative Oblique (Genitive)

ka ku ki

Table 2.3: Budai Rukai Case System (a prototypical analysis)

Noun phrases in sentences can just take demonstratives, and under such a

circumstance no case relation is overtly marked for them. The list of the demon-

stratives, which is not exhaustive, is shown in the schema in 2.2.

demonstrative noun phrase







kai ‘the, this, that′

kavai ‘that′

kuini ‘this′

kudra ‘that′







+







Kineple (personal name)
Salrabo (personal name)
taka ‘elder borther/sister′

agili ‘younger borther/sister′

bariangalai ‘lilly′

laimai ‘clothes′







Figure 2.2: DPs with a demonstrative

DPs can have an extended structure by consisting of a demonstrative and a

determiner, with the latter located to the right of the former, as shown in figure 2.3.

The structure can signify both deixis and case relations.
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demonstrative determiner noun phrase







kai ‘the, this, that′

kavai ‘that′

kuini ‘this′

kudra ‘that′







+

{
ka
ku
ki

}

+







Kineple (personal name)
Salrabo (personal name)
taka ‘elder borther/sister′

agili ‘younger borther/sister′

bengelrai ‘flower′

laimai ‘clothes′







Figure 2.3: DPs with a demonstrative and a determiner

2.2.1 Temporal expressions

Many Rukai temporal expressions are constructed in the form of a DP, with a noun

combining a determiner or a demonstrative, while some others are formed in different

ways. Consider the examples in (2).

(2) Some Rukai temporal adverbials

a. kai (that; this (dem))

ki kai kai ‘then; some time in the past’

kai ‘at that/this/the moment’

b. druma (other)

ku na-druma ‘before; the other day’

c. asane (moment, period)

kai asane ‘this year’

kai asasane ‘now; that certain period of time; recently’

ku asane ‘just now’

ku asasane ‘at that time’

lu asane ‘in a moment/bit’

lu asane-nga ‘a moment later’

d. iya (day)

lu ka ka iya ‘everyday’

lu ka ka iyaiya ‘every other day’
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ku iya ‘yesterday’

lu iya ‘tomorrow’

lu ka ka iya-nga ‘after the other day’

e. (i)caili (year)

ka caicaili ‘the year before the last year

ku icaili ‘the last year’

lu icaili ‘the next year’

lu ka caicaili ‘the year after the next year; in a few years’

lu ka caicaili-nga ‘a few years later’

ka supate ka caili ‘two years ago’

ka tulru ka caili ‘three years ago’

ka lima ka caili ‘five years ago’

f. ku pakavale ‘the day before yesterday’

kai kameane ‘today’

lu ka bibilili ‘afterwards; in the future’

lu ka bibilili-nga ‘in the end’

Besides ka, ku, ki, other determiners that participate in forming temporal adverbials

include na (as in (2b)), lu (as in (2c)), and sa.1

The deictic kai is associated with the speech time, and a complex form made

from it can refer to a past time relative to the speech time, as in (2a). The deter-

miners, ku and lu, are used to signify a two-way distinction of ‘ahead of now’, and

‘behind now’. Ku signifies the past time, while it also marks the accusative case in

sentences. Lu conveys futurity (Also see Li, 1973, pp.275-277; p.293). For example,

ku and lu combine with temporal units, such as ‘moment’, ‘period’, ‘day’ or ‘year’,

as in (3a), to form various temporal expressions, as in (3b).

1The various determiners all have other functions: Na is used a perfect aspect marker that
concerns aspectual/temporal interpretation, lu is used as a complementizer, and sa is also used as
a temporal connective, meaning when.
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(3) a. Temporal units

(i) asane ‘moment, period, interval’

(ii) iya ‘day’

(iii) (i)caili ‘year’

b. ku lu

ku asane ‘just now’ lu asane ‘in a moment/bit’

ku iya ‘yesterday’ lu iya ‘tomorrow’

ku icaili ‘the last year’ lu icaili ‘the next year’

Other determiners are associated with other temporal references. Ki, as in ki kai

kai ‘then; some time in the past’ in (2a), is related to the past; on the other hand,

ka is neutral to a temporal reference and is used in forming generic, past or future

temporal expressions, (2d-e).

As shown in (2), some temporal expressions are not formed by a combination

of a determiner and a noun, but contain only a demonstrative, more than one

determiner, and may bear aspectual morphology. Examples are such as ku nadruma

‘the other day/before’, lu asanenga ‘a moment later’, ka caicaili ‘the year before the

last year’, lu ka kai iya ‘everyday’, and sa ka lima ka caili ‘five years ago’, as shown

in (4). The structural detail will not concern us in this study.

(4) a. ki
det

kai
dem

kai
dem

‘then/some time in the past’

b. ku
det

na
det

druma
other

‘the other day/before’

c. ka
det

caicaili
year/red

‘the year before the last year’
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d. lu
det

asane-nga
moment-pfv2

‘a moment later’

e. lu
det

ka
det

kai
dem

iya
day

‘everyday’

f. sa
det/when

ka
det

lima
five

ka
det

caili
year

‘(when it is) five years ago’

The determiner-like na, as in ku na-druma ‘before; the other day’ is used

to locate expressions or descriptions in time, more specifically, in the past time. It

applies to general nouns, for example, druma ‘other (thing)’ and taelrelre ‘wife’, such

that na locates these descriptions in time like a nominal tense, and the resulting

forms have the connotation similar to that of English former or ex-. Consider (5).

(5) Kudra
dem

na-taelrelre-li,
pft-wife-1s.gen

ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru.
very

‘My ex-wife was very beautiful.’

As the interpretation has suggested that it concerns temporality, na will be analyzed

as a perfect aspectual marker in later chapters.

Temporal expressions can also be formed by combining different simple ones,

such as ku maungu ku iya ‘last night’ (‘night’ plus ‘yesterday’), as shown in (6).

(6) Wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

kai
dem

tigami
letter

ki
obl

tinaita
Mom

[ku
det

maungu
night

ku
det

iya].
day

‘I wrote the letter to Mom last night.’

Temporal expressions are categorized as adverbial or adverb-like, since they can

occur rather freely in different positions in the sentences. Consider (7) (cf. (6)).

2The perfective morpheme, glossed as pfv, introduces a final bound to the interval/moment
(Smith, 1997).
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(7) a. Wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

kai
dem

tigami
letter

[ku
det

maungu
night

ku
det

iya]
day

ki
obl

tinaita.
Mom

b. Wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

[ku
det

maungu
night

ku
det

iya]
day

kai
dem

tigami
letter

ki
obl

tinaita.
Mom

c. [Ku
det

maungu
night

ku
det

iya]
day

wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

kai
dem

tigami
letter

ki
obl

tinaita.
Mom

‘I wrote the letter to Mom last night.’

Budai Rukai does not seem to have a direct translation for the English term

now. However, there are some ways to describe the concept of now: (i) The demon-

strative kai is used to convey at the moment; (ii) kai asane is used to describe a

temporal interval that is associated with a flexible stretch of time, as short as ‘this

year’, and as long as ‘the period of time of all these years’, both of which contain

the speech time; and (iii) kai asasane, a form that has morphological reduplication,

is used to convey a more limited stretch of time than its non-reduplicated form,

conveying ‘now’, ‘recently’, or a certain period of past time that is not far from

the speech time and is still relevant to it. Temporal expressions of the past and

the future are constructed in different ways, mostly with the various determiners or

demonstratives that have been conventionally associated with a certain time frame,

either a past or future one, as shown in (2).

For many of the determiners, especially those that have a simple syllable

structure of a consonant plus a vowel, they occur in the temporal expressions as

instances of morphological merger, such as ku in ku iya ‘yesterday’ and lu in lu iya

‘tomorrow’. We will discuss this in detail in chapter 3.
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2.3 Sentential and verbal structure

2.3.1 Sentence types

Rukai is a verb-initial language. In simple sentences, verbs are located in the

sentence-initial position and followed by nominal arguments. As exemplified by

(8a-b), the subjects follow the verbs, and the sentences are in the form of VS struc-

ture (see §2.3.2 for more detail).

(8) a. Wa-tamaku
nfut-smoke

[ka
nom

Salrabo].
Salrabo

‘Salrabo smoked.’

b. A-kuli
verbz-ice

[ka
nom

acilai].
water

‘The water froze.’

Subjects can be located in the sentence-initial position and followed by verbs, re-

sulting a structure which has been treated as ‘topicalization’ in the literature (e.g

Li, 1973; Zeitoun, 2000b). Consider the examples in (9a-b).

(9) a. Wa-ledepe
nfut-swim

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

‘Kineple swam.’

b. [Ka
nom

Kineple],
Kineple

wa-ledepe.
nfut-swim

‘Kineple, he swam.’

A difference between the VS and SV structure, as exemplified by (9a) and (9b), lies

on a distinction in information structure: The subject in (9a) introduces a new piece

of information that indicates that the agent of the event of swimming is Kineple.

In contrast, the preposed subject in (9b) is an old piece of information, while the

following verb lays out something new about this subject, indicating that swimming

is one property of the subject’s. This indicates that old information tends to be
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placed in the beginning of the sentence in Rukai.3

A structural variation to the basic VS and SV constructions in (9) can be

found in sentences as in (10), where the verb phrases are marked by a determiner,

thus having the form of NP-NP.

(10) a. Ka
def.det

wa-ledepe,
nfut-swim

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

‘The one who swam was Kineple.’

b. [Ka
nom

Kineple],
Kineple

ka
def.det

wa-ledepe.
nfut-swim

‘Kineple, he was the one who swam.’

In the traditional view, examples like (10a-b) would be described as ‘equational’

sentences because each of the verbal and nominal constituents is marked by a de-

terminer. Under this view, the combination with a determiner signifies that a verb

phrase is ‘nominalized’ and results in an NP, which is in turn put together with an-

other NP, forming an equational relation between two constituents (e.g. Li’s (1973)

treatment of Tanan Rukai sentences (p.199)).4 However, we wonder how (10a-b)

are different from (9a-b); furthermore, it remains to be asked what are ‘equated’ in

these sentences if the relation holds.

If (10a-b) were to be taken as equational sentences, then a first glance at

them would lead us to equate a person with an activity, which would sound rather

nonsensical. This thus begs for a semantic explanation: What differentiates these

two sentences from (9a) and (9b) is the use of the determiner – its function (ka in

3In addition to structure, prosody is believed to play an important role with respect to which
element in a sentence is interpreted as semantically prominent. For example, either the verb or the
subject in (9a) can be given a certain kind of prosodic emphasis, thus focusing on either the action
or the agent. The prosodic emphasis involves a change of pitch pattern, and/or a pause when in
more complex sentences.

4Except for the marking of a determiner, there seems to be no clearer way to distinguish (10a)
from (9a), and (10b) from (9b) syntactically because there is no copular used in the sentences. The
pre-verbal determiner could be analyzed as a copular, or a copular-like element, but we will not
pursue this approach in this study.
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this case) is for the speaker to indicate a certain individual (or a group) that had an

experience of swimming. The subject Kineple is related to this individual in both (a)

and (b), but in different ways: Example (a) asserts that this certain person, who the

speaker has mentioned to have swum, is Kineple, and (b) conveys that Kineple, who

the speaker and the hearer may already know to have done something, is the one

who swam. The difference between (a) and (b) results from a similar phenomenon

of semantic prominence which we have seen in the syntactic disposition of (9).

Sentences that have a predicate nominal can be easily identified as ‘equa-

tional’, such as (11),

(11) Talialalai-ta
chief-1p.gen

[ka
nom

Salrabo].
Salrabo

‘Salrabo is our chief.’

but the traditional notion of an equational construction becomes less useful if we

contrast (11) and (12):

(12) Ka
def.det

talialalai-ta
chief-1p.gen

[ka
nom

Salrabo].
Salrabo

‘The chief of ours is Salrabo.’

(11) can be compared to (9a), and (12) to (10a). If we only consider the structure,

both (11) and (12) are composed of two nominal phrases, and the word order vari-

ation remained unaccounted for. When we examine what they mean, (11) and (12)

are actually different, although the distinction may appear subtle: (11) can be used

to describe a fact that Salrabo is the chief, or to attribute the quality of being a

chief to Salrabo, whereas (12) is used to identify the chief as Salrabo.5.

In considering the syntactic and semantic properties, Rukai simple sentences

can be generalized into two basic types, as shown in (13):

5Examples like (12) may be specificational (Mikkelsen, 2003)
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(13) a. Predication:

(i) [ predicate ][Subj Det NP ]

(ii) [Subj Det NP ][ predicate ] (preposed subject)

b. Identity:

(i) [ Det predicate ][Subj Det NP ]

(ii) [Subj Det NP ][ Det predicate ] (preposed subject)

One type of sentences (e.g. (9) and (11)) are about predication: they have a struc-

ture in which a nominal or verbal element is used to be predicated of the subject

by attributing some certain quality, property or characteristic to it. The other type

of sentences (e.g. (10) and (12)) are about identity: they are used to express a

semantic identity between two parties, one designated by the subject and the other

by the individual(s) denoted by the determiner-marked predicate.

2.3.2 Word order

In simple sentences, predicates occur in the sentence-initial position and are fol-

lowed by arguments. When a sentence, such as one with a transitive or ditransitive

verb, contains more than one grammatical argument, the agent (or the subject) is

preferred to occur after the patient/theme (or the object), thus resulting in a basic

word order of VOS. Consider (14) and (15):

(14) a. Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ka
nom

Balenge].
Balenge

‘Balenge plucked flowers.’

b. Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ka
nom

Balenge]
Balenge

[ku
acc

la-hana].
pl-flower

‘Balenge plucked flowers.’

(15) [Ka
nom

Balenge],
Balenge

wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

la-hana].
pl-flower

‘Balenge, (she) plucked flowers.’
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(14a) has a form of VOS, and (14b) a form of VSO. (15) contains a preposed subject

and instantiates the structure (ii) in (13a). I assume the traditional treatment by

considering (15) as ‘topicalization’ (cf. Li, 1973; Zeitoun, 2000b), and I only discuss

(14): (14a) and (14b) have different word orders regarding the relative positions of

the theme (accusative case-marked) and the agent (nominative case-marked). This

difference results in a subtle semantic distinction between these two constructions:

based on the intuition of some consultants, in (14a) the agent occurs in a position

where it receives most attention or consideration, whereas in (14b) the same agent

seems to get such interpretation less than in (14a).

The observation above shows that Rukai arguments undergo scrambling and

the sentences exhibit a variation of word order. It also suggests that (i) word order

conditions meanings, and (ii) the sentence-final position is a semantically prominent

position. The semantic interpretation not only depends on the word order, but also

involves other linguistic factors like prosody (See also footnote (3) on p.17). While

the correlation between these factors and the semantic effect is still unclear, it is left

for further research.

The following table summarizes the kinds of word order of Rukai simple

sentences, where the asterisks indicate that the marked patterns have not been

observed to occur.

initial internal final

V O S
V S O

S V O
* O V S

* S O V
* O S V

Table 2.4: Word order variation of Rukai simple sentences
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Temporal expressions are one set of constituents that have a flexible occur-

rence in sentences with respect to word order. Many of them are composed of the

form of a determiner and a noun phrase, thus a DP structure, such as ku iya ‘yes-

terday’, lu iya ‘tomorrow’ and ku asane ‘just now’. Consider the positions of ku iya

in the examples in (16).

(16) a. Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ka
nom

Balenge]
Balenge

[ku
det

iya].
day

b. Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ku
det

iya]
day

[ka
nom

Balenge].
Balenge

c. Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

iya]
det

[ku
day

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ka
nom

Balenge].
Balenge

d. [Ku
det

iya]
day

wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ka
nom

Balenge].
Balenge

‘Balenge plucked flowers yesterday.’

Assuming VOS as the basic structure, a temporal expression like ku iya can occur

after S, (16a); between O and S, (16b), after the verb and before O, (16c); or it

can occur sentence-initially, as in (16d). Temporal expressions are not required in

constructing complete sentences, and since they behave like adverbs, they are also

called temporal adverbials in this study. §2.2 provides more discussion about the

structure and formation of more temporal expressions.

2.3.3 Grammatical categories

We mentioned that simple sentences are verb-initial and the basic word order is VOS

in Rukai. It should be noted that, by verb, we are actually referring to elements for

predication that are realized as either verbs or adjectives in other languages. An

example is the adjectival saniange ‘outstanding’ (whose future form is lri-saniange)

in (17), which occurs in same positions where verbs also appear in the sentences.
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(17) a. Saniange
outstanding(nfut)

ka
nom

abaibai.
woman

‘This woman is outstanding.’

b. Ka
nom

abaibai,
woman

saniange.
outstanding(nfut)

‘This woman, she is outstanding.’

The examples in (17) denote a state, and they indicate that sentences with an adjec-

tival predicate have the same syntactic structures as those with verbal predicates,

such as (9a). In the light of grammatical category, several pieces of information can

be drawn from the Budai Rukai data: (i) no morphological device is used to mark

or specify an element as adjective; (ii) no linking verb or copular like English be is

used to link the adjectival predicate to the subject; and (iii) adjective- and verb-

like elements both have verbal properties, such as to be inflected for tense and/or

aspect.6 These features have brought about a general presumption that in Rukai

verbs and adjectives are not two different word classes.

Li (1973) discussed the distinction between adjective and verb for the Tanan

Rukai dialect, for which he made the contrast based on a syntactico-semantic differ-

ence between adjective and stative verb (p.95) (cf. Kuo, 1979). Depending on where

it occurs in a sentence, an element is classified as an adjective when modifying a

noun phrase, (18a), or as a verb if used as a sentential predicate, as in (18b).7

(18) Tanan Rukai

a. maDaw
big

ka Likulaw.
leopard

(p.91:(7))

‘(A) leopard is big.’

6There seems to be variations among Austronesian languages. Schachter and Otanes (1972)
report that in Tagalog adjective-phrase predicates are not marked for aspect, whereas genuine
verbal predicates are (p.65). [I should say something about tense marking on adjectivals – I assume
that the prefixes are tense.]

7Except for minor modifications, all Tanan Rukai examples cited from Li (1973) retain their
original phonetic/phonological representations, glosses and translations in this thesis.
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b. kayvay
this

ka maDaw
big

daan.
house

(p.96:(2))

‘This is a big house.’

In addition to verbs and adjectives, Li also mentioned the use of another category,

the adverb. While he did not investigate it in detail, he described that an adverb

precedes a verb (p.69). Example (19) illustrates the position of an adverb, arwa

‘more’ in this case, when it occurs in front of a verb in a sentence.

(19) Tanan Rukai

arwa
more

ka-lisi-lisi
getting-angry

musu-a
you

kay
this

maruDaŋ.
old-man

(p.217:(17))

‘This old-man is-getting-angry at you.’

Except the semantic denotation, we have not found syntactic evidence that

adjectives and verbs are two grammatical categories in Budai Rukai. All adjective-

or verb-like elements can be illustrated by the generalization given in (13ai) (which

applies to nominal predicates as well). I thus take the view that adjectives and

verbs are not two word classes in Budai Rukai and consider them both verbal. On

the other hand, adverbs are treated as a distinct class because they are used for

modification instead of predication. The discussion of this study is then based on

the assumption that Budai Rukai has the three grammatical categories for content

words: noun, verb, and adverb.8

2.3.4 Voice

Since Li (1973)’s research on the structure of Tanan Rukai, it has been established

that Rukai is a language that has a two-way voice system of active/passive, and is

8Some Rukai adverbs seem to be inflected for tense and/or aspect. Also, expressions of manner
or location are conveyed by determiner phrases, that is, phrases that are composed of a determiner
and a noun phrase. It remains to be explored what grammatical properties the adverbs have and
whether preposition is a grammatical category in this language. A more detailed discussion of
determiners is in chapter 3.
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the only language that makes such a distinction among the Austronesian languages

of Taiwan. Researches on the structure of the Rukai language generally assume such

a two-way voice distinction (Budai Rukai: Kuo, 1979; Zeitoun, 2000b; Mantauran

Rukai: Zeitoun, 1997a; Li, 1997a, among others).

The examples in (20) and (21), taken from Li (1973), illustrate the active-

passive opposition.9

(20) wa-baay
nfut-give

ini-a
that/obl

umas
man

sa
det

aĳas
crab

ku-ani
that/dem

Lulay.
child

(p.193:(2))

‘That child gave that man a crab.’

(21) a. ki-a-baay
pass-nfut-give

ku-ani
that/dem

umas
man

ini-a
that/obl

Lulay
child

sa
det

aĳas.
crab

(p.193:(4))

‘That man was given a crab by that child.’

b. ki-a-baay
pass-nfut-give

ku-ani
dem

aĳas
crab

ini-a
obl

umas
man

ini-a
obl

Lulay.
child

(p.193:(5))

‘That crab was given to that man by that child.’

The active voice is unmarked, whereas as the passive is marked by the verbal

prefix ki. As indicated in (21), in a double-object sentence the passive voice can

target either the indirect object, as in (21a), or the direct object, as in (21b).

This dissertation builds on Li (1973)’s analysis and considers that Budai

Rukai has active and passive voice constructions: the active is morphologically

unmarked, whereas the passive is marked by the verbal prefix ki-, as exemplified by

(22a-b).

(22) Budai Rukai

a. Wa-kane
nfut-eat

ku
acc

babui
boar

ka
nom

cumai.
bear

(active voice)

9Li’s Tanan Rukai glosses have been slightly modified to be uniform with the Budai Rukai
glosses.
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‘The bear ate a boar.’

b. Ki-a-kane
pass-nfut-eat

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

(passive voice)

‘The boar was eaten by a bear.’

However, the study argues for another kind of voice that has not been investigated

in detail in the domain of grammatical voice. An example of this voice construction

is given in (23).

(23) Ta-kane-ane
TA-eat-ANE

[ki
gen

cumai]
bear

[ka
nom

babui].
boar

‘A bear ate (at) the boar.’

By comparing (23) to (22a-b), it can be seen that (i) the sentence has a special

prefix ta- and a suffix -ane that do not appear in the active and the passive, and

(ii) it has a similar pattern of case marking on arguments when compared to the

passive.

In considering the type of sentences that are structurally similar to (23) in

Tanan Rukai, Li (1973) argues that they involve an equational and nominalized

structure, and are semantically passive. Examples are shown in (24).10

(24) Tanan Rukai

a. ku-ani
that

umas
man

ka tama-li.
father-my

(p.203, (6))

‘That man is my-father.’

b. ku-ani
that

kaaŋ
fish

ka ta-kan1-an-li.
eating-place-my

(p.202, (2))

‘That fish is where I ate.’

Li considers the sentences in (24) as equational sentences. (24a) has two parts (ku-

10Slight modifications are made to the Tanan Rukai examples cited in this section, but they will
not affect our discussion.
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ani umas, plus ka tama-li), both of which are nominal, while (24b) also contains

two parts, one nominal (ku-ani kaaŋ) and the other a predicate (ka ta-kan1-an-li).

By comparing the syntactic representation, Li analyzes the predicate in (24b) as a

nominalized element for two reasons: (i) The element which bears the -an morpheme

occurs in a determiner-marked position, which is presumably for nouns, and (ii), the

predicate takes a nominal possessive morpheme; in the case of (24b), the predicate

is attached to by the first person bound pronoun -li.

In not giving more detail about what meanings the sentences convey, Li

relates them to a general notion of passive by commenting, ‘Semantically the nomi-

nalized constructions can be interpreted as a type of “passive” sentence, since they

all in some sense “focus” a non-AGENT actant of a transitive verb. They are syn-

tactically related to “equationals” but also semantically to “passives” (p.211; cf.

also p.194).’11 An example which he interprets as passive is like (25).

(25) a-kan1-an
food-to-be-eaten

ku-ani
that

kaaŋ.
fish

(p.208, (20))

‘That fish will be eaten.’

In subsuming sentences of this type under the category of ‘passive’ and at

the same time taken as instances of ‘nominalization’ (Li, 1973, §4.6.8), Li’s analysis

can be summarized as follows:

First, as exemplified by (26a-b) and (27), Li stated that ‘[t]he main markers

for the nominalized past tense are -in- -an and ni- -an’. In other words, the sentences

are nominalized and tensed.

(26) Tanan Rukai (Li, 1973, p.205, (13) and (14))

a. ku-ani
that

kaaŋ
fish

ka k/in/an1-an.
eaten-object12

11The double quotation marks are by Li.
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‘That fish was-eaten (completely)’

b. ku-ani
that

kaaŋ
fish

ka ni-kan1-an.
eaten-object

‘That fish was-eaten (not completely)’

(27) Tanan Rukai (Li, 1973, p.206,(17))

ni-kan1-an
eaten-object

iDa-a
that

aðaðam
bird

ku-aDa.
that

‘That was-eaten by that bird.’

Secondly, Li (1973) argued that sentences of this type convey aspectual information

in terms of whether an action was completed. Thus, the examples in (26) and (27)

are completed actions, whereas (28), which is marked by another verbal prefix a-,

indicates ‘an action to be done’ (p.207):

(28) a-kan1-an
food-to-be-eaten

ku-ani
that

kaaŋ.
fish

‘That fish will-be-eaten.’

Thirdly, Li related this sentence type to ‘passive’ at the syntactic-semantic level.

Example (28) contains a transitive predicate kan1 ‘eat’, with the agent iDa-a aðaðam

and the theme, signified by the demonstrative ku-aDa ‘that’. It is considered that

a sentence like (28) can be interpreted as passive because it focuses a non-agent

argument (p.211).

Without further discussion, it remains unclear what Li would think a ‘nomi-

nalized past tense’ is, and how ni-. . . -an and other discontinuous morphemes could

be defined in the domain of tense. For reasons to be made explicit in chapter 4, it

will be argued that in Budai Rukai this type of constructions are voice constructions.

Generally speaking, their characteristics are grammatical alternations that can be

compared to the passive voice (cf. Indonesian, Chung (1976)). Because this voice

12The suffix -an is glossed as ‘object’ in the Tanan Rukai examples as it is originally glossed.
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targets the object, the constructions are called the object voice (ov), following Li

(1973)’s terminology. Under this approach, example (23) will have glossing as shown

in (29), where ta- marks the nonfuture tense, and -ane marks the object voice.

(29) Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

[ki
gen

cumai]
bear

[ka
nom

babui].
boar

(object voice)

‘A bear ate (at) the boar.’13

The grammatical properties of the object voice are characterized as follows:

• Syntactically, the constructions are sensitive to argument structure and verb

types in terms of subcategorization. More specifically, the object voice only

applies to object arguments that are subcategorized by the verbs, and it does

not introduce additional arguments into the structure like an applicative con-

struction (Pylkkänen, 2002).

• Interpretively, they denote eventualities or properties (or individuals, depend-

ing on the resulting structure) that can be temporally located. The active

and passive on one hand and the object voice on the other bear different tense

marking.

13The boar, which could be dead or alive in the scenario, was not consumed completely. This
construction receives different judgments among the Rukai speakers of the Budai and the Kuca-
pungan village. One consultant from Kucapungan considered example (29) as ‘a description about
the boar’; interpretively, the sentence is used to attribute the eventuality of ‘eating of a bear’ to
the undergoer of this event, the boar, as a property. Consultants from the Budai village varied in
terms of their judgements. One considered this example as semantically infelicitous, according to
whom (29) seemed to describe a result of the eating event and the boar as the undergoer could not
denote such a result. However, the sentence became felicitous if a result was indicated, such as by
ka dola ‘the wound’ as shown in (i):

(i) Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

dola
scar/wound

ki
obl

babuy.
boar

‘The wound of the boar is something caused by the bear’s biting.’

The semantic constraint indicates that the Rukai object voice is limited and may depend on verb
types. More discussion of this voice is provided in chapter 4.
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• Aspectually, object voice constructions are statives resulting from an aspectual

shift in the domain of situation type (Moens and Steedman, 1988; Smith, 1991;

De Swart, 1998).

The grammatical properties will be discussed in chapter 4 in more detail.

And lastly, table 2.5 summarizes the voice marking in Budai Rukai:14

active voice (act) passive voice (pass) object voice (ov)

marking Ø ki- -ane

case of agent nom obl gen

case of patient acc nom nom

Table 2.5: Voice and case marking

2.3.5 The position of tenses

The nonfuture tense is realized in various forms in the sentences, ma-, wa-, ta-, a-,

-a-, or Ø (zero morpheme). Depending on verbal formation, the nonfuture tense

can be realized verb-initially, (30a-i,a-ii) and (30b), verb-internally, (30a-iii,a-iv), or

zero-realized as in (30a-v).

(30) a. (i) Wa-senai
nfut-sing

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

‘The child sang.’

(ii) Wa-ngetele
nfut-break

ku
acc

cingpi
pencil

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau broke a pencil.’

(iii) Ki-a-dingai
find-nfut-find

ku
acc

angatu
wood

ka
nom

Salrabo.
Salrabo

‘Salrabo found the wood.’

14It has not been pointed out that the case distinction between obl and gen is not indicated
on nominal case marking, since both are marked by ki. This distinction, as will be discussed later,
shows up with pronouns.
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(iv) Ngi-a-lralrepete
reflx-nfut-blame

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau blamed himself.’

(v) Parolr-ako
cough-1s.nom

ku asane.
just now

‘I just coughed.’

b. Ta-ngetel-ane
nfut-break-nomz

ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

cingpi.
pencil

‘The pencil was/is what Takanau broke.’

The future tense, as shown in (31), only occurs verb-initially; it is realized as lri-

(or its variant i-) in one type of sentences, (31a), and as a- in the other (ov con-

structions), (31b).

(31) a. (i) (Lr)i-senai
fut-sing

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

‘The child will sing.’

(ii) (Lr)i-ki-ngetele
fut-pass-break

ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

cingpi.
pencil

‘The pencil will be broken by Takanau.’

(iii) (Lr)i-kidingai
fut-find

ku
acc

angatu
wood

ka
nom

Salrabo.
Salrabo

‘Salrabo will find the wood.’

(iv) (Lr)i-ngi-lralrepete
fut-reflx-blame

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau will blame himself.’

b. A-ngetel-ane
nfut-break-nomz

ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

cingpi.
pencil

‘The pencil is what Takanau will break.’

The tense markers used in the three voice constructions are shown in table 2.6.

In sentences with complex predication, such as those that have verbs occur-

ring with modifying predicates, the verbs follow the modifiers and syntactically act

as a secondary predicate in the sentences. Contrast (32b) to (32a). Notably, tense
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active/passive voices object voice

nonfuture tense wa-, ma-, -a-, Ø (zero morpheme) ta-

future tense lri-/i- a-

Table 2.6: Tense marking and voice

is marked on the first predicates, and sentences must bear one and only one tense

marking, as (32c-d) exemplify.

(32) a. Ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ki
obl

cekele
village

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy left the village.’

b. Ma-sasamade
nfut-disappointedly

katuas
leave

ki
obl

cekele
village

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy left the village disappointedly.’

c. *Sasamade
disappointedly

katuas
leave

ki
obl

cekele
village

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

d. *Ma-sasamade
nfut-disappointedly

ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ki
obl

cekele
village

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

In negative sentences, the negative morpheme, such as kai in (33a-b), is located in

the sentence-initial position, and the nonfuture tense is marked not on the negative

morpheme, but on the first predicate.

(33) a. Kai
not

ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ki
obl

cekele
village

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy did not leave the village.’

b. Kai
not

ma-sasamade
nfut-disappointedly

katuas
leave

ki
obl

cekele
village

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy did not leave the village disappointedly.’

Rukai bound pronouns are second position clitics (Kroeger, 1993, cf. Tagalog). The

examples in (34) show that the first predicates attract pronominal clitics, and so
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does the negative morpheme; while the negation is located sentence-initially, as in

(34b), it attracts the bound pronoun.

(34) a. Wa-drel-aku
nfut-see-1s.nom

ku
acc

kange
fish

i-kai
be-dem

ki
obl

baiyu.15

lake
‘I saw the fish in the lake.’

b. Kai-naku
not-1s.nom

wa-drele
nfut-see

ku
acc

kange
fish

i-kai
be-dem

ki
obl

baiyu.
lake

‘I didn’t see the fish in the lake.’

A detailed discussion of nonfuture and future tenses is provided in chapter

5.

2.3.6 The position of aspects

Rukai has four grammaticalized aspects: perfect, perfective, imperfective and pro-

gressive (cf. Li, 1973; Zeitoun et al., 1996). As we have seen, although the active and

passive on one hand, and the ov constructions on the other, have different tense

marking, they employ the same aspectual marking. Contrast example (a) to the

other aspectually marked sentences in (35).

15On the other hand, if tense is marked on the predicate of the consequent clause, it can result
in a different interpretation. As has been seen, in (34a) only the matrix predicate is tense-marked.
According to the consultants, the untensed predicate in the following clause conveys that the speaker
was actually in the lake when he saw the fish. By contrast, if both predicates of the antecedent and
consequent predicates are tense-marked, as in (i),

(i) Wa-drel-aku
nfut-see-1s.nom

ku
acc

kange,
fish

i-a-kai
be-nfut-dem

ki
obl

baiyu.
lake

‘I saw the fish in the lake.’

then the sentence can have two interpretations: (i) the sentence can mean that both the speaker
and the fish were in the lake, thus having the same meaning as (34a); or (ii) the fish was in the
lake, but not necessarily the speaker. The semantic difference may involve a structural difference
between (34a) having an embedded clause, and (i) having two independent clauses or containing a
relative clause construction. See chapter 5 and chapter 6 for more discussion.
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(35) a. Wa-senai
nfut-sing

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

(=(30ai))

‘The child sang.’

b. Na-wa-senai
pft-nfut-sing

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

‘The child sang/had sung.’

c. Wa-senai-nga
nfut-sing-pfv

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

‘The child sang.’

d. Wa-senai-ana
nfut-sing-impfv

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

‘The child was/is (still) singing.’

e. Wa-senasenai
nfut-sing/prog

ka
nom

lavavalake.
child

‘The child was/is singing.’

The perfect is marked by the prefix na-, as shown in (35b), and it is the only

aspectual marker that precedes tense in the structure. The perfective is signified by

the suffix -nga, as in (35c). The Imperfective is also a suffix, marked by -ana, as

shown in (35d). The progressive is marked by reduplicating part of the verb stems,

as in (35e).16

To summarize, in a basic verbal structure marked by tense and aspect, tense

precedes verb stems, while aspect is marked in different ways: (i) the perfect as-

pect precedes tense, (ii) both the perfective and imperfective follow the verb stem,

and (iii) the progressive is indicated by verbal reduplication, as indicated by the

templates of (36):

(36) Templates of aspectually marked verbal structure:

a. Perfect na-: pft-Tense-Verb

b. Perfective -nga: Tense-Verb-pfv

16See §5.5 in chapter 5 for the discussion of the aspectual markers.
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c. Imperfective -ana: Tense-Verb-impfv

d. Progressive (reduplication): Tense-Verb.red
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Chapter 3

Determiner Morphology and

Eventuality

3.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to explore the morphosyntax and semantics of a set of verbs in

Rukai, which contain affixes that bear resemblances to case morphemes. It is argued

that the formation of these verbs results from a structural reanalysis of determiners.

More specifically, it is claimed that case morphemes and determiners, both sub-

sumed under the general category of determiner, bears on aspectual and temporal

interpretation in Rukai. Instead of treating the morphemes as instances of unrelated

phenomena, this chapter proposes a generalized hypothesis of morphological merger

as a unified analysis to account for the morphosyntactic property of the morphemes

under investigation (cf. Lowering in Distributed Morphology in Embick and Noyer

(2001, To appear)).

The proposed hypothesis suggests a connection between the three case mor-

phemes and the verbal prefixes that have the same forms: (i) the oblique case ki

and the ki-verbs; (ii) the accusative case ku and the ku-verbs; and (iii) the nomina-
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tive case ka and the ka-verbs. The findings show that the marking of the different

morphemes reflects on the interpretation of temporality; verbs with the accusative

and nominative case morphemes are atelic and can receive a concurrent reading in

nonfuture sentences, whereas those affixed with the oblique case tend to be telic

verbs and receive a past interpretation.

In Rukai sentences, predication can be constructed by using verbs that in-

volve different situation types (Bach, 1986; Mourelatos, 1978; Smith, 1991; Vendler,

1967b, among others). Verbs that convey states can be used to describe properties

of an individual, such as pulingau ‘understand’, sudalro ‘trust’, kiragai ‘be happy’,

and kipautenga ‘believe’. Verbs that convey events are used to describe actions that

are undergone by an individual, examples of which are like kane ‘eat’, lredepe ‘swim’,

lralrese ‘shed tears’, drorodroro ‘push’, and itoko ‘jump’.

As we have seen in chapter 2, simple and complete Rukai sentences require

tense marking. If some aspectual information needs to specified, aspectual markers

can be used. It has also been observed that, in addition to grammatical marking

such as tense and aspect, the verbal structure of a sentence is marked by some other

morphemes which bear a morphological resemblance to case markers. Contrast the

verbal structure of (1) to those of (2).

(1) Wa-lama
nfut-burn

ku
acc

angatungatu
forest

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanu burned the forest.’

(2) a. Ku-a-lama
KU-nfut-burn

ka
nom

angatungatu.
forest

‘The forest was/is burning.’

b. Ki-a-lama
KI(passive)-nfut-burn

(ki
obl

Takanau)
Takanau

ka
nom

angatungatu.
forest

‘The forest was burned (by Takanau).’

The predicate in (1) has a simple form with only tense marking. The predicates
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of (2a) and (2b) are respectively marked by a distinctive prefix, ku and ki, in ad-

dition to tense marking. The two sentences have different behaviors: (2a) can only

be intransitive; the only argument is the theme/patient which is marked by the

nominative case as the subject. Example (2b), on the other hand, is passive, which

has a nominative case-marked theme/patient and an optional agent marked by the

oblique case. The verb lama is not the single instance marked in such a systematic

way. As will become clear, the morphological marking of the prefixes in several

verbal constructions indicates that this set of morphemes are used in a pattern and

can be compared to case markers in Rukai.

This chapter establishes the association between the verbal prefixes and case

morphemes by first exploring the use of the case morphemes, and then, relating case

morphology to eventuality. Specifically, in light of the verbal structure as we have

seen in (2), the case/determiner morphemes are taken as morphological primitives

in event structuring in Rukai. Of the three case morphemes, ka (nominative), ku

(accusative) and ki (oblique/genitive), it is hypothesized that each constructs a

type of sentences that reflect argument structure and transitivity, and correlate

with eventualities. The association with eventualities and syntactic behavior of the

three case morphemes are summarized in (3).

(3) a. Nominative: ka-[verb roots] → state/event, intransitive/transitive

b. Accusative: ku-[verb roots] → activity, intransitive

c. Oblique: ki-[verb roots, verb stems] → activity/telic event, passive

For verb phrases that contain ka, a large number of them denote states, and the

others denote achievement. Ku-type only denotes activities. Ki-type expresses vari-

ous kinds of events. Syntactically, ka-type can be intransitive or transitive, ku-type

is only intransitive (unaccusative), and ki-type forms transitive or passive sentences.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: §3.2 is an overview of
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syntactic and semantic marking; §3.3 discusses nominal case forms; §3.4 explores

the relation of case morphology and eventuality structuring; and §3.5 summarizes

this chapter.

3.2 Case marking

3.2.1 Syntactic case marking and word order

Each of the three case markers indicates a prototypical case: Ka marks nominative,

ku accusative, and ki oblique. A prototypical case in its simplest definition means a

case that a morpheme generally marks as has been observed in the collected data.

On the other hand, the three case markers bear semantic meanings. Thus,

grammatical case marking is sometimes overridden by semantic factors, such as

definiteness, specificity, kind, and person, in which situation a marker does not

indicate its prototypical case. It will be seen in examples from time to time that

subjects are not marked by ka, but by ku, whereas themes can be marked by case

morphemes other than ku. The syntactic and semantic properties of the Rukai cases

are listed in table 3.1.1

case ka ku ki

nom acc obl/gen

argument marking Subj Obj Subj Obj Obj

definite
√ √ √

*

specific
√

indefinite
√ √

kind
√ √

*
√ √

person
√

(??)
√

*
√

Table 3.1: Syntactic and semantic case marking

1This table is not complete and does not work perfectly.
√

indicates that a morpheme signifies
the relevant meaning, * indicates that the morpheme does not signify the meaning, and (??) means
that the morpheme is suspected to have the relevant meaning, but the association has not been
confirmed. Blank cells indicate that the relevant uses require more data to be confirmed.
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Transitive sentences have two instances of case marking, nominative and

accusative. Consider the sentences in (4).

(4) Transitive sentences

a. Wa-kuku
nfut-carve

[ku
acc

angatu]
wood/tree

[ka
nom

Salrabo].
Salrabo

b. Wa-kuku
nfut-carve

[ka
nom

Salrabo]
Salrabo

[ku
acc

angatu].
wood/tree

c. [Ka
nom

Salrabo]
Salrabo

wa-kuku
nfut-carve

[ku
acc

angatu].
wood/tree

‘Salrabo carved wood.’

d. *[Ku
acc

angatu]
wood/tree

wa-kuku
nfut-carve

[ka
nom

Salrabo].
Salrabo

‘Salrabo carved wood.’

As in (4a), the nominative agent, ka Salrabo, is the subject, and the accusative

theme, ku angatu ‘wood’, is the object. As has been mentioned, Rukai determiner

phrases (DPs) are case-marked, which is also our assumption for DPs that only

have a demonstrative in the structure. Case marking enables Rukai DPs to undergo

scrambling in the sentences. (4a) has a word order of VOS, (4b) is VSO, and (4c) is

SVO. Although DPs undergo scrambling and the word order seems free, there are

some constraints. As exemplified by example (4d), Rukai does not locate internal

arguments in the sentence-initial position and the external argument in a position

after the predicate.

In addition to the nominative and accusative case, Rukai uses ki to mark the

oblique case. Examples are drawn from ditransitive sentences like those in (5).

(5) Ditransitive sentences

a. Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ki
obl

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple
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b. Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ka
nom

Kineple]
Kineple

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ki
obl

Cegau].
Cegau

c. Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ka
nom

Kineple]
Kineple

[ki
obl

Cegau].
Cegau

‘Kineple gave clothes to Cegau.’

The examples in (5) illustrate DP-scrambling among the nominative agent ka Kine-

ple, the accusative theme ku laimai ‘clothes’, and the oblique goal ki Cegau. The

word order among the two internal arguments and the external argument is rather

free, but some pragmatic factors may be involved regarding the issue that the con-

sultants prefer the oblique goal to occur after the accusative theme.

In Budai Rukai, the case morpheme ki does not only mark indirect objects,

but also indicates the possessive relation, (6a-b), and other relations, such as loca-

tional, as shown in (7). The case morpheme ki, which is used to indicate possessive,

is called the genitive ki. Otherwise it will be called the oblique ki, following the

traditional analysis, which can indicate various grammatical relations and thematic

roles.

(6) a. Tama-ini
father-3s.gen

ki
gen

Kalawane
Kalawane

ku
nom

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Kineple is Kalawane’s father.’

b. Wa-bulrubulru
nfut-tell story

ku
acc

abulru
story

ki
gen

Kineple
Kineple

ø.
3s.nom

‘He is telling a story of Kineple.’

(7) Wa-daruru-nga-(a)ku
nfut-arrive-pfv-1s.nom

ki
obl

Cegau.
Cegau

‘I arrived at Cegau’s.’

Change of case morphemes on DPs can alter meanings of the sentences and can

result in ungrammaticality if a clash is caused by the case marking. Consider the

examples in (8).
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(8) a. Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ki
obl

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

=(5a)

‘Kineple gave clothes to Cegau.’

b. Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ka
nom

Cegau]
Cegau

[ki
obl

Kineple].
Kineple

‘Cegau gave clothes to Kineple.’

c. *Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ku
acc

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

d. *Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ka
nom

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

e. *Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ki
obl

laimai]
clothes

[ki
obl

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

The verb bai ‘to give’ in the examples selects an oblique-marked goal to be the

indirect argument, an accusative-marked theme to be the direct argument, and a

nominative-marked agent to be the external argument. Contrast (8a-b); a simple

sentence cannot have two accusative cases (8c), two nominative cases (8d), nor two

oblique cases (8e).

DPs and personal pronouns have different case marking. While DPs are

marked by case morphemes indicating nominative, accusative and oblique/genitive,

pronouns have declensions that indicate the nominative, oblique and genitive case.

As has been mentioned that the object voice differs from the passive in case

marking of the external argument, and that the obl/gen case marker ki does not

differentiate these two voice constructions on the surface, this distinction can be

made evident using the pronominal forms. The genitive and oblique forms of pro-

nouns can be characterized as in (9):

(9) Genitive and oblique case marking of pronouns:

a. Pronouns in their genitive forms are bound morphemes;

b. Pronouns in their oblique forms are free morphemes that end with -ane

(also see table (7)).
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The examples are shown in (10) and (11).

(10) Nominative and oblique

a. Wa-kurisi-(n)aku/-su
nfut-chase-1s.nom/2s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

‘I/you chased him(her).’

b. Wa-kurisi-ø
nfut-chase-3s.nom

nakuane/musuane.
1s.obl/2s.obl

‘He(she) chased me/you.’

c. Wa-bai-ø
nfut-give-3s.nom

ku
acc

cingpi
pencil

nakuane/musuane/iniane.
1s.obl/2s.obl/3s.obl

‘Hei(shei) gave the pencil to me/you/himj(herj).’

(11) Genitive

a. Wa-ngange
nfut-ache

kai
dem

aolo-li/-su/-ini.
head-1s.gen/2s.gen/3s.gen

‘My/your/his head is aching.’

b. Wa-cili-nga
nfut-lose-pfv

ku
nom

sasin-li/-su/-ini.
picture-1s.gen/2s.gen/3s.gen

‘My/your/his picture was lost.’

The first person has three forms, which signify respectively the nominative (-(n)aku),

the oblique (nakuane) and the genitive case (-li); the second person has two forms

to distinguish nominative/genitive (-su) from oblique (musuane); and the third per-

son, making no difference of gender, has a zero form ø for the nominative, as in

(10b-c), and two forms for oblique (iniane) and genitive (-ini). All oblique forms

are composed by a shared morphological base -ane. There are a couple of reasons

to analyze case forms that bear -ane as oblique but not accusative: (1) These case

forms, such as nakuane, musuane, and iniane (we skip the discussion of the plural

personal pronouns), indicate the goals in the sentences; (2) the accusative case form

ku for DPs cannot be used to mark goals, which are necessarily marked by ki; (3)

personal oblique forms are used when the objects are not internal arguments in sen-
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tences such as the comparative structure, as exemplified by (12a); and (4), personal

oblique forms signify the agents in passive sentences (12b).

(12) a. Takanau
Takanau

ku
det

ma-bitutulru
nfut-fat/red

nakuane.
1s.obl

‘Takanau is fatter than me.’

b. Ki-a-lrumai
pass-nfut-hit

nakuane
1s.obl

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau was hit by me.’

The basic structure of Rukai sentences that contain DP arguments is summarized in

the schema in (13). Predicates are located in the sentence-initial position, followed

by case-marked arguments: The direct object (Dir.Obj) is accusative case-marked,

the indirect object (Indir.Obj) is marked by the oblique case, and the subject is

marked by nominative. While the basic word order can be considered VOS, case

marking on DPs allow scrambling and results in a free word order among the argu-

ments.

(13) a. [TP Predicate [Dir.Obj accusative theme] [Indir.Obj oblique goal ] [Subj

nominative argument ] ]

b. Word order: V-O-IO-S, V-S-O-IO, V-O-S-IO, V-IO-O-S, V-IO-S-O, V-

S-IO-O

Contrast the examples in (14):

(14) a. Wa-bai
nfut-give

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ki
obl

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

=(5a)

‘Kineple gave clothes to Cegau.’

b. A-badh-ane
fut-give-ANE

[ki
obl

Kineple]
Kineple

[ki
obl

Cegau]
Cegau

[ka
nom

laimai].
clothes

(i) ‘The clothes are what Kineple will give Cegau.’

(ii) ‘The clothes are what Cegau will give Kineple.’
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In contrast with (14a), the example (14b) has an oblique agent ki Kineple, an oblique

goal ki Cegau, and a nominative theme ka laimai. In object voice constructions, only

the internal arguments, that is, the theme, can surface as the subject; the indirect

object, that is, the goal, cannot surface as the subject, as shown in (15).

(15) *A-badh-ane
nfut-give-ANE

[ki
obl

Kineple]
Kineple

[ku
acc

laimai]
clothes

[ka
nom

Cegau].
Cegau

‘Cegau is who Kineple gave clothes to.’

Object voice constructions allow occurrences of lexical/inherent case marking. In

examples like (16), sentences can have a combination of genitive and oblique, but

no nominative.

(16) Ta-kabarengerenger-ane-li
nfut-miss/prog-ANE-1s.gen

ko
det

nadroma
before

ki
obl

ina.
Mom

‘I had been missing Mom before.’

Similar constructions have also been analyzed as voice or focus constructions for

other Austronesian languages. See Schachter and Otanes (1972) for Tagalog, Keenan

(2000) and Pearson (2000) for Malagasy.

The Budai Rukai case system is summarized in 3.2, in which ka marks the

nominative, ku the accusative, and ki the oblique (and genitive).2 At this moment,

we assume that the nominative ka and the accusative ku are structural cases, and

the oblique/genitive ki is a lexical case.

Case Nominative Accusative Oblique (Genitive)

ka ku ki

Table 3.2: Budai Rukai case system (a prototypical analysis)

We have seen that DPs are marked by determiners, among which ka, ku and

ki are specifically used to mark cases. Arguments in Rukai sentences are necessarily

2Cf. Li (1997b).
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marked by case markers if not marked by demonstratives. In the following, we will

see that, the three markers not only mark cases but also involve definiteness, which

may sometimes override superficial case relation. This is a phenomenon of semantic

marking.

3.2.2 Semantic marking

In addition to ka, subjects can be marked by ku (accusative). Descriptively, the

distinction between a ka-marked subject and a ku-marked subject is that ka indicates

a definite meaning, and ku indefinite, as shown in (17a-b). Ki is not used to mark

subjects, (17c).

(17) a. Wa-gelregelrethe
nfut-cry/prog

ka
nom/def

lavavalake.
child

(Kucapungan)

‘The child is crying.’

b. Wa-gelregelrethe
nfut-cry/prog

ku
indef

lavavalake.
child

(Kucapungan)

‘A/some child is crying.’

c. *Wa-gelregelrethe
nfut-cry/prog

ki
obl

lavavalake.
child

(Kucapungan)

When marking subjects, the distinction of definiteness or specificity associated with

ka and ku is sometimes interpreted by the speakers as a distinction of ‘visibility’

of the participants/individuals, or as one between the presence and absence of the

participants/individuals in the context of utterance. However, these interpretations

are largely dependent on the context.

The distinction of definiteness is also illustrated by the sentences in (18).

Ka-marked nouns are definite, as in (18a), and ku-marked nouns are indefinite, as

in (18b). Definiteness, or deicticity, can be signified by demonstratives, as in (18c).
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(18) a. Ka
nom/def

cumai,
bear

lau
probably

lri-ngu-daane.
fut-enter-house

Lri-kane
fut-eat

musuane
2s.obl

pasuala.
first
‘The bear will probably enter the house. It will eat you first.’

b. Ku
nom/indef

cumai,
bear

lau
probably

lri-ngu-daane.
fut-enter-house

Lri-kane
fut-eat

musuane
2s.obl

pasuala.
first
‘A bear will probably enter the house. It will eat you first.’

c. Kai
dem

cumai,
bear

lau
probably

lri-ngu-daane.
fut-enter-house

Lri-kane
fut-eat

musuane
2s.obl

pasuala.
first

‘This/that bear will probably enter the house. It will eat you first.’

Ka and ku are used to signify the notion of kind for the subject. Consider (19) and

(20).

(19) Wa-ledepe
nfut-swim

ka
nom

takoraoro.
frog

‘The frog swims/Frogs swim.’

(20) (1)Ka/(2)ku
det(definite)/det(indefinite)

alilraogo,
whirlwind

taingeane
another

ka
det

valigi.
wind

a. (1) ‘The whirlwind is another kind of wind.’

b. (2) ‘A whirlwind is another kind of wind.’

While subjects cannot be marked by ki, direct objects can be marked by

ku (acc), ki (obl/gen), and ka (nom). Furthermore, the markers give rise to

a different pattern of meaning when marking the direct object, as compared to

marking the subject.

Ku is used to describe specific objects, or convey definite quantity of indi-

viduals, whereas ki marks indefinite objects, indefinite quantity of individuals, or

denotes kind. Contrast (21) with (22).
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(21) a. Wa-sinasinav-aku
nfut-wash/prog-1s.nom

ku
acc

laceng.
vegetable

‘I am washing the vegetables.’

b. Wa-caisi
nfut-sew

ku
acc

laimai
clothes

ka
nom

Balenge.
Balenge

‘Balenge sewed the clothes.’

(22) a. Wa-sinasinav-aku
nfut-wash/prog-1s.nom

ki
obl

laceng.
vegetable

‘I am washing vegetables.’

b. Wa-caisi
nfut-sew

ki
obl

laimai
clothes

ka
nom

Balenge.
Balenge

‘Balenge sewed clothes.’

The semantic distinction between ku and ki in marking the patients indicates that

ki, which marks relations of genitive and oblique, and is opposed to the accusative

ku, behaves similarly to the partitive case of languages like Hungarian, Estonian,

Finnish, Polish or Russian (Blake, 2001, and citations therein).

More examples are provided in (23) and (24) to illustrate that, when marking

direct objects, ki describes kind, ku indefinite (but specific), and ka definite. This is

different from when they mark the subjects.

(23) a. Wa-dror(o)-ako
nfut-push-1s.nom

ki
obl

lrenege.
stone

‘I pushed a stone.’ (Not the other kind of object)

b. Wa-dror(o)-ako
nfut-push-1s.nom

ku
acc

lrenege.
stone

‘I pushed a stone.’

c. Wa-dror(o)-ako
nfut-push-1s.nom

ka
nom

lrenege.
stone

‘I pushed the stone.’

(24) a. Wa-zek(a)-ako
nfut-draw-1s.nom

ki
obl

taupong.
dog

‘I drew a dog.’ (Not the other kind of animal)
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b. Wa-zek(a)-ako
nfut-draw-1s.nom

ku
acc

taupong.
dog

‘I drew a dog.’

c. Wa-zek(a)-ako
nfut-draw-1s.nom

ka
nom

taupong.
dog

‘I drew the dog.’

Another issue about semantic marking in Rukai is that the distinctive case

marking of direct objects has different effects on non-proper nouns and proper nouns.

As shown in (25a), when a direct object is a proper noun, it is compatible with the

oblique ki. In contrast to (24b-c), examples (25b-c) illustrate that proper names as

direct objects are incompatible with the accusative ku and the nominative case ka.

The semantic clash in (25b) is because that the proper name is definite, and cannot

be marked by ku, which signifies an indefinite (though possibly specific) meaning.

The problem of (25c), while not fully understood, may be that the nominative ka

conveys a meaning of definiteness, which is redundant or pragmatically infelicitous

when it marks an object that is intrinsically definite.

(25) a. Wa-zek(a)-ako
nfut-draw-1s.nom

ki
obl

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘I drew (a picture of) Lrailrai.’

b. *Wa-zek(a)-ako
nfut-draw-1s.nom

ku
acc

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘lit. I drew (a picture of) a Lrailrai.’

c. ??Wa-zek(a)-ako
nfut-draw-1s.nom

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘lit. I drew (a picture of) the Lrailrai.’

Although semantic marking may override grammatical case marking, and

results in non-nominative case marking on subjects and non-accusative case marking

on objects, among the case markers, ki is the only one that can mark (i) indirect

objects, as in (26), and (ii) nouns of possessors, signifying a genitive relation, as
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shown in (27). In contrast, ku and ka do not mark indirect objects or nouns of

possessors.

(26) a. Wa-cikipi
nfut-knit

ku
acc

laimai
clothes

ka
nom

Balenge
Balenge

ki(\*ku\*ka)
obl

lalake-ini.
child-3s.gen

‘Balenge knitted the clothes for her child.’

b. Wa-badh-aku
nfut-give-1s.nom

ku
acc

alualu
candy

ki(\*ku\*ka)
obl

lasu.
guy

‘I gave the candy to a guy.’

c. Wa-iluk-aku
nfut-take-1s.nom

saungulrane
drink

pu-Vudai
to-Vudai

bai
give

ki(\*ku\*ka)
obl

Takanau.
Takanau
‘I took the drinks to Vudai to give them to Takanau.’

(27) a. Wa-cili-nga
nfut-lose-pfv

ku
nom

sasin
picture/photo

ki(\*ku\*ka)
obl

Balenge.
Balenge

‘Balenge’s picture got lost.’

b. Ma-kucingale
nfut-respectable

ka
nom

taiyane
word

ki(\*ku\*ka)
obl

Auvini.
Auvini

‘Auvini’s words are respectable.’

3.3 Nominal case forms and the case marker ki

We have seen that Rukai has three analytic case markers ka, ku and ki (Blake,

2001), among which ki seems to have the most divergent behavior in terms of its

grammatical occurrences. It marks noun phrases that serve as nominal modifiers,

which are usually marked by the genitive case in other languages. It is used to

mark internal arguments (direct objects), and indirect objects in double-object sen-

tences. Ki also contrasts with the nominative ka and accusative ku in terms of

specificity/definiteness, and also person/agentivity (cf. Li, 1997b). On the other

hand, Rukai person names and pronouns show nominal declension with case suffix-

ation. The following sections present partial discussions of the uses of the two kinds
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of case marking.

3.3.1 Nominal case forms

Rukai personal/proper names and pronouns show nominal declension that reflects

a possessive, or ‘oblique’ relation. This is shown by the suffix -ane attached to, or

realized on, the nominal stems, which is glossed as obl.3 Consider (28) and (29).

(28) a. Kai
dem

silu
glass bead

Baleng(e)-ane.
Balenge-obl

‘This glass bead is Balenge’s.’

b. Kai
dem

legelege
mountain

Ngudradrekadh-ane.
Rukai-obl

‘This mountain is the Rukai tribe’s.’

(29) Q: Kai
dem

silu,
glass bead

kai
neg

ka
det

nakuane,
1s.obl

kai
neg

ka
det

musuane,
2s.obl

la
then

kai
neg

ka
det

Takanav-ane,
Takanau-obl

la
then

ka
det

aneane?
who

‘This glass bead, it’s not mine, not yours, and not Takanau’s, then

whose?’

A: Alau
probably

Zepang-ane?
Zepang-obl

‘Probably Zepang’s?’

If a meaning of relation is described in the sentences, such as by a term of kinship

or marital relationship, ki (genitive) is used, as in (30).

(30) Kai
dem

Asiane,
Asiane

taelrelre
wife

ki
gen

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Asiane is the wife of Takanau.’

3Recall that the morpheme -ane is also used for voice formation and nominalization of verbal
and adjectival elements as discussed in the chapters.
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If the ‘possessor’ is pronominal, it needs to be realized in a genitive bound form,

but not its oblique form. Contrast (31a-b) and (32a-b), where the genitive forms

are underlined.

(31) a. *Kai
dem

Asiane,
Asiane

taelrelre
wife

iniane.
3s.obl

b. Kai
dem

Asiane,
Asiane

taelrelre-ini.
wife-3s.gen

‘Asiane is his wife.’

(32) a. *Cegau
Cegau

ku
det

palra
companion

nakuane.
1s.obl

b. Cegaw
Cegau

ku
det

palra-li.
companion-1s.gen

‘Cegau is my companion.’

The data shown above raises the question of whether we need to distinguish the

two kinds of cases – the genitive case and the oblique case – in the non-pronominal

case system of Rukai. This is relevant when we discuss the differential marking in

sentences of the passive and the object voice, as in chapter 3. The case distinction

is shown in the pronominal forms: in the passive voice, the agent is in its oblique

form, whereas in the object voice, the agent is in its genitive form. This study

thus maintains a distinction between the genitive case and the oblique case in the

non-pronominal case system, although both are realized by ki.

3.3.2 The uses of ki

This section provides some data to illustrate the uses of the oblique case marker ki,

in sentences where the arguments or nominal elements have various semantic roles

(Fillmore, 1968; Blake, 2001).
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Objects of kinds: Arguments that denote kinds of objects, or are used in a

generic/indefinite sense are marked by ki. Consider the examples in (33).

(33) a. Ma-kiucu
nfut-afraid

[ki
obl

madadimiti]
darkness

ka
nom

Samelreng.
Samelreng

‘Samelreng is afraid of the darkness.’

b. Ma-kikiocu-nga
nfut-afriad/red-emph

[ki
obl

umuku]
typhoon

ka
nom

Samelreng.
Samelreng

‘Samelreng is most afraid of typhoons (among other things).’

c. Kai
neg

maka-kilalra-nga
poss.mod-hear-emph

[ki
obl

lingau]
sound

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘He couldn’t hear a sound.’

A meaning of specificity or definiteness can be derived by the accusative case ku,

demonstratives, or by contextual information, as shown in (34) and (35).

(34) a. Ku
det

ta
1p.nom

ka
det

umaumas,
person/human

wa-kane-ta
nfut-eat-1p.nom

[ki
obl

kang].
fish

‘As humans, we eat fish.’

b. Kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

wa-drele
nfut-see

[ku
acc

kange]
fish

ki
gen

baiyu.
lake

‘I didn’t see the fish in the lake.’

(35) a. Ara-thethethengete
neg-tease/prog

[ku
acc

taupong].
dog

‘Stop teasing the dog.’

b. Ara-thethethengete
neg-tease/prog

[kuini
dem

ki
obl

taupong].
dog

‘Stop teasing that dog.’

c. Ngu-a-lebe
go-nfut-open

[ki
obl

lraulraudru]
door

ka
nom

ina.
mother

‘Mother opened the/some door.’

Personal/proper names marked by ki usually receive a definite interpretation, as in

(36).
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(36) ki-marked object:

a. Pa-suadalru
caus-ask

ka
nom

Cegau
Cegau

[ki
obl

Thali]
Thali

pa-kane
caus-eat

ku
acc

kange.
fish

‘Cegau asked Thali to eat the fish.’

b. Pathavongo
punish/nfut

ka
nom

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

[ki
obl

lalake-ini].
child-3s.gen

‘The mother punished her child.’

Ki can mark subjects, but only personal names. Contrast (37).

(37) ki-marked subject:

a. Ma-elrela
scorn

nakuane
1s.obl

{ki/ku/ka}
obl/acc/nom

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Kineple scorned me.’

b. {*Ki/ku/ka}
obl/acc/nom

Kineple,
Kineple

ma-elrela
scorn

nakuane.
1s.obl

‘Kineple, he scorned me.’

The subject in (37a) can be marked by the three case markers, each resulting in a

different meaning. As (37b) shows, the ki-marked argument cannot be topicalized.

While the semantic effects are not clearly understood, (37a-b) suggest that the

case markers encode semantic information while syntactically constrained. A more

thorough account of Rukai cases that considers the semantic effects while examining

their syntactic behaviors is needed.

Thematic roles: Indirect objects that have a thematic role of recipient or bene-

ficiary need to be marked by ki.

(38) a. Wa-cikipi
nfut-knit

ku
acc

lraimai
clothes

[ki
obl

lalake-ini]
child-3s.gen

ka
nom

Muakai.
Muakai

‘Muakai knitted clothes for her child.’

b. Wa-cug-aku
nfut-pay back

[ki
obl

Takanau]
Takanau

kuiya.
yesterday
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‘I paid back/returned a favor to Takanau yesterday.’

c. Ngualadh-aku
for-1s.nom

[ki
obl

dalam-ane-li]
love-nomz-1s.gen

kela
come

kai
dem

kaumasane.
world/universe

‘I came to the world for the one I love.’

In situations that involve a transition or change of state, either in a literal or figu-

rative sense, the sources need to be marked by ki.

(39) a. Ki-a-salru
borrow-nfut-borrow

ku
acc

paisu
money

ka
nom

Kineple
Kineple

[ki
obl

Cegau].
Cegau

‘Kineple borrowed money from Cegau.’

b. Tu-a-abulru
verbz-nfut-legend

[ki
obl

Auvini]
Auvini

ka
nom

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Kineple made a legend of Auvini.’

c. Kai
dem

tiatina
mother

tu-a-kuli
verbz-nfut-ice

[ki
obl

toko].
strawberry

‘Mom made strawberries into ice.’

Locational objects are marked by ki.

(40) a. I-a-kai
be-nfut-dem

[ki
obl

dakerale]
bank

dadadavac
walk/prog

ka
nom

tiatina.
mother

‘Mother is walking along the river bank.’

b. Lri-apec-aku
fut-sleep-1s.nom

i-kai
be-dem

[ki
obl

taapeapecane].
bedroom

‘I will sleep in the bedroom.’

c. Pi-a-kai-ako
caus-nfut-dem-1s.nom

[ki
obl

cukui]
table

ku
acc

orasi.
yam

‘I put the yam on the table.’

d. I-papi-aku
fut-head for-1s.nom

[ki/*ka/*ku
obl/nom/acc

Cegau].4

Cegau
‘I will head for Cegau’s.’

e. Mua-lingau
go-sound

[ki
obl

marudraudrang],
parents

wa-apece
nfut-sleep

i-kai
be-dem

[ki
obl

takasepelane]
peace

ka
det

tararekarekane.
grave
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‘I recall my parents sleeping in the grave of peace.’

f. Ngi-a-lralrumai
reflx-nfut-hit/prog

pa-kai
caus-dem

[ki
obl

aulru-ini].
head-3s.gen

‘He is hitting himself in head.’

The oblique case ki is used to mark objects of theme or patient, which are

directly or indirectly affected, or may not be affected at all in the events denoted in

the sentences. Consider (41) and (42).

(41) a. Kai
dem

Gesevalre
Gesevalre

wa-ranau
nfut-intentional

drumulru
hit and make s.o. fall

[ki
obl

Ripunu].
Ripunu

‘Gesevalre hit Ripunu and made him fall intensionally.’

b. Ara-kai-ako
use/with-dem-1s.nom

ku
acc

calisi
rope

kereng
tie

[ki
obl

taupong].
dog

‘I used a rope to tie the dog.’

(42) a. Kai
dem

taupong,
dog

wa-thingale
nfut-know

dangalro
watch

[ki
obl

daane].
house

‘Dogs know how to watch a house.’

b. Ngu-a-kai-aku
with-nfut-dem-1s.nom

[ki
obl

ngiapapalai]
airplane

mua
go

Amelrika.
America

‘I took an airplane to America.’

c. Wa-ala-ku
nfut-resemble-1s.nom

[ki
obl

ama].
father

‘I look like my father.’

Temporal sentences: Temporal terms such as zikan ‘time; hour’ and vai ‘sun;

day’ are marked by ki, as exemplified by (43a-b).

(43) a. Ngu-a-tolro-ako
with-nfut-three-1s.nom

[ki
obl

zikan]
time/hour

kilalalalra
listen/prog

ku
acc

senai.
music

‘I spent three hours listening to the music.’

b. Lri-maka-tolrolro
fut-dur-three/red

[ki
obl

vai]
sun/day

ku
det

a-mu-ane
fut-go-nomz

Vudai.
Vudai

4Cf. (37a).
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‘He will spend three days to go to Budai.’

The agent or theme of an eventuality that is temporally compared to another is

marked by ki, as shown in (44). The temporal relations can be indicated by the

relational predicates suala ‘precede’ or bilrili ‘follow’.

(44) Kai
dem

Takanau,
Takanau

a-suala/a-bilrili
nfut-precede/nfut-follow

[ki
obl

Muni]
Muni

mu-daane.
go-house

‘Takanau entered the house before/after Muni.’

Comparative and superlative: The case marker ki is also used in comparative

and superlative sentences. It marks the objects that are compared. Contrast (45)

and (46).

(45) Ka
det

daane
house

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

suadrau.
big

‘Balenge’s house is big. (or, It’s a big house of Balenge’s.)’

(46) a. Kai
dem

daane
house

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

suadradrau
big/red

[ki
obl

dumane
other

ki
obl

daane].
house

‘Balenge’s house is bigger than the other.’

b. Kai
dem

daane
house

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

suadradrau-nga
big/red-emph

[ki
obl

la-daane-nga].
pl-house-emph

‘Balenge’s house is the biggest among the houses.’

In comparative sentences, the main predicates undergo morphological reduplication,

as in (46a). In superlative constructions, such as (46b), the predicates are redupli-

cated, and marked by the suffix -nga, whose meaning is known to involve emphasis

in various constructions but is not well understood. The morphological reduplica-

tion and nga-attachment are both obligatory to form superlatives. Note that the

emphatic -nga and the perfective aspect marker -nga are homomorphic in Rukai.
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As a final remark, we note that, in various sentences the three markers

ka/ku/ki are not used to indicate a case relation but to convey a semantic meaning.

We may ask, then, whether these markers should be considered as case markers at

all. A piece of strong evidence in support of the case analysis for the markers is that

they cannot be freely marked on the arguments. Contrast (47a) to (47b-c). If their

use only depends on semantics, (47b-c) should be grammatical. The other reason is

that, as we have discussed, the markers have a different type of interpretation when

marked on the object, as compared to the subject.

(47) a. Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ku
acc

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ka
nom

Balenge].
Balenge

‘Balenge plucked flowers.’

b. *Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ki
indef

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ki
(person)

Balenge].
Balenge

‘(intended) Balenge plucked some flowers.’

c. *Wa-malra
nfut-obtain

[ka
(kind)

la-hana]
pl-flower

[ka
nom

Balenge].
Balenge

‘(intended) Balenge plucked flowers of some certain kind.’

Thus, it is important to maintain a case analysis for ka/ku/ki.

3.4 Case morphology and eventuality structuring

This section associates the case morphemes with verbal affixes that bear the same

forms. By investigating the morpho-syntax and semantics, it is argued that the case

morphemes, ka, ku and ki, participate in verb formation and contribute in different

ways to event structuring. Specifically, I take the approach that the case morphemes,

as well as the object voice morpheme -ane, are used as category features that reflect

relevant information on the stems. Under the approach, ku- and ki- involve syntactic

features, and ka- semantic features.
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3.4.1 Nominative ka

Ka-verbs describe states, as in (48a), or achievements, as in (48b). And the impor-

tant thing about the ka-verbs, which denote achievement, is that they implicate a

result state. The tensed form in (48) is presented with the nonfuture tense.

(48) a. Verb stem Tensed form Translation Type

ka-barengere ma-barengere ‘miss, feel the lack of’ state

ka-dalame ma-dalame ‘like’ state

ka-girimocu ma-girimocu ‘hate’ state

ka-ino ma-ino ‘be shy’ state

ka-kalithi ma-kalithi ‘despair’ state

ka-kioco ma-kioco ‘fear’ state

ka-lriki ma-lriki ‘hesitate’ state

ka-opongo ma-opongo ‘be irritated’ state

ka-rase ma-rase ‘dislike’ state

ka-thalrai ma-thalrai ‘care for’ state

ka-valringivingi ma-valringivingi ‘miss’ state

b. ka-dronga ma-dronga ‘grow up’ achievement

ka-tuas ma-tuas ‘leave’ achievement

ka-ulrau ma-ulrau ‘lose’ achievement

The distinction between the denotation of state and achievement bears on the ques-

tion of temporal interpretation that the former can be interpreted as present and

the latter is generally past when used in sentences uttered at the speech time.5

5When the verbs in (48b) occur in sentences with the nonfuture tense, they are interpreted as
punctual actions that took place in the past.
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3.4.2 Accusative ku

The accusative case morpheme ku incorporates the verb stems to form unaccusative

verbs. The only argument of the sentences, that is, the theme, surfaces as the

subject, as shown by the contrasting examples (49a) and (49b).

(49) a. Wa-lama
nfut-burn

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

ku
acc

angatungatu.
forest

‘Takanau burned the forest.’

b. Ku-a-lama
KU-nfut-burn

ku
nom

angatungatu.
forest

‘The forest burned/is burning.’

The resulting sentences are intransitive, and no external argument is allowed

(50). Aspectually, ku-type verbs are dynamic, durative, and atelic, with an arbitrary

endpoint (cf. Dell, 1983; Travis, 2005).

(50) a. *Ku-a-lama
KU-nfut-burn

ki
obl

Takanaw
Takanau

ka
nom

angatungatu.
forest

b. *Ku-a-lama
KU-nfut-burn

ka/ku
nom/acc

Takanaw
Takanau

ka
nom

angatungatu.
forest

‘(Intended meaning) The forest was burned by Takanau.’

More examples of accusative ku-sentences are in (51).

(51) a. Ku-a-taraisi
KU-nfut-burn

ku
nom

sabikibiki.
betel nuts

‘The betel nuts burned/are burning.’

b. Kavai
dem

calisi,
rope

ku-a-kelrai
KU-nfut-hang

ki
obl

beleng
above

ki
gen

angatu.
tree

‘That rope hung/is hanging on the tree.’

Some ku-type verbs are listed in (52).
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(52) Verb stem Tensed form Translation Type

ku-lama ku-a-lama ‘burn’ activity

ku-taraisi ku-a-taraisi ‘burn (in a large scale)’ activity

ku-kelrai ku-a-kelrai ‘hang’ activity

The use of ku in verb formation of Tanan Rukai has been mentioned in Li

(1973). Consider the examples in (53) and (54).

(53) Tanan Rukai (Li, 1973, p.243,(1)-(2))

a. Ay-laub
fut-burn

inia
that

daan
house

kay
this

umas.
man

‘This man will burn that house.’

b. Ku-a-laub-nga
self-past-burn-pfv

kuadha
that

daan.
house

‘That house has burned already.’

(54) Tanan Rukai (Li, 1973, p.244,(3))

a. *Ku-a-laub
self-past-burn

sa
det

umas
man

kay
this

daan.
house

‘(Intended meaning) This house was burned by the man.’

Li states that, “The prefix ku- may be called an ‘intransitivizer’ in the sense that

when the original verb stem can take both the AGENT and OBJECT actants, the

corresponding derived verb with ku- can no longer cooccur with both case actants

(p.243).” He continues to state that, “The ku- middling may be related to the ki-

passive, since the prefixes are so close phonologically, and the two types of derived

verbs behave in a similar way by having OBJECT actants as subjects, with AGENT

actants absent in the sentence,” with which Li adopts the notion of middling from

Starosta (1971). I take ku-sentences to be unaccusative, not passive, because agen-
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tive arguments are excluded from this type of constructions.6

3.4.3 Oblique ki

Ki- has several functions and occurs in various morpho-syntactic environments in

Rukai. In addition to marking the oblique case, it constructs different types of verbs

as a part of the stems. Consider the examples in (55).

(55) Verb stem Tensed form Translation Type

ki-dili ki-a-dili ‘tolerate’ activity

ki-dingai ki-a-dingai ‘find’ achievement

ki-lringau ki-a-lringau ‘realize’ achievement

ki-padadresenge ki-a-padadresenge ‘meet’ achievement

ki-pautenga ki-a-pautenga ‘believe’ state

ki-ragai ki-a-ragai ‘be happy’ state

ki-rarakete ki-a-rarakete ‘notice’ achievement

ki-sapalra ki-a-sapalra ‘be sympathetic’ state

The verbs shown in (55) need to distinguished from the passive use of ki, as shown

in (56).

(56) Ki-a-lrumai
pass-nfut-hit

nakuane
1s.obl

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

(=(12b))

‘Takanau was hit by me.’

Verbs in (55) do not behave like the passive in that the agent/experiencer is a

nominative case-marked subject, while the theme/patient is an object marked by

the oblique case, as in (57). This patterns with the active voice, as in (58).

6Ku may be considered as an accusative clitic and compared to Romance unaccusatives (Lisa
Travis, p.c.).
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(57) Ki-a-pautenga-ku
believe-nfut-believe-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I believe in you.’

(58) Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-miss-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I miss you.’

3.4.4 Merger of determiner morphology

Assuming that cases are a subset of determiners, the schematic representations are

stipulated as in (59) to indicate the connection between the case morphemes and

the prefixes that construct the verbal complexes.

(59) a. [S [DP ka [VP V (DP2) ] ] DP1 ] → [S [VP ka-. . . ] DP ]

b. [S [DP ku [VP V ] ] DP ] → [S [VP ku-. . . ] DP ]

c. [S [DP ki [VP V (DP2) (DP3) ] ] DP1 ] → [S [VP ki-. . . ] DP ]

In the schema, DP1 designates the external argument (subject), while DP2 and DP3

the internal arguments (direct and indirect objects). By comparing the two uses of

the morphemes, as case markers and as a part of verbal structure, it can be stipulated

that the various morphemes merge with the hosting head in the latter situation. As

indicated on the right side of the arrow, the merged morphemes undergo a process

of reanalysis such that they are taken as a part of the verb phrases, and thus lose

their original syntactic status as a determiner (or a case marker).7

(59) can be translated into a more general hypothesis that also accounts for

other non-case determiners, as shown in (60):

(60) Merger of determiner morphology

7The hypothesized formation presented in (59) would assume a sentence type of DP-DP as the
basic, underlying structure for the derived sentences in Rukai. It remains a problem as to how such
a derivation could be analyzed with respect to the tree structure.
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[DP Det [XP . . . ] ] → [XP Det-. . . ]

The hypothesis of morphological merger is in line with the notion of Lowering in

Distributed Morphology (Embick and Noyer, 2001, To appear).8 According to this

theory, Lowering is a movement operation which lowers a grammatical head to its

complement’s head (Embick and Noyer, To appear). If the present analysis is on

the right track, then the various determiner morphemes that act as case markers

and participate in forming verbal structure, can be treated as instances of Lowering.

These morphemes were once syntactic heads (Abney, 1987), and for some reason,

they are lowered to the head of their complements, that is, the verbs. Ultimately,

the operation results in the various verbal constructions.

The hypothesis of (60) bears on several morpho-syntactic properties of Rukai.

First, it provides a possible account for the source of the passive voice. Rukai has

been reported in the literature to be the only language that has the ki-passive

construction among Taiwan’s Austronesian languages (Li, 1973) (cf. Li, 2006).

(60) provides an explanation for the source of this special passive construc-

tion of Rukai. Under the present approach, ki-passive is a result of grammatical

reanalysis derived from morphological merger (or Lowering, under the approach

of Distributed Morphology). The passive marker ki is historically related to the

oblique/genitive case marker ki.

Secondly, the hypothesis is able to account for some morphological behavior

of other determiners and complementizers in the domain of temporality: The first

example concerns the marker na, which is used as a determiner that can locate

nominals in time. Its meaning is very close to English former, past, or ex- when it

co-occurs with a nominal element.9 Contrast na and ku in (61a-b).

8I thank Lisa Travis for pointing this out.
9Na is also used as a perfect aspectual marker in Rukai. See chapter 5 for more discussion.
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(61) a. Kudra
dem

na
former

taelrelre-li,
wife-1s.gen

ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru.
very

‘My ex-wife was very beautiful.’

b. Kudra
dem

ku
det

taelrelre-li,
wife-1s.gen

ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru.
very

‘My wife is very beautiful.’

Na is also used like a part of a word in other instances. An example is ku nadruma

‘before; the other day’: na co-occurs with druma, a nominal stem which means other

(person, thing). The derived temporal morpheme takes the determiner ku to form

ku na-druma.10 Furthermore, na’s cognates in other Rukai dialects seem to be used

as a determiner (cf. Li, 1973).

The second example is about temporal expressions. In chapter 2, it was

mentioned that the alternation between the determiner ku and the complementizer

lu involves the formation of temporal expressions that exhibit a distinction of past

and future (Li, 1973). The two determiners co-occur with the hosting nominals iya

‘day’, and (i)caili ‘year’, to form ku iya ‘yesterday’, lu iya ‘tomorrow’, ku icaili ‘last

year’ and lu icaili ‘the next year’. The hypothesis of (60) accounts for the formation

of these temporal expressions.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has investigated the semantics of the case morphemes, and has shown

that two types of case marking, syntactic and semantic, are used in Rukai. The

analysis and hypothesis given in the second part of the chapter provide clues for

Rukai morphosyntax and its effects on eventuality structuring and temporal inter-

pretation. It is shown that determiners participate in eventuality structuring and

constructing expressions of temporality at different levels.

The present analysis has established an association between determiner mor-

10The formation can be written as: [DP na [NP druma]] < [NP nadruma] < [DP ku [NP nadruma]].
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phology and temporality, specifically, a relation between morphology and aspec-

tual/temporal interpretation. However, the discussion points out further issues that

need to be addressed: (i) How do we know the morphemes that are compared are

originally the same morphemes? (ii) With respect to the merger analysis, this hy-

pothesis would assume a sentence type of DP-DP as the basic, underlying structure

for the derived sentences, and is that justifiable? (iii) What properties do the mor-

phemes originally have as cases and/or determiners?

The data that are available do not allow a comprehensive analysis to validate

the historical relation of each pair of morphemes that are compared, and it is not

the purpose of this study to argue for a historical source of the sentence types that

we have looked at in this chapter. Nevertheless, it is my hope that this chapter has

offered a novel perspective on the linguistic treatment of the various morphemes,

which may have different grammatical functions but have salient properties that can

be generalized.

One final remark about the Rukai system is about the passive voice. As the

first scholar to address issues on Rukai voice, Li (1973) states that:

“The dichotomy between ‘active’ (focus on AGENT) and ‘passive’ (fo-

cus on cases other than AGENT) as made by Bloomfield (1917) in his

analysis of Tagalog and by Ogawa (1935:337) in his analysis of Rukai

is quite appropriate here because a binary active-passive distinction in

Rukai is clearly marked by the absence (active) or presence (passive) of

the verbal prefix ki-.” (p.194)

Among the Formosan languages, Rukai has been analyzed as the only one that uses

ki as a voice marker (Li, 1973), although it has been reported that another Formosan

language, Puyuma, has a similar type of construction (Li, 2006). If we are correct

in associating case/determiner morphology with eventuality structuring, and even

voice marking, the phenomenon of morphological merger offers a historical clue as
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to where the passive voice of Rukai may have come from. Due to this study’s limited

scope, we leave questions and related issues for further research.
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Chapter 4

Object Voice and Derived States

4.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses grammatical properties of voice constructions of Rukai, and

approaches aspectual properties through voice and nominalization. The goal is two-

fold: First, it is argued that nominalization is used to construct a kind of voice

constructions in Rukai, that is, the object voice, and as such, Rukai has a three-way

voice system, instead of a two way system (cf. Li, 1973). Secondly, it will be shown

that Rukai object voice constructions are associated with aspectual interpretation.

In the literature, an association between a certain kind of morphosyntactic

construction and a particular way of interpretation in terms of temporality has

been established in many cases, and among them are English adjectival passives,

German adjectival passives (Kratzer, 2000), Latin gerundive (Blake, 2001), and

Japanese adjectival relatives (Ogihara, 2004). In these cases, certain morphemes or

voice constructions are considered to convey adjectival modification or stativity. By

investigating the Rukai object voice in the domain of eventuality, it is argued that the

resulting constructions belong to a type of derived structure that is associated with

a stative interpretation. Specifically, it is claimed that the stative interpretation is
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due to a semantic effect, an aspectual shift, induced by the nominalizing operation.

This aspectual shift changes the various types of situations into states, and results

in the differential interpretation of the object voice constructions, as compared to

the active and passive.

Rukai object voice constructions are exemplified by (1) and (2) (2.3.4).

(1) a. Ta-kabarenger-ane-li
nfut-miss-ov-1s.gen

ka
nom

ina.
Mom

‘Mom is who I miss.’

b. Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
gen

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar was what the bear ate (at).’

(2) a. A-kabarenger-ane-li
fut-miss-ov-1s.gen

ka
nom

ina.
Mom

‘Mom is who I will miss.’

b. A-kane-ane
fut-eat-ov

ki
gen

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar is what the bear will eat (at).’

The examples have the following grammatical properties: (i) The predicates are

tense-marked, and (ii) the agent or experiencer is realized as genitive case-marked

arguments, and the theme or patient arguments are the subjects, marked by the

nominative case. The predicates all bear a verbal suffix, -ane.

In the literature, the morpheme -ane and its cognates in other Rukai dialects

have been analyzed as a nominalizer (cf. Li, 1973; Chen, 2002; Zeitoun, 2002; Sung,

2005). Also, to my knowledge, Li (1973) is the first researcher that discusses -ane

in the context of grammatical voice (see §2.3.4).

The research at the syntactic-semantic level has indicated that the following

characteristics pertain to these voice constructions: First, the structure involves se-

mantic salience of the arguments; while the patient or theme is made prominent, the
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agent becomes less. Secondly, the way the arguments are realized in the sentences

is related to case alternation; whereas the patient or theme is marked by the nomi-

native case and becomes the subject, the agent is demoted as an argument marked

by the genitive case.1

The first part of this chapter identifies this voice construction as the object

voice, thus making it on a par with the active and the passive voice (cf. Li, 1973).

The second part studies the object voice at the semantic level. The issue to be

investigated in the second part, to be more specific, is the aspectual interpretation

that is associated with this type of construction. It is argued that the resulting

constructions involve an aspectual shift of eventuality/situation type (Smith, 1997).

This chapter is organized as follows: §4.2 discusses in more detail the mor-

phosyntactic uses of the nominalizing morpheme, which include the formation of

lexical nominals, situational nominals, and voice constructions; §4.3 provides a com-

parison of three kinds of voice constructions; §4.4 discusses the interpretation of

stativity of the situational nominals and the voice constructions; §4.5 addresses the

issue of situational nominals and the object voice involving an interpretation of ha-

bituality; §4.6 provides the semantic representation of the derived states; and finally,

§4.7 summarizes the findings.

4.2 Relation of nominalization and voice

This section provides an overview of Li (1973)’s influential analysis of nominalization

for -an, the Tanan Rukai cognate of Budai Rukai -ane. The overview is followed by

discussion of Budai Rukai data.

1Note that the agent in the object voice is generally not omissible, unlike in the passive. Also, the
nominative case-marked patient/theme in the object voice, like ka babui in ((1b)), has properties
that are traditionally assumed to be of a grammatical subject. We see this, for instance, in control
constructions and on co-reference of the nominative patient/theme with the reflexive, but we will
not go into detail in this study.
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4.2.1 Li’s (1973) analysis of ‘nominalization’

In his study of Tanan Rukai, Li (1973) lists several types of nominalization that

involve suffixation of -an to a verb base:2

(3) Nominalization in Tanan Rukai (adapted from Li (1973), pp.271-274)

a. verb + -an:

(i) kalisi ‘get bad’ > kalisi-an ‘bad place’

(ii) dadavac ‘be walking’ > dadavac-an ‘a walk’

b. a- + verb + -an:

(i) kan1-an ‘eating object’ > a-kan1-an ‘object to be eaten’

(ii) baay-an ‘giving object’ > a-baay-an ‘object to be given’

c. ni- + verb + -an:

(i) kan1-an ‘eating object’ > ni-kan1-an ‘object that was eaten’

(ii) baay-an ‘giving object’ > ni-baay-an ‘object that was given’

d. ta- + verb + -an:

(i) kan1-an ‘eating object’ > ta-kan1-an ‘eating place (table)’

(ii) tubi-an ‘crying’ > ta-tubi-an ‘crying place or time’

e. sa- + verb + -an:

(i) baay-an ‘object of giving’ > sa-baay-an ‘wedding gift’

(ii) cabu-an ‘object of wrapping’ > sa-cabu-an ‘cloth wrapper’

Derived elements have various meanings and can denote a place or time (e.g. type

(3a-i) and (3d)), a name of action/eventuality (e.g. (3a-ii)), or an individual (e.g.

(3b), (3c), (3e)). On the other hand, it is also indicated that type (b) and (c)

instantiate ‘future’ and ‘past’ nominalization respectively. Derived elements of these

types can be used to express a past or future ‘action’ (p.207).

2-an is the Tanan Rukai cognate of Budai Rukai -ane.
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In considering a range of Tanan Rukai data, Li employed the notion of nom-

inalization for grammatical elements that have both nominal and verbal properties

when they are used in sentences. The properties are summarized as follows:

(4) (adapted from Li (1973))

a. Nominalized elements can be marked by determiners, or demonstratives.

b. Nominalized elements can take bound possessive pronouns.

c. Nominalized elements take NP complements.

d. Nominalized elements are marked for tense and/or aspect.

e. Nominalized elements are semantically passive.

Li established the relation between a derived element and a noun phrase by com-

paring their distributions in the structure. A morphologically derived nominal can

be used as a subject located in an argument position, marked by a determiner, and

by a possessive bound pronoun. Example (5) illustrates property (4a) and (4b);

contrast ta-kan1-an in (5a) to the nominal tama ‘father’ in (5b):

(5) a. ku-ani
this

kaaŋ
fish

[ka
nom

ta-kan1-an-li].
ta-eat-an-my

(p.202:(2))

‘That fish is where-I-ate.’3

b. ku-ani
this

umas
man

[ka
nom

tama-li].
father-my

(p.203:(6))

‘That man is my-father.’

3According to Li, the ‘where’ in the English translation is intended to show that ‘fish’ conveys
the location where the eating event takes place. The examples and glosses of (5), and also (6), have
been modified. The original glosses and translation are shown in (ia) and (iib), respectively.

(i) a. ku-ani kaaŋ
fish

ka ta-kan1-an-li.
eating-place-my

‘That fish is where-I-ate.’
b. ni-kan1-an

eaten-object
iDa-a
that

aðaðam
bird

ku-aDa.
that
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Li also indicated that a derived element with -an can involve a syntactically complex

structure; it can take an ‘attributive NP’, such as ni-kan1-an in (6) with iDa-a

aðaðam ‘that bird’, and form a sentence that has temporal/aspectual interpretation

and a passive meaning (property (4c-e)).

(6) ni-kan1-an
ni-eat-an

[iDa-a
that

aðaðam]
bird

ku-aDa.
that

(p.206:(17)

‘That was eaten by that bird.’

Among the properties in (4), (a) parallels a derived element to a noun phrase in

structure, while (b) through (e) make a derived element more like a verb. Li’s

concluding remarks on these properties have alluded to a point that many of the

derived elements can be taken as verbal and nominal while not specified exclusively

for either category.

In the following quotation, Li points out a salient property of a derived

structure like (5a) and (6):

Semantically the nominalized constructions can be interpreted as a

type of “passive” sentence, since they all in some sense “focus” a non-

agent actant of a transitive verb. They are syntactically related to “equa-

tionals” but also semantically to “passives” (p.211)

Based on Li’s remarks, it is worthy of mentioning that in the literature the nomi-

nalized constructions have also been treated as equational sentences, in which two

constituents are said to be in an ‘equational’ relation. Such an approach, if consid-

ered at the semantic level, would actually impose an undesirable reading on these

sentences. It would force us to equate a property with an individual in sentences

like (1), (2), and (5a). Even if we could find an ‘equational’ relation, we would have

to stipulate one for each sentence.
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The syntactic and semantic properties that the derived structure has show

that this type of construction needs to be treated at the syntactic and semantic

levels, which is an issue we will attend to in later sections.

4.2.2 Formation of -ane constructions in Budai Rukai

The morpheme -ane in Budai Rukai is a productive morpheme and can apply to

various kinds of elements or predicates to form derived elements. Here are the three

types of elements that are derived by -ane:

The first type is the lexical nominal. Many derived elements of this type

have a locational connotation, such as those shown in table 4.1. In other instances,

-ane is attached to nominal stems or predicates, deriving nominals which denote a

concrete or abstract object, an individual, or a property. The interpretation depends

largely on the context, as well as how the nominal is used in the sentences.

base meaning lexical nominal meaning

tualai from, originate ta-tualadh-ane origin
kane eat ta-kanekane-ane kitchen/place to have a meal
apece sleep ta-apeapec-ane bedroom/place to sleep
idengere stop ta-idengedenger-ane parking lot

Table 4.1: Lexical ane-nominalization

An example of lexical nominal is like ta-alup-ane in (6), which is in a complement

position of the verb mua ‘go’ and denotes a location.4

(7) Kai
dem

tara-alupu,
TARA-hunt

lu
if

mua
go

ki
obl

ta-alup-ane,
TA-hunt-nom

kai
neg

a-kuadradrau
nfut-loud

kauriva.
speak

‘A hunter, if he goes to a hunting ground, he does not speak loudly.’

The second type concerns case marking on pronouns and proper names. Con-

4Note that the verbal prefix ta-, while indicating the nonfuture in voice constructions, does not
convey temporality in cases of lexical nominalization.
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sider the -ane component in the accusative and oblique case forms of the pronouns

in table (7).

Subject Non-subject

Nominative Accusative/Oblique Genitive

1.sg -ku nakuane -li

2.sg -su musuane -su

3.sg Ø iniane -ini

Table 4.2: Pronominal case marking

The morpheme -ane is also marked on proper names to signify a relation of posses-

sion or goal, which is indicated by the oblique case in the pronominal system:

(8) a. Kikai
dem

daane
house

ka
det

Takanav-ane.
Takanau-obl

‘This house belongs to Takanau.’

b. Kikai
dem

daane
house

ka
det

nakuane/musuane/iniane.
1s.obl/2s.obl/3s.obl

‘This house belongs to me/you/him.’

The third type is the situational nominal. Derived elements of this type are tense-

marked, operate in the domain of grammatical voice and construct various kinds of

states and events. Some examples are provided in (9).

(9) Verb stem Tensed active form Trans. Situational nominal

<nonfuture> <nonfuture>

kabarengere ma-barengere ‘miss’ ta-kabarenger(e)-ane

katuas ma-tuas ‘leave’ ta-katuas-ane

lama wa-lama ‘burn’ ta-lam(a)-ane

kane wa-kane ‘eat’ ta-kan(e)-ane

<future> <future>

kabarengere lri-kabarengere ‘miss’ a-kabarenger(e)-ane
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katuas lri-katuas ‘leave’ a-katuas-ane

lama lri-lama ‘burn’ a-lam(a)-ane

kane lri-kane ‘eat’ a-kan(e)-ane

As shown in (9), the main predicates of active voice constructions are marked by

the nonfuture or future tense (the nonfuture ma-, wa-, or -a- and Ø in some other

examples; cf. the future lri-/i-). In the object voice, the predicates are marked by a

different set of nonfuture/future tense morphemes (the nonfuture ta-, and the future

a-).5 The passive forms are shown in (10) for a comparison.

(10) Verb stem Passive form Trans. Tensed passive form

<nonfuture>

kabarengere ki-kabarengere ‘be missed’ ki-a-kabarengere

lama ki-lama ‘be burned’ ki-a-lama

kane ki-kane ‘be eaten’ ki-a-kane

<future>

kabarengere ki-kabarengere ‘be missed’ lri-ki-kabarengere

lama ki-lama ‘be burned’ lri-ki-lama

kane ki-kane ‘be eaten’ lri-ki-kane

As can be seen, the suffixal morpheme -ane as a derivational or inflectional mor-

pheme has three uses, and they are summarized in (11):

(11) a. Lexical nominal: -ane derives nominal elements that have a designa-

tion of place, time, thing, or person.

b. Case marking: -ane is marked on pronouns and proper names to

indicate a case relation.

c. Situational nominal: -ane forms elements that have verbal properties

5See table 2.6 in chapter 2.
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and construct situations.

Descriptively speaking, the use of -ane can be said to form two kinds of elements:

(i) those that concern referentiality, and (ii) those that construct situations. The

resulting elements described in (11a-b) are referential, and those in (11c) are used in

constructions that are truth-conditional, which means these constructions depend

on occurrences of the described situations (Kamp and Reyle, 1993). In the follow-

ing sections, we focus on the third type, which will be compared to other voice

constructions and whose association with stativity will be investigated.

The analysis is based on the idea that the marker involves grammatical op-

erations at different levels in the Rukai structure. While it is not the purpose of

this study to infer a general principle from these various operations, which may

historically have come from different sources, it aims to show that the object voice

is comparable to the active and the passive in terms of morphosyntax, but differs

from the latter two in other respects that can be characterized.

Before the discussion, note that the distinction between nominalization and

voice depends on the levels that the derived elements are considered: (i) When

appearing in constructions with grammatical voice properties, -ane is analyzed as

the voice morpheme, and is thus glossed as ov; and (ii) in non-ov constructions, the

suffixal -ane is treated as a nominalizer and glossed as nomz, following the tradition.

On the other hand, the term situational nominal is used as a cover term for

derived elements which convey a situation/eventuality. Thus, ta-kane-ane ‘eating’

is a situational nominal, but ta-alup-ane ‘a hunting ground’ is not.

4.3 Comparison of voices

It has been shown in chapter 2, §2.3.4, that the grammatical properties allow the

object voice construction to be comparable to the other two voices. Before the
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discussion of the three kinds of voices, let us consider the case system first.

(12) a. Ma-barenger-ako
nfut-miss-1s.nom

ki
obl

ina.
mom

(active voice)

‘I miss mom.’

b. Ki-a-kabarengere
pass-nfut-miss

nakuane
1s.obl

ka
nom

ina.
mom

(passive voice)

‘Mom was missed by me.’

c. Ta-kabarenger-ane-li
nfut-miss-ov-1s.gen

ka
nom

ina.
mom

(object voice)

‘Mom is who I miss.’

(13) a. Wa-kane
nfut-eat

ku
acc

babui
boar

ka
nom

cumai.
bear

(active voice)

‘The bear ate a boar.’

b. Ki-a-kane
pass-nfut-eat

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

(passive voice)

‘The boar was eaten by a bear.’

c. Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
gen

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

(object voice)

‘The boar was what the bear ate (at).’

In the data set of (12) and (13), the (a) sentences are constructions of the active

voice, which I take to be signified by a zero morpheme (Li, 1973), where the ex-

ternal arguments are in the nominative case, and the internal arguments are in

non-nominative case (oblique as in (12), or accusative as in (13)). The (b) sentences

are passive voice constructions, signified by the verbal prefix ki-, where the case

relation is reverse of the active voice; the internal arguments take the nominative

case marker, whereas the external ones can only take the oblique case. The (c) sen-

tences, on the other hand, differ from both the active and passive in three respects:

(i) They are marked by another temporal morpheme, ta- in this case, which cannot

be marked in the active and passive, (ii) the verbs bear the verbal suffix -ane, as

opposed to the passive morpheme ki, and (iii), as we have seen previously, the pa-
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tient or theme are marked by the nominative case, while the agent/experiencer is

marked by the genitive case.

4.3.1 Case marking

Let us start with the case marking system. In Rukai sentences, DPs are marked by

case markers which indicate their grammatical roles. The three morphemes ka, ku,

and ki are used to indicate the different roles, as illustrated in table 4.3.1 (cf. Li,

1997b):6

Role Active Passive1 Passive2 Object Voice

Agent/Experiencer ka (nom) ki (obl) ki (obl) ki (gen)7

Theme/Instrument ku (acc) ka (nom) ku (acc) ka (nom)

Goal/Beneficiary ki (obl) ki (obl) ka (nom) ki (obl)

Table 4.3: Case marking and thematic roles

As shown in table 4.3.1, arguments with different thematic roles can be the

grammatical subject, marked by the nominative ka. The pattern of case marking in

the three voices is as follows: (i) In active voice constructions, the theme bears the

accusative, and the goal oblique; (ii) in passive voice constructions where the theme

is the nominative-marked subject, both the agent and the goal bear the oblique;

otherwise, if the goal is the subject, the agent bears the oblique, while the theme

can bear the accusative; and (iii) in the object voice, the theme/patient is the only

argument that can be the subject marked by the nominative, whereas the agent

bears the genitive, and the goal bears the oblique.

6The table is simplified in the sense that ku is also used to mark grammatical subjects, and ki to
mark direct objects. The uses involve various factors such as definiteness and a distinction between
person and nonperson. See the discussion in chapter 3, §3.2.2, for more detail. On the other hand,
the Kucapungan variety also differs from that of Budai in respect of case marking. A more detailed
study on Rukai case marking will be left for further research.

7The distinction between the oblique and the genitive only shows up on pronouns, but not
on nominal case forms (table (7)). The marker ki is glossed as obl and gen respectively in the
examples where the grammatical relation of the constituents can be determined.
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Non-subject

Person Subject Direct Object Indirect Object Object Voice

1.sg -ku (nom) nakuane (acc) nakuane (obl) -li (gen)

2.sg -su (nom) musuane (acc) musuane (obl) -su (gen)

3.sg Ø (nom) iniane (acc) iniane (obl) -ini (gen)

Table 4.4: Pronominal case marking

When used as the subject in active sentences, the pronouns are realized in

their nominative case forms (that is, -ku, -su, Ø). The accusative and oblique cases

converge for the pronouns, in the sense that they are realized in the same forms

when used to designate direct or indirect objects in the sentences. On the other

hand, the pronouns have distinctive forms for the genitive case (-li, -su, and -ini):

They are used to designate the role of possessor when attached to nouns, and they

are used in the object voice, indicating thematic roles such as agent or experiencer.8

4.3.2 Argument structure and linking property

As (14) illustrates (cf. (13)), the object voice construction participates in sentence

forming as a valence-adjusting structure.

(14)

EVENTUALITY: AGENT PATIENT/THEME

kane ‘eat’ cumai ‘bear’ babui ‘boar’

kabarengere ‘miss’ I/you/(s)he ina ‘mom’

↓ ↓

Active voice: nominative accusative

Passive voice: oblique nominative

Object voice: genitive nominative

8Note that the third person pronoun has a zero realization in the nominative case, and the
second person has the same form (-su) for the genitive and the nominative. Also, the oblique forms
involve -ane affixation, which are related to a different case form for each person (1st person: -ku
→na-ku-ane; 2nd person: -su →mu-su-ane; 3rd person: -ini →ini-ane) (Li, 1973, 1977; also Li,
1996, 1997b; Zeitoun, 1997b; Huang et al., 1999; Ross, 2006).
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Semantically, the nominative case-marked arguments are made prominent in the

various constructions in (12) and (13), and the rest of the sentences are used to

predicate of the arguments that are made prominent. In the active (a) sentences,

the external arguments -ako ‘I’ and cumai ‘bear’ are prominent. In the passive

(b) sentences, the internal arguments ina ‘mother’ are prominent. By contrast, the

internal arguments, ina ‘mother’ and babui ‘boar’, receive semantic prominence in

the (c) sentences. When reading the (c) sentences, we understand in the way that

the sentences convey information about the arguments marked by the nominative

case. In addition, the (c) sentences in (12) and (13) are propositions. Take (c) in

(13) as an example; in evaluating the sentence, if we know there is a certain boar

such that at some certain time a bear ate it, then we can say this sentence is true.

While the object voice seems to have a similar effect as the passive, the

former differs from the latter syntactically in having a more restricted use in Budai

Rukai. In double object constructions, the passive can apply to either the direct

or indirect object, and promote it as the sentential subject; in contrast, the object

voice can only apply to the direct object. Additionally, the genitive case-marked

agent/experiencer in the object voice is generally not omissible.

The object voice is related to a syntactic property of Rukai that involves

‘subject omission’. ov constructions can have the agent present in the structure

without a patient or theme, thus resulting in pro-drop formation. Contrast (15a-b).

On the other hand, the agent cannot be omitted with only the nominative case-

marked patient occurring, (15c).

(15) a. Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-nomz

ki
gen

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar was what the bear ate (at).’ (repeated from (13c))

b. Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-nomz

ki
gen

cumai.
bear

‘A bear ate (it/something).’
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c. *Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-nomz

ka
nom

babui.
boar

In contrast, the patient can occur as the grammatical subject in the passive without

the agent occurring.

(16) Ki-a-kane
pass-nfut-eat

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar was eaten.’

The patient (the boar) in (15a) can be said to be ‘less affected’ by the action of

eating, based on the reading that it may only undergo a few bites of the bear, and

is not entirely consumed.9

A hypothesis of the morphosyntax of the object voice is that the nominalizer

-ane is a valence-reducing element. When it is attached to a verb, the verb becomes

intransitive, resulting in a sentence that does not grammatically require a patient to

be realized. The semantic effect of the nominalizer is that it refers to an argument,

which may or may not be explicit in the context, to fulfill the thematic role of

patient. When the patient occurs in the sentence as the subject, the argument is

related to it.

Some syntactic analyses have been provided in Chen (2005) for the object

voice, and they are summarized as follows: (i) the object voice exhibits similarities

with the passive voice in that it promotes objects to be syntactic subjects, and (ii)

unlike the passive, which can apply to the direct or indirect objects in double-objects

sentences, the object voice only applies to the direct objects. Consider the examples

in (17).

(17) Active and passive:

9The reading of non-completion suggests that Rukai object voice constructions can be compared
to sentences of Finnish or Russian that are composed by partitive or imperfective morphology,
denoting unbounded events (Kiparsky, 1998).
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a. Wa-bayi
nfut-give

ku
acc

laimai
clothes

ki
obl

Cegau
Cegau

[ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

‘Kineple gave clothes to Cegau.’

b. Ki-a-bai
pass-nfut-give

ku
det

laimai
clothes

[ka
nom

Cegau]
Cegau

ki
obl

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Cegau was given clothes by Kineple.’

c. Ki-a-bai
pass-nfut-give

ki
obl

Cegau
Cegau

ki
obl

Kineple
Kineple

[ka
det/nom

laimai].
clothes

‘The clothes were given to Cegau by Kineple.’

(17) shows that, in the active and passive voices, different arguments are marked by

the nominative case, shown in the brackets. In the active voice sentence (17a), the

agent is the subject, whereas in the passive sentences (17b-c), the theme and goal

are represented as the nominative case-marked subjects, respectively. Note that the

word order among the nominal arguments is flexible.

In contrast, the object voice is more restricted in the kind of objects that it

can promote. The object voice can only apply to the direct objects in double-object

sentences. As shown in (18a), the theme laimai ‘clothes’ is marked by the nomi-

native case, and promoted as the grammatical subject, whereas the goal argument

Takanau cannot undergo the same process, as in (18b). This indicates that, as a

way of forming voice constructions in Rukai, the object voice is syntactically more

constrained when compared to the passive.

(18) Object voice:

a. Ta-badh-ane
nfut-give-nomz

ki
gen

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

[ka
nom

laimai]
clothes

ki
obl

lalake-ini.
child-3s.gen

‘The clothes are what the mother gave her child.’

b. *Ta-badh-ane
fut-give-nomz

ki/ku
gen/acc

laimai
clothes

ki
obl

Muni
Muni

[ka
nom

Takanau].
Takanau

‘(intended meaning) Takanau is given clothes by Muni.’
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The voice alternation of Rukai object voice can be compared to a grammatical

contrast between passive and -ar suffixation in Japanese, as discussed in Imaizumi

(2001).10 By investigating the syntactic behavior of Rukai ov, the selection of

thematic role in argument promotion, as shown in (18), can be related to some

of the Japanese verbs like tutawaru ‘be notified’. Contrast the active in (19), the

passive in (20), and the -ar constructions in (21) (examples from Imaizumi (2001)).

(19) Kyoozyu-ga
professor-Nom

gakusei-ni
students-Dat

siken-no
examination-Gen

kekka-o
results-Acc

tutae-ta.
notify-Past

‘The professor notified students of the examination results.’ (p.1,(2a))

(20) Passive (p.2,(4); p.3,(9b))

a. Siken-no
examination-Gen

kekka-ga
results-Nom

(kyoozyu-niyotte/-kara)
(professor-by/-from)

gakusei-ni
students-Dat

tutae-rare-ta.
notify-Pass-Past
‘The examination results were given to students (by the professor).’

b. Gakusei-ga
student-Nom

(kyoozyu-niyotte/-kara)
(professor-by/-from)

siken-no
examination-Gen

kekka-o
results-Acc

tutae-rare-ta.
notify-Pass-Past
‘The student was notified of the examination results (by the professor).’

(21) -ar constructions (p.1,(2b); p.3,(9a))

a. Siken-no
examination-Gen

kekka-ga
results-Nom

(kyoozyu-kara)
(professor-from)

gakusei-ni
students-Dat

tutawat-ta.
be notified-Past
‘The examination results were given to students.’

b. *Gakusei-ga
student-Nom

(kyoozyu-kara)
(professor-from)

siken-no
examination-Gen

kekka-o
results-Acc

tutawat-ta.
be notified-Past

10I thank John Beavers for pointing out this information.
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In Japanese passive sentences, as in (20), both the theme and recipient can be the

sentential subject. In contrast, only the theme can be the subject if tutaeru is in its

-ar formation; compare (21a-b). Rukai -ane and Japanese -ar are thus similar in

this respect that they involve a demotion of agent, and exhibit a selection of subject

with respect to thematic roles.11

In terms of word order, the object voice allows a flexible sequence just like

other voices, as exemplified by (22).

(22) a. Ta-badh-ane
nfut-give-nomz

ki
gen

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

ki
obl

lalake-ini
child-3s.gen

[ka
nom

laimai].
clothes

b. Ta-badh-ane
nfut-give-nomz

[ka
nom

laimai]
clothes

ki
gen

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

ki
obl

lalake-ini.
child-3s.gen

‘The clothes are what the mother gave her child.’

Although the order change bears on pragmatic effects, sentences (22a-b) have a sim-

ilar meaning; the subject follows the goal argument in the sentence-final position in

(22a), whereas in (22b) it follows the predicate. Thus, the use of ane-nominalization

in cases like (21a) and (22a-b) demonstrates that the process operates in the domain

of syntax.

4.3.3 Voice constructions in other Austronesian languages

In addition to the aforementioned syntactic properties, the morpho-syntax of the

object voice bears some resemblance to certain morphemes in other Austronesian

languages.

The first is the morpheme ta- in Hoava, an Oceanic language of New Georgia

11Imaizumi’s (2001) analysis is based on the notion of head event of Pustejovsky (1995). Accord-
ing to Pustejovsky (1995), a head event can be defined as “the most prominent subevent in the
event structure of a predicate, which contributes to the ‘focus’ of the interpretation” (via Imaizumi
(2001)). It is argued that -ar suffixation has an effect of “focusing on the caused event (or back-
grounding the causing subevent),” and it “brings about the specification of the head event and the
caused event is marked as the head event” (Imaizumi, 2001, p.9). It remains to be investigated as
to how the analysis can be generalized to Rukai ov.
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Island, Solomon Islands. ta- is a passive marker that comes from the Proto Oceanic

spontaneous intransitive formative *ta- and has been reconstructed as a stative verb

derivative (Pawley, 1972; Evans and Ross, 2001; Ross, 2004). The passive co-occurs

with an actor adjunct, when the verb is marked by the applicative suffix -ni and an

object suffix. Consider the example in (23).12

(23) (from Davis (2003), p.213)

a. Ta-hogi
Pass-gore

rao.
d:1s13

‘I was gored.’

b. Ta-hogi-ni-a
Pass-gore-Applic-o:3s

rao
d:1s

sa
Art:s

boko.
pig

‘I was gored by the pig.’

On the other hand, Budai Rukai -ane can be compared to certain morphemes

in Malagasy and Tagalog that are used in sentences having been analyzed as topi-

calized constructions (Pearson, 2005), as voice constructions (Kroeger, 1993), or as

passive (Keenan and Manorohanta, 2001). Consider particularly the ‘locative topic’

-an in (24c), the ‘dative voice’ -an in (25c), and the ‘passive’ -ina and -ana as in

(26). These morphemes bear a similar syllable structure, containing an alveolar

nasal n and a combination of vowel(s), to the Rukai ov morpheme.

(24) Tagalog (Schachter and Otanes, 1972) (adapted from (Pearson, 2005))

a. Bumili
AT.Prf.buy

ng
Det

libro
book

sa
Obl.Det

tindahan
store

ang
Det

maestro.
teacher

‘The teacher bought a book at the store.’

12The comparison of Rukai ta- and Hoava ta- only shows that they show morphological resem-
blance, and are similar in terms of position and grammatical function. The morpheme ta- is not
used as a passive in Rukai, which is instead indicated by ki-. ta- is taken as a tense marker, which
alternates with the future counterpart a- in object voice constructions.

13Abbreviations used for the Hoava data: Art, article; d, disjunctive pronoun; o, object pronoun;
Pass, passive; s, subject pronoun (Ross, 2004).
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b. Binili
TT.Prf.buy

ng
Det

maestro
teacher

sa
Obl.Det

tindahan
store

ang
Det

libro.
book

‘A/the teacher bought the book at the store.’

c. Binilhan
LT.Prf.buy

ng
Det

maestro
teacher

ng
Det

libro
book

ang
Det

tindahan.
store

‘A/the teacher bought a book at the store.’

(25) Tagalog (Kroeger, 1993)

a. B-um-ili
PERF.AV-buy

ang=lalake
NOM=man

ng=isda
GEN=fish

sa=tindahan.
DAT=store14

‘The man bought fish at the store.’

b. B-in-ili-Ø
PERF-buy-OV

ng=lalake
GEN=man

ang=isda
NOM=fish

sa=tindahan.
DAT=store

‘The man bought the fish at the store.’

c. B-in-ilh-an
PERF-buy-DV

ng=lalake
GEN=man

ng=isda
GEN=fish

ang=tindahan.
NOM=store

‘The man bought fish at the store.’

d. Ip-in-am-bili
IV-PERF-buy

ng=lalake
GEN=man

ng=isda
GEN=fish

ang=pera.
NOM=money

‘The man bought fish with the money.’

e. I-b-in-ili
BV-PERF-buy

ng=lalake
GEN=man

ng=isda
GEN=fish

ang=bata.
NOM=child

‘The man bought fish for the child.’

(26) Malagasy (Keenan and Manorohanta, 2001, (1a); (8a-b))

a. [N-i-v́Idy
past-act-buy

akanjo
clothes

hoan’ny
for’the

zaza]
child

i
art

Vao.
Vao

‘Vao bought clothes for the child.’

b. No-vono-ina-Rabe (novonoin-dRabe)
past-kill-pass-Rabe

ilay
that (aforementioned)

akoho.
chicken

‘That chicken was killed by Rabe.’

c. Ho-soratra-ana-Rasoa (ho soratan-dRasoa)
fut-write-pass-Rasoa

ny
the

taratasy.
letter

‘The letter will be written by Rasoa.’

14AV, Active Voice; BV, Benefactive Voice; DV, Dative/Locative Voice; IV, Instrumental Voice;
OV, Objective Voice; NOM, nominative; DAT, dative; GEN, genitive; PERF, perfective.
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This research assumes a syntactic structure of TopP (topic phrase) proposed

by Pearson (2005). See §A.1 in the appendix for more detail and a structural analysis

of Rukai ov.

4.3.4 Interim summary

The three voices, active, passive, and object voice, can be characterized based on

case marking, linking structure and voice marking. The active has the following

properties:

(27) Characteristics of the active voice

The active voice is a construction in which:

a. the agent is nominative case-marked;

b. the patient/theme is accusative case-marked;

c. the verb is not inflected for voice;

d. nonfuture tense marking (ma-, wa-, -a-, Ø, etc.) reflects on eventuality,

and the future is marked by (lr)i-.

Assuming the active voice as the underlying structure, then the passive voice and

the object voice can be characterized respectively as in (28) and (29):

(28) Characteristics of the passive voice

The passive voice is a voice formation in which:

a. the agent is oblique case-marked, and can be omissible;

b. the patient/theme is nominative case-marked;

c. the verb is marked by the passive prefix ki-;

d. the nonfuture is marked by -a-, and the future by (lr)i-.

(29) Characteristics of the object voice

The object voice is a voice formation in which:
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a. the agent is genitive case-marked, and is generally not omissible;

b. the patient/theme is nominative case-marked;

c. the verb is marked by the ov suffix -ane; and,

d. the verb is marked by a different set of tense morphemes from that of

the active and passive voice (nonfuture: ta-; future: a-).

It has not been specifically discussed in the literature, to my knowledge, how

the resulting constructions of the various voices/topics, to which the Rukai object

voice bears structural resemblance, are interpreted aspectually or temporally. We

will attend to more of this issue in the next section.

4.4 Semantic interpretation of the object voice

Thus far, from a syntactic perspective we have seen in some simple examples that

the morpho-syntax of object voice concerns argument structure and case marking.

The surface structure of the object voice involves singling out the nominative case

marked arguments as the prominent elements in the sentences, and this parallels

the object voice with the passive. Given these grammatical similarities, we can raise

the question of how the object voice differs from the passive voice and how the

distinction can be characterized.

In considering its salient property and the way it is interpreted in context,

the object voice is found to be quite different from the passive, as well as the active,

in having several kinds of interpretation. Take (13c) for instance, as repeated in

(30).

(30) Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
gen

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

a. ‘The boar was what the bear ate (at).’

b. ‘The boar is what the bear ate (at).’
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c. ‘The boar was what the bear usually ate (at).’

d. ‘The boar is what the bear usually ate (at).’

e. ‘The boar is what the bear usually eats (at).’

When uttered as an isolated sentence, (30) is ambiguous in involving several read-

ings: (i) The sentence can convey a past or present meaning, which describes a past

or present situation in which some boar is engaged in an eating event as a patient

(30a-b); in contrast, its passive counterpart receives a past interpretation; (ii) the

conveyed event is not completed; and (iii) (30) can describe a habitual situation,

meaning that the boar in discussion underwent, or undergoes the event of eating of

a bear frequently. This reading of habituality is not explicitly available in either the

passive or the active counterparts. For the passive and the active voice, they require

additional elements, such as adverbials of frequency, to obtain a clear indication of

habituality.

Based on the readings, one essential characteristic that can be defined for the

object voice thus lies in the domain of aspect. To be made explicit in the following

subsections, what differentiates the object voice from the other voices is that the

derived constructions convey states.

The argument builds on the two-component theory of aspect advanced in

Smith (1997). In the theory, a sentence’s aspectual meaning has a composite na-

ture. It has the information from the aspectual components of viewpoint aspect, and

situation type. These two components are essentially independent and convey dif-

ferent aspectual information. Viewpoint aspect is usually indicated by morphology,

such as verbal morphemes; the perfective, imperfective and the neutral viewpoint

belong to this component. On the other hand, situation type is conveyed by a verb

and its arguments, for which combination Smith terms the verb constellation. In

Smith’s two-component theory, the verb constellation of a sentence may be con-

stituted by various sorts of verbs and arguments, and the different combinations
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form five situation types: states, activities, accomplishments, semelfactives, and

achievements.15 These situations can be distinguished by three temporal proper-

ties, dynamism, duration and telicity (Smith, 1997, p.19). For dynamism, the feature

pair [static/dynamic] differentiates states and events, so that states are static and

events are dynamic; for telicity, the feature pair [telic/atelic] makes a finer distinc-

tion amongst various kinds of events, so that there are telic and atelic events, the

former with a natural final endpoint or an intrinsic bound, and the latter with an

arbitrary final endpoint; and for duration, it is associated with the feature pair [dura-

tive/instantaneous]. The types of situations and the associated temporal properties

are summarized in table 4.5.

Situations Static Durative Telic

State [+] [+] [–]
Activity [–] [+] [–]
Accomplishment [–] [+] [+]
Semelfactive [–] [–] [–]
Achievement [–] [–] [+]

Table 4.5: Temporal features of the situation types (Smith, 1997)

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: §4.4.1 discusses the

stative meaning of the object voice constructions; §4.4.2 discusses the reading of

the object voice constructions and that of target and resultant state; from §4.4.3

to §4.4.5, a number of semantic tests are used to investigate the stative meaning of

the object voice; in §4.5, the interpretation of habituality is argued to be a semantic

inference resulting from the stative nature of this voice construction; §4.6 provides a

semantic analysis for the object voice; and §4.7 provides a summary for this chapter.

15Also see Vendler (1967a) and Dowty (1979) for the development of categorization of verbs.
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4.4.1 Stativity

We have seen in the previous section that ane-nominalization applies to predicates

that denote various kinds of eventualities and results in grammatical elements which

can appear in various constructions. This section investigates the meaning of sta-

tivity that is associated with them.

Let us start with the sentences in (31), which are composed by an accom-

plishment event expressed by the telic verb alupu ‘capture; hunt; catch’.

(31) a. Ta-alup-ane
nfut-hunt-ov

ki
gen

tara-alupu
TARA-capture/hunt

ka
nom

lrava.
flying squirrel

‘The flying squirrel is what a hunter captured.’

b. A-alup-ane
fut-hunt-ov

ki
gen

tara-alupu
TARA-capture/hunt

ka
nom

lrava.
flying squirrel

‘The flying squirrel is what a hunter will capture.’

Focusing on the nonfuture (31a), the sentence denotes a situation in which the

subject ka lrava is associated with a property that a hunter captured it by hunting.

However, the time when the event took place is not made explicit. The event may

have occurred a long time ago, or it may have happened just a few minutes ago.

The prominent reading of the sentence is aspectual; the flying squirrel has been

captured and is in a resultant state at the speech time. The state itself does not

have an endpoint. On the other hand, (31b) conveys a future property associated

with the subject.

Consider more examples in (32) and (33).

(32) Ta-lam(e)-ane
nfut-burn-ov

ki
gen

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

angatungatu.
forest

‘The forest is what Takanau burned.’

(33) Ta-bongbong-ane
nfut-knock-ov

ki
gen

Kui
Kui

kai
nom

saelelebane-nai.
door-1p
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‘Our door is what Kui knocked on.’

(32) has a basic-level situation type of accomplishment ‘Takanau-burn-the-forest’,

which consists of an activity verb lame ‘burn’. In its nominalized form, the predicate

lame is used to attribute a property to the subject angatungatu ‘forest’, indicating

that the forest in discussion has such a characteristic that Takanau burned it. On

the other hand, (33) has a basic-level type of semelfactive. Like (32), it does not

explicitly indicate whether the event of knocking on the door terminates. What is

important is that the object in discussion, kai saelelebane-nai ‘our door’, bears on

a property that Kui knocked on it at some time. Both sentences, just like (31a),

convey properties that are attributed to the subjects in the way that the subjects,

which bear the theme or location role, undergo the events of burning or knocking,

and are in a state, which is the consequence of the relevant events.

The examined sentences show that the object voice not only involves a

morpho-syntactic operation, but also imposes a semantic constraint on the resulting

eventualities. The constraint requires that an open, unbounded reading must be

available to the resulting eventualities; they may occur in the past, but the relevant

states are free to have present relevance. In other words, these sentences are stative,

and therefore, bear the temporal feature [+Static].16

The following subsections discuss several semantic properties of object voice

constructions (including situational nominals) and show that these constructions

are derived states that result from an aspectual shift.

4.4.2 Target and resultant state

The derived constructions, including the ov and situational nominals, involve a

reading of the target state or the resultant state (Kratzer, 2000; Parsons, 1990),

16In this study, I take the two stative features, [+Static] as used by Smith (1991, 1997) and
[+STAT] as in Kamp and Reyle (1993), as equal.
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which depends on the context and the situation type of the eventuality in discussion.

The analysis provided for the semantic effect of the nominalizer, and the

nominalization of derived situationals, is actually very similar to a characterization

which would be attributed to a perfect aspect. Parsons’s analysis of the English

perfect lies on the difference of two kinds of states, the resultant state and the target

state, as illustrated by (34).

(34) I have thrown the ball onto the roof.

According to Parsons, (34) involves two states: (i) the target state is ‘the ball’s

being on the roof’, and (ii) the resultant state is the state of ‘my having thrown the

ball onto the roof’. The former is contingent, which can cease to hold if the ball is

not on the roof, whereas the latter holds forever at any later time. Besides events,

states can also have a resultant state, as illustrated by (35).

(35) Mary has known John.

The perfect thus imposes an aspectual effect on the eventualities it applies to; it

differs from its simple tense counterparts in that it conveys a resultant state when

occurring in the sentences.

In the following, we examine situational nominals in non-object voice con-

structions to see whether they exhibit a similar stative interpretation. Consider the

mini discourse in (36).

(36) Q: Ta-ki-tuman-ane
nfut-pass-do what-nomz

kai
dem

dula-su?
wound-2s

‘How did you get that wound?’

A: (i) Ngu-a-(a)drek-aku.
go-nfut-fall-1s.nom

‘I fell.’
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(ii) Ta-ngu-adrek-ane-li.
nfut-go-fall-nomz-1s.gen

‘(It’s because) I fell.’

We are concerned about the effects of the two variants in (36i) and (36ii) serving as

possible responses to the question. Both answers have a basic-level construction of

a serial verb construction ngu-adreke, which is composed by a motion verb ngu ‘go’,

and adreke ‘fall’, which indicates the manner of the event. The non-nominalized

version in (36i) denotes an achievement, a telic situation, and receives a default

interpretation that the event occurred and terminated in the past. As a possible

response, it does not indicate that falling caused the wound, although the causative

meaning can be inferred. In contrast, the nominalized version in (36ii) as a situa-

tional nominal also conveys that the speaker fell at some past time, but it differs

from (36i) in conveying that the state resulting from falling is still in effect.17

With respect to the stative reading of the object voice, contrast (37a-c).

(37) a. Wa-kane
nfut-eat

ku
acc

babui
boar

ka
nom

cumai.
bear

(active)

‘The bear ate a boar.’

b. Ki-a-kane
pass-nfut-eat

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

(passive)

‘The boar was eaten by a bear.’

c. Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

(object voice)

‘The boar is what the bear ate.’

In (37a-b), the active and passive voice versions are interpreted as conveying a

completed event. In contrast, the derived construction in (37c) conveys two inter-

pretations: a target state where the boar experiences a situation which holds from

time to time, or a resultant state that holds of the boar, resulting from the culmina-

17The semantics of resultant state and the causative meaning in nominalized constructions (as
well as ov) requires more investigation, and is left for future research.
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tion of the eating event.18 The sentence has a strong inference that the boar is not

entirely consumed. In the target state reading, the sentence conveys that the state

of being eaten is contingent, which bears on the inference that the eventuality is not

completed, and that the state holds of the boar at different times (Kratzer, 2000;

Parsons, 1990). The target state reading is related to the habitual reading that is

associated with sentences like (37c), which we will discuss later in this section.

For constructions that are derived from predicates of achievement, they re-

ceive the resultant state reading. As shown in (38), the sentence indicates a state

that holds after Takanau left, and the resultant state has been holding for a while.

(38) Ma-ulai-nga
nfut-be a while-pfv

ku
nom

ta-katuas-ane
nfut-leave-nomz

ki
det

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau’s leaving was a while ago.’

The reading of resultant state can also be seen in accomplishments, as exemplified

by (39). The active and passive in (a) and (b) both denote a past event, and there is

no indication regarding the rope’s current state; the rope might have been mended.

In contrast, the ov version indicates that the broken state holds of the rope, and

that was caused by Takanau.

(39) a. Wa-ngetele
nfut-break

kai
dem

calisi
rope

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau broke the rope.’

b. Ki-a-ngetele
pass-nfut-break

ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

kai
dem

calisi.
rope

‘The rope was broken by Takanau.’

c. Ta-ngetel-ane
nfut-break-ov

ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

kai
dem

calisi.
rope

‘The rope is what Takanau broke.’

18Another possible reading would be that the eating event is included in the resultant state, but
this reading requires more data to be verified.
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The next three sections provide three tests for how the stative feature of

ane-nominalization posits constraints on the derived structures.

4.4.3 Combination with aspectual morphemes

The first test of the interpretation of derived situations concerns the combination of

-ane and aspectual morphemes. The grammaticality test shows that -ane does not

co-occur with predicates which already bear the perfective morpheme, -nga, or the

imperfective, -ana (cf. §2.3.6, chapter 2). Consider the examples in (40) and (41).

(40) a. Ta-kane-ane-nga
nfut-eat-ov-pfv

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar is what a bear (has) already eaten (at).’

b. *Ta-kane-nga-ane
nfut-eat-pfv-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

(41) a. Ta-kane-ane-ana
nfut-eat-ov-impfv

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar is what a bear still eats.’

b. *Ta-kane-ana-ane
nfut-eat-impfv-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

We can observe the same constraint in sentences which contain a stative predicate,

as exemplified in (42) and (43).

(42) a. Ta-kabarenger-ane-nga-li
nfut-miss-ov-pfv-1s.gen

ki
det

ina.
Mom

‘Mom is who I miss already.’

b. *Ta-kabarengere-nga-ane-li
nfut-miss-pfv-ov-1s.gen

ki
det

ina.
Mom

(43) a. Ta-kabarengere-ane-ana-li
nfut-miss-ov-impfv-1s.gen

ki
det

ina.
Mom

‘Mom is who I still miss.’
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b. *Ta-kabarengere-ana-ane-li
nfut-miss-impfv-ov-1s.gen

ki
det

ina.
Mom

As seen previously, the perfective aspect focuses on the change of state, while the

imperfective focuses on the internal structure of the culmination point, or the con-

sequent state. Their semantic effects are repeated as follows:

(44) Semantic effect of the Rukai Perfective -nga:

a. The perfective focuses on the culmination point of a situation described

by a predicate. The culmination point may, but does not necessarily

correspond to a termination or completion point. (As will be discussed,

the culmination point in the temporal schema of Rukai predicates does

not correspond to a natural/intrinsic final point.)

b. When combining with accomplishment and achievement verbs, the per-

fective focuses on the end of the events;

c. When combining with states, the perfective focuses on the change into

a state,

d. When combining with activities, it focuses on the end.

(45) Semantic effect of the Rukai Imperfective -ana:

The imperfective focuses on the internal structure of the culmination

point of an atelic situation, and the internal structure of the consequent

state of a telic situation.

As the morphemic ordering shows in examples of (40) to (43), the perfective and

imperfective must appear after -ane has been attached to the verbal stem. We can

think of this as a scopal effect: -ane must apply to the verbal stem and causes a

direct effect on the predicate. While the relation between -ane and the predicate

cannot be intervened by aspectual morphemes, these aspectual markers scope over
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-ane. The effects of the perfective and the imperfective are therefore secondary in

that they do not operate directly on the verbal predicates, but on the output of the

nominalizing process, that is, the nominalized forms. Furthermore, the compatibility

of the nominalized forms with the perfective and the imperfective shows that the

nominalized forms are compatible with a focus of either a change of state, or a

culminating process.

Along the same line as the perfective and imperfective, the progressive will

also be assumed to apply after the phrases have been derived such that it specifies

the ‘stage’ that is associated with the eventuality.19

(46) Ta-kabarengerenger-ane-li
nfut-miss/red-ov-1s.gen

ki
det

ina.
Mom

‘lit. Mom is who I keep missing.’

4.4.4 Combination with durative expressions

This section provides a preliminary inspection of the object voice’s compatibility

with durative expressions that can compared to English in and for. The discussion

relates the semantic effects of English for and in to the Rukai durative expressions,

and indicates that ov has an intrinsic atelic property that prevents a bounded

durative expression to modify the sentences. Note that the analysis is tentative and

requires further investigation on more instances of various types of eventualities.

In English, both for-adverbials and in-adverbials co-occur with expressions

which have an intrinsic culmination point, but they result in different effects. Con-

trast the examples in (47) and (48).

(47) (constructed non-coerced sentences)

a. Sue played the sonata.

b. Laura reached the top.

19See chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of the aspectual markers.
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(48) (Moens and Steedman, 1987)

a. Sue played the sonata for a few minutes.

b. Laura reached the top in two hours.

According to Moens and Steedman (1987), (48a) conveys an event of Sue playing

the sonata, such that it does not mean that she finished playing it. In contrast,

(48b) conveys an event of reaching the top, for instance, of a mountain, in the sense

that the culmination of this event involves a preparatory process. This is taken as

coercion: For-adverbials coerce their input propositions (e.g. (47a)) into ones that

have the culmination point stripped off, and in-adverbials coerce their input (e.g.

(47b)) into ones which have a preparatory process.

Rukai uses different kinds of morphemes or phrasal elements to indicate

temporal duration. Among them, tara- and kai maka- form a pair of counterparts

that result in an aspectual distinction similar to for- and in-adverbials as in (48).20

To describe the distinction between tara- and kai maka-, we need to know

how tara- and maka- are used respectively: Tara- and maka- are both morphemes

that convey temporal duration, but they themselves do not specify quantity. The

20The morpheme ngu- is another durative morpheme that can be compared to English for, as
shown in (i).

(i) a. Ngu-a-tolro-ako
go-nfut-three-1s.nom

ki
det

zikan
time/hour

kilalalalra
hear/red

ko
acc

senai.
music/song

‘I spent three hours listening to music.’
b. Ngu-a-tolro

go-nfut-three
ko
det

vai
sun/day

la
comp

kela
come

Vedai
Budai

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau spent three days in coming to Budai.’

Ngu is also used as a main verb that conveys motion, as shown in (iia-b).

(ii) a. Ngu-a-talrane
go-nfut-field

ku
det

asane.
just now

‘He went to the field just now.’
b. Lri-ngu-talran-aku.

fut-go-field-1s.nom

‘I will go to the field.’
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duration is indicated by numeral nominals and/or expressions of temporal units

provided in sentences.21 The difference between the two is that tara- describes

unbounded eventuality and maka- bounded. Tara- can be translated as for and

maka- as for up to. Maka- and the negative morpheme kai combine to form the

Rukai counterpart of English in.

without negation tara- maka-

unbounded (for) bounded (for up to)

with negative kai kai tara- kai maka-

unbounded (not for) bounded (in; for not up to)

Table 4.6: Durative morphemes

We first consider the use of tara-. Tara- applies to states and events. In

sentences such as (49a-b), the situations in discussion are considered as in their

entirety by the modification of tara-phrases. There is no indication of termination

or completion regarding eventuality. The state of the speaker’s liking the address as

shown in (49a) held for five months, and the event of making men in (49b) lasted

for a month. In other words, eventualities conveyed in tara-sentences do not have

an endpoint (cf. (48a)).

(49) a. Tara-lima-nga-naku
dur-five-pfv-1s.nom

ka
det

dramare
month

kadalame
like

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I like you for five months.’

b. Tara-dramaru-ako
dur-month-1s.nom

tu-(u)maumaumas.
verbz-person/red

‘I made men (e.g. by carving/painting) for a month.’

In contrast, maka-sentences convey a bounded reading. As exemplified by (50a),

21Tara- and maka- are an interesting duo in Rukai. They play a role in both the domain of
temporality and modality: In addition to indicating temporal duration, tara- is used as a necessity
modal, and a manner morpheme combining with action verbs. In contrast, maka- is used as a
possibility modal, and a path morpheme that bears on the notion of incrementality. See chapter 5
for more details about their modal meanings.
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the situation of the mountain being on fire lasted for five days, measuring from

the initiation up to cessation. Similarly, in (50b), the event of the speaker’s going

to Budai lasted for two days, with the arrival in Budai as the culmination point.

As shown in the English translation, maka- approximates to English for up to (cf.

(48b)).

(50) a. Maka-limale
dur-five

ku-daraisi
unacc-burn

ka
nom

lregelrege
mountain

ko
det

icaili.
year

‘The mountain was on fire for up to five days last year.’

b. Maka-pusale-nga-nako
dur-two-pfv-1s.nom

dadavac
leave

mu
go

Vedai.
Budai

‘I spent for up to two days going to Budai.’

Examples in (49) and (50) indicate that tara- describes unbounded eventualities,

whereas maka- describes bounded ones. It can be seen that although tara- and

maka- are both durative, they differ in their effects of signifying (un)boundedness.

Given the aspectual distinction discussed above, contrast the sentences in

(51a-b), which show the difference between tara- and kai maka-.22

(51) a. Tara-mapusale-nga
dur-twenty-pfv

ka
det

caili
year

i-kai
be-there

Taihoko
Taipei

kai
dem

Balenge.
Balenge

‘Balenge lived in Taipei for twenty years.’

b. Kai
neg

maka-mapusale-nga
dur-twenty-pfv

ka
det

caili
year

i-kai
be-there

Taihoko
Taipei

kai
dem

Balenge.
Balenge

‘Balenge lived in Taipei for less than twenty years.’

(lit. Balenge lived in Taipei for not-up-to twenty years.)

Again, the meaning of tara- in (51a) indicates that the situation of Balenge living

in Taipei lasts for 20 years, and she may still live there. Contrastingly, kai maka-

in (51b) conveys that the situation of Balenge living in Taipei is included in the

time span of 20 years, and does not continue to hold; this event terminates before

it takes up the whole span. Having seen these, we are now in a position to see how
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the distinction between tara- and kai maka- would help us in accounting for the

interpretation of derived-level situations.

Another instance for the compatibility test is given in (52), which concerns

a property of a boar’s wound. The boar in discussion has a wound caused by a

bear’s bite. By world knowledge and context, the relation between the wound and

the biting is causative.23

(52) Ta-kac-ane
nfut-bite-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

doli
wound

ki
obl

babui.
boar

‘The boar’s wound is due to a bear’s biting.’

The following examples in (53) show the compatibility of tara- and kai maka- with

the derived situations. As the grammaticality points out, tara- can combine with

derived situations, and kai maka- cannot.24

22The counterpart sentence formed by tara- has a different meaning, in which kai negates that
the event of coming lasts for three days in its entirety. The inference is that the event takes either
more, or less than three days.

(i) a. Kai
neg

tara-tolrolro
dur-three/red

si
and

kela
come

Vedai
Budai

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘It’s not that Takanau spent three days coming to Budai.’
b. Kai

neg

maka-tolrolro
dur-three/red

si
and

kela
come

Vedai
Budai

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau arrived in Budai in three days.’
(lit. Takanau arrived in Budai not-up-to three days.)

23Also consider the example in footnote 13, chapter 2. The causative meaning can be obtained
in many instances. However, it remains to be investigated how causation can be characterized for
the object voice.

24Object voice constructions seem also incompatible with maka-, as shown in (i):

(i) ??/*Maka-drosa-nga
dur-two-pfv

ka
det

vai
sun/day

ku
nom

ta-kac-ane
nfut-bite-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

doli
wound

ki
obl

babui.
boar

‘lit. It has been for up to two days that a bear’s biting the boar caused the wound.’

A possible explanation is that maka- cannot apply to states, since they do not involve dynamism
and are not bounded. Due to a limited amount of data, the aspectual use of maka- is left for further
research.
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(53) a. Tara-drosa-nga
dur-two-pfv

ka
det

vai
sun/day

ku
nom

ta-kac-ane
nfut-bite-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

doli
wound

ki
obl

babui.
boar

‘It has been two days that a bear’s biting the boar caused the wound.’

b. *Kai
neg

maka-drosa-nga
dur-two-pfv

ka
det

vai
sun/day

ku
nom

ta-kac-ane
nfut-bite-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

doli
wound

ki
obl

babui.
boar

‘lit. It’s not up to two days that a bear’s biting the boar caused the

wound.’

In (53a), the sentence means that since a bear bit the boar, the wound has come

into place for two days. The temporal interval does not modify the event itself.

In the aforementioned discussion, we have not mentioned what kind of as-

pectual coercion, if any, that tara-, maka-, and kai maka- may result in when used

in sentences, and that remains an issue to be investigated.

In sum, tara- and kai maka- both introduce an interval, whose length is

decided by the incorporated numeral nominal and/or the temporal unit that are

provided in the sentences. They differ in respect of culmination such that tara-

illustrates unbounded situations, whereas kai maka- describes bounded ones. By

considering the interaction of object voice constructions with tara- and kai maka-,

it is concluded that they convey states, which are durative and atelic. They are

incompatible with bounded kai maka- since they do not have a final endpoint in

their temporal structure.

4.4.5 Progression of time in narrative

In this section, we explore the stative property of object voice constructions by

examining their behavior in narrative with respect to temporal progression.

According to Smith (2003), narrative expresses connected events and states,
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which “have the same participants and/or a causal or other consequential relation.”

The time in narrative advances with bounded events, due to the dynamism which

involves successive stages (also Kamp and Rohrer (1983); Partee (1984); Hinrichs

(1986)).

Assume that every sentence is related to an independent reference time (RT)

(Reichenbach, 1947), then the three temporally consecutive situations as given in

(54) are each associated with a reference time.

(54) a. I-a-kai
be-nfut-there

kudra
dem

umaumas
person

kudra
dem

mu-a-daane
go-nfut-house

ki
obl

tasiubaibadhane.
shop

(RT1)

‘There was a man who came into the shop.’

b. Ka
det

lasu,
guy

ki-a-lrumai
pass-nfut-beat

ki
obl

Kui.
Kui

(RT2)

‘This guy was beat by Kui.’

c. Kai
dem

Takanau
Takanau

la
then

kauriva
speak

iniane.
3s.obl

(RT3)

‘Then Takanau spoke to him.’

The sequence of events is interpreted as follows: The event of entering is followed by

the beating event, which is in turn followed by the speaking. That is, the situations

of beating and speaking both took place after the guy entered the shop. Therefore,

the temporal sequence can be simplified as a sequential relation of RT1 < RT2 <

RT3.

Now consider the following example in which the only difference is that the

predicate lrumai ‘beat’ is in its ov form.

(55) a. I-a-kai
be-nfut-there

kudra
dem

umaumas
person

kudra
dem

mu-a-daane
go-nfut-house

ki
obl

tasiubaibadhane.
shop

(RT1)
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‘There was a man who came into the shop.’

b’. Ka
det

lasu,
guy

ta-lrumadh-ane
nfut-beat-ov

ki
gen

Kui.
Kui

(RT2’)

‘This guy was who Kui beat.’

c. Kai
dem

Takanau
Takanau

la
then

kauriva
speak

iniane.
3s.obl

(RT3)

‘Then Takanau spoke to him.’

Again, assume that each of the situations is associated with a reference time. This

time, we get a different interpretation regarding the progression of time. The refer-

ence time of the situation of beating, represented by RT2’, is not located in a later

time than RT1. The description in (b’) implicates that the guy has been beaten

before he entered the shop. And the consequent state of beating serves as the back-

ground information in the narrative, which continues to take effect at the time he

entered the shop. On the other hand, the situation of speaking occurred after he

entered the shop. We can see that (b’) does not advance the narrative time, and

the temporal sequence of (55) can be represented as RT1 © RT2 < RT3, where ©

indicates temporal overlap.

Now consider the following narrative, where we have a stative intermediate

situation, expressed by the predicate kadalame ‘love; like’.

(56) a. I-a-kai
be-nfut-there

kudra
dem

umaumas
person

kudra
dem

mu-a-daane
go-nfut-house

ki
obl

tasiubaibadhane.
shop

(RT1)

‘There was a man who came into the shop.’

b. Ka
det

lasu,
guy

ki-a-kadalame
pass-nfut-love

ki
obl

Kui.
Kui

(RT2)

‘This guy was loved by Kui.’

b’ Ka
det

lasu,
guy

ta-kadalam(e)-ane
nfut-love-ov

ki
gen

Kui.
Kui

(RT2’)

‘This guy was who Kui loved.’
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c. Kai
dem

Takanau
Takanau

la
then

kauriva
speak

iniane.
3s.obl

(RT3)

‘Then Takanau spoke to him.’

In (56), both the passive or nominalized forms of the predicate do not advance the

narrative time. Both sentences have the temporal sequence: RT1 © RT2 < RT3.

While there is a fundamental distinction of grammatical behavior between

events and states in a language like English, Kamp and Reyle (1993) mention a grey

area where events and states may not differ very much. It concerns the progression

of time in discourse. Consider the following two samples taken from Kamp and

Reyle (1993).

(57) I only corrected the paper last night. First I had to finish the grant proposal.

Then I was ill. Then we had the project review which took three days and

more than a week of preparation. (p.508:(5.36))

(58) I arrived at the Olivers’ cottage on Friday night. It was not a propitious

beginning to my visit. She was ill and he in a foul mood. (p.508:(5.37))

The two sentences, I was ill in (57) and she was ill in (58), have different interpre-

tations in terms of their temporal relation to the sentences that precede them: In

(57), the situation of the speaker’s being ill seems to involve a change, as Kamp and

Reyle (1993) puts it, from health to illness and then back to health. This change of

physical condition is located temporally after the time when the previous situation,

‘I had to finish the grant proposal’, took place. Such an effect of temporal progres-

sion is not found in (58); the situation that ‘she was ill’ does not involve a change,

and the time when it holds overlaps with the time which has been established in

previous sentences.

Although there is some murkiness, Kamp and Reyle (1993) still hold that,

especially considering the temporal structure, their distinction should be present in
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the theory. This view can also be found in Moens and Steedman (1987), De Swart

(1998) and Smith (1997), among others. The Rukai examples of time advancement

in narrative serve as a nice probe into this issue. The discussion in this section shows

that the derived situations do not advance time in narrative, which means they are

stative.

4.5 Habituality and stativity

This section establishes an association between derived ane-constructions and ha-

bituality via the constructions’ stative property. An ov construction can easily

receive a habitual reading, even when it is uttered without a context. This reading

is, however, not explicitly available in the active and passive counterparts. It is

argued that the habitual reading is a semantic inference due to the stative property

of ane-constructions.

4.5.1 Habituality

Habitual sentences are semantically stative. They convey unbounded situations and

can hold at the speech time (Smith, 1991). Habituality is different from an iteration

of the same eventuality; a habitual situation involves a certain number of amount

of the eventuality’s realization (Comrie, 1976; Smith, 1991). Thus, exemplified by

English, when the sentences in (59) are uttered at the time of speech, they convey

different situations (Smith, 1991).

(59) a. Mary is knocking at the door.

b. Mary knocks at the door.

(59a) contains a verbal structure marked by the progressive aspect, and denotes an

iterative knocking process, for which, all the knocks amount to the entire situation
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of knocking. In contrast, (59b), which contains a predicate marked by the present

tense, conveys a situation that takes place at an observably regular basis as a ten-

dency; presumably at different discrete periods. This sentence does not convey a

situation where Mary only knocked at the door once, or is knocking at the time of

speech.25 A speaker may utter (59b) based on his knowledge of the tendency, which

can be obtained from a direct observation of the occurrences, or from other sources.

Additionally, (59b) implicates that the event of Mary knocking on the door occurs

at least once, or more reasonably, occurs more than twice. What makes an example

like (59b) felicitous in context may not be whether we can count the exact number

of the occurrences of the eventualities, but whether a frequency of a pattern that

bears on such inference is compatible with the context.26

A sentence like (59b) indicates the particular interpretive effect of the English

present tense when it applies to telic events. Smith (1991) argues that the English

present tense is only compatible with open situations. Thus, present sentences like

(59b) are derived habitual statives, which are aspectually shifted. In addition to

the present tense, the frequency of pattern can be signified by different devices.

Consider (60) (Smith, 1991).

(60) a. Will wrote a report every week.

b. Jim was often unemployed.

c. Marcia fed the cat last year.

According to Smith (1991), the interpretation of habituality can be triggered by

adverbials: (60a) contains a temporal adverbial, (60b) a frequency adverbial. As

(60c) indicates, the habitual interpretation can be trigged by contextual information.

25We do not consider the case of historical present or news report.
26It does not seem easy to answer how many occurrences would be sufficient for an eventuality to

be considered as taking place habitually. However, the context, world knowledge, or the linguistic
convention may provide the resolution.
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The sentence is interpreted as a habitual eventuality as the time span of a year is

considerably long for a feeding event, and feeding a cat has the nature of a routine.

The examples in (60) have a shifted aspectual interpretation like (59b), and are

derived habitual statives.

Now let us consider the case of Rukai. Again, consider the sentence (13c),

repeated as (61).

(61) Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
gen

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar is what the bear usually ate/eats.’

As has been mentioned, (61) has several interpretations. What we are concerned

about here, is that it involves a reading of habituality. This differs it from the active

and passive voices. Also, contrast the examples in (62).

(62) a. Ngi-a-lralraingi
reflx-nfut-indulgent

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy is self-indulgent.’

b. Ta-ngi-lralraing-ane
nfut-reflx-indulgent-nomz

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy is (usually/always) self-indulgent.’

(62a) is in the active voice, and (62b) contains a nominalized intransitive predicate.

Although both are stative and have a similar meaning – both convey a self-indulgent

characteristic of the subject – they differ in one respect that (62b) is associated with

a habitual reading, whereas (62a) has no such meaning.

Based on what we have seen from the Rukai data and what we have learnt

from the English case as discussed by Smith (1991), what grammatical clues can

we find in the structure that trigger the habitual reading? Furthermore, we need to

question whether habitual reading is always available, or if it is actually triggered

by contextual or pragmatic factors.
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The following subsection provides an overview of how Rukai expresses fre-

quency, a notion that is closely related to habituality. For the connection of ha-

bituality and ane-constructions (situational nominals and ov), the reader can skip

§4.5.2, and continue from §4.5.3.

4.5.2 Frequency

Rukai has several strategies to signify a meaning of frequency in sentences, and

among them are: (i) verbal reduplication, and (ii) use of free morphemes that convey

a degree of frequency or habituality.

Verbal reduplication: Verbal reduplication has two of its functions in the do-

main of temporality: (i) it signifies the progressive aspect, and (ii) conveys meanings

of iteration or frequency of situations (cf. Li, 1973). Consider the examples in (63).

(63) a. Wa-senadh-ako
nfut-sing-1s.nom

kuiya.
yesterday

‘I sang yesterday.’

b. Wa-seasenadh-ako
nfut-sing/prog-1s.nom

kuiya.
yesterday

‘I was singing yesterday.’

c. Wa-seaseasenadh-ako
nfut-sing/red-1s.nom

kuiya.
yesterday

‘I kept singing yesterday.’

(63a) has the verb senai ‘sing’ in its non-reduplicated form. The sentence only

conveys that some singing event took place yesterday (suppose it is uttered at the

time of speech, which is now). From this, we do not gain information as to how the

event is aspectually structured. (63b) contains a reduplicated form (senai CVCVV

< sea.senai CVV.CVCVV). The sentence denotes an unbounded event of singing.27

(63c) also presents an unbounded event, but the reduplication (senai CVCVV <
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sea.sea.senai CVV.CVV.CVCVV) indicates that the speaker takes a perspective that is

different from when he utters (63b); in (63b), the temporal perspective may be a

certain period within the time span of yesterday as a whole, but (63c) implicates

that within the time span of yesterday, at each relevant period the event of singing

took place.

Sentences with predicates marked by progressive are frequently ambiguous

between a progressive and an iterative reading. Usually, a temporal adverbial or

contextual information can help to make a distinction. Take (64), for instance:

(64) a. Pa-rorolr-ako
punc-cough/prog-1s.nom

ku asane.
just now

‘I was coughing just now.’

b. Pa-rorolr-ako
punc-cough/prog-1s.nom

kuiya
yesterday

aungu.
whole

‘I kept coughing the whole day yesterday.’

In (64), both sentences have a semelfactive verb parolro ‘cough’ with a punctual

meaning, and they only differ in having different temporal adverbials. In (64a), ku

asane picks out a short period of time in the past, and the sentence conveys that

during that period, the event of coughing occurred. In contrast, (64b) has a longer

period of time which extends within the entire span of yesterday. World knowledge

and the context thus provide clues for (64b) to be interpreted as iterative, and (64a)

as progressive.

Sentences with verbal reduplication and temporal adverbials of a long period

of time usually receive a habitual reading, as in (65a-b):

(65) a. Wa-seaseasenadh-ako
nfut-sing/red-1s.nom

ko
det

icaili.
year

27The final i undergoes a phonological alternation and changes to dh when it is followed by the
first person pronoun -ako. See the rule as introduced in chapter 2 (also Li, 1973). Also see Chen
(2006) for patterns of reduplication in Rukai.
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‘I kept singing/usually sang last year.’

b. Wa-seaseasenadh-ako
nfut-sing/red-1s.nom

tualai
from

ko
det

icaili
year

pa-kela
punc-come

kai
dem

asane.28

now
‘From the last year to this year I kept singing/usually sang.’

(66) illustrates that when an adverbial like the one in (65b) modifies a

semelfactive event, it gives rise to a habitual reading.

(66) Pa-rorolr-ako
punc-cough/red-1s.nom

tualai
from

ko
det

icaili
year

pa-kela
punc-come

kai
dem

asane..
now

‘I usually/often coughed from the last year to this year.’

Compared to (65a-b) which have reduplicated predicates, sentences with predicates

in their non-reduplicated forms can as well have a habitual meaning if they contain

temporal adverbials which are compatible with such interpretation, as shown in (67).

(67) Wa-senadh-ako
nfut-sing-1s.nom

tualai
from

ko
det

icaili
year

pa-kela
punc-come

kai
dem

asane.
now

‘From last year to this year I (often) sang/sing.’

The discussion above shows that verbal reduplication provides as an aspectual device

that signifies progressive and iterative. The reading of habituality, by and large, is

an inference that depends on contextual or pragmatic factors. Thus, habituality is

not encoded by verbal reduplication, but is inferred.

In the following, we discuss some morphemes that convey a meaning of fre-

quency.

Frequency morphemes: Two kinds of morphemes have been found to convey

frequency in Rukai. One kind of morphemes are used as the main predicates in

28The adverbial pa-kela ‘until; to’ is composed by the punctual morpheme pa- and the motion
verb kela ‘come’. The punctual morpheme can also be seen in verbs such as pa-rolru ‘cough’, as
exemplified by (64), and is homomorphic with the causative morpheme pa-.
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the sentences. They undergo morpho-syntactic processes, such as tense, aspectual

marking and bound pronoun attachment – just like verbs in general. The other is a

sentential adverbial.

The frequency predicate tungagame in the sentences in (67) modifies the

event predicates alupu in (68a), and tu-apui in (68b). The sentences convey the

activity of hunting boars and setting fire in their habitual sense.

(68) tunagame ‘be used to; often/usually’

a. Tu-a-nagame
be used to-nfut-be used to

alupu
hunt

ki
det

babui
boar

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau is used to hunting boars/Takanau usually hunts boars.’

b. Tu-a-nagamue
be used to-nfut-be used to

tu-apui
verbz-fire

ko
acc

angatu
wood

lo ka la kecelane
winter

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau is used to burning wood in the winter/Takanau often burns

wood in the winter.’

Another frequency form tuthadalra is used as a predicate, conveying a high frequency

of occurrences of an eventuality, as shown in (69).

(69) tuthadalra ‘frequently’ (Tang and Ke, 2007, 36:3-16B-C)

a. Tu-a-thadalra-naku
frequently-nfut-frequently-1s.nom

sinau
wash

ku
acc

laimai.
clothes

‘I wash clothes frequently.’

b. Tu-a-thadalra-naku
frequently-nfut-frequently-1s.nom

dadavace.
walk

‘I walk frequently.’

A counterpart of the frequency predicate tuthadalra is lreva, which signifies

an extremely low frequency of an eventuality’s occurrence. The examples in (70)

show its use.
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(70) lreva ‘rarely’

a. Wa-lreva
nfut-rarely

kela
come

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau rarely came/comes.’

b. Wa-lreva
nfut-rarely

kapa
climb

mua
go

ki
det

cavalri
roof

kai
dem

Kui.
Kui

‘Kui rarely climbs onto the roof.

The meaning of non-occurrence of an eventuality in Rukai is conveyed by the

use of negation and the imperfective aspect -ana. Consider (71).

(71) imperfective -ana

a. Kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

wa-mua-ana
nfut-go-impfv

Kucapungan.
Kucapungan

‘I never went to Kucapungan.’

b. Kai
neg

wa-kapa-ana
nfut-climb-impfv

mua
go

ki
obl

cavalri
roof

kai
dem

Kui.
Kui

‘Kui never climbed onto the roof.’

Another kind of habituality is expressed by the sentential adverbial yai, which

roughly corresponds to English usually. Consider (72).

(72) Yai,
usually

wa-kela
nfut-come

Vedai
Vedai

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau usually comes to Budai (but not somewhere else).’

The predicates can be reduplicated, and the different reduplicating patterns may

affect the interpretation of the situations. Consider (73).

(73) a. Yai,
usually

wa-kelakela
nfut-come/red

Vedai
Vedai

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau usually comes to Budai.’
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b. Yai,
usually

wa-keakeakela
nfut-come/red

Vedai
Vedai

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

(i) ‘Takanau usually comes to Budai.’

(ii) ‘Takanau keeps coming to Budai.’ (And it’s annoying.)

In (73a), the verb kela ‘come’ undergoes full reduplication (kela CVCV < kela.kela

CVCV.CVCV), which makes the sentence have a more ‘vivid’ interpretation. In (73b),

the verb undergoes another reduplication pattern (kela CVCV < kea.kea.kela CVV.CVV.CVCV),

and the sentence is ambiguous in conveying a habitual reading, or an emphatic read-

ing that signifies the speaker’s attitude.29

The final set of data as shown in (74) illustrates how the meaning of frequency

can be conveyed in stative sentences. In (74a), the sentential adverb yai is used to

modify the situation that describes the moon’s color; in (74b), the existential kadrua

is used to form a negative description of the moon’s color being green (cf. (71a)); and

in (74c), the quantity modifier bekele in its nominalized form acts as the predicate,

indicating a low frequency of occurrences of the moon’s color as being blue.

(74) a. Yai,
usually

buaburavane
yellow

kai
dem

kulau
color

kai
dem

dramare.
moon

‘The color of the moon is usually yellow.’

b. Kadrua
neg

ku
det

salusese
green

kai
dem

kulau
color

kai
dem

dramare.
moon

‘The color of the moon is never green.’

c. Bekel-ane
few-nomz

ku
det

matake
blue

kai
dem

kulau
color

kai
dem

dramare.
moon

‘The color of the moon is seldom blue.’

In what follows, we discuss the habitual meaning of the derived-level situa-

tions. We firstly look at the situational nominals, and then we examine the voice

constructions. It is claimed that the interpretation of habituality of the derived

29The exact effects of reduplication on the frequency reading of predicates or sentences are not
well understood, and will be left in further study.
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states is also an inference, and it is the nominalizing process that results in the

availability of the habitual reading for the surface forms.

4.5.3 Situational nominals

As have been mentioned in §4.2.2, situational nominals are derived elements that

denote situations, resulting from ane-affixation (nominalization) on stative or even-

tive predicates. Based on Smith (1991, 1997), I take situational nominals to denote

derived-level situations, which are derived from their basic-level counterparts, that

is, presumably, their active voice forms.

Basic-level stative situations and their derived counterparts have different

meanings in terms of aspect, and have different inferences with respect to temporal

interpretation. Consider (75):

(75) a. Ma-ramici
nfut-gluttonous

kai
dem

taupong.
dog

‘That dog is gluttonous.’

b. Ta-karamic-ane
nfut-gluttonous-nomz

kai
dem

taupong.
dog

‘That dog is (usually/always) gluttonous.’

(75a) contains a basic-level state, where the predicate ramici is marked by the

nonfuture tense morpheme ma-. The sentence expresses a property that the dog

under discussion is gluttonous, or loves eating. In the sentence (75b), the predicate is

in its nominalized form. When these two sentences both indicate the dog’s property

of being gluttonous, they differ in one respect that (75b) conveys a habitual reading,

which (75a) does not have. The sentence (75a) can be uttered in such a scenario:

the dog may have been hungry for two days, and while it is being fed, it consumes

food more than the average amount it eats. In contrast, (75b) means that the dog

has a habit of eating a lot of food, or is generally the case that whenever the dog
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eats, it eats a lot. Additionally, the sentence is felicitous only when the dog’s being

gluttonous applies in several occasions.30

A simple dialog as in (76) and (77) contain examples that also show the

reading of habituality.

(76) Q: Ma-tumane
nfut-do what

kai
dem

ngutui-su?31

mouth-2s.gen

‘What happened to your mouth?’

A: Ta-ramic-ane-li,
nfut-gluttonous-nomz-1s.gen

la
comp

kamani
be

kai
dem

katula
cut

kai
dem

ngutui-li.
mouth-1s.gen

‘I am just (always) gluttonous, and that (explains) the cut on my

mouth.

(77) Q: Ma-tumane
nfut-do what

kai
dem

maca-su?
eye-2s.gen

‘What happened to your eyes?’

A: Ta-kabarenger-ane-li
nfut-miss-nomz-1s.gen

ki
det

ina,
Mom

la
comp

kamani
be

kai
dem

ubalrake
swell

kai
dem

maca-li.
eye-1s.gen

‘I usually miss Mom, and that (explains) the swell around my eyes.’

In (76), the conversation is about a cut on the mouth of the second speaker, which

may be due to the frequent consumption of crunchy or hard food, or just that he

eats a lot. The second speaker does not indicate the cause of the cut, but his answer

conveys that the cause is his eating a lot as a habit. In (77), the swell around the

30We might argue that it is ta-, the nonfuture marker, that is responsible for the habitual reading.
The reason not to take this approach is that the sentence can still get a habitual reading when
marked by future, as in (i):

(i) A-karamic-ane
fut-gluttonous-nomz

kai
dem

taupong.
dog

‘That dog will be (usually/always) gluttonous.’
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eyes of the second speaker, who may be a little girl, is the topic of the conversation.

Through her answer, which contains a derived stative construction, we know that

the girl usually or always misses her mother, and it is implicated that it is her

frequent crying that causes the swell around her eyes. In both cases, the derived

nominals convey a meaning of habituality.

On the other hand, situations that denote an activity, such as si-bengelai

‘wear-flower’, and bulru ‘teach’, are illustrated by the following sentences in (78)

and (79).

(78) Si-a-bengelrai
wear-nfut-flower

ka
nom

ababai.
girl

‘The girl wore/is wearing a flower.’

(79) Ngi-a-tumane
-nfut-how

ku
nom

ta-si-bengelradh-ane-li?
nfut-wear-flower-nomz-1s.gen

‘How do I look as I usually wear flowers?’

(78) describes a past event of a certain girl’s wearing a flower, or an ongoing event

that occurs at the time of speech. An inference from the two readings is that the

state of the girl wearing a flower holds at a past time or the speech time. In (79),

ta-si-bengeradh-ane-li ‘my wearing a flower’ does not necessarily, although it can,

pick out a particular occasion of my wearing a flower that takes place in any time.

This sentence can also be used to convey a situation that occurs habitually.

Consider the case in (80), which illustrates the (non-)habitual meaning that

distinguishes the derived stative from a non-derived one.

(80) Ka
det

Cegau
Cegau

ma-dalame
nfut-like

kavai
dem

ki
det

ababai,
girl

kuini
dem

si-a-bengelrai.
wear-nfut-flower

31The stem -tumane is composed by two morphemic elements, -tu- and -mane. The latter is an
indefinite nominal which roughly corresponds to English what (Chen, 1999, 2002). The morpheme
-tu- is used to form creation or process verbs with an incorporated noun, such as in tu-daane ‘build-
house’, tu-siru ‘make-soup’, tu-umaumas ‘make-person (by carving or painting), tu-kuli ‘make-ice’,
tu-apui ‘set-fire’, tu-laceng ‘grow-vegetable’, etc.
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‘Cegau, he likes the girl there, the one that wears a flower.’

The sentence (80) contains the same verbal form of si-a-bengelrai, as we have

seen in (78). With the use of the demonstrative kuini ‘this/here’, and also kavai

‘that/there’, it is asserted that the girl wears a flower at the time of the utterance

of this sentence. The sentence does not convey a habitual meaning in this case.

Predicates of accomplishment usually receive a meaning of completion when

marked by nonfuture. An example is tu-daane ‘build-house’, whose stem is composed

by a creation verbal morpheme tu and the incorporated noun daane, which means

‘house’. Consider the pair in (81).

(81) a. Ngi-a-tu-daane
reflx-nfut-make-house

ka
nom

tama(i)-ta.
father-1p.gen

‘Our father built {a house/some houses} himself.’

b. Ka
det

tama(i)-ta,
father-1s.gen

ki-a-dredreme
-nfut-think

ku
det

ta-ngi-tatudaan-ane.
nfut-reflx-make house/red-nomz

‘Our father thinks about himself building {a house/some houses}.’

In (81a), the situation that is denoted is a past event that the speaker’s father built

a house or some houses by himself. A salient meaning is implicated in this sentence

that the building event has been completed, and a house or some houses have been

built. On the other hand, the sentence (81b) does not convey a completed event of

building a house. The predicate ta-ngi-tatudaan-ane can either indicate a habitual

situation, or simply the situation of building a house in the sense of being stative,

with no stages or changes involved.

We have seen a difference of meaning between a non-derived predicate and its

derived-level counterpart (cf. (63)). Based on the examination of predicates of state,

activity and accomplishment, it is evident that derived nominals are associated with
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a habitual interpretation not explicitly available to the non-derived constructions.

It should be noted that the habitual reading is not necessarily conveyed in

every instance when an ane-construction is used. This reading is accessible when

it results in a felicitous interpretation; otherwise, only the stative reading emerges.

For the active and passive, a habitual reading must be indicated by a morphological

device.

We continue to discuss the connection between ov and habituality in the

following subsection.

4.5.4 Object voice

Consider the examples in (82):

(82) a. Ma-barenger-aku
nfut-miss-1s.nom

ki
obl

ina.
Mom

‘I miss/missed Mom.’

b. Ta-kabarenger-ane-li
nfut-miss-ov-1s.gen

ka
nom

ina.
Mom

‘Mom is who I (always) miss/missed.’

We can find at least two points to compare (82a-b): First, the two sentences are

both composed by a stative predicate, but they differ in how the conveyed state is

presented. Sentence (82a) instantiates a state of the speaker’s missing his mother.

(82b), on the other hand, can convey a habitual meaning that the state of his

missing his mother holds at some times. While both of the sentences can be uttered

to indicate a state that holds at the time of speech or at a past time, (82a) can be

used to convey a state that holds only one time. For instance, (82a) can be uttered

by a child whose mother only goes out of town for a few hours and comes back to

him in a short while. However, (82b) is not felicitous in this same scenario; the

sentence means that the situation of the speaker’s missing his mother should hold
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usually or habitually.

Secondly, besides the distinction of a possible one-time occurrence and the

habitual reading between (a) and (b) in (82), different arguments are made promi-

nent. In (a), it is the external argument which is prominent, indicated by the

pronominal -li (first person, genitive), whereas in (b), it is the internal argument

ka ina ‘Mom’; the predicate miss is predicated of the external argument (which

can be considered as the agent) in the former, while it is predicated of the internal

argument in the latter.

ov shifts events to states; thereby, it eliminates a meaning of completion that

may be associated with the sentences. Consider the examples in (83):

(83) a. Wa-kane-aku
nfut-eat-1s.nom

ku
acc

urasi.
yam

‘I ate a/some yam(s).’

b. Ta-kane-ane-li
nfut-eat-ov-1s.gen

ka
nom

urasi.
yam

‘The yam is what I (usually/always) ate (at).’

(83a)

conveys a telic event of eating. Unless the context specifies that the event has

not been completed, a natural reading of this sentence is that some event of my

eating yam(s) occurs in the past and is completed. On the other hand, (83b) does

not indicate that the eating event is completed, but that the event takes place

habitually. This reading is associated with an implication: the yam in discussion

must not be entirely consumed. Based on world knowledge, one cannot consume a

same yam entirely again and again.32

32The implication of that the yam cannot be entirely consumed may bear on a property of
(a)telicity (Krifka, 1998; Beavers, 2007).
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The distinction serves as the third difference of meaning between the active

sentence and its nominalized counterpart. Again, we find that the predicates aim

for different arguments in the two sentences in (83): It is the external argument in

(83a), and the internal argument in (83b) that is predicated of.

Furthermore, a difference in meaning between the active and the nominal-

ized sentence lies on how the internal argument can be affected by the situation

in discussion. Let us consider another set of instances that are associated with a

meaning of accomplishment like (83), as shown in (84).

(84) a. Wa-kane
nfut-eat

ku
acc

babui
boar

ka
nom

cumai.
bear

‘The bear ate a boar.’

b. Ta-kane-ane
nfut-eat-ov

ki
obl

cumai
bear

ka
nom

babui.
boar

‘The boar is what a bear (usually/always) ate (on).’

In the sentences in (84), both arguments (the agent, and the theme) are realized.

Sentence (84a) has a default meaning, which conveys an event of eating that has

reached its final endpoint. Also, the internal argument ku babui ‘a boar’ has been

consumed by the agent kai cumai ‘the bear’ entirely (although such inference may be

cancelled). In contrast, the event of eating conveyed in (84b) cannot be completed

and the internal argument, indicated by the nominative-case marked ka babui ‘the

boar’ is necessarily not consumed entirely. The predicate ta-kane-ane ki cumai is

used to depict that this boar has a property that it usually gets eaten by flesh, or

gets bitten by a bear. This property is not associated with a one-time occurrence

of the event of eating.

The examples in (85) serve to illustrate the meanings of the derived construc-

tions. The event of hunting is presented as habitual with no meaning of culmination

by the derived nominal, as in (85b), whereas the meaning of culmination is a salient
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reading of (85a).33

(85) a. Wa-pualra
nfut-catch

ku
det

lrava
flying squirrel

ka
det

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Kineple caught a/some flying squirrel(s).’

b. Ta-pualr-ane
nfut-catch-ov

ki
det

Kineple
Kineple

ku
det

lrava
flying squirrel

si
and

babui.
boar

‘Flying squirrels and boars are what Takanau usually catches.’

In the aforementioned discussion, we have seen some morpho-syntactic and

semantic properties of the derived states: (i) the nominalizer does not apply to pred-

icates which are already marked by aspectual markers, such as the perfective and

the imperfective; (ii) the derived situationals are compatible with the unbounded

tara- ‘for’, but not with the bounded kai maka- ‘in; not up to’, and (iii) the tempo-

ral relation of the derived situationals to other constructions in narrative is inclu-

sion/overlap. The next section provides a semantic representation for the derived

state.

33Rukai is not the only Formosan language with a voice construction associated with a habit-
ual interpretation. According to Wu (2006), Amis locative applicative constructions, which are
structurally similar to Rukai ov, have a similar reading. Consider (i):

(i) Mi-nanum-an
MI-water-LA

n-i
GEN-PPN

aki
Aki

(a)
LNK

sayta
soda

u
CN

haysong.
Haysong

‘What Aki drinks is Haysong soda.’

According to Wu (2006), example (i) conveys a reading of habituality, which in turn has an ‘im-
plication’ that the actor voice marker, mi-, may impose a [-telic] feature on verbs (p.122). While
telicity is taken as an ‘entailment’ of verbs, an argument, however, has not been made clear as to
how the verb phrase being [-telic] is responsible for the habitual reading of sentences like (i).

The abbreviations used in the Amis data are: CN, common noun; GEN, genitive case; LA,
locative applicative; LNK, linker; PPN, personal proper noun.
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4.6 Semantic representation

Based on Smith’s (1991; 1997) two-component theory, and a general approach of

event semantics (Davidson, 1967; Parsons, 1990), this section analyzes object voice

constructions as derived states, and provides a semantic representation for them.

Readers who are not interested in theoretical representation can skip this section.

The object voice differs from active and passive in that it is used to denote

states. It will be argued that, while the three share a same thematic relation, ov

encodes additional aspectual formation. The analysis is based on the idea that

situations derived by ov are aspectually complex; they contain a culmination point

and a consequent state, and result from an aspectual shift. Morphosyntax makes it

explicit that aspectual information of the derived situations on focus is an associated

resultant state.

In the first part of the section, a temporal structure is postulated for the

derived states. In the next part, the aspectual change associated with the ane-

nominalization is argued to be a type of aspectual shift.

4.6.1 Temporal structure

Moens and Steedman (1988) propose a temporal structure to represent an ontolog-

ical representation that underlies temporal descriptions in natural language. This

structure is called the nucleus; it consists of a preparatory process, a culmination,

and a consequent state, as shown in figure 4.1.

culmination

preparatory process consequent state

Figure 4.1: Nucleus (Moens and Steedman, 1988)

On the other hand, Kamp and Reyle (1993) use an example like (86) to
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illustrate the temporal structure of an eventuality.

(86) Mary wrote the letter.

The event of writing a letter described in (86) has a natural conclusion, which is also

termed as culmination point, or an intrinsic final endpoint in other works (Moens

and Steedman, 1987, 1988; Kamp and Reyle, 1993; Smith, 1997). There is a period

following the culmination point that can be described by its perfect form: Mary

has written the letter. On the other hand, there is also a period preceding this

point which can be described by the progressive form: Mary is writing the letter.

Kamp and Reyle (1993) use preparatory phase/culmination point/result state, and

in Smith’s theory, the temporal development of the situation types is defined by the

notion of temporal interval.

As we have seen in the previous sections, one of the semantic properties of

ane-nominalization is that it derives states from various sorts of eventualities. The

semantic effect is postulated as follows:

(87) Semantic effect of nominalization:

When eventualities undergo nominalization, they are culminated and are

associated with a consequent state.

Thus, the temporal structure of a derived state can be represented as in

figure 4.2, which shows that both the culmination point and the consequent state

are parts of the derived meaning.

culmination + consequent state
︸ ︷︷ ︸

preparatory process

Figure 4.2: Temporal structure of a derived state
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The semantic constraints of the derived states can be made explicit based on

the temporal structure illustrated in figure 4.2. As has been seen, derived situations

are compatible with tara-, but not kai maka-. We can say that it is because of the

consequent state that tara- can modify the expressions; it focuses on an interval,

which starts from the culmination point and continues onto a consequent state with

no final endpoint. In contrast, kai maka- cannot modify the derived situations as

its semantics is incompatible with a temporal development that does not lead to a

final endpoint. Considering the temporal structure, kai maka- would focus on an

interval that extends from a preparatory stage to a culmination point.

It should be noted that to obtain the present analysis, this study adopts a

weaker version for the culmination point. The culmination point in the temporal

structure of the derived states does not correspond to a point of termination or

completion, but represents a type of ‘threshold’ for a change of state (cf. Kamp and

Reyle, 1993, ch.5, fn.34).

In the light of the source of interpretation, the hypothesis for the semantic

effect of the nominalizer -ane in forming situational nominals and the ov is proposed

as shown in (88):

(88) Semantic effect of the nominalizer -ane:

The nominalizing morpheme associates a consequent state to telic events.

For atelic situations, -ane maps them to a culmination point, and associates

them with a consequent state.

The hypothesis in (88) is compositional and is along the line of Kratzer (2000)’s

treatment of German adjectival passive as a stativizer. With respect to structure,

the changes in case and argument structure (as discussed in §4.3) are grammatical

consequences from nominalization, and they do not reflect interpretation in this

hypothesis. The nominalizing process operates at the morpho-syntactic level, and
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correlates with semantics.

Based on Parsons (1990), it is assumed that there is no semantic difference

in the logical form for sentences that stand as syntactic counterparts of different

voices (active vs. passive). As Parsons (1990) puts it, the difference in active and

passive sentences is a matter of syntax, not of logical form. Thus, the examples in

(89) have the same logical form, like (90), which has a Davidsonian event argument

(Davidson, 1967).34

(89) a. Harriet loves Harvey.

b. Harvey is loved by Harriet.

(90) (∃e)[Loving(e) & Exp(e,Harriet) & Theme(e,Harvey)]

The Rukai sentences of the active, passive and object voice, repeated from

(12), would share a logical form.

(91) a. Ma-barenger-ako
nfut-miss-1s.nom

ki
obl

ina.
Mom

(active)

‘I miss/missed mom.’

b. Ki-a-kabarengere
pass-nfut-miss

nakuane
1s.obl

ka
nom

ina.
Mom

(passive)

‘Mom was/is missed by me.’

c. Ta-kabarenger-ane-li
nfut-miss-ov-1s.gen

ka
nom

ina.
Mom

‘Mom was/is who I miss.’

All three examples convey a state of missing, which may hold in the past, or at the

speech time. The experiencer of this state of missing is the speaker, and the theme

is his mother. They would have a logical form as shown in (92).

34While the present analysis adopts a Davidsonian approach, it is not clear if Davidson would
use such an argument for a stative sentence.
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(92) ∃e[Missing(e) & Exp(e,I) & Theme(e,Mom)]

(92) says that there is an event of missing, of which the speaker ‘I’ is the experiencer

and ‘Mom’ is the theme.

Based on (92), the following subsection argues that the semantic effect of

nominalization is an aspectual shift, and the habitual meaning is an inference.

4.6.2 Aspectual shift

Issues of aspectual shift, a categorial change that may be associated with coercion,

have been explored in studies of Indo-European languages such as English, French

and African American English (Smith, 1991; De Swart, 1998; Green, 2000). Ac-

cording to De Swart (1998), aspectual shift is usually carried out at the level of

morphology and/or syntax. Whereas, coercion, is viewed as a modifier of eventu-

alities that maps one eventuality to another, and is often identified as a semantic

process which has no morpho-syntactic correlates. In other words, coercion operates

only when it is contextually required to resolve an aspectual incompatibility among

the components in sentences.

Based on the distinction of two types of aspectual change, this section argues

that the semantic effect caused by ane-nominalization is a type of aspectual shift

in the domain of eventuality. The discussion begins with some examples of En-

glish and French. They exhibit a reading that is very similar to Rukai nominalized

constructions, but are treated as coercion in the literature.

Smith (1991) examined several English constructions in which the types or

aspectual properties are derived or shifted, as exemplified by (93).

(93) a. Sam rode his bicycle on Fridays. (Smith, 1991, p.87:(45a))

b. Every afternoon at five pm Jane went out. She (Jane) walked down

the beach. Then she went for a swim in the ocean. (Smith, 1991,
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p.88:(47c))

(93a) is a derived stative, due to the frequency adverbial on Fridays; (93b) involves

an activity, reinterpreted as a habitual stative in the context. As Smith pointed out,

English uses adverbials and pragmatic factors to obtain a derived or shifted reading

of stativity, and does not have a grammaticalized device to achieve this effect.

In Smith’s theory, an aspectual transition is translated as a transition of

features. Consider (94) (Smith, 1997, p.55:(52)):

(94) a. Mary coughed.

b. VCON[+Dyn -Telic -Dur]

a’. Mary coughed for an hour.

b’. VCon[+Dyn -Telic -Dur] + Adv[+Dur] → DVCon[+Dyn -Telic + Dur]

(94a) denotes a semelfactive. Its verb constellation (VCON) is composed of a subject

and a verb, and the conveyed coughing event has the temporal features [+Dyn], [-

Telic], and [-Dur]. When a for-phrase is used, as in (94a’), the feature it carries

overrides the one that is encoded in the basic-level situation, if the two do not have

the same value (cf. (48a); also see table 4.5). Accordingly, [-Dur] is overridden by

[+Dur], as in (94b’). This rule is called the principle of external override (p.56:(53)),

as schematized in (95).

(95) VCon[a,b,fα] + [fβ] → DVCon[a,b,fβ]

The following shows a detailed external override:

(96) a. VCon[V[Tel, Dur] [NP] [NP]] → VCon[Accomplishment]

b. ScopS[nfut Adv[Habitual] VCon[Accomplishment[V[Tel, Dur] [NP] [NP]]]]

→ ScopS[nfut Adv[Habitual] DVCon[State[Accomplishment]]]]
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On the other hand, De Swart (1998) argues within the framework of Discourse

Representation Theory (DRT) that the French Imparfait, an aspectually sensitive

past tense, requires a structurally implicit coercion operator to result in homogenous

eventualities for the tense to take as inputs.35 Consider (97).

(97) a. Georges
Georges

annonça
announced-PS

sa
his

résignation.
resignation

Anne
Anne

fut
was-PS

triste.
sad

b. Georges
Georges

annonça
announced-PS

sa
his

résignation.
resignation

Anne
Anne

était
was-IMP

triste.
sad

According to De Swart (1998), sentences marked by the Imparfait in French have

two properties: (i) eventualities marked by the Imparfait are stative, and (ii) they

do not move the story line. In a sense, these are very similar to the Rukai derived

states.

Both of the English and French examples concern a stative meaning due to an

aspectual change: For the English case, the stative reading results from reinterpre-

tation due to temporal phrases; for the French case, the stative reading comes from

an aspectual requirement of tense marking. In both cases, the aspectual change, or

coercion, is governed by pragmatic or contextual factors, and does not correspond to

a morphological or syntactic form in these two languages. Rukai ane-constructions

differ from the English and French examples in that the stative reading associated

with them is categorically an aspectual shift. In other words, while there is no

grammatical element in English and French to correspond to the stative meaning,

-ane, or nominalization, is responsible for such a reading in Rukai.

To recapitulate, let us look at some Rukai examples again as an illustration.

Consider the case of situational nominal in (98).

(98) Ku
det

numi
2p

ka
det

ma-sasalrai,
nfut-lazy

drel-a
look-imp

[kui
dem

ta-ngi-vevel-ane
nfut-reflx-move-nomz

ki
gen

35See Kamp and Reyle (1993) and Kamp et al. (2005) for more detail about DRT.
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la-ababungu],
pl-ant

lri-tara-malra-su
fut-nec.mod-gain-2s

ku
det

lrigilane.
wisdom

‘For you who are lazy, look at {those ants’ movements/ants in motion},

you’ll gain wisdom.’

The activity verb vevele ‘move’ in its nominalized form can describe certain charac-

teristics of the movements that the ants are engaged in, or it can convey a property

of the ants, which illustrates that they are in motion.36

Also consider the examples of voices in (99).

(99) a. Wa-vevele
nfut-move

ku
acc

taetale
chair

ka
nom

Balenge.
Balenge

(active)

‘Balenge moved the chair.’

b. Ki-a-vevele
pass-nfut-move

ki
obl

Balenge
Balenge

ka
nom

taetale.
chair

(passive)

‘The chair was moved by Balenge.’

c. Ta-vevel-ane
nfut-move-ov

ki
gen

Balenge
Balenge

ka
nom

taetale.
chair

(object voice)

(i) ‘The chair is what Balenge moved.’

(ii) ‘The chair is what Balenge always/usually moved.’

Again, an ov construction such as (99c) has two properties: First, it contains a

36Rukai uses aspectual markers to change the temporal focus of derived situational nominals,
and tense markers to locate the derived situations at different times. For instance, the nominalized
predicate in (98) can take the progressive (signified by the morphological reduplication), as in (ia),
and the future tense, as in (ib):

(i) a. . . . drel-a
look-imp

[kui
dem

ta-ngi-vevevel-ane
nfut-reflx-move/prog-nomz

ki
gen

la-ababungu]
pl-ant

. . .

b. . . . drel-a
look-imp

[kui
dem

a-ngi-vevel-ane
fut-reflx-move-nomz

ki
gen

la-ababungu]
pl-ant

. . .

The progressive focuses on the internal stage of the eventuality of moving, and the future locates
the eventuality of movement at a time later than the time of speech.

Compared to active and passive, tense marking in object voice is still not well understood. While
a detailed investigation is left for future research, the discussion of tense in general is provided in
chapter 5.
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predicate in the nominalized form (ov form), and involves a change of argument

structure and case marking. The theme is the subject marked by the nominative

case, and the agent an oblique argument marked by the genitive case (§4.3). Sec-

ondly, it is associated with two aspectual interpretations – stative and habitual –

that are not explicitly available in the other two voices (cf. (99c) and (99cii)).

On the other hand, the structure and interpretation of the derived forms,

such as those in (98) and (99c), can also be compared to English nominals. Consider

(100) (Smith, 1991, p.81:34(a, c)).

(100) a. The seagull flew.

b. The seagull was in flight.

According to Smith (1991), the sentences in (100) are truth-conditionally equivalent,

and only differ in how speakers present the situation (Smith, 1991) – The nominal

use in (100b) signifies a marked aspectual choice, which focuses on the homogeneous

characteristic of the event’s internal stages. In other words, the seagull is in the state

of flight, which does not involve an internal change. Note that the English nominal

forms, like those in (100b), are not considered as a change of situation type in Smith

(1991). According to this, (100a-b) convey essentially the same situation.37

We have seen in the aforementioned discussions that derived ane-constructions,

that is, situational nominals and ov constructions, share several characteristics: (a)

they are stative, (b) do not encode telicity or specify culmination, and (c) have an

available habitual meaning. Based on the logical form of (92) and the semantic

37Brian Reese (p.c.) pointed out that (100a) can be used to describe a seagull “taking-off, flying
for a bit, and then landing,” but (100b) cannot be used similarly. On the other hand, (100b) means
almost the same as the progressive version in (i), such that they both focus on an internal stage of
flying, although they may be stylistically different.

(i) The seagull was flying.

It requires further investigation as to how situational nominals and progressive of Rukai can be
compared to English nominals and progressive.
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effect proposed in (88), the semantic representation of an ov construction such as

(99c), repeated in (101), can be translated as in (102):

(101) Ta-vevel-ane
nfut-move-ov

ki
gen

Balenge
Balenge

ka
nom

taetale.
chair

a. ‘The chair is what Balenge moved.’

b. ‘The chair is what Balenge always/usually moved.’

(102) a. λEλs∃e(E(e) ∧ STAT(s,e))(λe[Agent(e,Balenge) ∧ Theme(e,the-chair)

∧ move(e)]) =

b. λs∃e[Agent(e,Balenge) ∧ Theme(e,the-chair) ∧ move(e) ∧ STAT(s,e)]

In (102), the nominalizer -ane is translated as a unary function that applies to an

argument of eventuality (E). (102) says that, when nominalization/ov applies to an

eventuality, which is a chair-moving event in this case, the associated state function,

STAT, maps the eventuality onto its relevant resultant state (Moens and Steedman,

1987; Parsons, 1990; Kamp and Reyle, 1993).38

Based on the [Telic] feature of Smith (1997), ov can be characterized as a

function that maps between two sets of eventualities, as given in (103):

(103) ov is a function which maps sets of eventualities E1 to the smallest sets of

eventualities E2 such that if e1 is in E1, then there is e2 in E2 such that

a. e1 is [+Telic] and e2 is the post-state resulting from e1, or

b. e1 is [-Telic] and ‘aspectually co-extensive’ with e2.39

38More detail can be presented in the logical form: The event is coupled with a state, which is
located at the reference time relative to the speech time; it is not the event itself that is located in
time. The nonfuture tense has the semantic effect that the reference time precedes or overlaps the
speech time, which gives an ambiguous interpretation that the state can hold before or at the time
of speech.

39It is not well understood what semantic effect is caused when ane-nominalization applies to
states, as in (91c), since the types of the basic-level and the derived-level eventualities are both
stative. However, based on the temporal structure (fig. 4.2) and the semantics we propose for the
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Note that (103) only represents the stative interpretation but not habituality.

Under the present approach, the interpretation of habituality is considered as an

inference, since it is not always necessary when the sentences are interpreted. The

derived constructions are stative, and are thus open to a habitual reading. When the

derived states are interpreted as habitual, they do not involve a process of coercion

like the English sentences with frequency adverbials would undergo (cf. De Swart,

1998; Smith, 1997).

This line of analysis carries over directly to the account for the temporal

behavior of derived-level situations in terms of time advancing in narrative. In

addition to the texts we have seen (e.g. (55)), we can look at sa(when)-clauses.

According to Moens and Steedman (1987), a when-clause in English defines

a nucleus, which consists of a contingently related sequence of preparatory process,

goal event and consequent state, and there can be various interpretations associated

with such a clause, as shown in (104).

(104) Moens and Steedman (1987)

When they built that bridge

. . . I was still a young lad.

. . . my grandfather had been dead for several years.

. . . my aunt was having an affair with the milkman.

. . . my father used to play squash.

Applying to Rukai derived situations, the concurrent reading is available. Applying

the notion of time to the semantics, this can be accounted for by the feature of

nominalization process, it could be postulated that the derivation of states from states undergoes
an intermediate aspectual change, which involves the following aspectual change: state ⇒ event
⇒ state. Thus, the representation of derived states from basic-level states would contain a bound
event variable and an additional state variable, as inferred by a culmination and a relevant con-
sequent state that are associated with them. This seems rather complicated, unfortunately, if not
unreasonable.
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temporal inclusion/overlapping of the derived-level situations, as indicated in (106),

a translation of the main clause of (105).

(105) Sa
when

[RT1
kela-su
come-2s.nom

Akau],
Pingtung

[RT2
ta-mu(a)-ane-li
nfut-go-ov-1s.gen

Vedai].
Budai

‘When you came to Pingtung, I was in Budai.’

(106) ∃t∃s∃e[STAT(s,e) ∧ Agent(e,Takanau) ∧ Theme(e,the-rope) ∧ break(e) ∧

AT(s,t) ∩ RT1]

In (106), the variables of time (t) and state (s) are bound by existential closure

(Heim, 1982).

As Kamp and Reyle (1993) point out, to decide on whether a sentence con-

veys a state or event, we need to consider its role in the discourse, as well as its

grammatical form (p.509). As we have determined from examples like (55), it seems

clear that the Rukai object voice constructions are stative.

Additionally, the derived-level situations can be marked by the three aspects

in Rukai: the progressive, perfective and imperfective. Consider the following sen-

tences in (107).40

40Rukai uses some other super-lexical morphemes to focus different part of situations. Pathagili
‘start’ focuses the initiation of events, as shown in (i).

(i) pathagili ‘start; begin’

a. Kui,
Kui

tu-a-lai-nga-su
-nfut-since-pfv-2s

kuigane
when

pathagili
start

ungungulu
drink/red

kai
dem

bava?
alcohol

‘Kui, since when did you start drinking alcohol?
b. Lri-pathagil(i)-ako

fut-start-1s.nom

kai
dem

tara-dramare
dur-month

tu-daane.
verbz-house

‘I will start building a house/houses for a month.’
c. Kai

dem

sa
when

ki-bekac-nga
pass-create-pfv

kai
dem

kaumasan,
world

kai
dem

tariau
star

pathagili
begin

lredra.
shine

‘It’s that when the world was created, the stars began to shine.’

Tulepenge ‘finish’ focuses on the completion of events, as shown in (ii).

(ii) tulepenge ‘finish; complete’
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(107) a. Wa-mua-ko
nfut-go-1s.nom

ko
det

angatungatu.
forest

‘I went to the forest.’

b. (i) Ta-lam-ane
nfut-burn-ov

kai
dem

angatungatu.
forest

‘This forest is what was burned.’

(ii) Ta-lamalam-ane
nfut-burn/prog-ov

kai
dem

angatungatu.
forest

(progressive)

‘This forest is what was/is being burned.’

(iii) Ta-lam-ane-ana
nfut-burn-ov-impfv

kai
dem

angatungatu.
forest

(imperfective)

‘This forest is what was/is still being burned.’

(iv) Ta-lam-ane-nga
nfut-burn-ov-pfv

kai
dem

angatungatu.
forest

(perfective)

‘This forest is what has been burned.’

Descriptively speaking, we can say that, the progressive and imperfective focus

on the internal structure of the resultant state, and the perfective focuses on the

culmination point, indicating a change of state. Note that the English translations

are only approximate.41

a. Tu-a-lepenge
-nfut-finish

ku
acc

aungane-ini
work-3s.gen

ka
nom

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Kineple finished his work.’
b. Luiya,

tomorrow
ku
det

Takanau,
Takanau

lri-tulepenge
fut-finish

ku
acc

tu-dadane-ini.
verbz-house/red-3s.gen

‘Tomorrow Takanau will finish his (job of) building a house.’

41Rukai uses the progressive, or the combination of the progressive and imperfective. The imper-
fective does not randomly focus on the preliminary, internal or resultant stage of a situation (Smith,
1997). It focuses on the climax of an event, and is usually associated with a strong implicature,
of adversity or a consequential situation as a follow-up. See §5.5 in chapter 5 for the discussion of
aspect.

(i) a. Wa-silasilap-aku
nfut-look for/prog-1s.nom

ku
acc

paisu-li.
money-1s.gen

‘I am looking for my money.’
b. Wa-silasilap-ana-ku

nfut-look for/prog-impfv-1s.nom

ku
acc

paisu-li;
money-1s.gen

kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

maka-kidring.
poss.mod-find

‘I am still looking for my money; I could not find it.’
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4.7 Summary

This chapter has established an association between nominalization and an aspectual

interpretation of stativity. The first part of the discussion builds on the morphosyn-

tactic structure of the derived nominals that are realized in the domain of nominal

and grammatical voice. The argument makes a direct connection between nomi-

nalization and grammatical voice, which is analyzed as the object voice (ov). The

second part deals with issues of interpretation in the domain of aspect. The find-

ings have shown that the derived ane-constructions are related to a special reading

of stativity that is not available for other voices. The analysis of aspectual shift

is proposed to account for the semantic effect of the nominalization operation on

eventuality. Furthermore, the habitual interpretation conveyed by the sentences is

argued to be an inference, which comes about as an side-effect of the aspectual shift

triggered by nominalization. Under the present analysis, the habitual interpretation

of the derived structure takes place without involving aspectual coercion.

The investigation of Rukai voices indicates that, when two kinds of voice

constructions grammatically compete with each other, one can be connected with

aspectual or temporal interpretation that is not available to the other. This also

shows that eventuality can correlate with voice.

A detailed study of ane-nominalization and how the morphosyntactic prop-

erties reflect on the structure of object voice lie beyond the scope of this chapter

and requires more research. However, I hope that the discussion of Rukai ane-

constructions in the domain of temporality has provided a new perspective for future

investigation of the various voice/topic constructions in Austronesian languages or

other typologically different languages, which trigger questions whether there are

any regular relations between temporality and structure (Dahl, 1985).
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Chapter 5

Tense

5.1 Introduction

The primary goal of this chapter is to investigate the temporal interpretation of

Rukai’s tense morphemes. The research question concerns how temporality can be

expressed in a two-way tense system of nonfuture and future. The query concerns

the following issues:

• What is the nature of nonfuture tense and future tense?

• Future tense in languages is usually associated with modality. In Rukai, is the

future a pure tense marker, or is it also used as a modal? Ultimately, how can

the future tense be characterized?

• With a nonfuture tense that does not distinguish between the past and the

present, how does Rukai make finer distinctions in the past and the present?

It becomes clear, that to have a thorough understanding of the nonfuture

tense, the discussion must be made in the domain of aspect, that is, viewpoint

aspect and situation type (Smith, 1991). Specifically, nonfuture relies on situation
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type, as well as aspectual marking, to be properly interpreted in sentences. On the

other hand, future tense bears on temporal posteriority in all the sentences where

it is marked. Thus, it is possible to define the future as a pure temporal marker.

To address the last question, the analysis is coupled with the identification of a

complex tense in the Rukai system. It is argued that with a temporal system of

two grammaticalized tenses of nonfuture/future, the perfect aspect is used with the

nonfuture tense to convey the meaning of past in Rukai.

5.2 A historical synopsis of analyses of Rukai tense

In the literature, there are two types of analysis of Rukai tenses. Li (1973) provides a

three-way tense system for Tanan Rukai, whereas Zeitoun et al. (1996) and Zeitoun

and Huang (1997) argue for a two-way system for Budai Rukai. This section provides

a review of the two different approaches. Although this study builds on Zeitoun

et al. (1996) and Zeitoun and Huang (1997)’s two-way tense analysis of nonfuture

and future, it will be pointed out that some of their arguments about the Rukai

tense system have not been validated and require further evaluation.

5.2.1 Rukai tense system: a three-way or two-way distinction?

Li (1973) investigates the tense and aspect system of Tanan Rukai by focusing on

some grammatical properties of the tense and aspect markers: (i) morpho-syntactic

realization, (ii) morphophonemic alternations, and (iii) verb types. He illustrates

the Tanan Rukai system by showing the tense and aspect forms for the verb kane

‘eat’, as shown in table 5.1.

In his system, Rukai distinguishes three tenses: the past and the future are

morphologically marked, whereas verbs of the present tense are in their bare forms.

In this system, Rukai has a three-way distinction of tense: past/present/future. The

analysis of Rukai tenses in Li (1973) can be summarized as follows:
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Tense\Aspect Plain Completive Continuative

Present kan1 kan1-ŋa kan1-kan1
Past wa-kan1 wa-kan1-ŋa wa-kan1-kan1

Future ay-kan1 ay-kan1-ŋa ay-kan1-kan1

Table 5.1: Tense and aspect forms in Tanan Rukai (Li, 1973, p.156, (1a))

• Every non-imperative sentence must have a finite verb (p.162);1

• Only verbs that are finite can be marked by tense and the completive aspect

(p.157);

• Reduplication of verbs can sometimes indicate the future tense (p.268).

Zeitoun et al. (1996) evaluate Li’s three-way analysis by raising questions

about the status of the present tense, and argue that the present tense of Li’s is ac-

tually a bare form of verbs, not of tense marking. Zeitoun et al. (1996) and a latter

collaborative work of Zeitoun and Huang (1997) provide a cross-linguistic overview

of tense/aspect/mood systems of some Formosan languages. Using a limited data

set for each discussed language, the two studies assume that a two-way tense system

of nonfuture/future is associated with a mood distinction of realis/ irrealis through

implication (Chung and Timberlake, 1985). Zeitoun and Huang (1997) claim that

all the languages under investigation “exhibit a basic distinction between nonfu-

ture/realis (in which situations are viewed as having occurred or as actually taking

place) and future/irrealis (which refers to conditions or predictions)” (p.595). Un-

der this approach, Rukai has a two-way tense distinction of nonfuture/future, or by

implication, a mood system of realis/irrealis.

However, the descriptions in these two studies are inconsistent with respect

to Rukai as a tense language from time to time. For instance, they argue that “Tense

is marked morphologically in Atayal, Bunun, and Rukai. . . ” (Zeitoun et al., 1996,

1In the Lexicase theory, a verb is finite if it takes a nominal dependent (Starosta, 1988).
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p.42), but also comment that “[I]n Atayal, Bunun, Puyuma, Saisiyat and Rukai,

nonfuture tense distinctions are not overtly marked on the verb but depend on

the occurrence of aspectual affixes/auxiliaries or temporal adjuncts.” Consider the

glosses of the morpheme -a- in (1). The same morpheme is analyzed as a nonfuture

tense in (1a), but a realis morpheme in (1b).

(1) Budai Rukai

a. w-a-apece-nga
act-NF-sleep-already

ku
nom

Lulay.
child

‘The child (has) slept (already).’ (Zeitoun et al., 1996, p.28:11b)

b. w-a-tubi-Na
act-real-cry-already

ka Lulai.
child

‘The child has cried.’ (Zeitoun and Huang, 1997, p.609:21a)

The two studies do not distinguish between a tense system of nonfuture/future and

a mood system of realis/irrealis. Also, it has not been shown how a morpheme

reflects properties of both tense and mood in a sentence.

The following subsection reviews the notions of nonfuture/future and re-

alis/irrealis, which serves as the background as to which system the Rukai data fit

in.

5.2.2 Nonfuture/future and realis/irrealis

Traditionally, a distinction of nonfuture versus future is generally taken to be one of

a realis-irrealis distinction (Comrie, 1976; Chung and Timberlake, 1985). Nonfuture

(past and present) events are presumed to be more actual than events that occur in

the future, so nonfuture can be generalized as realis and future as irrealis.

Hua, a Papuan language of New Guinea, is a language that is usually cited

in literature as one that has a nonfuture/future tense system. According to Haiman

(1980), Hua has a tense system of nonfuture versus future (p.392). Unmarked verbs
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are termed the aorist; verbs in this form are used to express actions or states that

take place in the past or at the present. Sentences that describe future situations

contain morphologically marked verbs. Contrast (2a-b).

(2) past/present (Haiman, 1980, p.136)

a. hu+e

‘I did; I do.’

b. bau+e

‘I stay here; I am here; I stayed here; I was here.’

(3) future (Haiman, 1980, p.141)

a. hu+gu+e

‘I will do.’

b. hi+ga+e

‘You all (they all) will do.’

According to Comrie (1985), Hua is an example that exhibits a fundamental distinc-

tion of nonfuture and future. The reason is based on that, in the domain of future

tense, sub-divisions can be drawn on the basis of modality, which include the simple

indicative future, subjunctive future, avolitional and jussive. On the other hand,

he argues, if a language is found to use morphology to characterize the actuality of

situations, it makes a realis/irrealis distinction (Comrie, 1985).

According to Comrie (1985), situations in a realis/irrealis language are usu-

ally described as occurring based on two divisions: (i) past and present, and (ii)

future, general or hypothetical (pp.39; 45). For instance, Dyirbal displays a distinc-

tion on the basic finite forms of verbs:

(4) Dyirbal

a. stem balgal ‘hit’
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b. unmarked tense balgan ‘hits/hit’

c. future tense balgañ ‘will hit’

(Dixon, 1972, p.55)

According to Dixon, the unmarked tense in (4b) refers to past or present tense,

whereas the marked tense refers to future (c). Additionally, Dixon (1972) also

comments that, “The ‘future’ inflection can also carry a generic meaning, similar

to that of English present tense (e.g. ‘he shoots horses’)” (p.55). Comrie (1985)

argues that the two tenses of Dyirbal, present-past and future, should be treated as

moods, that is, realis and irrealis (p.39). The criterion Comrie uses is that irrealis

(future) covers all situations that are presented as induced from past observations

or habitual statements. Thus, Dyirbal is said to have a mood distinction instead of

a tense distinction.

On the other hand, according to Steele (1975), the definition of irrealis is that

it does not convey what is considered real, that is, situations which took place. And

as the author emphasizes, the notion of irrealis does not include modals of possibility

or probability, which convey a speaker’s assessment of potential reality (Steele, 1975,

p.200). Based on Comrie’s theory, what defines the distinction of nonfuture/future

on one hand, and realis/irrealis on the other, is that for the former whether we can

find a pattern in a language in which past and present situations are expressed by

a same tense category in opposition to future situations. Whereas, for the latter,

whether a distinction can be found to be made on the basis of actuality of situations,

with the future used to express hypothetical or generic situations.

In terms of realis/irrealis as grammatical categories, Bybee et al. (1994)

describe that (cf. Bybee, 1998; Bendix, 1998; Palmer, 1986):

There is some scepticism over the status of realis/irrealis as cross-linguistically

valid typological categories given their alleged semantic instability, es-
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pecially when compared to particular tense and aspect categories for

instance (see e.g. Bybee et al 1994). A survey of Central Vanuatu lan-

guages, however, suggests considerable consistency and this evidence is

combined with Bugenhagen’s (1994) similar findings for seven Austrone-

sian languages spoken in PNG to suggest that realis/irrealis are in fact

quite stable categories – both in terms of basic semantic content and

pragmatic function – not just within a single subgroup but across more

distantly related members of the Austronesian family.

Before it can be ascertained whether there is any or no realis/irrealis distinction in

Rukai, whether a notion of evidentiality has a status in Rukai (cf. Comrie, 2000;

Aikhenvald, 2004), and whether any morpheme in this language (including its di-

alects) is associated with veridicality (cf. Beaver and Condoravdi, 2003), it would

be helpful to have a better understanding on how temporality is interpreted in this

language, and how actuality, or actual occurrence of a situation can be semantically

defined and illustrated using relevant data.

An investigation of whether Rukai has a grammaticalized mood system of

realis and irrealis is beyond the scope of this study. However, preliminary findings

on the Rukai data show several uses of the tense markers that do not fit in a

realis/irrealis system:

• The future tense form (lri-) in Rukai is used in past situations, conveying

future in the past, but is not used independently in hypothetical or generic

situations.

• Hypothetical situations are expressed by subjunctive adverbials or the future

perfect, and generic situations are expressed by the nonfuture tense; and

• Sub-divisions are made in the domain of the nonfuture and the future, and

prefixes are used to mark these finer distinctions.
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As such, the case of Rukai does not fall into a realis-irrealis system as defined by

Comrie. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a general picture about how the

examined Rukai data receive temporal interpretation, and to achieve this goal, my

arguments build on a theory of tense.

This research builds on the established analysis of a two-way morphological

tense contrast for Rukai, nonfuture versus future, an insight that has been pointed

out in Zeitoun et al. (1996). However, as the nature of these tenses, and, more

importantly, their interaction with aspectual morphemes have not been thoroughly

explored, this chapter aims to address these issues.

As will become clear in the later discussion, the nonfuture and future are not

tenses that convey two opposing kinds of situations. The primary findings about the

Rukai tenses are summarized as follows: (i) The nonfuture is a tense whose realiza-

tion correlates with verb types and is by and large a morphological requirement in

this language. Aspectual morphemes and information of situation type result in finer

temporal distinctions, and have evident semantic effects on nonfuture sentences; (ii)

the future specifies temporal posteriority and does not specify a modal meaning.

Different types of modals are used in future sentences to indicate modality; and (iii)

the perfect aspect combines with the nonfuture tense to form nonfuture perfect, a

complex tense that only conveys past situations.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: §5.3 provides a mor-

phosyntactic analysis for the tenses. §5.4 explores the use and meaning of the

nonfuture tense, where a historical hypothesis is also provided with respect to the

connection between nonfuture and eventuality. §5.5 discusses the aspectual inter-

pretation of the nonfuture tense, and its interaction with aspectual markers. §5.6

surveys the future tense, its temporal meaning and relation with modals. §5.7 ex-

amines the meaning of the perfect aspect, and argues that it forms a complex tense

with the nonfuture tense. §5.8 summarizes this chapter.
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5.3 Morphosyntactic properties of the nonfuture and

future tense

Rukai has a binary tense system of nonfuture and future (Zeitoun et al., 1996).

Simple, complete sentences are subject to a morphosyntactic constraint that a main

verb needs to bear tense, hence the alternation between nonfuture and future tense

marking. The primary function of the tense morphemes is to locate the eventualities

conveyed by the marked sentences within a proper time frame in the past/present,

or in the future, as exemplified by (5).

(5) a. Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl2

‘I know/knew him.’

b. Lri-thingal-aku
fut-know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

‘I will know him.’

c. *Thingal-aku
know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

Tense marking is realized differentially in accordance with voice and eventuality in

Rukai, and the morphemes that are found to bear on tense are shown in table 5.2.

active/passive voices object voice

nonfuture tense wa-, ma-, -a-, Ø (zero morpheme) ta-

future tense lri-/i- a-

Table 5.2: Tense marking (repeated from table 2.6)

The nonfuture tense for the active/passive voices is realized by various morphemes,

whose formation bears on verbal morphology, and eventuality (ma- is one such

example; see §5.4.1 for the discussion). For the object voice, the nonfuture is marked

by ta-. On the other hand, the future tense for the active/passive is marked by the
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prefixal lri- or its variant i-, and a- for the object voice in future. Unlike the

nonfuture tense, the future does not reflect eventuality and is uniformly marked (cf.

Li, 1973; Zeitoun et al., 1996). Examples of (6), (7) and (8) illustrate tense marking

in the different kinds of voice constructions.

(6) Active voice

a. Wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

ku
acc

hung.
book

‘I wrote a book.’

b. Lri-pacas-aku
fut-write-1s.nom

ku
acc

hung.
book

‘I will write a book.’

(7) Passive voice

a. Ki-a-tulisi
pass-nfut-criticize

iniane
3s.obl

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau was criticized by him.’

b. Lri-ki-tulisi
fut-pass-criticize

iniane
3s.obl

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau will be criticized by him.’

(8) Object voice

a. Ta-tulisi-ane-ini
nfut-criticize-ov-3s.gen

ka
nom

Takanau.3

Takanau
‘Takanau is the one who he criticized.’

b. A-tulisi-ane-ini
fut-criticize-ov-3s.gen

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau is the one who he will criticize.’

Markers of nonfuture and future tense do not co-occur in the same clause as they

have mutually exclusive meanings, and compete for the same structural position.

Thus, examples like (9a-b) are ruled out.

3It is not clear if the forms ta-...-ane and a-...-ane result from cyclic affixation (Blust, 2003).
The morphological composition of these two constructions are left for further research.
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(9) a. *Wa-lri-thingal-aku
nfut-fut-know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

b. *Lri-wa-thingal-aku
fut-nfut-know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

Among the languages that have been reported to have a nonfuture/future system,

such as Dyirbal (example (4)), Hua ((2), (3)), Tuwuli and Gungbe (as we will see

in examples (37) and (38)), it varies with respect to how tenses are realized in

such languages. Comparatively, Rukai has both the nonfuture and future tenses

morphologically marked in the sentences.4

Nonfuture and future are two tenses that have different syntactic behaviors

in Rukai. Descriptively, the nonfuture is only marked on the predicates, and the

future can be marked somewhere else. The distinction has ramifications at various

levels of syntax and semantics, which include:

First, with respect to structural collocation in negative sentences, the nonfu-

ture is out-scoped by the negative morpheme kai, (10a-b), since the negative always

precedes the predicate. The future is more flexible in its position relative to the neg-

ative morpheme; it can be marked on the predicates (11a), or precedes the negative

morpheme, thus structurally scoping over it, (11b).

(10) a. Kai
neg

wa-thingal-aku
nfut-know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

‘I did/do not know him.’

b. *Wa-kai
nfut-neg

thingal-aku
know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

(11) a. Kai
neg

lri-thingal-aku
fut-know-1s.nom

iniane.
3s.obl

‘I will not know him.’

b. Lri-kai-naku
fut-neg-1s.nom

thingale
know

iniane.
3s.obl

4More discussion about this regard is in §5.4.2.
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‘I will not know him.’

Secondly, in the passive voice, the positions of the nonfuture and the future tense

relative to the passive marker ki- are also different. The nonfuture tense follows ki-,

but the future tense precedes it, as shown in (7). The variation of the future tense’s

position just discussed also holds in negative passive sentences.

Some other morpho-syntactic properties are discussed as follows. In complex

sentences with multiple predicates, tense is only marked on the first predicate, as

shown in (12) and (13).

(12) a. Ngu-a-sibekel-aku
go-nfut-seldom-1s.nom

pacas.
write

‘I seldom wrote.’

b. Ma-dalame
nfut-like

pacas
write

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau liked/likes writing.’

(13) a. Lri-sanguvala-naku
fut-once-1s.nom

mu-Kucapungan.
go-Kucapungan

‘I will go to Kucapungan once again.’

b. Lri-tulru-su
fut-able-2s.nom

mua?
go

‘Will you be able to go?’

The fact that the Rukai future targets a high syntactic position in the structure can

be examined by looking at its co-occurrence with two other types of grammatical

elements, bound pronouns and modals.

Bound pronouns in Rukai are second position clitics, and they are attached

to the first syntactic element in the sentences, including the negative morpheme.

As shown in (14a-b), the future can be attached to the main predicate, or to the

negative morpheme.
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(14) a. Kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

lri-kane
fut-eat

kikai
dem

laceng;
vegetable

lri-kane-aku
fut-eat-1s.nom

ku
acc

druma
other

ku
det

laceng.
vegetable

b. Lri-kai-naku
fut-neg-1s.nom

kane
eat

kikai
dem

laceng;
vegetable

lri-kane-aku
fut-eat-1s.nom

ku
acc

druma
other

ku
det

laceng.
vegetable

‘I will not eat these vegetables; I will eat the other ones.’

As pronouns are second position clitics and are not directly attached to the future

tense, they do not form a single constituent of either form of (15a) or (15b).

(15) a. *[constituent Lri-naku-kai] . . .

b. *[constituent Lri-naku] kai . . .

Rukai has a set of modals which are attached to verbs as prefixes, such as

the necessity modal tara- and the possibility modal maka-. In sentences where the

future co-occurs with this kind of modals, it structurally scopes above them (cf.

Condoravdi, 2001); contrast (16) and (17).5

(16) a. Lri-tara-thethengete
fut-nec.mod-interfere/coerce

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I will/must coerce you (regarding your decision).’

b. Lri-maka-thethengete
fut-poss.mod-interfere/coerce

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I may/might coerce you (regarding your decision).’

(17) *{Tara/maka}-lri-thethengete
{nec.mod/poss.mod}-interfere/coerce

musuane.
2s.obl

When the negative kai interacts with the future and the modals, the future can

structurally scope under or above the negative morpheme, (18a-b); in either case,

5See §5.6.3 for more discussion about the interaction of the future tense and modals.
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the modal always scopes under the future.6

(18) a. Kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

lri-maka-thethengete
fut-poss.mod-interfere

musuane
2s.obl

lu
comp

lri-mu-inu-su.
fut-go-where-2s.nom

b. Lri-kai-naku
fut-neg-1s.nom

maka-thethengete
poss.mod-interfere

musuane
2s.obl

lu
comp

lri-mu-inu-su.
fut-go-where-2s.nom

‘I might not coerce you as to where you will go.’

The data of the nonfuture and future indicate that: (i) the nonfuture is closely linked

to the verbal structure, (ii) the future targets a higher position above modals, while

exhibiting a flexible order relative to the position of the negative, and (iii) the modal

is placed after or before the negative. Thus, the schema of the TP structure for the

future tense can be set out in two versions as in (19).

(19) a. [NegP neg [TP fut [ModP mod [ . . . ] ] ] ]

b. [TP fut [ModP mod [NegP neg [ . . . ] ] ] ]

5.4 Nonfuture tense

The various morphological realizations wa-, ma-, -a-, and Ø, as listed in table 5.2,

are considered as belonging to a same category in the tense domain, since they

all involve the same grammatical functions of constructing complete sentences and

locating the resulting sentences in a nonfuture time frame.

Nonfuture is a notion that rests on an indeterminacy of temporal location

between the past and the present. In Rukai, this tense cannot be temporally in-

terpreted without knowing the situation type of the sentences. Thus we begin this

6There are subtle differences in the interpretations of (a) and (b) in (18), but that would not
concern us here.
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section by discussing how situation type may affect the interpretation of nonfuture

sentences.

Consider the following examples.7

(20) State

a. Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-know-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I knew/know you.’

b. Lri-thingal-aku
fut-know-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘I will know you.’

(21) Activity

a. Wa-tamaku
nfut-smoke

kai
dem

agi-li.
brother-1s.gen

‘My brother smoked.’

b. Lri-tamaku
fut-smoke

kai
dem

agi-li.
brother-1s.gen

‘My brother will smoke.’

(22) Accomplishment

a. Wa-pacas
nfut-write

ku
acc

hung
book

kudra
dem

Baleng.
Baleng

‘Baleng wrote a book.’

b. Lri-pacas
fut-write

ka
det.indef

hung
book

kudra
dem

Baleng.8

Baleng
‘Baleng will write a book.’

(23) Achievement

a. Wa-daruru-ku
nfut-arrive-1s.nom

Vedai.
Budai

7The future counterparts are given for ease of comparison.
8The determiner ka (also a nominative case marker) that co-occurs with the object hung is

indefinite, and is used to convey the kind of objects. In contrast, ku (accusative) in example (a)
refers to a specific book.
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‘I arrived at Budai.’

b. Lri-daruru-ku
fut-arrive-1s.nom

Vedai.
Budai

‘I will arrive at Budai.’

(24) Semelfactive

a. Parulu
cough(nfut)

kudra
dem

lasu.
guy

‘That guy coughed.’

b. Lri-parulu
fut-cough

kudra
dem

lasu.
guy

‘That guy will cough.’

States are usually open, and the temporal indeterminacy allows them to convey

either a ‘past’ or ‘present’ reading, as in (20). The reading of activities in nonfuture

sentences is ambiguous in the sense that the ‘present’ meaning is not always obtain-

able like the case of states, and as such nonfuture activities can be ambiguous, but

are usually interpreted as past events, as in (21) (also (39ii)). Accomplishments in

(22), achievements in (23) and semelfactives in (24) in their simple nonfuture forms

are interpreted as conveying past situations. Generally, temporal interpretation of

nonfuture-marked sentences correlates with the notion of stativity in Rukai; with

the nonfuture marking, stative sentences receive a prominent reading of the present,

whereas eventive sentences receive a past reading.9

The nonfuture morphemes impose a natural constraint on the selection of

temporal adverbials that can co-occur with this tense. Consider (25).

(25) Wa-daruru
nfut-arrive

Vedai
Budai

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

{ku asane/ku iya/ku icaili}.
just now/yesterday/the last year

‘Takanau arrived at Budai {just now/yesterday/the last year}.’

9The issue of temporal indeterminacy and aspectual constraint of the nonfuture is discussed in
detail in §5.4.2.
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In (25), the sentence conveys a telic event, an event that has an intrinsic final

endpoint. Without a specification by an overt aspectual marker, the event of coming

to Budai receives a neutral reading of completion, and is interpreted as a past event.

The nonfuture marking co-occurs with temporal adverbials that either denote past

times (e.g. ku iya ‘yesterday’, or ku icaili ‘the last year’), or a past time that has

present relevance (e.g. ku asane ‘just now’), but is incompatible with temporal

adverbials that denote times in the future, as in (26).

(26) *Wa-daruru
nfut-arrive

Vedai
Budai

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

{lu asane/lu iya/lu icaili}.
in a bit/tomorrow/the next year

The state-sentences and event-sentences marked by the nonfuture tense behave dif-

ferently with respect to how the eventualities are interpreted in relative to the tem-

poral adverbials. Take the past adverbial ku iya ‘yesterday’ and consider (27).

(27) a. Pa-kacuake
caus/nfut-break

ku
acc

kisi
bowl

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

ku iya.10

yesterday
‘Takanau broke the bowl yesterday.

b. Ma-caeme
nfut-sick

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

ku iya.
yesterday

‘Takanau was sick yesterday.’

(27a) is an event of accomplishment. Temporally, the interval of the event of break-

ing is included in the period denoted by ku iya. In contrast, (27b) conveys a state,

and the interval of the state of being sick may be included by the period of yesterday,

or instead, this interval can include yesterday.

10The verbal prefix pa- is used to indicate causation. Structurally, pa- is followed by the nonfuture,
which is assumed to combine with pa- as in (27a), but preceded by the future tense, as in (i).

(i) Lri-pa-kacuake
fut-caus-break

ku
acc

kisi
bowl

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

lu iya.
tomorrow

‘Takanau broke the bowl yesterday.

In passive sentences, which are constructed by prefixal ki-, causative pa- follows both tense markers,
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The following subsection serves as a digression from our discussion of nonfu-

ture tense. It is pointed out that the nonfuture tense morpheme ma- (as in (12b)

and (27b)) is an element that reflects the semantic feature of the predicates in

sentences. The discussion reviews the literature and suggests its historical source.

Readers interested in temporal interpretation of the nonfuture tense can skip §5.4.1

and continue reading from §5.4.2.

5.4.1 Ma-: tense marking and its semantic reflection of stativity

In the literature, the discussions about Rukai verb types appear in Li (1973) (the

Tanan Rukai dialect) and Zeitoun (2000a) (the Mantauran Rukai dialect). These

works consider Rukai verbs (and/or adjectives) to exhibit a basic distinction of

stative/nonstative, or stative/dynamic.

Li (1973) argues that a distinction between stative and nonstative verbs for

Tanan Rukai is related to ‘marking of finiteness’, and reports that ‘Rukai statives

take the prefix ma-’ (Li, 1973, p.238). Li’s (1973) approach is taken by Zeitoun

(2000a) but is adopted in a rather different perspective; it is argued that in Mantau-

ran Rukai, “(most) verbs can [...] be categorized as either dynamic or stative, based

on their conjugation patterns (finite, nonfinite, and subjunctive forms)” (p.415).

For some of the Mantauran Rukai verbs provided in Zeitoun (2000a), the

semantics reflects this correlation: eventualities denoted by verbs like roast, cut,

beat certainly carry more dynamics than those denoted by happy, good, and bad,

as shown in (iia-b).

(ii) Passive causative:

a. Ki-a-pa-kacuake
pass-nfut-caus-break

ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

kisi.
bowl

‘The bowl was broken by Takanau. (lit. The bowl was caused to break by Takanau.)
b. Lri-ki-pa-kacuake

fut-pass-caus-break
ki
obl

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

kisi.
bowl

‘The bowl will be broken by Takanau. (lit. The bowl will be caused to break by
Takanau.)
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according to our actual world knowledge. As for the other instances in this paper,

this semantic-morphological correspondence is somewhat obscure. For instance,

several verbs are listed as ‘dynamic’, e.g. know and exist, whereas some are listed

as stative, e.g. scold, love, dislike, and lazy (Zeitoun, 2000a, table (2) and (3)). It

is not clear how a verb like exist, would be more dynamic than scold, and dislike

more like stative than know. Considering the case of Budai Rukai, it has forms like

wa-thingale ‘think, believe’ and ma-tuase ‘leave’; the former would be considered

as dynamic, and the latter stative under Zeitoun’s (2000a) approach. This points

out a problem of categorizing Rukai verbs based on morphological affixation or

conjugation patterns, since there are verbs that do not pattern in this way.

It may be useful to compare Rukai ma- to Evans and Ross (2001)’s theory of

the proto-form *ma- in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian. According to this theory, *ma- in

Proto-Malayo-Polynesian has three functions: (i) valency-decreasing, (ii) a fossilized

reflex on stative verbs, and (iii) a fossilized reflex on experiential verbs. In this

research, I consider Rukai ma- as a fossilized reflex on stative verbs, which would

belong to type (ii) if based on Evans and Ross (2001). The following discussion

provides the support.

In Budai Rukai, marking of ma- is in general a grammatical requirement. As

the sentences in (28) and (29) demonstrate, ma- marks tense and alternates with

future. Ma- does not occur in future sentences like (28b) and (29b), or untensed

clauses like the if -clauses of (28c) and (29c). Note that its counterpart ka- occurs

when ma- is not marked.

(28) a. Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai was/is beautiful.

b. Lri-kathariri
fut-beautiful

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai will be beautiful.’
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c. Alaiyasi
if

kathariri
beautiful

ka
nom

Lrailrai,
Lrailrai

. . .

‘If Lrailrai is beautilful, . . . ’

(29) a. Ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai left.

b. Lri-katuas
fut-leave

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai will leave.’

c. Alaiyasi
if

katuas
leave

ka
nom

Lrailrai,
Lrailrai

. . .

‘If Lrailrai leaves, . . . ’

Ma- is not found to be a productive morpheme in decreasing valency, as shown in

(30a-c), and it does not shift a sentence into stative, as shown in (31).

(30) a. Wa-kane
nfut-eat

ku
acc

kange
fish

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai ate fish.’

b. Wa-kane
nfut-eat

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai ate.’

c. *Ma-kane
nfut-eat

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

(31) *Ma-kane
nfut-eat

ku
acc

kange
fish

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘(intended) Lrailrai loves eating fish, always eats fish, etc.’

Ma- must be used for certain stative predicates, as in (32), and for certain eventive

predicates, as in (33).

(32) a. Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai was/is beautiful.’
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b. *Wa-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

c. Wa-thingale
nfut-think/miss

ki
obl

Salrabo
Salrabo

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai thought about/misses Salrabo.’

d. *Ma-thingale
nfut-think/miss

ki
obl

Salrabo
Salrabo

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

(33) a. Ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai left.’

b. *Wa-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

In modern Budai Rukai, ma- is a fixed form used for a limited set of verbs

or adjectives in sentences. As shown in (28) and (29), ma- alternates with ka-

(cf. Zeitoun and Huang, 2000). If we assume that ka- involves a valency-changing

property in Budai Rukai, then it can be stipulated that ma- might have been used

for valency-changing and/or detransitivizing, thus standing on a par with ka-, but

ceased to do so after it underwent a reanalysis at a certain stage of the development

of Rukai. The reanalysis associates ma- with the property of grammatical tense

marking.

In considering the association of ma- with stativity and the possible gram-

matical uses of its proto-form *ma- (cf. Evans and Ross, 2001), this morpheme does

not mark its hosting predicates as stative or assign a stative feature to these predi-

cates. Instead, we might suggest that it reflects stativity, or other possible features,

such as intransitivity, of these predicates.

To generalize, the case of ma- and its relation with a certain set of predicates

can be characterized as a type of morphological selection of predicates. This selection

may be compared to the grammatical choice between tense-inflected be and have of

different kinds of predicates in some Indo-European languages, a selection that is
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based on an unergative/unaccusative split (cf. Dixon, 1994). Another instance of

such selection is in English: verb forms are inflected for tense, while adjectives select

tense-inflected be.

Since ma- involves tense marking, and is thus treated as a nonfuture tense

morpheme in this study, its properties in the domain of eventualities and temporality

implicate a close morphological relation between these two categories in Rukai. This

calls for a detailed investigation for each category.

Therefore, the analysis of ma- as a tense marker fits in a general requirement

of Rukai that all independent, complete sentences – stative or non-stative – must

bear grammatical marking of tense.

5.4.2 Temporal indeterminacy and aspectual constraint

The nonfuture tense and the future tense are counterparts in the Rukai tense sys-

tem. They do not co-occur, and when used in sentences, they locate the conveyed

situations in two different time frames.

As its name suggests, the nonfuture as a tense does not determine whether a

sentence should be considered as occurring in the past or taking place in the present.

Consequently, sentences that bear the nonfuture tense should be open to either

reading. However, as have been mentioned in the beginning of §5.4, when these

sentences are uttered, each of them has a preferred reading. As can be seen from

(34a-b), eventive verbs tend to evoke a prominent past reading for the sentences,

whereas stative verbs evoke a present meaning.

(34) a. Wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

ku
acc

hong.
book

‘I wrote a book.’

b. Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-miss-1s.nom

ku
acc

ina.
mom

‘I miss mom.’
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Therefore, the temporal interpretation of nonfuture sentences is not random and is

actually conditioned in Rukai.

A temporal correlation between the nonfuture and situation type has been

reported for other nonfuture/future languages. Examples can be drawn from African

languages like Tuwuli and Gungbe, where only the future tense is marked, as shown

(35) and (36).

(35) Tuwuli (Harley, 2008, p.306:(49)-(50))

a. n-tO

1SG-pound
ofuo
fufu

‘I pounded fufu’

b. m-aa-tl
1SG-FUT-pound

ofuo
fufu

‘I will pound fufu.’

(36) Gungbe (Aboh, 2004, p.155:(4a-b))

a. dáwè
man

lÓ
Spf[+def]

xÒ

buy-Perf
kÈkÉ

bicycle
‘The specific man bought a bicycle’

b. dáwè
man

lÓ
Spf[+def]

ná
Fut

xÒ

buy-Perf
kÈkÉ

bicycle
‘The specific man will buy a bicycle’

The temporal meaning of the sentences relies heavily on the type of situation that a

sentence conveys. In both languages, sentences which contain an eventive verb tend

to receive a past interpretation, whereas those with a stative verb get a prominent

reading of the present, as exemplified by (37) and (38).

(37) Tuwuli (Harley, 2008, p.313:(84);p.306:(55))

a. E-nO
3SG-fight

(kawũ)
war

mO
with

ye
him

‘He fought with him’
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b. E-nyina
3SG-know

awã
place

‘He knows the place’

(38) Gungbe (Aboh, 2004, p.162:(15e-f))

a. tò
State

gǎn
chief

mí
1pl

tÒn
Poss

xÒ

buy-Perf
àgà
sky

hún
engine

‘Our President bought an aircraft’

b. tò
State

gǎn
chief

mí
1pl

tÒn
Poss

nyÓn
know-Pres

Jak
Jacques

Cirak
Chirac

‘Our President knows Jacques Chirac’

Nonfuture sentences in Tuwuli and Gungbe have received different treatments

in literature. Harley (2008) argues that nonfuture sentences, both stative and non-

stative, are considered to bear an unmarked, default perfective aspect, while Aboh

(2004) argues that Gungbe dynamic verbs are associated with a default perfective

aspect that gives rise to a past meaning for the sentences, and state verbs involve a

present tense, which gives rise to the present meaning.

Since Rukai nonfuture tense results in two kinds of readings – present or past

– it might as well be taken as being associated with a progressive aspect, which gives

rise to an ongoing reading. However, the examples of (39) show that this is not the

case.

(39) Q: Wa-tumatumane-su?
nfut-do what/prog-2s.nom

‘What are you doing?’

A: (i) Wa-pacapacas-aku
nfut-write/prog-1s.nom

ka
det.indef

hong.
book

‘I am writing a book.’

(ii) #Wa-pacas-aku
nfut-write-1s.nom

ka
det.indef

hong.
book

‘I wrote a book.’
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Suppose the question ‘Wa-tumatumane-su?’ is uttered at the present time, that is,

now, and the speaker uses the progressive form to focus on an ongoing situation at

the speech time. The two answers given in (39b) denote an event of accomplishment,

and only differ in aspectual marking: one is in its nonfuture progressive form, and

the other in its simple nonfuture form. While it is felicitous to use (39i) as a response

to the question, the nonfuture-marked (39ii) does not serve as a suitable answer.

The test of felicitousness in (39) underlies a semantic constraint of the non-

future tense. The progressive in (39i) locates the event of writing a book at a time

that overlaps with the speech time. When without the progressive, as in (39ii), the

sentence conveys a bounded event and receives a neutral interpretation of comple-

tion. This aspectual feature results in a meaning of past for (39ii). Therefore, the

morphological marking of the nonfuture tense does not guarantee that the eventual-

ities in the sentences can be randomly located in the present or past. This indicates

that the nonfuture morphology does not subsume an intrinsic progressive aspect.

One might argue that the Rukai nonfuture is actually associated with a

perfective aspect, which renders the reading of completion in examples like (39ii).

This analysis would be in line with Harley (2008), where Tuwuli nonfuture is argued

to be associated with a perfective aspect. A problem with an analysis to associate

the Rukai nonfuture with a specific type of aspect is that Rukai employs overt

morphology to mark perfective and imperfective, as well as progressive (cf. (39))

(cf. Li, 1973). Aspectual morphology specifies aspectual information, which in turn

bears on temporal interpretation. The perfective -nga presents both dynamic and

stative situations as bounded; dynamic situations are interpreted as past or as those

that are in a resultant state, while stative situations as past or inchoative, as in

(40).

(40) a. Wa-pacas-nga-aku
nfut-write-pfv-1s.nom

ku
acc

hong.
book
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‘I wrote/have written a book.’

b. Wa-thingale-nga-aku
nfut-miss-pfv-1s.nom

ku
acc

ina.
mom

‘I (have) missed mom.’

The imperfective -ana conveys the continuation of a situation and results in a tem-

porally concurrent reading, as in (41).11

(41) a. Wa-pacas-ana-aku
nfut-write-impfv-1s.nom

ku
acc

hong.
book

‘I was/am still writing a book.’

b. Wa-thingal-ana-aku
nfut-miss-impfv-1s.nom

ku
acc

ina.
mom

‘I still missed/miss mom.’

The progressive, which is realized by verbal reduplication, focuses on the internal

structure of an eventuality, and results in a reading that is concurrent with the

present, (42) (also (39i)).

(42) a. Wa-pacapacas-aku
nfut-write/prog-1s.nom

ku
acc

hong.
book

‘I was/am writing book.’

b. Wa-thingathingal-aku
nfut-miss-1s.nom

ku
acc

ina.
mom

‘I was/am missing mom.’

Thus, it would not be on the right track to characterize the Rukai nonfuture as

being associated with a specific kind of aspect.

In consideration of temporal interpretation of nonfuture examples, the nonfu-

ture tense is semantically indeterminate in the sense that it does not specify a value

of temporal location in the past or at the present. Taking aspectual interpretation

into account, the nonfuture tense does not impose a condition of (un)boundedness

11More discussion about the interaction of the nonfuture tense and aspect is in §5.5.
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on the sentences where it is marked. The only constraint that the Rukai nonfuture

tense is subject to is situation type. In the following section, I argue that the nonfu-

ture is associated with the neutral aspect (Smith, 1991), and extend the discussion

of temporal indeterminacy to include data of other languages.

5.4.3 Nonfuture and the neutral aspect

According to Smith’s (1991/1997) two-component theory of aspect, every sentence

must bear a certain type of aspect in order to be interpreted. It follows that tensed

sentences convey information of aspect, even if they are not marked by any gram-

matical aspect.

In her theory of aspect, Smith (1997) proposed the neutral viewpoint as a the-

oretical notion that stands in opposition to the grammatically realized aspects (per-

fective and imperfective). Empirically, sentences that are aspectually constrained,

but have no aspectual marking, are instances that bear the neutral viewpoint. This

viewpoint can interact with various semantic factors, such as situation type, contex-

tual information, and world knowledge, and it is argued to exist in several languages,

such as French (future tense), Mandarin Chinese and Navajo (pp.77-81).

Building on Smith’s theory, I argue that the Rukai nonfuture is associated

with a neutral aspect, an aspect that allows aspectually unmarked sentences to be

interpreted based on their situation types. Under this approach, when a nonfuture

sentence is structurally not marked for the perfective, imperfective or progressive,

it bears a neutral aspect that mediates situation type and temporal interpretation.

In other words, the neutral aspect acts as a positive value that is on a par with the

perfective, the imperfective and the progressive aspect in Rukai; it gives aspectually

unmarked sentences an open or closed interpretation as a default.

The example in (42) also indicates that the temporal interpretation of a

sentence depends on its use in a context. We consider some instances in the following,
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where we find situation type provides as a crucial factor in the interpretation of the

nonfuture tense. We start with a mini discourse as in (43).

(43) a. Wa-kela
nfut-come

Taihoko
Taipei

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai
hour

ki
det

miaaubu
afternoon

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau came to Taipei when the clock struck four in the afternoon.’

b. Sa
when

ka
det

mialrealre,
morning

ma-tuase-nga.
nfut-leave-pfv

‘He left in the morning.’

c. Sa
when

lri-katuas,
fut-leave

maka-si-a-laimai-nga.
mod-wear-nfut-clothes-pfv

‘Before he left, he was able to put on his clothes.’

(43) describes a past scenario and contains three eventualities. At this time, we

only focus on the first sentence. The first sentence (43a) is marked by the nonfuture

tense. With the temporal adverbial, sa ka si dian, which serves as the time of

reference, the event of coming to Taipei is interpreted as a bounded event that is

completed. Thus, it conveys a situation that took place at a past time in relative

to the time denoted by the temporal adverbial (i.e. time of coming to Taipei <

4 o’clock). In contrast, if we have a predicate in the same utterance to denote a

state, such as kiragai ‘happy’, then we get a concurrent reading, which means that

the eventuality of being happy holds at 4 o’clock (i.e. time of being happy includes

4pm).

(44) Ki-a-ragai
-nfut-happy

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai.
hour

‘Takanau was happy when it was 4 o’clock.’

As we have seen that sentences of accomplishments receive a past reading, sentences

of activity are ambiguous, but tend to receive a prominent reading of past. Consider
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(45).

(45) Wa-tubi
nfut-cry

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai.
hour

a. ‘Takanau cried by the time when the clock struck four.’

b. ‘Takanau was crying when the clock struck four.’

c. 6= ‘Takanau cried at 4 o’clock.’

While the simple nonfuture does not specify an ongoing reading, speakers use the

progressive aspect to focus on such interpretation, as shown in (46), and the sentence

only has an ongoing reading.

(46) Wa-tubitubi
nfut-cry/prog

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai
hour

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau was crying when it was 4 o’clock.’

The discussion shows that the nonfuture tense is essentially indeterminate, and the

temporal interpretations of simple sentences marked in this tense largely depend on

situation type, and can be determined by marking of the aspectual markers. The

interaction between the nonfuture tense and aspect is discussed in §5.5.

Temporal indeterminacy can be found in other languages, such as Mandarin

Chinese. According to Smith (1991), aspectual marking is optional in Mandarin;

sentences in their simple form are flexible in having a closed or open reading. Con-

sider the examples in (47) (p.121:(50)).

(47) Zhangsan
Zhangsan

dao
arrive

jia
home

de
DE

shihou,
time

Mali
Mali

xie
write

gongzuo
work

baogao.
report

a. ‘When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali wrote the work report.’

b. ‘When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali was writing the work report.’

The main clause, which describes an event of Mali’s writing, has two readings; it
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either conveys a closed reading on which the event is inceptive, while on the other

hand, the opening reading conveys an ongoing event. Without aspectual marking,

simple sentences are flexible in allowing several interpretations. To further illustrate

this insight, more examples are given in (48) and (49), based on the example (47)

of Smith (1991).

(48) Ben
this

jihua
project

yĳing
already

wancheng.
complete

Mei-ge
every-CL

ren
person

fuze
in charge

butong
different

de
DE

gongzuo:
work

[Zhangsan
Zhangsan

guilei
categorize

ci-su,
word-element

er
and

Mali
Mali

xie
write

gongzuo
work

baogao].
report
‘This project has been completed. Everyone was in charge of a different job:

Zhangsan categorized the morphemes, and Mali wrote the work report.’

(49) Ben
this

jihua
project

zheng
ZHENG

jinxing
progress

dangzhong.
in the middle

Mei-ge
every-CL

ren
person

fuze
in charge

butong
different

de
DE

gongzuo:
work

[Zhangsan
Zhangsan

guilei
categorize

ci-su,
word-element

er
and

Mali
Mali

xie
write

gongzuo
the

baogao].
work report

‘This project is in progress. Everyone is in charge of a different job: Zhangsan

is categorizing the morphemes, and Mali is writing the work report.’

The two examples in (48) and (49) only differ in the aspectual values set by their first

sentences, the former a ‘closed’ situation and the latter an ‘open’ one: (48) conveys

a completed situation, indicated by the adverbial yinjing ‘already’ and the verb of

completion wanchang; the last sentence is used as an elaboration, and while it does

not bear aspectual marking, it is interpreted as a past situation. In contrast, (48)

conveys a situation in which the project is ongoing, signified by zheng and jinxing

dangzhong, and the unmarked sentence in the last is interpreted as ongoing as well.

In comparison, simple nonfuture sentences of Rukai pattern with aspectually

unmarked sentences of Mandarin, as shown in (48) and (49). These sentences are
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essentially aspectually implicit, which points out that the nonfuture tense does not

impose aspectual constraints on the denoted eventualities. In contrast, the use of

English present tense is restricted by an interpretation principle — the eventualities

conveyed by present tense-marked sentences need to include the utterance time

(Kamp and Reyle, 1993). On the other hand, the English present tense imposes an

aspectual constraint. When used in the sentences, if the conveyed eventualities are

events, they can only be interpreted as habitual. However, this constraint does not

apply to states. The pair in (50) shows the aspectual interpretations.

(50) a. This seagull flies.

b. This seagull is asleep.

This constraint of the English present tense is not found in the Rukai nonfuture. As

seen above, the nonfuture tense marks predicates of states and events, and informa-

tion of situation type as a semantic factor affects the temporal interpretation of the

eventualities, giving rise to each a meaning of temporal precedence or concurrence.

We do not find a constraint in Rukai that an event or state must be interpreted as

habitual when marked by the nonfuture tense.

However, a reading of habituality is readily available, but not indicated, if

the context is compatible with such interpretation. Consider (51).

(51) Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-know-1s.nom

lu
comp

[ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

wa-tamaku].
nfut-smoke

a. ‘I know Takanau smoked.’

b. ‘I know Takanau smokes.’

Assume that (51) is uttered at the speech time, in which case, it describes a present

situation. The embedded clause denotes an event, and as marked in the nonfuture

tense, it can convey a single occurrence of smoking, which took place in the past.
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It can also convey a habitual event. On the other hand, if the sentence denotes an

achievement, the habitual reading is not obtained as easily as (51), if the context

does not provide sufficient information. Consider (52).

(52) Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-know-1s.nom

lu
comp

[ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

wa-kela
nfut-come

Vedai].
Budai

a. ‘I know that Takanau came to Budai.’

b. ??‘I know that Takanau comes to Budai.’

A similar way of interpretation can be found in Mandarin simple sentences. As a

tenseless language, Mandarin does not have tense markers to locate eventualities

at different times. Examples that have no aspectual marking are usually taken

to be flexible in several interpretations, such as past, habitual, past ongoing, or

present ongoing. This is seen in the discussion of examples like (47b), (48) and (49).

However, as we contrast (53a) and (53b) in the following, we find that situation

type does affect whether a habitual or an ongoing interpretation is available in the

sentences.

(53) Mandarin

a. Aming
Aming

cho-yan.
inhale-smoke

(i) ‘Aming smoked.’

(ii) ‘Aming smokes.’

(iii) ‘Aming is smoking.’

(iv) ‘Aming was smoking.’

b. Aming
Aming

qu
go

Nang-ji.
south-pole

(i) ‘Aming went to Antarctica.’

(ii) ?‘Aming goes to Antarctica.’

(iii)??‘Aming is going to Antarctica.’
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(iv)??‘Aming was going to Antarctica.’

As example (53a) indicates, atelic eventualities do not have an intrinsic endpoint,

and are open to these possible meanings, whereas telic ones have an intrinsic end-

point, and tend to receive a completed or past interpretation (53b). Contrast (53b)

to (54):

(54) Aming
Aming

zai
in

Nang-ji
south-pole

zuo
do

yanjiu.
research

‘Aming is in Antarctica doing research.’

(54) is atelic, and the eventuality described by the sentence is not bounded. It is

thus interpreted as concurrent when uttered at the speech time.

Having the semantic properties of atelicity and/or unboundedness does not

ensure that the sentences have a habitual meaning. In order to specify a meaning

of habituality, Mandarin uses adverbials. For instance in (55a-b).

(55) Mandarin

a. Zuĳin
recent

zhe
these

ji
some

nian
year

Aming
Aming

qu
go

Nang-ji.
south-pole

‘In these recent years Aming goes to Antarctica.’

b. Aming
Aming

{changchang/jingchang/shichang}
often/frequently/from time to time

qu
go

Nang-ji.
south-pole

‘Aming goes to Antarctica often/frequently/from time to time.’

Without a context, sentences can be aspectually unspecified. However, as

the discussion has shown, there is a pattern as to how isolated nonfuture sentences

can be interpreted. We have seen in examples such as (34), in Rukai, stativity is a

prominent factor in temporal interpretation: non-stative sentences tend to receive

a past reading, while stative sentences a present reading. Data from languages like

Tuwuli (37) and Gungbe (38) also show such tendencies when the nonfuture tenses
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rely on the type of the verbs when being interpreted. The connection between the

nonfuture tense and situation type can thus be generalized as in (56):

(56) Mediated by the neutral aspect, temporal interpretation of nonfuture sen-

tences reflects on situation type:12

a. If a nonfuture sentence is stative, thus [+STAT], then it tends to receive

a present reading.

b. If a nonfuture sentence is non-stative, thus [-STAT], then it tends to

receive a past reading.

In the discussion of simple sentences of Rukai nonfuture, Mandarin, and

English present, the different interpretations and the salient properties show that

Rukai nonfuture tense is semantically ‘weak’, except for locating eventualities at

some non-future time. Thus, it does not impose other temporal or aspectual con-

straints on the denoted eventualities. Contextual information and world knowledge

are usually required in order to determine the temporal or aspectual interpretation

of simple sentences marked by the nonfuture tense. The discussion is summarized

in table 5.3:

example: X smoke tense aspect habituality

Rukai Wa-tamaku ka Takanau nonfuture neutral inference
Mandarin Aming cho-yan NA neutral inference
English John smokes present neutral aspectual constraint

Table 5.3: A comparison of Rukai, Mandarin and English simple sentences

12It has not been discussed how the neutral aspect mediates between the nonfuture tense and
situation type in Rukai. Due to the limited scope of this dissertation, this issue is left for further
research.
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5.4.4 Embedded clauses

We have seen in this section that the Rukai nonfuture tense is indeterminate in

distinguishing between the present and past. To recapitulate, an example like (57)

can have two interpretations – one in the past, and the other in the present.

(57) Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

Balenge.
Balenge

a. ‘Balenge was beautiful.’

b. ‘Balenge is beautiful.’

Now, we may raise the question as to how the nonfuture tense behaves in embedded

clauses. More specifically, we would like to know whether the nonfuture tense is still

ambiguous. Before we look at the Rukai examples, it may be helpful to look at the

case of English.

The English past tense has a particular behavior when occurring in embedded

clauses. This is exemplified by (58).

(58) Mary said that she was tired.

According to Enç (1996), (58) has two meanings: (i) the state of Mary’s being tired

can be at the past time of the time when Mary said it, or (ii) the state of Mary’s being

tired can hold at the time when she said it. The first reading is called the shifted

reading, while the latter indicates a simultaneous relation, which is considered as

sequence of tense. Now consider (59):

(59) (Enç, 1996, (22-23))

a. John said that Mary is upset.

b. Sarah claimed that she is the best candidate.
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The sentences in (59) show that the English present tense in the embedded clauses

cannot be anchored to the past times introduced by the matrix clauses, which means

that the present tense cannot be shifted.

In the case of Rukai, when the embedded clauses have nonfuture tense, it

is still ambiguous in the sense that the clause can convey either a past or present

meaning, which is shown in (60). And in the past meaning, the state of Balenge

being beautiful can be in the past of Takanau’s saying, or that state can hold at the

time of his saying so.

(60) Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

Balenge
Balenge

amiya
say/nfut

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau said that Balenge was beautiful.’

b. ‘Takanau said that Balenge is beautiful.’

When the nonfuture tense is used in clauses which are embedded under a matrix

clause marked by the future tense, the same ambiguity arises: The nonfuture marked

clause can convey a present state of Balenge’s being beautiful at the utterance time,

or it can convey a state which holds at a future time when Takanau says it, or a

future time after Takanau’s saying so.

(61) Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

Balenge
Balenge

lri-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau will say that Balenge is beautiful (now).’

b. ‘Takanau will say that Balenge is beautiful (at the time when he says

that).’

As a comparison, the example in (62) shows the interpretations of a sentence in

which both the matrix and embedded clauses are marked by the future tense.
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(62) Lri-kathariri
fut-beautiful

ka
nom

Balenge
Balenge

lri-iya
fut-say

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau will say that Balenge will be beautiful (at a future time of

his saying that).’

b. ‘Takanau will say that Balenge is beautiful (at the time when he says

that).’

The findings of this section have shown that the nonfuture tense is essentially in-

determinate in terms of the temporal location of the conveyed eventualities, both

in matrix and embedded clauses. These effects indicate that the nonfuture tense is

semantically ‘weaker’ than the future and the nonfuture perfect tenses, which we

will attend to in the following sections.

We will not, however, investigate further as to how the nonfuture tense con-

veys temporal interpretations in embedded clauses. But we will discuss more about

its use in reported speech in chapter 6.

5.5 Nonfuture tense and aspectual markers

This section provides an overview of the semantic effects of the aspectual markers

when they are marked in nonfuture sentences. It is shown that with the nonfuture

as a tense indeterminate between the past and the present, the use of aspect allows

a speaker to make finer temporal specifications in a nonfuture setting.

5.5.1 Progressive

Progressive is signified by morphological reduplication on the predicates. Sentences

in the progressive form usually receive a concurrent or ongoing interpretation such

that the eventualities take place at the time of speech. Depending on the times

when the sentences are uttered, they are interpreted as past progressive, or present

progressive. Consider (63).
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(63) a. Wa-lrabuabuale
nfut-run

ka
nom

Asiane.
Asiane

‘Asiane was/is running.’

b. Ngi-a-kakamani
reflx-nfut-be/red

ngi-peraperai
reflx-boil/prog

ku
det

acilai.
water

‘It was/is the water itself that was/is boiling.’

c. Ki-a-lravalrava
verbz-nfut-flying squirrel/prog

ka
nom

Kineple.
Kineple

‘Kineple was/is catching flying squirrels.

The progressive thus has a semantic effect to shift events into stative, so that

the intervals include the time of speech (Smith, 1991; De Swart, 1998). Sentences

marked in the progressive receive a temporal interpretation that the eventualities

are ‘ongoing’, and are concurrent with the time of reference if there is one. Consider

(64).

(64) a. Wa-tu-lrevelrevege
nfut-verbz-millet/prog

ka
nom

Kineple
Kineple

kai asasane.
now

‘Kineple is getting married now.’

b. Ma-burabura
nfut-melt/prog

kai
dem

kulri
ice

kai asasane.
now

‘The ice is melting now.’

c. Ngi-a-velevelevele
-nfut-flow/prog

kai
dem

sasevurane
air

kai asasane.
now

‘The air is flowing now.’

d. Mua-dadaane
go/nfut-house/red

siubai
shop

ka
nom

Muni
Muni

kai asasane.
now

‘Muni is walking into the shop now.’

We adopt the semantic schema set out by Moens and Steedman (1988), which is

termed the nucleus structure, to illustrate Rukai’s temporal structure of aspectually

marked sentences. The schematic structure is composed of three parts: a prepara-

tory process, a culmination, and a consequent state, shown as figure 5.1 (also Kamp
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and Reyle, 1993). The preparatory process indicates a phase or stage that leads up

to a culmination of an event, which is followed by a consequent or resultant state.

culmination

preparatory process consequent state

Figure 5.1: Nucleus (Moens and Steedman, 1988)

On the other hand, the temporal schema proposed by Kamp and Reyle (1993)

to illustrate a stative situation is adopted, as shown in figure 5.2. According to this

temporal structure, a state only contains a single stretch, and is comparable to the

preparatory phase (preparatory process), or the result state (consequent state) of

figure 5.1.

state

Figure 5.2: Temporal structure of state

When applied to events, the progressive can be characterized as an aspect

that focuses on the preparatory process that leads up to a culmination point (also

see (78b) for the semantic representation of the progressive). The semantic structure

for the progressive then approximates to that in figure 5.3, in which a culmination,

as well as a consequent state, is not specified.

Figure 5.3: Temporal structure of the progressive
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Another property of the Rukai progressive can be examined in the domain of

intensionality and its implication on temporality. That the sentences marked in the

progressive form are intensional, can be seen in the relation of entailment between

the reduplicated forms and their non-reduplicated counterparts (cf. Dowty, 1979;

Asher, 1992; Landman, 1992; Parsons, 1990; Zucchi, 1999). Consider the examples

in (65).

(65) a. I-a-dengedengere
-nfut-park/prog

ka
nom

didiusa.
vehicle

‘The vehicle was/is being parked.’

a’. I-a-dengere
-nfut-park

ka
nom

didiusa.
vehicle

‘The vehicle was/is parked.’

b. Pa-ledraledra-ku
caus-operate/prog-1s.nom

kai
dem

dringki.
light

‘I was/am turning on the light.’

b’. Pa-ledra-ku
caus-operate-1s.nom

kai
dem

dringki.
light

‘I turned on the light.’

The sentences in (65) convey accomplishments. The progressive (reduplicated) sen-

tences of (a) and (b) do not assert that the events have been accomplished, and thus,

do not entail their simple counterparts of (a’) and (b’). Generally, the progressive

induces a reading of ‘irrealis’ such that the eventualities in discussion have not been

realized, or their final endpoint has not been reached, while they might be realized

at some future time (cf. Palmer, 2007). Thus, saying that a vehicle was being parked

is not the same as saying that it was parked (cf. (a) and (a’)). In the situation that

I was turning on the light, it does not follow that I turned on the light (cf. (b) and

(b’)).

The contrast as seen from (65) illustrates the ‘imperfective paradox’ as have

been investigated in the literature (Dowty, 1979). The meaning of completion, or
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reaching an endpoint of eventualities is ‘reasonably inferred’, and an eventuality

conveyed by a sentence in the progressive form is subject to an interference or an

interruption (Asher, 1992). The semantic closeness of the progressive, as signified

by reduplication, to an interpretation of futurity often leads to an analysis that the

progressive is used as a ‘future tense’. In his study of Tanan Rukai, Li comments

that, ‘Future tense is generally indicated by the prefix ay-, but very occasionally by

reduplication of the verb’ (Li, 1973, p.268).

In our discussion, we have shown that the progressive, realized by reduplica-

tion, gives rise to a concurrent temporal reading and creates an intensional context

that bears on futurity.13 While the progressive aspect can co-occur with the nonfu-

ture and the future markers, it needs to be separated from the future tense.

13Besides the progressive, the comparative and superlative are two other constructions that are
formed by morphological reduplication in Rukai. With the three kinds of structures formed by a
similar device, it might be interesting to compare them with respect to their entailment patterns
in the light of intensionality. Firstly, consider the comparative constructions in (i).

(i) Comparative

a. Ma-kekecele
nfut-cold/red

kai kameane.
today

‘Today is colder.’
a’. Ma-kecele

nfut-cold
kai kameane.
today

‘Today is cold.’
b. Ma-elrelreng

nfut-tall/red

kai
dem

sabiki.
betel nut

‘This betel nut tree is taller.’
b.’ Ma-elreng

nfut-tall
kai
dem

sabiki.
betel nut

‘This betel nut tree is tall.’

Similar to the opposition between progressive and simple sentences, the comparative sentences, (a)
and (b), do not entail their simple versions, (a’) and (b’). Given the fact that today is colder, it
does not follow that today is necessarily cold. And given that the betel nut tree is taller, it does
not mean that it is actually tall. The pattern of entailment in the progressive and the comparative
also holds of the superlative. Consider (ii).

(ii) Superlative

a. Ma-kekecele-nga
nfut-cold/red-NGA

kai kameane.
today

‘Today is the coldest day.’
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5.5.2 Perfective

The perfective is signified by the suffix -nga. This morpheme can be marked on both

states and events, and bring about an endpoint to them. While it induces bound-

edness, the perfective gives rise to different effects for the two kinds of situations

(Binnick, 1991; Depraetere, 1995, 2007).

When the perfective applies to stative sentences, it induces a change of state,

resulting in an inchoative reading. As exemplified by (66), the resultant states of

flowers being red in (66a) and the speaker being sick in (66b) can be contingent or

permanent. Whether the resultant state holds at the time of speech depends on the

context, but the reading is readily obtainable.

(66) a. Ma-druli-nga
nfut-red-pfv

ka
nom

bengelrai.
flower

‘The flower (has) turned red.’

b. Ma-rulru-nga-ku,
nfut-sick-pfv-1s.nom

ai
but

lri-udingadh-aku
fut-recover-1s.nom

lu iya.
tomorrow

‘I got sick, but will recover tomorrow.’

On the other hand, when the perfective applies to non-stative sentences, the con-

veyed events are presented as realized, for which some relevant culmination points

have been reached. The resulting sentences have a prominent reading that they

describe past situations which do not hold at the speech time. In other words, per-

fective has an effect such that it makes nonfuture temporally determinate. This is

b. Suadradrau-nga
big/red-NGA

kai
dem

dane
house

kai.
dem

‘This house here is the biggest one.’

Superlatives are formed by reduplication on the predicates, with an additional suffix -nga. The
sentences in (iia-b) describe today as the coldest day, and some certain house as the biggest one.
Today may not be really cold; it may be as high as 80°F and is still the coldest day in a hot summer
of Taiwan. The house may be quite small; it could belong to a little Hobbit, and is still the biggest
if compared to the others in the Shire.
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demonstrated by activities in (67), and by the telic examples of (68a-c).14

(67) a. Wa-dadavac-nga
nfut-walk-pfv

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy walked.’

b. Mu-a-rakai-nga
smile-nfut-smile-pfv

ka
nom

alisu.
gal

‘The gal smiled.’

(68) a. Wa-kane-nga-naku
nfut-eat-pfv-1s.nom

ku
acc

urasi.
yam

‘I ate the yam.’

b. Ka
nom

Muni,
Muni

ma-tuase-nga
nfut-leave-pfv

mu-Taihoko.
go-Taipei

‘Muni went to Taipei.’

c. Parulru-nga-ku.
sick/cough(nfut)-pfv-1s.nom

‘I coughed.’

That the perfective induces boundedness can also be seen by examining its

interaction with punctual temporal adverbials. In cooperation with punctual ad-

verbials such as sa kela-nga ki supate ki vai, the perfective specifies a change of

state:

(69) a. Ki-a-ragai-nga
-nfut-happy-pfv

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai.
hour

14The perfective does not always result in a past reading when applying to events. In sentences
which contain an expression of change or transition, -nga indicates that change of state, instead of
marking the sentence in the past. Consider the verbalizer a- in (i), which means ‘change into; turn
into; become’:

(i) Kai
dem

lrobalrobai,
caterpillar

a-lialivarane-nga.
verbz-butterfly-pfv

‘That caterpillar (has) changed into a butterfly.’
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‘Takanau was/became happy at 4 o’clock.’

b. Wa-tubi-nga
nfut-cry/pfv

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai
hour

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau cried at 4 o’clock.’

(69a) implicates that Takanau was not happy before 4 o’clock, and (69b) implicates

that he hadn’t cried until 4 o’clock.15 Thus, the perfective -nga introduces a cul-

mination point to the eventualities, and this in turn results in a change of state.

The consequent states of (69a-b) that follow such change, that is, Takanau’s being

happy and Takanau’s having cried, are, however, not part of the meaning of the

perfective (Smith, 1991; cf. Parsons, 1990).

Given the overview of the progressive and the perfective, let us consider some

Rukai examples that exhibit aspectual stacking. In the previous discussion of the

progressive, we have seen that the progressive focuses on the preparatory process

that leads up to a culmination point for each event. The reference point in the

examples is included in the event times, and perfective induces a change of state.

With the fact that the progressive co-occurs with the perfective, how would things

work with the semantics? We will discuss the semantics of such combinations using

a stative sentence. Consider the examples in (70).

(70) a. Ma-duli
nfut-red

ka
nom

bengelrai.
flower

‘The flower is red.’

b. Ma-duliduli
nfut-red/prog

ka
nom

bengelrai.
flower

‘The flower is turning red.’

The sentences of (70) concern the state of a flower being red. Compared to (70a)

15The interpretation of (69b) is different from what we have seen from other eventive sentences
as in (68), for the latter it is described that the perfective gives rise to a past reading. However,
(69b) does not mean that Takanau cried before the clock struck four. The interaction between the
perfective and situation type in Rukai thus requires further research.
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which denotes a static property, the use of the progressive in (70b) signifies a dy-

namic reading that the flower in discussion is changing its color into red.16 In

contrast, when the example is marked by the perfective, the sentence conveys a

bounded meaning such that it denotes a change of state. As exemplified by (71),

the perfective indicates that the flower underwent a change of state such that it

changed from a state where it was not red into one where it is. While the conse-

quent state may still hold at the speech time, the change itself is a past situation.

(71) Ma-duli-nga
nfut-red-pfv

kai
dem

lraulrapungu
white

ka
det

bengelrai.
flower

‘This white flower turned red.’

An example of aspectual stacking of the progressive and the perfective is like (72):

(72) Ma-duliduli-nga
nfut-red/prog-pfv

kai
dem

lraulrapungu
white

ka
det

bengelrai.
flower

‘This white flower has been turning red.’

One way to translate a progressive perfective sentence of Rukai like (72) is to use

the perfect progressive in English. (72) has two aspectual properties: (i) it involves

a change of state, that is, a change from ‘non-red’ to ‘red’; and (ii) it concerns

a preparatory stage that leads up to this change of state in (i). The perfective

is responsible for (i), and the progressive for (ii). The temporal structure of the

nonfuture progressive perfective is schematized as in figure 5.4, where C2 indicates

complete red.

Assume that the temporal structure corresponds to a spectrum from ‘white-

ness’ to ‘redness’. C1 and C2 represent two idealized thresholds of this transition —

When something passes C1, it means a change out of whiteness, and when some-

16This bears on the issue that the Rukai progressive applied to states may involve changing an
individual-level predicate into a stage-level predicate (Kratzer, 1995).
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u

C1

u

C2 ≈ culmination

state of whiteness state of redness

Figure 5.4: Temporal structure of (72)

thing reaches C2, it means a change into redness. The interval between C1 and C2

can be taken as the preparatory stage, and C2 can be taken as the culmination point

of this transition. The perfective aspect as used in (72) indicates the onset of C1

– a change out of the state of whiteness into another. The progressive focuses on

the preparatory stage between C1 and C2, indicating that the change is leading up

to C2. The semantics of the progressive remains the same as it does in simple sen-

tences without the perfective, that is, it creates an intensional context. Therefore,

(72) conveys an intermediate stage between two states, in the sense that while the

flower has not turned red, it is in a state of changing. This has the implication that

the progressive scopes over the perfective in the nonfuture progressive perfective

sentences.

On the other hand, the examples of (73) illustrate aspectual stacking in

stative sentences:

(73) a. Ma-daladalame-nga-ku
nfut-like/prog-pfv-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘lit. I have been liking you.’

b. Ma-lisilisi-nga-ko
nfut-mad/prog-pfv-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘lit. I have been being angry at you.’

c. Ku
det

Muni,
Muni

i-a-kaikai-nga
be-nfut-there/prog-pfv

Taihoko.
Taipei

‘lit. Muni has been being in Taipei.’
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With no natural endpoint in the temporal structure of liking, being angry, and being

in Taipei, the perfective and progressive in the sentences give rise to the following

effects: The perfective marked on the predicates specifies the onset of the states

(C1), indicating a change into state, while the progressive focuses on the consequent

state, thus giving the sentences a more vivid interpretation. The temporal structure

is shown in figure 5.5.

u

C1

state of liking, being angry, being in Taipei

Figure 5.5: Temporal structure of progressive perfective atelic eventualities

Activities has the same structure as states with respect to aspectual stacking of

perfective plus progressive. Events such as building houses and drawing pictures in

(74a-b) have a resulting construction that does not include a final endpoint.

(74) a. Tu-a-dadaane-nga
verbz-nfut-house/prog-pfv

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau has been building houses.’

b. Wa-zekazeka-nga-nako
nfut-draw/prog-pfv-1s.nom

ki
obl

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘I have been drawing pictures of Lrailrai.’

In contrast, nonfuture progressive perfective sentences with telic predicates, such

as (75), contain an implicated culmination point (C2) in the temporal structure, as

seen in figure 5.6.

As illustrated by (75), Takanau hasn’t actually finished building three houses at

the utterance time, so the culmination point C2 is an ideal point that has not been

reached and is not part of the meaning of (75). This results in a reading that the

sentence conveys an ongoing event.
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u

C1

u

C2 ≈ culmination

no houses been built three houses been built

Figure 5.6: Temporal structure of progressive perfective telic sentences

(75) Tu-a-dadaane-nga
verbz-nfut-house/prog-pfv

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

ku
acc

tulru
three

ku
det

daane.
house

‘Takanau has been building three houses.’

The temporal interpretation of the combination of progressive and perfective is

overlap. When uttered, the speech time is included in the preparatory stage of the

temporal structure.

5.5.3 Imperfective

The imperfective aspect is marked by the suffix -ana (cf. Li, 1973). Descriptively,

the imperfective is used to present the internal structure of the various eventualities,

(76).

(76) a. Tikiane-ana
small-impfv

ka
nom

angatu.
tree

‘The tree was/is still small.’

b. Ki-a-ragai-ana
-nfut-happy-impfv

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau was/is still happy.’

c. Wa-tubi-ana
nfut-cry-impfv

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau was/is still crying.’

d. I-a-denger-ana
-nfut-park-impfv

ka
nom

didiusa,
vehicle

la
comp

i-katuase
fut-leave

lu asane.
later

‘The car is still parked, and will leave later.’
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Semantically, the imperfective is comparable to the progressive in that both

of them focus on the internal structure of an eventuality. The imperfective thus has

a similar temporal structure as the progressive, shown in figure 5.7. Its semantic

property gives rise to a concurrent reading that the denoted nonfuture eventualities,

states and non-states, can be interpreted as ongoing at the speech time.

Figure 5.7: Temporal structure of imperfective

However, there are two essential distinctions between these two aspects.

First, unlike the progressive, the imperfective does not trigger an aspectual shift.

Secondly, the imperfective is usually associated with, according to the consultants,

two kinds of semantic characteristics, as exemplified by the sentences of (77).

(77) a. Wa-pacai-ana
nfut-die-impfv

ka
nom

Takanau,
Takanau

(ai
but

lri-panianiake).
nfut-resurrect

‘Takanau is still dead, (but he will be resurrected).’

b. I-a-denger-ana
-nfut-park-impfv

ka
nom

didiusa,
vehicle

la
comp

lri-katuas
fut-leave

lu asane.
later

‘The car is still parked, and it will leave later.’

c. Kai
dem

Tuaumas,
Lord

wa-pacai-ana,
nfut-die-impfv

ai
but

lu
comp

maka-tulrulu-nga
dur-three-pfv

lri-panianiake.
fut-resurrect-impfv

‘The Lord was still dead, but would be resurrected in three days.’

On the one hand, the whole utterance is ‘more complete’ if an imperfective sentence

is followed by another sentence that denotes a sequential eventuality and thus serves

as an elaboration to it. On the other hand, an imperfective sentence bears an impli-

cation of continuation of the denoted eventuality; the denoted states of being dead
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or parked, as in (77), continue to hold when uttered at the speech time, as indicated

in the translation by still (Li, 1973). As they concern pragmatic factors, these two

inferences distinguish the use of the imperfective from that of the progressive.

5.5.4 Semantic characterization

Given the characteristics in previous subsections, the semantic effects for the pro-

gressive, perfective and imperfective aspects of Rukai can be described as follows:

(78) Semantic effect of the progressive aspect (reduplication):

The progressive is a function which maps sets of eventualities E1 to the

smallest sets of eventualities E2 such that if e1 is in E1, then there is e2 in

E2 such that

a. e1 is [+Stat] and e2 is [-Stat], or

b. e1 is [-Stat] and e2 is the preparatory stage of e1.

(79) Semantic effect of the perfective aspect -nga:

The perfective is a function which maps sets of eventualities E1 to the

smallest sets of eventualities E2 such that if e1 is in E1, then there is e2 in

E2 such that

a. e1 is [+Stat] and e2 is the post-state resulting from e1, or

b. e1 is [-Stat] and e2 is the culmination point of e1.

(80) Semantic effect of the imperfective aspect -ana:

The imperfective is a function which maps sets of eventualities E1 to the

smallest sets of eventualities E2 such that if e1 is in E1, then there is e2 in

E2 such that

a. e2 is the preparatory stage of e1, if e1 is [-Stat], or

b. e2 is an arbitrary point of e1, if e1 is [+Stat].
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The temporal interpretations of the nonfuture in combination with the pro-

gressive, the perfective and the imperfective are summarized in table 5.5.

temporality STAT boundedness

Nonfuture progressive t © now +STAT -bound

Nonfuture perfective t < now -STAT +bound

Nonfuture imperfective t © now +STAT -bound

Table 5.4: Nonfuture tense and aspects

5.6 Future tense

The role of the future tense in the language has been an intriguing issue from both

the perspective of theoretical and descriptive linguistics. We have discussed that the

nonfuture tense and the future tense of Rukai have very different morphosyntactic

properties. The goal of this section is to investigate the use and interpretation of the

future tense by examining its temporal meaning and its interaction with modals.

The future tense temporally locates the eventualities at a time that is in the

future of the speech time (Comrie, 1985). The semantic effect of such temporal

location is that the eventualities conveyed by sentences marked by the future tense

in general are unknown to the speaker (Jesperson, 1924; Lyons, 1977; Smith, 1991),

and is likely to be associated with modality (Enç, 1996). Based on this idea, it

is to be shown that the Rukai future conveys a temporal relation of posteriority

involving a given reference time (Reichenbach, 1947). As the reference time may or

may not be anchored to the speech time in subordinate constructions, the future

behaves like a relative tense (Comrie, 1985; Enç, 1987). Also, it is to be shown

that while the Rukai future can be used in modal constructions, finer distinctions

on modality, such as necessity and possibility, are not specified by the future tense,

but are achieved by the use of modal morphemes. Rukai thus provides empirical
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evidence for a division between future and modality in the domain of morphosyntax.

The following subsections investigate the morphosyntactic and semantic prop-

erties of the Rukai future tense. They are organized as follows: §5.6.1 discusses tem-

poral interpretation of the future tense in various constructions; §5.6.2 discussed the

status of the marker lri-; §5.6.3 investigates the relation of the future and modals;

and §5.6.4 summaries this section.

5.6.1 Temporal interpretation of the future tense

The future tense can be marked in sentences of various types of situation, as defined

in Smith (1991) (cf. Vendler, 1967b). Its use is not restricted in terms of situation

type, and can be marked on predicates of sentences that denote a state, activity,

accomplishment, achievement or semelfactive, (81).

(81) a. Lri-thingal-aku
fut-know-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

(state)

‘I will know you.’

b. Lri-tamaku
fut-smoke

kai
dem

agi-li.
brother-1s.gen

(activity)

‘My brother will smoke.’

c. Lri-pacas
fut-write

ka
det.indef

hung
book

kudra
dem

Baleng.
Baleng

(accomplishment)

‘Baleng will write a book.’

d. Lri-daruru-ku
fut-arrive-1s.nom

Vedai.
Budai

(achievement)

‘I will arrive at Budai.’

e. Lri-parulu
fut-cough

kudra
dem

lasu.
guy

(semelfactive)

‘That guy will cough.’

On the other hand, the future co-occurs with aspectual markers, such as the pro-

gressive, which is realized by verbal reduplication (82a), and the perfective -nga
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(82b).

(82) a. Lri-kanekan(e)-aku
fut-eat/prog-1s.nom

kai
dem

kange.
fish

‘I will be eating this fish.’

b. Lri-kane-nga-ku
fut-eat-pfv-1s.nom

kai
dem

kange.
fish

‘(Until then) I will have eaten this fish.’

The Rukai future conveys a temporal relation of subsequence involving a

given reference time (Reichenbach, 1947). As the reference time may or may not be

anchored to the speech time (Smith, 1997), the future behaves like a relative tense

(Comrie, 1985; Enç, 1987).

The situations conveyed by the sentences are all evaluated against a time

located in the future when uttered at the speech time. The future tense imposes a

temporal restriction on the simple sentences that the conveyed eventualities can be

modified by adverbials that signify a future time but not a past time, (83a-b).

(83) Lri-katuas-ako
fut-leave-1s.nom

{lu asane/lu iya/lu icaili}.
in a bit/tomorrow/the next year

‘I will leave {in a bit/tomorrow/next year}.’

(84) #Lri-udalre
fut-rain

{ku asane/ku iya/ku icaili}.
just now/yesterday/the last year

‘lit. It would rain {just now/tomorrow/last year}.’

The nonfuture does not co-occur with a temporal modifier that expresses a future

time; contrast (85a-b).

(85) a. Lri-katuas-ako
fut-leave-1s.nom

lu
det.fut

makamolringedele.
noon

‘I will leave at noon.’
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b. #Ma-tuatuas-ako
nfut-leave/prog-1s.nom

lu
det.fut

makamolringedele.
noon

As has been seen earlier, sentences that convey future eventualities are marked

by the future tense. The meaning of the future tense and its use in discourse can

be illustrated by the text as shown in (86).

(86) a. Lu iya,
tomorrow

lri-i-kai
fut-be-dem

kudra
dem

lasu
guy

kudra
dem

lri-mu-daane
fut-go-house

kuini
dem

ki
det

tasiubaibaidhane.
shop
‘Tomorrow a guy will enter the shop.

b. La
then

lri-si-laimai
fut-wear-clothes

kudra
dem

salusese
blue

ku
det

laimai,
clothes

lai
then

lri-tamaku.
fut-smoke

‘He will wear a blue shirt, and will smoke.’

c. Kui
dem

Takanau
Takanau

lai
then

lri-kauriva
fut-speak

kuini
dem

ki
det

lasu.
guy

‘Takanau will then speak to this guy.’

(86) contains five eventualities, the existential sentence’s introducing a man, his

entering the shop, wearing a blue shirt, smoking, and Takanau’s speaking to him

– one state and four events. All these eventualities hold and take place in the

future, and the future tense marking reflects the grammatical requirement (Kamp

and Rohrer, 1983).

The remainder of this subsection gives a general outline of the Rukai future

tense by examining its use in complex constructions and on nominals.

Future in complex constructions

When the future tense is marked in a sentence that follows another one as a con-

sequent clause, the future can take the event time of the antecedent clause or the

speech time as its temporal reference. The effect of this is that the time of the

eventuality conveyed by the future marked clause occurs in the future from now,
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(87a), or in the future from a past time, (87b).

(87) Wa-kela-ku
nfut-come-1s.nom

Vudai,
Budai

la
comp

lri-siuli-ako.
fut-return-1s.nom

a. ‘I came to Budai, and I will return.’

b. ‘I came to Budai, and I would return.’

By assuming the notion of reference time of Reichenbach (1947), informally, the

temporal relation expressed in (87a-b) can be schematized as in (88a-b) respectively

(ET, event/situation time; RT, reference time; SpT, speech/utterance time; =, is

equivalent to; <, successive order). The anchoring of the reference time of the future

marked clause to either the speech time or to a past time gives rise to the semantic

difference between (87a) and (87b).

(88) a. ET1=RT1 < SpT < RT2=ET2

b. ET1=RT1 < RT2=ET2 < SpT

In examples where the future can be interpreted in a way like (87b), that is, (88b),

the future behaves like a relative tense.

Subordinate construction

That the future lri- expresses temporal subsequence and at the same time behaves

like a relative tense can be seen in subordinate clauses formed by sa ‘when’. When

in sa-clauses, the interpretation of futurity is maintained, but the situations that

it describes can take place in the past, thus forming future-in-past. Consider the

discourse in (89):
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(89) (a) Wa-kela
nfut-come

Taihoko
Taipei

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

ki
det

supate
four

ki
det

vai.
hour

(b) Sa
when

ka
det

mialrealre,
morning

ma-tuase-nga.
nfut-leave-pfv

(c) [Sa
when

lri-katuas],
fut-leave

maka-si-a-laimai-nga.
mod-wear-nfut-clothes-pfv

‘He got to Taipei at 4 o’clock. He left in the morning. Before he left, he

was able to put on his clothes.’

The example contains a series of past eventualities. In (88c), the embedded verb

is marked by the future, and the event of leaving takes place prior to the clothes-

wearing event. By contrast, if the sa-clause has a bare-formed predicate, as in

(90), the temporal sequence is reversed that the telic event of leaving occurs before

clothes-wearing.

(90) (c’) [Sa
when

katuas],
leave

maka-si-a-laimai-nga.
mod-wear-nfut-clothes-pfv

‘After he left, he was able to put on his clothes.’

As the English translations of (89) and (90) indicate, sa as a temporal connective

does not specify a temporal precedence or succession for the clause it heads. The

temporal meaning of the embedded clause is conditioned by overt temporal marking,

such as the future lri-, as well as semantic features of situation types.17

Reported speech

That the future tense is used to indicate temporal succession with respect to a

reference point can also be seen in reported speech, such as (91). Descriptively, the

time of the future-marked embedded clause is interpreted against the time provided

by the main clause of saying, with the latter serving as the temporal reference.

Consider (91).

17Specifically, the features are [Static], [Durative] and [Telic] (Smith, 1997).
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(91) Sa
when

maka-dulrulru
MAKA-three/red

a-miya
nfut-say

kai
dem

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[lri-katuase
fut-leave

lu
det.fut

iya
day

ka
nom

Muni].
Muni

‘Takanau said three days ago that Muni would leave the next day.’ (lit.

‘Takanau said three days ago that Muni would leave tomorrow.’)

The temporal adverbial sa maka-dulrulru ‘when (it was) three days ago’ specifies

that Takanau made a report three days before the speech time. The future-marked

katuas ‘leave’ expresses an event in the future of Takanau’s reporting, whose realiza-

tion is, however, not asserted. The sentence is compatible with further elaboration

which asserts that Muni did leave, or she actually didn’t. The use of future in this

instance is a case of future in the past.18

Future marking on nominals

In addition to verbal (and adjectival) predicates, the future lri- can be marked on

nominals, in which case, the marked nominals denote a property predicated of an

agent or theme which holds at a future time, (92).

(92) Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru
very

[kudra
dem

lri-ka-taelrelreli
fut-KA-wife

kudra
dem

Asiane].
Asiane

‘Asiane, my future wife, is very beautiful.’

In contrast, if the same nominal is zero-marked or marked by the perfect aspectual

marker na-, as shown in (a) and (b) respectively in (93), the denoted property is

then associated with a present or a past time, which results in differential readings

that the relevant property – Asiane being the speaker’s wife – holds or does not hold

at the speech time.

18More discussion of sa-constructions can be found in chapter 6.
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(93) a. Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru
very

[kudra
dem

taelrelreli
wife

kudra
dem

Asiane].
Asiane

‘Asiane, my wife, was/is very beautiful.’

b. Ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru
very

[kudra
dem

na-taelrelreli
pft-wife

kudra
dem

Asiane].
Asiane

‘Asiane, my ex-wife, was/is very beautiful.’

5.6.2 The status of the future marker lri-

Given that the future lri- occurs in various constructions, especially on nominals,

one might argue that it was not a pure tense but actually something else if we

wanted to generalize its function. If lri- was not a tense, then we could speculate

about two hypotheses for its role in Rukai:

(94) a. Hypothesis I: lri- is a prospective aspect

b. Hypothesis II: lri- is a modal

Let us start with the first hypothesis. Given that lri- expresses temporal posteriority

and can be marked on verbs and nominals, it might actually be a prospective aspect

but not a tense (cf. Guaraní in Tonhauser, 2006).19 There are some points for us

to speculate if lri- is an aspect or not:

First, as we have seen from (19), lri- targets a very high syntactic position in

the structure such that it can scope above the negative and modals. As a theoretical

assumption, aspect tends to be closer to the stem of the predicates and is thus usually

located in a lower position in the structure.20

Secondly, lri- co-occurs with aspectual markers, such as the progressive and

the perfective markers. Assuming that aspect concerns a temporal relation between

19In the light of lri- being used at the nominal level, it remains to be investigated how much the
verbs and nouns differ to or are similar with each other as two categories.

20That the future lri- is marked on verbal and nominal elements indicate their structural simi-
larity. Furthermore, it bears on the issue whether verb and noun are two distinctive grammatical
categories in Rukai (cf. Li, 1973).
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reference time and situation time in sentences (Stowell, 1996; Zagona, 1995; Demir-

dache and Uribe-Etxebarria, 2000, among others), we would need to account for

how lri- aspectually interacted with another if it was to be taken as a prospective

aspect (cf. Nishnaabemwin future (Valentine, 2001); Cree (Wolvengrey, 2006, and

reference therein)). This point will be left for further research.

That the future lri- is positioned quite high in the structure suggests that it

could be a modal. With respect to this second hypothesis, we discuss in the following

section lri-’s interaction with two modals in Rukai. We will overrule hypothesis II

and conclude that, provided that it scopes above modals and that the combination

of modality and temporality can be compositionally analyzed, lri- is best treated as

a future tense.

5.6.3 Interaction between the future and modals

The aforementioned properties of the Rukai future tense have shown that the future

tense conveys temporal posteriority with respect to a future reference time. This

section shows that the Rukai future can be used in modal constructions, and finer

distinctions on modality, such as necessity and possibility, are not specified by the

future tense, but are achieved by modal morphemes or a combination of a modal

and the future tense. It is to be pointed out that in cases where the modals co-occur

with the future tense, the modals determine the modal meanings while the future

tense conveys temporal futurity.

A simple future-marked sentence primarily describes an eventuality that the

speaker takes to occur in the future, that is, a use in the domain of temporality.

The future is not specifically used to indicate that the speaker imposes an obligation

on the agent of the eventuality, or that he gauges the possibility of its occurrence.

However, such information of obligation or possibility is indeed compatible with the

future and can be inferred from the sentences if the context allows. This can be
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seen in instances where the addressee is a second person, (95):

(95) I-kela-su
fut-come-2s.nom

kai.
dem

‘You {will/should/must} come here.’

Contrastingly, when the utterance is addressed to a participant that is not the

agent of the predicate, for example (96), the future does not specify modality. The

sentence does not have a definite modal meaning except for a temporal meaning.

(96) Lri-kela
fut-come

kai
dem

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

a. Takanau {will/is going to} be here.

b. ?‘Takanau {must/may/might/could} be here.’

To indicate the degree of the speaker’s commitment to the truth of a proposition,

additional elements, such as the sentential modal alau ‘probably’ in (97), are used

to specify the reading.

(97) Alau
probably

lri-mu-Kucapungane
fut-go-Kucapungan

ka
nom

lasu.
guy

‘The guy will probably go to Kucapungan.’

Two members in the category of modality of Rukai – tara- and maka- – share

grammatical properties and are treated under a uniform analysis with respect to

their interaction with the future marker. We have seen in §5.3 that tara- and maka-

only scope under the future, but, scope either under or above the negative, as has

been shown in (19). While the structural similarity indicates that they are elements

of the same grammatical category, the distinction between these two modals can be

characterized as one between necessity and possibility, (98).
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(98) nec.mod:
poss.mod:

tara-
maka-

‘must; can; will’
‘may; can; could’

(epistemic/deontic/dynamic)
(epistemic/dynamic)

Tara- has a wider range of use in being able to convey epistemic, deontic or dynamic

modality (Bybee et al., 1994; Palmer, 2001), and can be compared to English modals

such as must, can or will. In contrast, maka- has only been observed to convey

epistemic or dynamic modality, whose use can be compared to may, can, or could.

The following subsections report the basic observation of the uses of the two

modals and their interaction with the future tense.

Future and the necessity modal tara-

One way of interpretation of the future in the sentences concerns the reading of

epistemic modality, and more specifically, the reading of inferred certainty.

A basic use of tara- is to convey epistemic modality: In simple affirmative

sentences, it is used to describe a proposition which, based on available information

or (in)direct experience, a speaker thinks needs to be true at the speech time, as

exemplified by (99). In this use, the speaker is fully committed to the truth of the

proposition (Bybee et al., 1994).

(99) Kai
dem

tarudraudrange
elder

tara-i-a-kai
nec.mod-be-nfut-dem

ku
det

vaeva
one

ku
det

abulu;
story

maru
like

a-mani-nga
nfut-be-emph

kudra
dem

senai
song

ki
gen

tarudraudrange
old

kai
dem

abulu.
story

‘An elder must/got to have a story to tell; the story would be just like an

old song.’ (epistemic)

(100) further illustrates the semantic effect of tara-. In contrast to the simple non-

future in (100a), the existential predicate i- ‘be’ marked by tara- in (100b) indicates

that the speaker commits himself to the truth of Takanau’s presence:
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(100) a. I-a-kai
be-nfut-dem

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau is there.’

b. Tara-i-a-kai
nec.mod-be-nfut-dem

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau must be there.’ (epistemic)

In quantificational constructions, tara- is interpreted as conveying dynamic modal-

ity. As exemplified in (101), under the scope of sana- ‘every’, tara- involves an in-

terpretation that involves the speaker’s attitude towards the subject or the agent’s

(a Rukai man’s) ability to hunt, a necessary property that is internal to the agent

(Bybee et al., 1994; Palmer, 2001).

(101) Sana
every

ka
det

sauvalai
man

ki
det

Ngudradrekai
Rukai

tara-alupu.
nec.mod-hunt

‘Every Rukai man can/is able to hunt.’ (dynamic)

Tara- appears in an utterance where the speaker imposes an obligation on the agent

of the conveyed eventuality. In the conditional construction of (102), the speaker

requests that in case of adversity the addressee inform the speaker.

(102) Alaiyasi
if

i-kai
be-dem

ku
det

ta-ngituman-ane-su,
nfut-inter-nomz-2s.gen

tara-pelaela
nec.mod-tell

nakuane
1s.obl

kai
dem

asasane.
now

‘If there is something happening to/bothering you, you must tell me now.’

(deontic)

Now let us turn to the interaction between the future and tara-. We have

seen from (96) that although the future is compatible with some kinds of modality,

it is not associated with a particular kind (cf. English will, Enç (1996)). In contrast,

when the predicate is marked by both the future and tara-, the sentence concerns
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both temporality and modality. Consider (103).

(103) a. Lri-kela
fut-come

kai
dem

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau {will/is going to} be here.’ (repeated from (96))

b. Lri-tara-kela
fut-nec.mod-come

kai
dem

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau will certainly be here.’

The two examples in (103) can be characterized as follows: (i) the simple future

(103a) has a salient temporal reading; it conveys that the speaker makes a prediction

about an eventuality that is located in the future, and (ii) with the future and tara-

co-occurring as in (103b), it results in a reading that the speaker is certain that

Takanau will be here at a future time. The sentence thus has both a temporal and

a modal meaning.21

21When addressed to a second person, a future sentence seems to be used in imposing an obligation
or issuing a request. Contrast (i).

(i) Lri-kela-su
fut-come-2s.nom

kai.
dem

‘You {will/should/must} come here.’

The sentence can be used as a polite request or entreaty, one that is close to an imperative, and
thus convey a deontic reading. The use of the future in (ia) is for the speaker to be involved in
imposing an obligation, and thus behaves very closely to what Bybee et al. (1994) have defined for
English can and must in directives (p.178-179) (also Lyons, 1977).

Although the future marked sentences could be interpreted as commands or requests, the future
is not the canonical marker to form the imperative in Rukai. The usual way of constructing an
imperative is by using the imperative marker -a, which is attached to the predicate as a suffix. As
exemplified by (ii), the sentence is a direct command to a second person, whereas the counterpart
marked by the modal tara- is used as a request or an entreaty (Bybee et al., 1994). Note that the
future is incompatible with the imperative, as in (iii).

(ii) a. Kela-a
come-imp

kai!
dem

‘Come here!’
b. Tara-kela-su

nec.mod-come-2s.nom

kai!
dem

‘You must come here!’
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Future and the possibility modal maka-

The modal maka- is associated with modal meanings of ability and possibility. In

affirmative sentences like those in (104), maka- frequently conveys a reading that

can be translated into English can with an interpretation of ability. Specifically, the

use of maka- is concerned with enabling the agent of the eventualities to act, with

the speaker’s own evaluation (Palmer, 2003).

(104) a. Maka-tu-a-daane
poss.mod-verbz-nfut-house

ka
nom

la-lasu.
pl-guy

‘The men {can/could/are able to} build a house.’

b. Maka-wa-senai
poss.mod-nfut-sing

ka
nom

ina.
mother

‘Mother {can/could/is able to} sing.’

In other examples, maka- is used to convey possibility. For instance, the sentence

in (105a) is marked by maka- and is to inquire about the realization or completion

of an electing event with respect to the possibility.

(105) Q: Maka-wa-sinkio-nga-numi
poss.mod-nfut-elect-pfv-2p

ki
det

talialalai-numi?
chief-2p

‘Is it possible that you have elected your president?’

A: Maka-wa-sinkiokio-nai.
poss.mod-nfut-elect/red-1p

‘We {managed/were able} to elect one.’

In negation, it becomes prominent that maka- expresses the speaker’s attitude to-

wards the relevant eventuality such that the speaker thinks that it is not possible for

the eventuality conveyed in a sentence to hold. Thus, with the marking of maka-,

the speaker considers it not possible for one to find an answer (106a), to hear a

sound (106b), or to find the addressee (106c). Note that this reading is different

(iii) *Lri-kela-a
fut-come-imp

kai!
dem
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from: it is possible for. . . to not hold.

(106) a. Kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

maka-ki-a-dingai
poss.mod-find/acc

ku
det

satubalreane.
answer

‘I couldn’t find the answer.’

b. Kai
neg

maka-ki-a-lrala
poss.mod-hear/nfut

ki
obl

lingau
nom

ka
guy

lasu.

‘He could not hear a sound.’

c. Wa-silap-aku
nfut-look for-1s.nom

musuane
2s.obl

ku iya,
yesterday

la
then

kai-naku
neg-1s.nom

maka-kidring.
poss.mod-find
‘I looked for you yesterday, but I could not find you.’

Again, we examine the way the future interacts with maka-. Contrast(107).

(107) a. Lri-ngi-sasirapal-aku.
fut-reflx-take.care-1s.nom

‘I will take care of myself.’

b. Lri-maka-ngi-sasirapal-aku.
fut-poss.mod-reflx-take.care-1s.nom

‘I {will be able to/may} take care of myself.’

Future-marked sentences like (107b) are interpreted as modal sentences that are

interpreted in a future time frame. The possibility about the truth is evaluated

against a future temporal reference in the domain of temporality. The combination

of future possibility lri-maka- is incompatible with temporal expressions that denote

a past time reference, (108).

(108) *Lri-maka-ngi-sasirapal-aku
fut-poss.mod-reflx-take.care-1s.nom

{ku iya/ku nadruma}.
yesterday/before

‘lit. I would/might take care of myself yesterday/before.’
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Building on the treatment of English modals by Enç (1996), I take tara- to

be a necessity modal which involves universal quantification and maka- a possibility

modal which involves existential quantification over possible worlds (Kratzer, 1981).

In examples where the modals co-occur with the future, informally speaking, the

modals express information of necessity (tara-) and possibility (maka-), whereas, the

future provides temporal information regarding a future time frame, within which

the sentences are temporally evaluated.

A division between future and modality

When future eventualities are evaluated at a perspective time, the reality or actuality

of these eventualities are not specified by the future tense (Kamp and Reyle, 1993).

For this reason, the future is usually described as a tense that modifies eventualities

which are unknown to a speaker (Smith, 1997), and is associated with modality.22

In the foregoing subsections, we have examined data in which the future co-

occurs with modals. It has been demonstrated that while each of the modals can

designate different kinds of modality, the future marking is always associated with

temporality. If lri- was to be treated as a modal, then an immediate consequence

would be that we were dealing with sentences with multiple modals. In the light of

the meaning of futurity, such an approach would have to account for the source of

temporal interpretation. Under the present approach, while it is maintained that

22Temporally, the future implicates possibilities from a certain perspective, which can be depicted
by the temporal structure in figure 22, as proposed by Kamp and Reyle (1993). The structure
represents a world (w), in which an eventuality conveyed by a sentence is evaluated. Possibilities
are represented as lines that branch from the t point, a temporal perspective where the possibilities
ramify (see also the branching time analysis of Dowty, 1977).

t

w
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lri- is a tense morpheme, Rukai provides empirical evidence for a division between

future and modality in the domain of morphosyntax.

5.6.4 Interim summary

In this section, we have examined the use of the Rukai future tense lri-. Drawing

data at the sentential and nominal levels, it has been demonstrated that a consistent

temporal association can be observed in various kinds of constructions. Also, it has

been seen that in complex constructions, the future can be used as a relative tense.

Therefore, lri- encodes posteriority as an essential temporal feature. Furthermore,

its co-occurrence with the modals indicates that in Rukai, modality and temporality

can be independently and compositionally expressed.

5.7 Nonfuture perfect: a complex tense

The goal of this section is two-fold: (i) It argues that the verbal prefix na- is a

perfect aspectual marker, and it combines with the nonfuture to form a complex

tense, the nonfuture perfect. This complex tense only describes past situations, and

thus, it stands on a par with the future since both are temporally determinate; and

(ii) it is argued that the perfect is responsible for a meaning of counterfactuality.

It has been proposed by Iatridou (2000) that morphology is responsible for

an interpretation of counterfactuality, which is realized by the past tense in a variety

of typologically different languages. Specifically, the past tense is associated with

the exclusion feature (Iatridou, 2000). A relation of exclusion is encoded in the

domain of time such that the utterance time, or speech time, is excluded from the

topic time, or reference time; in terms of the domain of worlds, the actual world

is excluded from the topic worlds. By building on Iatridou’s (2000) analysis, this

section discusses the Rukai perfect aspect. An examination of the semantic and

morphosyntactic levels indicate that, as Rukai does not have a genuine past tense,
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the perfect morpheme is used to convey the meaning of past and counterfactuality.

5.7.1 The past meaning and the perfective aspect

Perfect na- applies to states and events. As we have seen that states and activities in

the nonfuture allow a past or present interpretation, only the past reading survives

when they are additionally marked by na-. Contrast (109a-b).23

(109) a. Ma-barenger-ako
nfut-miss-1s.nom

ki
obl

ina.
mom

‘I missed/miss mom.’

b. Na-ma-barenger-ako
pft-nfut-miss-1s.nom

ki
obl

ina.
mom

(i) ‘I (had) missed mom.’

(ii) 6= ‘I miss mom.’

The distinction between the perfect na- and the perfective -nga is that -nga

specifies a change of state, but not the past. When applying to states, -nga does not

23Na- is also found to be used as a determiner in DPs, where it attributes a state, property or
relation that holds at a past time to an individual. Consider (ia-b) and (iia-b). It seems that na-
can be used like English ex-, or former (also see 3.4.4, chapter 3).

(i) topic-comment

a. [Kai
dem

Asiane], [ka
nom

labaibai-li].
wife-1s.gen

‘Asiane, she is my wife.’
b. [Kai

dem

e], [na
det(pft)

nakuane].
1s.obl

‘That (thing) was mine.’

(ii) predicate-subject

a. [Ka
det

labaibai-li]
wife-1s.gen

[ka
nom

Asiane].

‘Asiane is my wife.’
b. [Na

det(pft)
labaibai-li]
wife-1s.gen

[ka
nom

Asiane].

‘Asiane was my wife/is my ex-wife.’
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indicate a past reading, while na- always does. Therefore, to describe a situation

that is relevant in the present, like ‘I have missed mom’, the perfective -nga is used.

Contrast (110) to (109a).

(110) Ma-barengere-nga-ko
nfut-miss-pfv-1s.nom

ki
obl

ina.
mom

‘I have missed mom.’

Na- co-occurs with Future (lr)i-, but the sentence conveys counterfactuality, as in

(111a), an issue that will be discussed in §5.7.4. A reading like English future perfect

‘will have’ is conveyed in Rukai by the future and the perfective, as in (111b).

(111) a. Na-i-pacas-aku.
pft-fut-write-1s.nom

‘I would have written (it).’

b. (Lr)i-pacase-nga-(a)ku.
fut-write-pfv-1s.nom

‘I will have written (it).’

The nonfuture and nonfuture perfect both select temporal adverbials that are past-

oriented, such as ‘yesterday’ or ‘three days ago’, (112a-b). As the translation of

(112b) indicates, the use of the nonfuture perfect is close to the English past perfect,

although they are not equivalent.

(112) a. Wa-mua-ako
nfut-go-1s.nom

Vudai
Vudai

{ku
det

iya/
day/

sa
when

maka-dulrulru}.
MAKA-three/red

‘I went to Vudai {yesterday/three days ago}.’

b. Na-wa-mua-ako
pft-nfut-go-1s.nom

Vudai
Vudai

{ku
det

iya/
day/

sa
when

maka-dulrulru}.
MAKA-three/red

‘I had been to Vudai {yesterday/three days ago}.’

The nonfuture perfect co-occurs with a temporal adverb that has relevance to today,

only when it denotes a past time relative to the speech time.
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(113) Ko
det

ina,
mom

na-i-a-kai
pft-be-nfut-there

koingi
park

aungu
whole

kai
dem

miyalrealre.
morning

‘Mom was/had been in the park the whole morning today.’

Only the nonfuture is compatible with adverbials that are related to the speech

time, such as ‘now’ in (114a). By contrast, the nonfuture perfect cannot co-occur

with present adverbs, as seen in (114b).

(114) a. Wa-mua-ako
nfut-go-1s.nom

Vudai
Vudai

kai
dem

asasane.
now

‘I am going to Vudai now.’

b. *Na-wa-mua-ako
pft-nfut-go-1s.nom

Vudai
Vudai

kai
dem

asasane.
now

‘*I had been to Vudai now.’

The nonfuture perfect is incompatible with a time span which includes the speech

time, as shown in (115).

(115) Tualai
from

ko
det

icaili
year

pakela
to

{*kai
dem

asasane/
now

ko
det

mialrealre},
morning

na-i-a-kai-ako
pft-be-nfut-there-1s.nom

Vudai.
Vudai

‘Since last year till {now, this morning} I have been in Vudai.’

The nonfuture perfect does not inherit the same temporal underspecification of

the nonfuture tense but specifies a past interpretation in not admitting a current

relevance reading like the English present perfect (McCoard, 1978; Dowty, 1979).

In complement clauses introduced by connective sa ‘when’, the perfect ex-

presses eventualities that occurred prior to a contextually established Reference

Time (RT) (Reichenbach, 1947). As shown in (116), the two events involved in the

two clauses cannot occur concurrently. His brother’s singing must have occurred
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and terminated at some time earlier than the time of Takanau’s reading.24

(116) Sa
when

na-senai
pft-sing

ka
nom

agi-(i)ni,
brother-3s.gen

wa-bikiu
nfut-read

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau
‘Lit. After/when his brother had sung, Takanau read this book.’

The viewpoint aspect introduced by na- is perfective. Situations are pre-

sented as closed and do not continue to the speech time (Lyons 1977; Smith 1997).

Contrast (117a-b).

(117) a. Na-ma-duli
pft-nfut-red

ka
nom

bengelrai.
flower

(State)

‘The flower had been red.’

b. Na-wa-tamaku
pft-nfut-smoke

kai
dem

agi-li.
brother-1s.gen

(Activity)

‘My brother had smoked.’

We can see that the semantics of na- involves two components, one about the past

and the other perfective .

5.7.2 Analysis

The analysis assumes a structural schema where the perfect scopes above tense, as

shown in (118) (cf. Pancheva and von Stechow, 2004). The assumption is based

on the fact that the perfect has an explicit effect on the event structure (Aktion-

sart), and syntactically it behaves like an aspectual morpheme rather than a tense

24Note that the connective sa is itself temporally neutral in the sense that it does not specify
temporal precedence or subsequence for its embedded clause. The temporal specification can be
made by adding the perfect marker na-, the future lri-, or other aspectual marking in the embedded
clause. It is not clear at this point what times sa relates when used in sentences. More discussion
about sa can also be found in chapter 7.
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marker.25

(118) [PerfP Perfect [TP Tense [AspP Viewpoint-Aspect [vP Aktionsart ]]]]

Perfects often present result states, such as in ‘He has gone to Hong Kong’. In

the case of Rukai, the perfect results in bounded eventualities, and always conveys

a terminated eventuality that does not obtain at the speech time. Thus, the Rukai

perfect is very similar to the marker guo in Mandarin Chinese (Smith, 1991; Klein

et al., 2000). A Mandarin Chinese example is given in (119) (Chao, 1948).

(119) a. Wo
I

shuaiduan-le
break-LE

tiu.
leg

‘I broke my leg (it’s still in cast).’

b. Wo
I

shuaiduan-guo
break-GUO

tui.
leg

‘I broke my leg (it has healed since).’

According to Smith (2007), the distinction between the two Mandarin aspectual

markers le and guo, as shown in (119a-b), is that they indicate distinctive temporal

relations between the situation/event time (SitT) and the reference time (RT). The

perfective le involves a relation of SitT = RT, and the perfect guo a relation of SitT

< RT (p.235).

Under this approach, we are able to account for a semantic inference that the

perfect involves in discourse. When the perfect is used in a sentence, it is usually

followed by another sentence taken to implicate that the situation conveyed by na-

does not hold at the speech time.26 In an example like (120), the consequent clause

25The hypothesis of morphological merger may shed some light with respect to the perfect aspect’s
higher position than tense. Given that na is used as a determiner in Budai Rukai and other dialects
Li (1973, 1997a), its occurrence above tense can be analyzed as a merger of a determiner head into
the verbal structure. See §A.2 in the appendix for a structural and semantic analysis for the perfect.

26Similarly, the imperfective -ana is also associated with a semantic inference, as we have seen
in §5.5.3.
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introduced by ai is used by the speaker to assert that Takanau is disappointed at

the addressee, which implicates that he does not like the addressee at the speech

time.

(120) Na-ma-dalame
pft-nfut-like

musuane
2s.obl

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

Ai
but

kai
dem

asasane
now

ma-seleme
nfut-be disappointed-1s.nom

musuane.
2s.obl

‘Takanau liked you. But now he is disappointed at you.’

The utterances would be coherent only if na- describes a situation that does not

hold at the speech time, and the consequent sentence makes an assertion along the

lines of that reading. If this condition is not met, then the sentences result in an

infelicitous reading, as in (121).

(121) #Na-wa-pacai
pft-nfut-die

ka
nom

Kecelre,
Kecelre

ai
but

wa-pacai-ana.
nfut-die-impfv

‘Lit. Kecelre had died, but he is still dead.’

The first clause asserts that, at a past time Kecelre was in the state of being dead,

with the inference that this state does not hold at the speech time. In other words,

he was resurrected. The second clause, however, asserts that the state of Kecelre’s

being dead still holds at the speech time. These two assertions are contradictory

and thus result in the infelicitous interpretation of this sentence.

Iatridou (2000) offers a cross-linguistic observation and proposes that the past

tense morpheme is associated with an Exclusion Feature (ExclF), whose meaning

depends on the environment where it is interpreted, either the domain of time or

worlds. Iatridou (2000) analyzes ExclF to have the form in (122).

(122) T(x) excludes C(x).
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In the domain of time, T(x), the topic time, excludes C(x), the utterance time, in

which x ranges over times (cf. Klein, 1994). Building on Iatridou (2000), I propose

that the exclusion interpretation is associated with na- in Rukai, implicated by its

semantic effect of termination.

5.7.3 Is na- perfect, or past?

One particular interpretation of the Rukai na- morpheme is that when it occurs with

a past adverb, this adverb seems to only serve as the SitT (cf. (112b)). Descriptively

speaking, the situation under discussion occurs within the provided time span, that

is, SitT ⊆ RT, and this makes the Rukai perfect different from the English perfect.

Consider the English examples in (123). When an adverb appears in the final

position, as in (123a), its interpretation is ambiguous, referring to either RT or

SitT. By contrast, an adverb located in the initial position can only denote RT, but

not SitT, as exemplified by (123b-c). When the adverb, last Friday, refers to RT,

the situation in discussion occurred at some time earlier than last Friday, that is,

SitT < RT.27

(123) a. John had left last Friday (last Friday = RT or SitT)

b. Last Friday, John had left (SitT < RT = last Friday)

c. Last Friday, John had left 3 days earlier. (SitT < RT = last Friday;

SitT = three days earlier than last Friday)

As we have seen that na- is associated with the past, and termination or completion

in its semantics, we might argue that na- is actually a past tense, as it simply does

not push back the time at which a situation holds relative to the time denoted by a

27In the early stage of the research, the same reading seemed always to be obtained for the
perfect na-, regardless of the position in a sentence a temporal adverb was located. However, in
some instances the consultants considered the perfect-marked sentences to have different meanings
when the temporal adverb was located in the sentence-final and sentence-initial position. Due to a
limited set of data, this issue is left for further study.
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temporal adverb.

The reason for favoring an analysis of na- as perfect aspect instead of past

tense is syntactic. Na- is peculiar in not forming a finite sentence by itself, as seen in

(124a). Furthermore, the perfect requires the co-occurrence of the nonfuture tense

in a simple finite sentence, as shown in (124b).28

(124) a. *Na-pacas-aku.
pft-write-1s.nom

b. Na-wa-pacas-aku.
pft-nfut-write-1s.nom

‘I wrote/had written.’

Besides, na- occurs in nonfinite clauses, such as in the complement clauses of the

connective sa ‘when’, as in (116). The nonfuture tense is regularly excluded in

constructions of this sort.

However, a syntactic property of the structural projection of the tense mor-

phology in negation seems to suggest a different picture for na-. In a negative sen-

tence, the negation morpheme is the primary predicate which is generally located

in the initial position. Na- and the future morpheme can be exceptionally posi-

tioned in front of negation (or after negation), as shown in (125a-b). The nonfuture

morpheme never precedes negation, (125c).29

(125) a. Na-kai
pft-neg

wa-edale.
nfut-rain

‘It didn’t rain.’

b. Lri-kai
fut-neg

edale.
rain

28In terms of syntactic structure, the perfect aspect and the future tense are both higher than
the nonfuture tense in Rukai (§5.3).

29This syntactic symmetry of perfect na- and future (lr)i- suggests that both may be projected as
a functional head before negation. A potential category of this projection can be mood or modality
(Cinque, 1999; Palmer, 1986).
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‘It won’t rain.’

c. Kai
neg

wa-edale.
nfut-rain

(*Wa-kai edale.)

‘It didn’t rain/it’s not raining.’

Semantically, na- is full-fledged in conveying past like a tense, but it does not behave

like a canonical past tense in terms of syntax. Therefore, na- is considered as perfect

morpheme which denotes a semantic past, and in the domain of tense, it is treated

as a semantic rather than a syntactic past tense.

In the following section, I will discuss na- and the meaning of counterfactu-

ality.

5.7.4 Perfect and the meaning of counterfactuality

Perfect na- participates in the construction of conditionals in Rukai, both morpho-

logically and semantically, as discussed below.

As seen previously, when the nonfuture co-occurs with the perfect, the sen-

tences only convey a past interpretation. However, when the future occurs with

the perfect, it constructs implicit conditionals, which describe a situation that is

counterfactual or unknown to the speaker (cf. Anderson 1951; Karttunen and Pe-

ters 1979, and Smith et al. (In press, to appear in 2007; also Haiman (1972)). For

instance, in (126a-b), the speaker thinks that if certain conditions had been met, it

would be probable that Kecelre would have been dead, and that the flower would

have been red.

(126) a. Na-i-pacai
pft-fut-die

ka
nom

Kecelre.
Kecelre

‘Kecelre would have died.’

b. Na-i-kaduliduli
pft-fut-red

ka
nom

bengelrai,
flower

ai
but

a-icecele.
nfut-black

‘The flower should have been red, but it turned black.’
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The inferences for (126a-b) are that, given all the accessible information, Kecelre

was not dead, and the flower was never red.

A set of Rukai conditionals is constructed in form of ‘If P, Q’, whose schema

of formation is shown in (127).

(127) a. Present Counterfactual: [Alaiyasi VP], [(pfv-)fut-VP]

b. Past Counterfactual: [Anaiyasi VP], [(pfv-)fut-VP]

Alaiyasi is used in present counterfactuals, and anaiyasi in past counterfactuals.30

In the current research, it is hypothesized that they are composed of a common

root asi ‘if’, and ala or ana, each of which serves as the modal basis of an if -clause.

VPs in the antecedent clauses are nonfinite, whereas those in the consequent bear

tense morphology, na-i- (perfect-future) or simply Future. Consequent clauses that

are marked with future perfect have the same structure as implicit conditionals like

(126).

First, let us look at how the modal morphemes can be used. Syntactically,

ala and ana both introduce complement clauses that are headed by a determiner:

While ala conveys indicative, ana conveys subjunctive. Ala is used with factive

verbs like ‘know’ to form ‘factual’ construals from a speaker’s point of view, as in

(128a-b).

(128) a. Wa-thingal-aku
nfut-know-1s.nom

ala
ALA

ka
det

ma-drarangerange
nfut-hot/red

ka
det

ladadre.
outside

‘I know it’s pretty hot outside.’

b. Wa-thingal-ako
nfut-know-1s.nom

iniane
3s.obl

ala
ALA

ka
det

ma-ligili.
nfut-smart

‘I know he is smart.’

30The types of counterfactuals and conditionals discussed in Iatridou (2000) are: Counterfactual
wishes, for example, ‘I wish I had met you’; present counterfactual (PresCF), ‘If he were smart, he
would be rich’; past counterfactual (PastCF), ‘If he had been smart, he would have been rich’; and
future less vivid (FLV), ‘If I met you, I would tell you the truth’ (p.231-234).
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On the other hand, ana, which consists of the perfect na-, can only be used

to convey counterfactual situations.

(129) a. Ku
det

aku,
1s.nom

{ana/
ANA/

#ala}
ALA

ka
det

a-mani-su,
nfut-be-2s.nom

na-i-tarumar-aku.
pft-fut-accept-1s.nom

‘For me, if I were you, I would have accepted it (e.g. an option, a gift,

etc.).’

b. Ana
ANA

ka
det

drarangerange
hot/red

ka
det

ladadre
outside

amiyamiya
say/prog

kai
dem

Lrailrai.
Lrailrai

‘Lrailrai was saying so (to hope) that it would be hot outside.’

In (129a), the speaker thought that it was not the case that the situation ‘I am

you’ could be actually realized. It is infelicitous to use ala in this case. In (129b),

Lrailrai was not sure whether ‘It is hot outside’ actually holds or not, but it tends

to be the case that he thought that it was not hot outside.

Now let us turn to If P, Q conditionals. An instance of past counterfactuals

is like (130), in which the if -word contains the perfect na-. The speaker who utters

(130) thinks that, with the accessible information and world knowledge given, it is

actually not probable to snow on the plain. And if under that circumstance that it

did snow, he would feel happy about that.

(130) Past counterfactuals

Anaiyasi
if/pft

pasabo
snow

kai
dem

datane,
plain

(na)-i-kiragadh-ako.
pft-fut-be happy-1s.nom

‘If it had snowed on the plain, I would have been happy.’

According to Iatridou (2000), the exclusion feature is associated with the past mor-

phology in the domain of worlds and is defined such that T(x) excludes C(x), where

x ranges over worlds. The topic worlds exclude the actual world, and this brings
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in the meaning of counterfactuality. Describing (130) in terms of ExclF, it follows

that in the topic worlds where the meteorological conditions are met on the plain,

it snows. And if it does, the speaker is happy. However, since the actual world is

not among the topic worlds, the conditions are not met in it, and it does not snow

on the plain.

In contrast, a conditional formed by alaiyasi implicates high probability of

realization of a situation.31 For instance, the sentence (131) implicates that the

speaker thinks that for it to snow on the plain is possible and quite probable in the

topic worlds, and thus the topic worlds may include the actual world.

(131) Future-less-vivid conditionals/Present counterfactuals

Alaiyasi
if

pasabo
snow

kai
dem

datane,
plain

(na-)i-kiragadh-ako.
pft-fut-be happy-1s.nom

‘If it snows on the plain, I will be happy.’

However, the alternation between future and future perfect in a consequent clause

of the various kinds of counterfactuals in Rukai, as in examples (130) and (131),

does not seem to have an effect with respect to counterfactuality.

This section shows that in Rukai, the perfect morpheme na- is responsible

for a temporally past meaning. Also, it is used to convey counterfactuality as a

morphological device. The temporal interpretation is attributed to the two compo-

nents that are associated with the perfect: the perfective viewpoint aspect and the

semantic past.

31It remains unclear how the distinction between future less vivid and present counterfactual, if
any, is made in Rukai.
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5.8 Summary

This chapter examined the two tense categories of Rukai – the nonfuture and the

future – and has identified the role of the nonfuture perfect as a complex tense.

Accounts have been provided for the morphosyntax and semantics of each of these

tense forms. The primary temporal and aspectual properties of the tenses are that

each tense indicates a different tense relation, and only the nonfuture perfect imposes

a semantic effect of boundedness. The properties are summarized in table 5.5.

tense temporal relation boundedness

nfut t ≤ now -bound

fut now < t -bound

nfut pft t < now +bound

Table 5.5: Temporal properties of Rukai tenses

The discussion of the nonfuture tense included issues regarding the three

types of aspectual marking: the progressive, the perfective and the imperfective,

specifically on their semantic effects on nonfuture tense-marked sentences. By com-

paring Rukai, Mandarin Chinese and English data, nonfuture is argued to be tem-

porally indeterminate but aspectually constrained. The future tense is treated as

an operator that specifies a temporal relation of succession. Its temporal use in its

co-occurrence with the two types of modals is also discussed. The discussion has

identified the role of the perfect marker in the domain of aspect and tense, which

has not been investigated in the literature. When the perfect is combined with the

nonfuture tense, the perfect conveys a meaning of past, and this shows that although

Rukai has a temporal system that has grammaticalized nonfuture and future tense,

it distinguishes the past from the present with the help of perfect.

The analyses of Rukai data provided in this chapter suggest that in languages

that do not have a genuine past tense, the meaning of past and counterfactuality can
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be conveyed by the perfect morpheme. This may bear on the question of whether

there is a uniform way to distinguish tense and aspect for a language like Rukai.

Further research should deal with the remaining problem in this study that, when

interacting with perfect, the temporal adverbs apparently contribute in a different

way from tensed sentences that provide a reference time. This makes the Rukai per-

fect seem unusual when compared with languages like English. While the semantics

of the perfect na- has been provided in the time domain, the generalization in the

domain of worlds is left to further research.

In the next chapter, we investigate the tense markers in interclausal con-

structions and reported speech.
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Chapter 6

Tense Marking and Temporal

Reference

6.1 Introduction

By examining interclausal constructions, this chapter aims to investigate tempo-

ral interpretation of Rukai nonfuture and future tenses, and their relations with

temporal references provided in complex structures.

As we have seen in chapter 5, the nonfuture is essentially temporally inde-

terminate and depends on information of situation type to be interpreted, while the

future indicate temporal posteriority in sentences. By investigating the ways they

are used in complex sentences, this chapter shows that the nonfuture and future

tenses behave differently with respect to (i) grammatical tense marking and (ii)

their relation with a temporal reference. The nonfuture is more restricted than the

future tense in interclausal constructions: The nonfuture does not occur in several

subordinate constructions and cannot take a future time as its temporal reference;

in contrast, the future is used in several subordinate constructions, and can take a

past time as its temporal reference.
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In simple sentences, the nonfuture and future can only co-occur with tempo-

ral adverbials that denote a time in a compatible temporal frame. The nonfuture

co-occurs with present or past adverbials, whereas the future only co-occurs with

future ones. Examples are shown in (1) and (2) as a recapitulation.

(1) a. Ma-simuace
nfut-wake

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[kai asasane].
now

‘Takanau is awake now.’

b. Ma-simuace
nfut-wake

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[sa
when

ka mialrealre
morning

ku iya].
yesterday

‘Takanau was awake yesterday morning.’

c. Lri-kasimuace
fut-wake

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[lu asane].
in a moment

‘Takanau will be awake in a moment.’

(2) a. *Ma-simuace
nfut-wake

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[lu asane].
in a moment

‘lit. Takanau wakes up in a moment.’

b. *Lri-simuace
fut-wake

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[sa
when

ka mialrealre
morning

ku iya].
yesterday

‘lit. Takanau will wake up yesterday morning.’

In the discussion of chapter 5, the speech time has been taken as the default

temporal reference in most of the examples. Building on the observation made in

that chapter, we can raise the following questions:

• The nonfuture and the future tense can both take the speech time as their

temporal reference, but can they take a time other than the speech time as a

temporal reference?

• If the two tenses can be interpreted in relative to a time other than the speech

time, how can their behavior be characterized? Also, are the two tenses dif-

ferent in terms of their relation with the provided reference point?
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The questions revolve around the issue of whether the nonfuture and future tense of

Rukai behave differently in simple sentences and in complex sentences. For instance,

in a complex construction which contains a matrix and a subordinate clause, the

matrix clause can provide a temporal reference for the subordinate clause to be

interpreted against. To address these questions, this chapter explores the temporal

interpretation of the nonfuture and future tense in complex constructions.

The chapter is organized as follows: §6.2 discusses temporal interpretation

of the tenses in conjunctive and sequential constructions; §6.3 investigates tenses

in constructions formed by the temporal connective sa; §6.4 explores the use and

meaning of tenses in reported speech; §6.5 provides a semantic representation for

the tenses; and §6.6 provides the conclusion of this chapter.

6.2 Conjunction and clausal sequence

This section investigates temporal interpretation of clauses formed by the conjunc-

tive si and sequential la.

A simple conjunctive structure is formed by connecting two clauses with si

‘and’, where the antecedent clause of a conjunction is marked for tense, and the

consequent clause can be tensed or untensed. On the other hand, clauses that are

introduced by the sequential complement la ‘(and) then; therefore; as’ are untensed,

but they stand alone as independent clauses.

In this section, we investigate how the tensed and untensed clauses get their

temporal interpretations in these two kinds of constructions, and more specifically,

how the tense morphemes are sensitive to a time of reference.

6.2.1 Conjunctive si

The conjunctive si connects two clauses. The antecedent must be tense-marked, and

the consequent can be tense-marked or not. The two morpho-syntactic variations
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results in two types of temporal interpretation for the consequent clauses. Let us

start with the nonfuture examples in (3).

(3) a. Ku iya,
yesterday

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

ma-simuace,
nfut-wake

si
and

ngu-a-lregelrege.
go-nfut-mountain

‘Yesterday, the men were awake, and they went mountain-climbing.’

b. Ku iya,
yesterday

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

ma-simuace,
nfut-wake

si
and

ngu-lregelrege.
go-mountain

‘Yesterday, the men woke up, and (then) went mountain-climbing.’

(3a-b) contain a past adverbial ku iya ‘yesterday’. In (a), the nonfuture tense is

marked in both of the antecedent and the consequent clauses, whereas in (b), only

the antecedent is tense-marked.1 (a) and (b) differ in the temporal interpretations

of the two eventualities denoted by the clauses:

Assume that conjunctive sentences like (3a-b) are in form of the structure,

C1 si C2, where C1 indicates the antecedent clause and C2 the consequent clause.

When both clauses are tense-marked, as in (3a), the two eventualities are taken as

two independent ones, in the sense that they may, or may not, be temporally related

or ordered: The men’s being awake and going mountain-climbing might take place as

sequential, that is, the men first woke up, and afterwards went mountain-climbing.

Thus, the temporal relation between the two eventualities conveyed by C1 and C2

can be written as C1 < C2. The men could go mountain-climbing at some time early

that day before they slept, C1 > C2. They could go while they were awake, C1 ©

C2, or long after they had been awake.

On the other hand, if the antecedent clause is tense-marked and the conse-

quent clause is infinitive, as in (3b), an independent interpretation is not available.

The sentence only has a sequential reading such that the event of going mountain-

1The characteristic of the lack of tense morphology in the consequent clause is one of the prop-
erties of the phenomenon of ‘clause chaining’ in languages like Papuan languages (Haiman, 1980;
Foley, 2000).
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climbing has to occur subsequently to the men’s being awake. In other words, the

temporal interpretation of the non-tensed consequent clause depends on the an-

tecedent one (C1 < C2).

In the case of future tense marking, we have the following minimal pair in

(4).

(4) a. Lu iya,
tomorrow

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

lri-kasimuace,
fut-wake

si
and

lri-ngu-lregelrege.
fut-go-mountain

‘Tomorrow, the men will wake up, and they will go mountain-climbing.’

b. Lu iya,
tomorrow

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

lri-kasimuace,
fut-wake

si
and

ngu-lregelrege.
go-mountain

‘Tomorrow, the men will wake up, and (then) go mountain-climbing.’

(4a-b) contain a future adverbial lu iya ‘tomorrow’. When both of the antecedent

and consequent clauses are marked by the future tense as in (a), the temporal

relation between them is flexible like the case of nonfuture as in (3). The two

eventualities illustrated in (a) can be freely ordered, as long as the context allows

the interpretation: The temporal relations can be indicated as: C1 < C2, C1 © C2,

or C1 > C2. By contrast, in cases where the consequent is not tense-marked as in

(b), the event of going mountain-climbing is interpreted in the way that it must

occur successively to the event of waking up.

In considering the cases of (3) and (4), we can postulate that non-tensed

clauses in sentential conjunction are dependent on the antecedent clauses in receiving

temporal interpretation.2 The semantic effect of this zero realization is that the

consequent clause must be temporally evaluated against the same reference time as

the antecedent clause.3

2The consequent clause that lacks tense morphology can be taken to contain a covert tense, a
bound variable (or a syntactic pro, so to speak), which has the tense marker in the preceding clause
as its antecedent.

3In such cases, the eventualities denoted by the zero-marked consequent clauses may be taken
as ‘subevents’, which form a totality of eventuality with those denoted by the antecedent clauses.
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On the other hand, the tense morphemes marked in the antecedent and con-

sequent clauses both refer to a time, and they refer to it independently. Therefore,

the covert tense in the non-tensed clause is anaphoric, and the overt tense form

in the tensed clause is deictic. This analysis is similar to the pattern that Partee

(1984) proposes for English tenses.

The use of the conjunctive si is given in (5).

(5) The use of the conjunctive si:

The conjunctive si connects two clauses, the antecedent C1 and the conse-

quent C2, and

a. C2 has the same reference time as C1 if C2 is untensed, or

b. C2 may have a reference time different from C1 if C2 is tensed.

6.2.2 Sequential la and narrative tense marking

In narrative, nonfuture clauses that belong to a temporal sequence are not overtly

marked by nonfuture tense, but only introduced by the sequential la. As shown in

the narrative of (6), the progression of narrative is indicated by la (see the texts in

the appendix for more examples).

(6) Kui
dem

la-lasu
pl-man

[sa
when

drele
see

kuini
dem

ki
det

tariau]C1
,

star
[ki-a-raragai
happy-nfut-happy/prog

turamuru]C2
.

much
Kui
dem

la-lasu
pl-man

[la
then

mu-daan]C3
,

go-house
si
and

[la
then

drele
see

ki
det

lrulai
baby

si
and

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

ka
det

Malria]C4
. . .

Maria
‘When they saw the star, they rejoiced with exceeding great joy. And when

they were come into the house, they saw the young child with Mary his

mother. . . ’ (KJV, Matthew 2:10-11)
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In (6), the second clause (C2) is the only tensed sentence. Clauses that are in-

troduced by la, shown in the brackets (C3 and C4), are not marked by tense. The

eventualities conveyed by the la-clauses are interpreted as ones which follow the pre-

vious eventualities that have been introduced in the context. Therefore, the event

of coming into the house follows the seeing of the star, and the men’s being happy.

The event of seeing the baby with his mother Maria is interpreted as following that

of entering the house. Note that the subordinate clause (C1) introduced by the

connective sa ‘when’ in the first sentence is also untensed, which is a construction

we will attend to in the next section.

As a comparison, the example in (6) can be paraphrased into one without

the la connective; as shown in (7). In this case, the nonfuture tense in each marked

sentence is interpreted against the preceding one, if it is not marked in the initial

sentence.

(7) Kui
dem

la-lasu
pl-man

wa-drele
nfut-see

kuini
dem

ki
det

tariau
star

si
and

kiraragai
happy/prog

turamuru.
much

Kui
dem

la-lasu
pl-man

mua-daan.
go/nfut-house

Wa-drele
nfut-see

ki
det

lrulai
baby

si
and

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

ka
det

Malria. . .
Maria
‘These men saw the star and were rejoiced with exceeding great joy. These

men went into the house. They saw the young child with Mary his mother. . . ’

With respect to the future, it can be marked in la-constructions, as shown in (8):

(8) a. Wa-kela-ko
nfut-come-1s.nom

Vedai,
Budai

la
then

lri-siuli-ako.
fut-return-1s.nom

‘I came to Budai, and then I will return.’

b. Wa-kela
nfut-come

Vedai
Budai

ka
nom

Takanau,
Takanau

la
then

lri-siuli.
fut-return

‘Takanau came to Budai, and then will return.’
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The semantics of the sequential la is given in (9).

(9) Semantics of the sequential la:

The sequential la indicates a temporal succession (<) between two times t1

and t2. t1 is given by the context or a previous sentence, while t2 is the

reference time of the eventuality denoted by the untensed clause introduced

by la.4

In conjunctive constructions formed by si and sequential constructions formed by la,

clauses receive temporal interpretations relative to a reference time that is provided

structurally or contextually, whether the clauses are tensed or untensed. In the next

section, we discuss temporal interpretations of temporal adverbials formed by the

clausal connective sa.

6.3 Temporal connective sa

The connective sa takes two types of constituents to form temporal adverbials. It

can take a temporal nominal, or a subordinate clause, and results in adverbials that

are used as temporal modifiers of the matrix clauses.

6.3.1 Temporal nominals

When sa takes a temporal nominal, the resulting clause provides a reference time

for the matrix clause. Consider (10) and (11).

(10) a. [Sa
when

ka
det

mialeale
morning

ku
det

iya],
day

ma-simuace
nfut-wake

ka
nom

la-lasu.
pl-man

‘Yesterday morning, the men were awake.’

4The semantics is more complicated in the case of future marking. For instance, in (8), the
speech time is required to serve as the temporal reference for the future to be interpreted. La-
constructions are discussed here in order to show that it is a type of constructions where the future
occurs and the nonfuture does not.
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b. [Sa
when

ku
det

icaili],
year

ma-samade
nfut-sad

kai
dem

kidemedeme-ini
heart-3s.gen

kudra
dem

lasu.
guy

‘Last year this guy was sad.’

(11) a. [Sa
when

ka
det

mialeale
morning

lu
det

iya],
day

lri-kasimuace
fut-wake

ka
nom

la-lasu.
pl-man

‘Tomorrow morning, the men will be awake.’

b. [Sa
when

lu
det

icaili],
year

lri-kasamade
fut-sad

kai
dem

kidemedeme-ini
heart-3s.gen

kudra
dem

lasu.
guy

‘In the next year this guy will be sad.’

(10) and (11) show that sa can take either past times or future times to form

temporal adverbials, in which the temporal nominals ka mialeale ku iya ‘yesterday

morning’ and lu icaili ‘next year’ are the reference times for the eventualities.

Structurally, sa-clauses behave like syntactic adjuncts, and this is exemplified

by (12), in which the first sa-clause follows the main clause.

(12) Na-kai
pft-neg

wa-edale,
nfut-rain

[sa
when

ka
det

miyalrealre],
morning

ai
but

[sa
when

ka
det

ngualringelrenga],
noon

ki-a-rimu
turn-nfut-turn

edale
rain

pakilingau.
heavily

‘It didn’t rain in the morning, but it turned out to rain heavily at noon.’

6.3.2 Subordinate clauses

In the second type of sa-constructions, the connective sa subordinates a clause under

a matrix clause. When the subordinate clauses denote nonfuture eventualities, they

cannot be tense-marked, and need to be in their infinitival forms; contrast (13a-b).

On the other hand, subordinate clauses can be marked by aspectual markers and

the future, as in (14).

(13) a. *[Sa
when

wa-senai
nfut-sing

ka
nom

Balenge],
Balenge

wa-drele
nfut-look

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘When Balenge sang, Takanau read this book.’
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b. [Sa senai ka Balenge], . . . (untensed)

(14) a. [Sa senai-nga ka Balenge], . . . (perfective)

b. [Sa senasenai ka Balenge], . . . (progressive)

c. [Sa na-senai ka Balenge], . . . (perfect)

d. [Sa lri-senai ka Balenge], . . . (future)

The interpretation of a sa-clause, as opposed to the matrix clause, depends

on two factors: (i) situation type of the subordinate clause if not tense-marked, and

(ii) temporal/aspectual marking on the subordinate clause. Consider the infinitival

constructions in (15a-b).

(15) a. Sa
when

[A senai
sing

ka
nom

Ripunu],
Balenge

[B wa-drele
nfut-look

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Pangudrale].
Takanau
‘When Ripunu sang, Pangudrale read this book.’

b. Sa
when

{kela/kauriva/kane/apece}
{come/talk/eat/sleep}

kai
dem

Ripunu,
Ripunu

ma-tuase
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Pangudrale.
Pangudrale
‘When Ripunu {came/talked/ate/slept}, Pangudrale left.’

When a subordinate clause of a sa-construction conveys an event, such as senai in

(15a), or kela ‘come’, kauriva ‘talk’, kane ‘eat’ and apece ‘sleep’ as in (15b), this

clause usually receives a bounded reading. Thus, the subordinate clause receives

a prominent reading such that the denoted situation is located in the past of that

denoted by the matrix clause. Therefore, if we assume the structure ‘Sa A, B’ for

sa-constructions like (15a), where A indicates the subordinate clause and B the

matrix clause, then the temporal interpretation of examples like those in (15) can

be translated as A < B.
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In contrast, if a subordinate clause is stative, it is interpreted as denoting

a state that holds concurrently with the eventuality denoted by the matrix clause,

(16). The temporal relation between the two clauses is temporal overlap: A © B.

(16) Sa
when

[A thingale
miss

ku
acc

ina],
mom

[B wa-senai
nfut-sing

kai
dem

senai
song

ka
nom

Pangudrale].
Takanau

‘Pangudrale sang this song when she missed mom.’

(15) and (16) exemplify cases that can be accounted for by the bounded event con-

straint proposed by Smith (2003). According to Smith (2003), in cases where a

construction is untensed and does not contain any aspectual marker, the default

interpretation is constrained by an inference that implicates the temporal location

of the denoted eventuality (see also Lyons, 1977; Kamp and Reyle, 1993; Giorgi and

Pianesi, 1997; Smith, 2007, among others).

While the temporal relation between an infinitival subordinate clause and the

matrix clause connected by sa can depend on situation type, the sa-clause uses an

array of aspectual markers to specify a temporal relation between the two conveyed

eventualities. The markers that are used are the progressive (17), perfective (18),

and perfect (19).

(17) [Sa
when

senasenai
sing/prog

ka
nom

Ripunu],
Ripunu

wa-drele
nfut-look

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Pangudrale.
Pangudrale

‘When Ripunu was singing, Pangudrale read this book.’

(18) [Sa
when

senai-nga
sing-pfv

ka
nom

Ripunu],
Ripunu

wa-drele
nfut-look

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Pangudrale.
Pangudrale

‘When Ripunu finished singing, Pangudrale read this book.’

(19) [Sa
when

na-senai
pft-sing

ka
nom

Ripunu],
Ripunu

wa-drele
nfut-read

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Pangudrale.
Pangudrale

‘When Ripunu had sung, Pangudrale read this book.’
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The temporal interpretation of the aspectually marked sa-clauses can be naturally

accounted for by the semantic effects of the aspectual markers (§5.5.4, chapter 5).

The progressive results in an unbounded eventuality, thus, giving rise to the concur-

rent reading of (17). The perfective and perfect both result in a bounded eventuality,

resulting in a sequential reading for (18) and (19).

The imperfective is, however, not used in a sa-clause, as shown in (20).5

(20) #[Sa
when

senai-ana
eat-impfv

ka
nom

Ripunu],
Ripunu

wa-drele
nfut-read

kai
dem

hong
book

ka
nom

Pangudrale.
Pangudrale

‘(intended) While Ripunu was still eating, Pangudrale read this book.’

Assume the structure ‘Sa Af , B’ for sa-constructions like (17)-(19), where f

indicates the type of aspectual marking. The aspectual marking and the respective

temporal interpretations are illustrated in table 6.1.

Sa Af B temporal relation of A & B

f =Ø e1⊆t1 (A=event) e2⊆t2 t1<t2

f =Ø t1⊆s1 (A=state) e2⊆t2 t2©t1

f =prog t1⊆s1 e2⊆t2 t2©t1

f =pft e1⊆t1,t1⊃⊂tres e2⊆t2 t2⊆tres
f =pfv e1⊆t1 e2⊆t2 t1<t2

Table 6.1: Aspectual marking and temporal interpretations of sa-constructions

The symbols, e and s, indicate situation type: e1 and s1 designate the event or state

conveyed by the sa-clauses, while e2 designates the event conveyed by the main

clause. The two times, t1 and t2, represent the location time (event time) for the

sa-clause and the main clause, respectively.

5Given the aspectual similarity between progressive and imperfective, it is not clear as to why
imperfective results in an infelicitous meaning in sa-constructions. This incompatibility may be
due to the inferences associated with the imperfective. As we have discussed in §5.5.3 in chapter
5, -ana bears two kinds of implications: One implication concerns a sequential eventuality that
may follow the one marked by the imperfective, and the other concerns the continuation of the
eventuality itself.
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In general, the temporal property for a single eventuality is specified for a

state such that, the reference time is included within the interval of the conveyed

state, or is equivalent to that interval (t1⊆s1), and for an event such that, the event

time is included within or is equivalent to the reference time (e1⊆t1; e2⊆t2) (Kamp

and Reyle, 1993). To establish the temporal relation between the two eventualities

expressed by A and B, it is not the eventualities themselves that are compared, as

we did in the discussion (for instance, we have said A < B or A © B for the reason

of simplification). Instead, it is the location times of the eventualities – t1 and t2 –

that are compared.6

Also, note that for sa-clauses that are marked by the perfective, it is the

reference time of the resultant state that is compared to that of B (t2⊆tres). In

cases where sa-clauses are marked by the perfect na-, the eventualities conveyed by

the main clauses temporally follow those conveyed by the sa-clauses (t1<t2).

As become apparent, the connective sa itself does not specify a temporal

relation. In addition to information of situation type, aspectual markers have se-

mantic effects in specifying a temporal precedence and succession like English before

and after.7

In the following subsection, we examine how the future marker lri- is used

in sa-constructions.

6The representational difference does not affect the present analysis. For details about the role
of reference time in temporal interpretation, see Reichenbach (1947); Kamp and Rohrer (1983);
Kamp and Reyle (1993).

7On the other hand, Rukai uses pasuala ‘before’, or uses the perfective aspect to indicate the
upper bound, and uses the verb pasagili ‘start’ to indicate the initiation of the eventualities. They
are illustrated as follows:

(i) a. Kai
dem

tariau,
star

sa
when

lredra
shine

pasuala,
before

kai
dem

kaumasan
world

ki-a-bekace-nga.
pass-nfut-create-pfv

‘Before the stars shine, the world has been created.’
b. Kai

dem

sa
when

ki-bekac-nga
pass-create-pfv

kai
dem

kaumasan,
world

kai
dem

tariau
star

pasagili
start

lredra.
shine

‘When the world has been created, the stars begin to shine.’
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6.3.3 Future marking and sa-constructions

Having set out the temporal interpretation the aspectual markers contribute to sa-

constructions, this subsection continues the discussion by examining future tense

marking in sa-constructions. To see what interpretation the future gives rise to, we

first discuss its marking on the matrix clauses, and then we look at its marking on

sa-clauses.

Future marking on matrix clauses

As we have discussed, the future does not co-occur with temporal adverbials that

denote a past time, which is exemplified by (21). As indicated by the English

translation, while English allows would to be used in past situations, Rukai does use

lri- this way.

(21) *Ku iya,
yesterday

ku
det

la-lasu,
pl-man

lri-kasimuace,
fut-wake

si
and

lri-ngu-lregelrege.
fut-go-mountain

‘(intended) Yesterday, the men would wake up, and would go mountain-

climbing.’

However, sentences that are marked by the future lri- can be accompanied by sa-

adverbials that denote a past time. Consider (22).

(22) [Sa
when

ka
det

mialeale
morning

ku iya],
yesterday

ku
det

la-lasu,
pl-man

lri-kasimuace,
fut-wake

si
and

lri-ngu-lregelrege.
fut-go-mountain
‘By the time of yesterday morning, the men would wake up, and would go

mountain-climbing.’

We have said that sa-clauses that contain temporal nominals provide reference times

for the matrix sentences. Then, the sa-clause in (22), sa ka mialeale ku iya, could
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be taken as an expression that provides a reference time for the main sentence to be

interpreted. In such a case, what seems surprising in (22) is that the future tense-

marked sentence is modified by a temporal adverbial that indicates an interval in

the past.

If we examine the interpretation, it can be seen that the future tense is

doing something particular in this sentence. The use of the sa-clause in (22) is not

to indicate the time when the eventualities take place, but to serve as a reference

time, relative to which the eventualities are temporally located. More specifically,

the times of the eventualities of waking up and mountain-climbing are not included

in, but follow, the interval of yesterday morning. In other words, the use of the

future tense is to specify a temporal relation of posteriority, locating the denoted

eventualities at a time later than the temporal reference specified by the sa-clause.

The investigation of example (21) and (22) suggests that the Rukai future

tense lri- is an absolutive-relative tense (Comrie, 1985): The future is an absolutive

tense, since it is not compatible with past adverbials in simple sentences. It is a

relative tense, in the sense that it occurs in past situations where it co-occurs with

past time adverbials.

Future marking on sa-clauses

Now we examine future marking on sa-clauses and how the sentences are temporally

interpreted by considering examples in narrative. Consider firstly (23).

(23) a. Wa-kela
nfut-come

Taihoko
Taipei

sa
when

ka
det

miaaubu.
afternoon

‘He got to Taipei in the afternoon.’

b. Sa
when

ka
det

mialrealre,
morning

ma-tuase-nga.
nfut-leave-pfv

‘He left in the morning.’

c. Sa
when

[A lri-katuas],
fut-leave

[B maka-si-a-laimai-nga];
mod-wear-nfut-clothes-pfv

sa
when
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maka-kane-nga
mod-eat-pfv

ku
acc

kualrenga,
breakfast

ma-thariri
nfut-good

ku
nom

kidremedreme-ini.
thought-3s.gen

‘As he was about to leave, he was able to put on his clothes; as he was

able to finish eating the breakfast, he felt great.’

(23b) and (23c) convey a series of flashbacks, and they are temporally earlier than

(23a). Note that in sentence (c), the verb of the sa-clause is marked by the future;

the event of leaving is interpreted in a way such that it temporally follows the event

of clothes-wearing (A < B).

The following example in (24), which is taken from the Rukai New Testament

(2001), shows that the future is used to describe futurity in relative to a past time.

We focus on the clauses marked in the brackets in (24b).

(24) (Matthew 20:9–10)

a. Kudra
dem

wa-kela
nfut-come

sa
when

ka
det

lima-nga
five-pfv

ki
det

tuki
clock

ka aung,
night

wa-malra
nfut-take

sa-vavaeva
each-one/red

ku
det

ging
gold

ka
det

paisu.
money

‘And when they came that were hired about the eleventh hour, they

received every man a penny.’

b. [Sa
when

[lri-kamani-nga
fut-be-emph

ku
det

lri-ki-paisu]B
fut-verbz-money

kudra
dem

[ngulalaelakese-nga]C
hire/prog-pfv

[kela
come

ka aung]A
night

kui
dem

la-lasu],
pl-man

lri-tara-ngu-kalra-ta
fut-nec.mod-go-much-1p.nom

la
then

iya
say/so

kidremedreme,
think

ai
but

sa-vavaeva
each-one/red

ku
det

paisu
money

ka
det

ging
gold

ku
det

alra-lini.
take-3p.gen

‘But when the first came, they supposed that they should have received

more; and they likewise received every man a penny.’

(24b) illustrates a series of past eventualities, and it literally means “When it [was

going to be]B those men, who [had been hired]C and [came at night]A, [to receive
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money]B, these men thought that ‘we will go with much more’, but each received

one for their earning.”

B and C can be analyzed as two relative clauses that are subordinated under

the sa-clause with A as the main predicate.8 In relative to A’s temporal location,

B and C each conveys a situation that is located at a different time. The perfective

-nga in C indicates an event in the past of the men’s coming (C < A). On the other

hand, the use of the future tense in B indicates future properties of the subject, kui

la-lasu ‘these men’, properties that will be associated with these men in the future

of their coming (B > A).

Marking of the future in (23c) and (24b) indicates that this marker is used

to convey temporal posteriority in subordinate constructions that are temporally

located in the past. With this property, Rukai sa-clauses are very much like Latin

participles, and subordinate clauses in Imbabura Quechua (Comrie, 1985). In Latin,

the present participle has relative present time reference, the past participle has

relative past reference, and the future participle has relative future time reference.

In Quechua, different verb forms are used in subordinate clauses to indicate their

temporal relation with the main clauses. Consider (25) and (26) (from Comrie,

1985, p.60–61).

(25) Latin

a. Mānlius Gallum caesum torque spoliāvit

‘Manlius stripped the Gaul who had been killed of his neckchain.’ (lit.

Manlius Gaul having-been-killed neck-chain-form stripped)

b. trāiectūrus Rhēnum commeātum nōn trānsmis̄ıt

‘when he was about to cross the Rhine, he did not send over the pro-

visions’ (lit. about-to-cross Rhine provisions not sent-across)

8Note that the nonfuture is only marked in (24a), but not in (24b).
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(26) Imbabura Quechua

a. Marya Agatupi kawsajta
(present)

krirkani
(past)

‘I believed that Mary lived in Agato.’

b. Marya Agatupi kawsashkata
(past)

krirkani
(past)

‘I believed that Mary had lived in Agato.’

c. Marya Agatupi kawsanata
(future)

krirkani
(past)

‘I believed that Mary would live in Agato.’

Based on the discussion, the temporal interpretation of sa-constructions can be

generalized as in (27):

(27) Temporal interpretation of sa-constructions:

When the connective sa subordinates a clause A under a matrix clause B,

A provides a reference time for the matrix clause B to be interpreted.

a. If A is untensed, the temporal relation between A and B depends on

the situation type of A,

b. If A is marked by the future tense or an aspectual marker, the tempo-

ral relation between A and B depends on the semantic effect of that

temporal marker.9

6.4 Reported speech

This section provides an overview of the use of Rukai nonfuture and future tenses

in reported speech. Reported speech is one particular structure of which the inter-

pretation of the tenses have received much attention in the literature. For example,

in Russian, the verb in indirect speech remains in the same tense as in the corre-

9It remains to be investigated how the future marking on a sa-clause can be defined in Reichen-
bachian terms.
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sponding direct speech (Comrie, 1985, p.109).

We have seen in chapter 5 that Rukai uses three kinds of tense forms, non-

future, future, and nonfuture perfect, to indicate temporal locations of eventualities

expressed in the sentences. We have also seen in the previous sections of this chapter

how the interpretations of the nonfuture and future tenses involves reference time.

In this section, we investigate the interpretations of Rukai tenses, and how reference

time and temporal perspective (Kamp and Rohrer, 1983; Kamp et al., 2005) have

a place in the Rukai system. We explore a particular behavior of the Rukai tense

forms by looking at the constructions like those in (28).

(28) [Lri-kela
fut-come

ka
nom

Balenge]
Balenge

am-iya
nfut-say

ku iya
yesterday

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Yesterday Takanau said Balenge would come.’

The example (28) is a sentence that contains a reported speech, which describes

the event of Balenge’s leaving at a future time. The agent of the report, or the

reporter, Takanau is located in the matrix clause, which contains a past adverbial

ku iya ‘yesterday’ and is marked by the nonfuture tense. What seems to interest us

here is that, although it is not indicated by the English translation, the sentence has

two interpretations: The event of Balenge’s leaving could take place in the future

of the speech time, or the sentence can mean that Takanau reported a future event,

but this event took place in the past of the speech time. Assuming that the prefix

lri- is a future tense, then we could just say that it is used as a relative tense in

this case, so in the past reading the futurity conveyed by lri- is anchored to a time

that is relevant to Takanau’s report. While the hypothesis seems to make sense, it

remains to be spelled out how relative the future lri- is in the Rukai system.

The claim that this section suggests is that the tense markers in Rukai are

indexical, just like pronouns, and we will see how this parallel could make sense

when we examine in more detail the structures of reported speech.
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6.4.1 Structure of reported speech

Reported speech are constructed in two types of structure, such as in (29). In the

sentences, tensed clauses are taken as complements of the verb of saying, am-iya, or

its variants. The complemental sentences can be located in the sentence-initial or

final position.

(29) a. Am-iya
nfut-say

kai
dem

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[ma-karange
nfut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

‘Takanau said that Kineple was brave.’

b. [Ma-karange
nfut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple]
Kineple

am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau said that Kineple was brave.’

Constituents in reported speech constructions are sometimes shifted to reflect

on pragmatics or syntax. For instance, in (30a), the subject of the matrix clause

ka Takanau, also the agent or the speaker of the reported speech, is topicalized

and located in the sentence-initial position. On the other hand, the agent of the

eventuality denoted by the embedded clause, Thali, is located in the matrix clause as

the oblique complement of the verb am-iya ‘say’, where it is marked by the oblique

case ki, as shown in (30b).

(30) a. Ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

am-iya
nfut-say

kai
dem

[ma-karange
nfut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

‘Takanau said that Kineple was brave.’

b. [Ma-rudange-nga]
nfut-married-pfv

am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

ki
obl

Thali.
Thali

‘Takanau said Thali got married.’

The examples in (29) represent two essential types of construction for re-

ported speech in Rukai. We will refer to sentences with the embedded clauses in the

post-position of the matrix clauses, such as (29a), the post-matrix type of reported
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speech, and sentences with a reverse order, such as (29b), the pre-matrix type. Note

that the post-matrix type contains a demonstrative, kai that acts like a complemen-

tizer. The two types of formation are schematized in (31), where A indicates the

embedded clause and B the matrix clause.10

(31) a. Post-matrix reported speech:

[matrix clause . . . ]B kai [embedded clause . . . ]A

b. Pre-matrix reported speech:

[embedded clause . . . ]A [matrix clause . . . ]B

The structural variation of the two types of reported speech gives rise to

different interpretations. Consider the sentences in (32), which are repeated from

(29):

(32) a. Am-iya
nfut-say

kai
dem

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

[ma-karange
nfut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple].
Kineple

(=(29a)

(i) ‘Takanau said that Kineple is brave.’

(ii) ‘Takanau said that Kineple was brave.’

b. [Ma-karange
nfut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple]
Kineple

am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

(=(29a))

(i) ‘Takanau said that Kineple was brave.’

(ii) ‘Takanau said that Kineple is brave.’

As not indicated in the translation of (29), both sentences are ambiguous in having

two kinds of interpretation. The embedded clause can be interpreted as a state

holding either in the past or the present. While both versions exhibit an ambiguity,

they differ with respect to which is conveyed as the prominent reading. In report

speech of the post-matrix type, the present reading is more prominent, whereas the

past reading is more prominent in the pre-matrix type.
10The bracketing is only for ease of representation, and does not correspond to a structural

analysis.
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Descriptively speaking, post-matrix reported speech tends to be interpreted

against the speech time when the while sentence is uttered, and pre-matrix reported

speech tends to be interpreted against the reference time of the matrix clause. Thus,

the temporal relation between the two clauses is decided by whether the embedded

clause is directly evaluated against the speech time, or only relative to the reference

time of the matrix clause. It is the temporal perspective that results in the differen-

tial readings (Kamp and Reyle, 1993).11 Due to the limited space, this issue is left

for further research. In the following discussion, we only focus on the pre-matrix

type.

6.4.2 Interpretation of future and nonfuture tense marking

Given that there is a semantic ambiguity, we will see in the following how pre-matrix

reported speech serves as another construction that differentiates the future from

the nonfuture. Consider firstly the future-marked examples in (33).

(33) [Lri-kakarange
fut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple]A
Kineple

[am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau]B.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau said that Kineple would be brave.’

b. ‘Takanau said that Kineple will be brave.’

Assume that A corresponds to the embedded clause, and B, the matrix clause in

(33). With the two clauses marked in the way such that A is future-marked and B

nonfuture-marked, the ambiguity arises from what time the future tense takes as its

reference: (i) Kineple is brave sometime in the future of when Takanau says it (B <

A), and (ii) he is brave sometime in the future of the speech time (B < now < A).

In the first scenario, the future takes a past time as its temporal reference, while in

11This ambiguity is also evident in the interpretation of pronouns in report speech, where the
interpretation of the embedded clauses depends on different perspectives. See §A.3 in the appendix
for more detail about pronouns, and also see §A.4 for the use of temporal expressions in reported
speech.
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the latter, it takes the speech time as the reference.12

When both clauses are marked by the future tense, such as (34), the ambi-

guity also arises. A can take the future time provided in B as its reference, and thus

gives rise to a temporal relation of B < A, where both are located in the future.

Alternatively, A can take the speech time as its temporal reference, and the even-

tuality is located sometime in the future of the speech time, thus resulting in now

< A < B, now < B < A, or now < A © B.

(34) [Lri-kakarange
fut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple]A
Kineple

[lri-iya
fut-say

ka
nom

Takanau]B.
Takanau

‘Takanau will say that Kineple will be brave.’

We have seen in the instances of the future that it can take a past, present

(the speech time) or future time as its temporal reference. However, this is not the

case for the nonfuture. The use of the nonfuture is more limited, as can be seen in

constructions where the embedded clause is marked by the nonfuture tense and the

matrix marked by the future. Consider (35).

(35) [Ma-karange
nfut-brave

ka
nom

Kineple]A
Kineple

[lri-iya
fut-say

ka
nom

Takanau]B.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau will say that Kineple was/is brave.’

b. 6=‘Takanau will say that Kineple will be brave.’

(35) means that Kineple’s being brave holds in the past or in the present, relative

to the speech time. It does not, however, convey that Kineple’s being brave is in a

‘nonfuture’ time of Takanau’s report: Kineple’s being brave does not (i) temporally

coincide with Takanau’s saying, and (ii) hold sometime before Takanau’s report and

after the speech time.

12Note that the term temporal reference is used as a general term for temporal reference and
temporal perspective, and is thus, different from what Kamp and Reyle (1993) has defined.
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The comparison of the nonfuture and future tense marking in reported speech

indicates that the future can take a past time as its temporal reference, whereas the

nonfuture cannot take a future time as a reference. This is summarized in table 6.2,

where t1 is the location time of A, and t2 is the location time of B.

A (pre-matrix) B (matrix) temporal relation of A & B

nfut nfut t1©t2

nfut fut t1<t2; *t1©t2

fut nfut t1>t2

fut fut t1©t2; t1>t2

Table 6.2: Nonfuture and future tense marking in reported speech

6.5 Semantic representation of the nonfuture and fu-

ture tenses

In this section, we provide a semantic representation for the two tenses by evaluating

the discussions in chapter 5 and this chapter. Readers who are not interested in

theoretical representation can skip this section.

Based on the discussion of chapter 5, the nonfuture and future tense each

concerns different temporal properties that, with respect to the speech time, the

nonfuture is temporally indeterminate between the past and present, and the fu-

ture indicates temporal posteriority. Building on Kamp et al. (2005), one temporal

relation can be postulated for each of the tenses.

(36) Semantics of the nonfuture and future tenses in simple sentences

nonfuture future

tt

tt � n

tt

n ≺ tt
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The two tenses are translated into temporal relations between the location time

tt, and the utterance time (speech time) n: The nonfuture involves a relation that

a location time either precedes or is equivalent to the utterance time, while the

future tense involves a relation that a location time follows the utterance time. The

presupposition of the nonfuture tense is concurrent, and the future is successional.

However, the data examined in this chapter have indicated that, while the

nonfuture cannot take a future reference time, the future can take a past reference

time. The Rukai data of the nonfuture and the future thus respond to what Partee

(1973) suggests for English tenses, that the English future may be treated as tense

operator, while it may be more appropriate to treat the English past and present

as variables (p.606). Before this analysis can be evaluated by using Rukai data, at

this point we only revise the semantics of the tenses in (36) to accommodate the

difference of the nonfuture and the future tense. The other version is shown in (37),

where tr indicates a temporal reference:

(37) Semantics of the nonfuture and future tenses in complex sentences13

nonfuture future

tt

tt � n

tt

tr ≺ tt

The semantics proposed for the nonfuture in (37) naturally captures its use in present

and past situations.

In light of their use in reported speech, it has been identified that the nonfu-

ture and future behave differently in embedded constructions. In the following, we

examine some more examples.

13The semantics proposed for the future tense here would allow the future tense to co-occur
with past adverbials, which needs to be constrained. When an temporal adverbial like ‘yesterday
morning’ is led by sa, the future tense can co-occur with it. If we take a sa-clause as denoting a
point, then the problem seems to surround a distinction between an interval and a point.
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The example in (38) shows that the future tense can be used in past situa-

tions. The future-marked sentence is used as a conjunct that follows a nonfuture-

marked sentence.

(38) Sa
when

ka
det

mialeale
morning

ku iya,
yesterday

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

[ma-simuace],
nfut-wake

si
and

[lri-ngu-lregelrege].
fut-go-mountain

Wa-kela-nga
nfut-come-pfv

sa
when

ka
det

maung
afternoon

ku
det

la-lasu.
pl-man

‘Yesterday morning the men were awake, and would go mountain-climbing.

The men came back in the afternoon.’

In (38), three eventualities are predicated of the agent ku lalasu ‘the men’: being

awake, going mountain climbing, and coming back. The first and the third eventual-

ities are marked by the nonfuture, while the second is marked by the future. Given

that the last clause being marked in the nonfuture tense, it is inferred that the men

went mountain climbing, before they came back in the afternoon. The semantic

representation is given in (39).

(39) ∃t5∃t1∃t2∃t3∃t4∃s∃e1∃e2 [awake(s) & gmc(e1) & come(e2) & Agent(men,s)

& Agent(men,e1) & Agent(men,e2) & t5⊆ym & s©t1 & e1⊆t2 & e2⊆t3 &

t1©t5 & t1<t2 & t4⊆alt & t3⊆t4]

(39) says that the sentence concerns five times, one state and two events (gmc= go-

mountain-climbing, aft= afternoon). The sentential adverbial provides a reference

time, t5, for the initial clause. The state overlaps with its location time, t1, while

the two events are included in their location times, t2 and t3. As shown in (39), the

future tense takes the time of its preceding nonfuture sentence, t1, as its reference

time, giving rise to temporal succession (t1<t2).

On the other hand, the nonfuture cannot take a time in the future to be its

reference time. This is illustrated by (40).
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(40) #Lu
when

ka
det

mialeale
morning

lu iya,
tomorrow

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

[lri-kasimuace],
fut-wake

si
and

[ngu-a-lregelrege].
go-nfut-mountain
‘(intended) Tomorrow morning, the men will be awake and go mountain

climbing.’

In (40), there are two potential times that could serve as the reference time for the

nonfuture sentence, one signified by the temporal expression and the other by the

future sentence. Thus, the two interpretations have the logical forms as given in

(41a-b), which differ only in their final conjunct.

(41) a. ∃t∃t1∃t2∃s∃e [awake(s) & gmc(e) & Agent(men,s) & Agent(men,e) &

s©t1 & e⊆t2 & t⊆tm & t1©t & t2⊆t ]

b. ∃t∃t1∃t2∃s∃e [awake(s) & gmc(e) & Agent(men,s) & Agent(men,e) &

s©t1 & e⊆t2 & t⊆tm & t1©t & t2⊆t1 ]

The two logical forms in (41) differ only in what time the nonfuture tense in the

consequent clause takes as the reference time: (41a) says that both of the two

clauses take the time denoted by the temporal adverbial ka mialeale lu iya ‘tomor-

row morning’ as their reference time. In (41b), the future-tense marked clause in

the antecedent provides a reference time for its following nonfuture clause. The non-

future tense takes this time as its reference time, and locates the event of mountain

climbing at that future time. Given the semantics proposed in (36) and (37), both

(41a) and (41b) will be excluded from being felicitous.

6.6 Conclusion

In the discussion of chapter 5, it has been indicated that the nonfuture is essentially

an indeterminate tense in that it does not specify a temporal location in the past or
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present. By examining constructions of conjunctive si, sequential la, and temporal

connective sa, this chapter pointed out more properties about the nonfuture and

future tenses, and they can are generalized as in (42):

(42) Grammatical properties of the Rukai nonfuture tense:

a. The nonfuture is structurally constrained such that it does not occur

in certain embedded or complex constructions;

b. The nonfuture cannot take a future time as its temporal reference.

(43) Grammatical properties of the Rukai future tense:

a. The future is used in embedded or complex constructions to indicate

temporal posteriority;

b. The future can take a past time as its temporal reference.

The semantics proposed for the nonfuture and future tenses provides an account for

the infelicitousness of the examples in (44).

(44) a. #Lu iya,
tomorrow

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

wa-simuace,
nfut-wake

si
and

lri-ngu-lregelrege.
fut-go-mountain

b. #Lu iya,
tomorrow

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

lri-kasimuace,
fut-wake

si
and

ngu-a-lregelrege.
go-nfut-mountain

c. #Lu iya,
tomorrow

ku
det

la-lasu
pl-man

ma-simuace,
nfut-wake

si
and

ngu-a-lregelrege.
go-nfut-mountain

The three examples of (44a-c) contain the future adverbial lu iya ‘tomorrow’. In

each of the sentences, either the antecedent or the consequent clause in (a) and (b),

or both as in (c), are marked by the nonfuture tense. All of them are infelicitous,

due to that the nonfuture cannot be used with a temporal adverbial with a future

reference.
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The semantics for the nonfuture and future has been proposed in (36) and

(37), and they indicate that the speech time is essential in interpreting the nonfu-

ture. While it has been suggested in §6.3.3 that the future is an absolutive-relative

tense, the interpretation of the nonfuture tense in sentences with subordinate clauses

suggests that it is an absolutive tense, since the speech time is always relevant.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The goal of this thesis is to establish an association between morphology and tem-

porality for Rukai. The focus has been on the semantic effects that markers of the

following three domains have with respect to temporality:

• determiner morphology (chapter 3)

• nominalization and object voice (chapter 4)

• tense and grammatical aspect (chapter 5, 6)

As the discussion of the chapters has shown, marking of these domains operates

cross-categorically on the nominal and verbal structure. The morphosyntactic real-

ization has a significant reflection on the temporal and/or aspectual interpretation.

With respect to the three domains, accounts have been provided for their connection

with temporality, which are summarized as follows.

For determiner morphology, the study has examined a set of verbal con-

structions that contain a determiner-like affix, and has proposed a hypothesis of

morphological merger for these elements. Merger of the morphemes has different

kinds of ramification regarding temporality: Case morphemes involve eventuality

structuring, whereas other determiners involve time reference.
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The discussion of grammatical voice has established a connection between

nominalization and grammatical voice formation in Rukai, for which the object voice

was argued to be a type of voice constructed via nominalization. The object voice

was characterized as a morphosyntactic construction that derives statives from var-

ious types of situations. Compared to the active and passive, it exhibits distinctive

properties in temporal and aspectual interpretation. It is argued that the object

voice involves an aspectual shift in the domain of eventuality.

By examining the interpretation and interaction in simple sentences, we have

come to the conclusion that the nonfuture tense as a category has a complex prop-

erty in reflecting on eventuality. Interpretively, it is temporally indeterminate, but

aspectually conditioned by situation type. The conditioning has an effect on tem-

poral interpretation. The future tense is argued to be a pure temporal marker,

characterized by its function in specifying temporal posteriority in modal construc-

tions. The perfect aspect is argued to form a complex tense in Rukai, which indicates

termination and specifies the past.

The nonfuture and future tenses were also examined in sentences with sub-

ordinate clauses. The condition of occurrence indicates that the nonfuture is gram-

matically more constrained than the future tense in that it does not occur in several

types of constructions. With respect to temporal reference, the future behaves like

an absolutive-relative tense in that it can take a past time as its temporal reference

in complex constructions. The nonfuture, on the other hand, is an absolutive tense

since the speech time is always relevant in its interpretation.1

1A number of questions have been raised in this discussion of aspect and tense in Rukai but have
not been addressed in detail. Some of these issues are included in the appendices: (i) Structural
analysis of ov, §A.1; (ii) structural analysis of the perfect na-, §A.2; (iii) pronouns in reported
speech, §A.3; and (iv) temporal expressions in reported speech, §A.4.
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Appendix A

Syntactic and semantic analyses

A.1 Structural analysis of the object voice

The syntactic analysis for the object voice is based on Travis (2005), and Pearson

(2005)’s TopP analysis of Malagasy, as shown in (1) and (2).

(1) Travis (2005) vP

DP

Agent2

v’

v EP

E vP

DP

Agent1

v’

v AspP

Asp VP

(2) Pearson (2005)

a. Vonoin’
TT.kill

ny
Det

mpamboly
farmer

amin’ny
with-Det

antsy
knife

ny
Det

akoho.
chicken
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‘The chicken, the farmer kills (it) with the knife.’

b. TopP

Top’

Top WhP

Wh’

Wh TP

T

vonoin’j

EP

tj vP

DP

ny mpam.

v’

tj ApplP

ti amin’ny antsy

Opi

ny akohoi

In the structure (2b), ny akoho is argued to be a topic (a Theme Topic; the ver-

bal morphology marked on the predicate as TT), which is base-generated in the

Spec,TopP position.

With respect to Rukai, a simplified structure for (3a) is given in (3b). AspP

is not presented in the structure and its position in the Rukai structure requires

further investigation.

(3) a. Ta-kabarenger-ane
nfut-miss-ov

ki
gen

Takanau
Takanau

ka
nom

ina.
Mom

‘Mom is who Takanau misses.’
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b. TopP

Top′

Top TP

T

ta-[[kabarengere]i-ane]j

EP

E′

E

tj

vP

DP

ki Takanau

VP

V

ti

DP

tk

DP

ka inak

In (3b), the EP represents the maximal projection of the (untensed) eventuality

phrase, that is, an ane-nominalized phrase in this case. The syntactic assump-

tion of nominalization and the object voice is as follows: The theme/patient (ina

‘Mom’) is realized in a position where it is marked by a nominative case, while

the agent/experiencer (Takanau) receives a default genitive case. The predicate

(kabarengere ‘miss’) moves from V to E, where it merges with the nominalizing

morpheme -ane. The nominal complex moves further up to merge with the tense

morpheme in T (the nonfuture ta-), and the resulting element is a tense-marked

nominal, which encodes information of eventuality.
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A.2 Structural analysis of the perfect na-

Based on its temporal and aspectual interpretations, a simplified analysis for the

relative position of the perfect and nonfuture in the structure is given in figure A.1,

and the semantics is given in (4).

PftP

Pft’

Pft

na-

TP

T’

T

nfut

vP

Figure A.1: Structure of the nonfuture perfect

(4) a. PftP: ∃e∃t(E(e) ∧ TERM(e) < t ≤ SpT )

b. Pft: λPλtλe(P (e) ∧ TERM(e) < t)

c. TP: ∃e∃t(E(e) ∧ E(t) ∧ t ≤ SpT )

d. T(nfut): λPλt(P (t) ∧ t ≤ SpT )

e. vP: λE.E

Descriptively, the nonfuture tense locates an eventuality in the past of the speech

time (SpT), or at SpT. The perfect aspect is a function of termination (TERM(e)).

It specifies a coercion operation that maps an eventuality to its termination or

completion as an interval, which is in turn located in time (Beaver and Condoravdi,

2003). The temporal anterior relation of TERM(e) < t (similar to before, in terms

of successive relations) would predict that the situation time (SitT) always precedes

the reference time (RT) in simple nonfuture perfect sentences.
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A.3 Pronouns in reported speech

Schlenker (1999) has established a relation between the category of tense and pro-

noun in reported speech. This section shows the use and meaning of Rukai pronouns

in reported speech. A preliminary investigation has shown that pronouns receive a

particular way of interpretation in reported speech, and may be compared to tenses.

A detailed study will be left for future research.

A.3.1 Third person

The third person does not have morphological realization in the nominative case,

which is represented as a pro in the examples, as in (5) and (6).

(5) Ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

amiya
say/nfut

kai
dem

[ma-karange
nfut-brave

Ø].
pro

‘Takanaui said that he
∗i/j was brave.’

(6) [Ma-karange
nfut-brave

Ø]
pro

amiya
say/nfut

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanaui said that he
∗i/j was brave.’

The pro’s in the two embedded clauses are interpreted in the way that both of

them cannot be co-indexed with the agent of speech Takanau in the matrix clauses.

Another close translation would be: ‘Takanau said that someone else was brave’,

since the person who was said to be brave is indefinite and nonspecific.1

In nominalized constructions where the genitive bound pronoun is present,

it is constrained similarly, as in (7).

1On the other hand, if the third person marking appears outside of the structure of the reported
speech, co-indexation is possible, as in (i).

(i) [Lri-kela
fut-come

Ø]
pro

amiya
say/nfut

ku iya
yesterday

ku
det

Takanau,
Takanau

la
then

kai
neg

kela
come

Ø
pro

kai kameane.
today

‘Takanui said yesterday that he∗i/j would come, but hei/j (himselfi) didn’t come today.’
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(7) [Ta-katuas-ane-ini]
nfut-leave-nomz-3s.gen

amiya
say/nfut

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanaui said he
∗i/j left/was absent.

This is different from the cases of English and Mandarin Chinese, which allow the

third persons in the embedded clauses to refer to the agent of speech, as in (8).

(8) a. Johni said that [hei/j was brave].

b. Amingi
Aming

shuo
say

[tai/j
(s)he

hen
very

yonggan].
brave

(Mandarin)

‘Aming said (s)he was brave.’

This suggests that we could treat the two kinds of constructions, the pre-matrix

and the post-matrix reported speech, as variants of the same construction, where

the embedded clauses are direct quotes. However, if we consider embedded clauses

with morphological marking of other persons, the interpretations suggest another

picture.

A.3.2 First person

The first person pronoun is marked by the suffix -(a)ku. In sentences of the pre-

matrix and the post-matrix reported speech, this pronoun receives distinct interpre-

tations. Consider reported speech of the post-matrix in (9) and the pre-matrix in

(10).

(9) Ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

amiya
say/nfut

kai
dem

[ma-karang-aku].
nfut-brave-1s.nom

a. ‘Takanau said that I was brave.’ (I = the reporter)

b. ‘Takanaui said that hei was brave.’

(10) [Ma-karang-aku]
nfut-brave-1s.nom

amiya
say/nfut

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau
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a. ‘Takanaui said that hei was brave.’

b. ‘Takanau said that I was brave.’ (I = the reporter)

(9) has two meanings: (i) the first person pronoun -aku can be co-referent with

the reporter of the whole sentence, and (ii) -aku is able to be co-referent with the

agent of the reported speech. The first meaning (i) is judged by the consultants to

be the most prominent between the two. In contrast, the situation is in reverse in

(10), which receives a prominent reading where the embedded first person pronoun

is co-referent with the agent of speech. On the other hand, the sentence allows a less

prominent reading, in which the pronoun refers to the reporter. In both English and

Mandarin, the first person in the embedded clauses cannot be co-referent with the

agent of reported speech; as shown in (11) and (12), the reported speech is either

put in the quotation marks as in written texts, or the pronouns must be shifted to

third person.

(11) a. Johni said that [I∗i was brave].

b. Johni said, ‘Ii was brave’.

c. Johni said that [hei was brave].

(12) a. Amingi
Aming

shuo
say

[wo∗i
I

hen
very

yonggan].
brave

b. Amingi
Aming

shuo,
say

‘Woi
I

hen
very

yonggan’.
brave

c. Amingi
Aming

shuo
say

[tai
he

hen
very

yonggan].
brave

A.3.3 Second person

In the case of the second person, which is marked by the suffix -su, there also exhibits

some ambiguities. Consider the post-matrix (13) and the pre-matrix (14).
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(13) Ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

amiya
say/nfut

kai
dem

[ma-karange-su].
nfut-brave-2s.nom

a. ‘Takanau said that you were brave.’ (you = the hearer)

b. ‘Takanau said (to me) that I was brave.’ (I = the speaker)

(14) [Ma-karange-su]
nfut-brave-2s.nom

amiya
say/nfut

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau said (to me) that I was brave.’ (I = the speaker)

b. ‘Takanau said that you were brave.’ (you = the hearer)

The post-matrix sentence (13) has two interpretations: (i) the second person pro-

noun -su refers to the hearer in the conversation, which is the prominent reading,

and (ii) -su can refer to the speaker of the sentence, so the speaker is reporting a

speech that was addressed to him. In contrast, the second person in pre-matrix

reported speech like (14) can also receive two interpretations, but the prominence is

in reverse (cf. (14a-b)). In English and Mandarin, the two kinds of interpretations

as the Rukai examples show cannot be both marked by the second person; in the

case where one of them must be shifted, as shown in (15) and (16).

(15) John said that [you
∗reporter/hearer were brave].

(16) Aming
Aming

shuo
say

[ni
∗reporter/hearer

you
hen
very

yonggan].
brave

The various interpretations of reported speech with different person marking indicate

that the post-matrix type and the pre-matrix type of reported speech are two types

of structures that cannot simply be treated as direct quotation (Schlenker, 1999).

It is assumed at this point that constructions of reported speech as schematized in

(31) in Chapter 6 are attitude constructions.
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A.4 Temporal expressions in reported speech

That the temporal reference of the embedded clause is anchored to the time of

the matrix clause can be further illustrated by examples that contain temporal

adverbials. Consider (17).2

(17) [Ma-tuase-nga
nfut-leave-pfv

ka
nom

Muni
Muni

ku pakavale]
day before yesterday

am-iya
nfut-say

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau said Muni left the day before yesterday.’

The temporal adverbial ku pakavale ‘the day before yesterday’ is located inside the

embedded clause, and serves as the reference time of that clause. When example

(17) is uttered at the speech time, the adverbial receives a natural interpretation

that it is anchored to now, and refers to the day that precedes yesterday.

Now consider the example in (18), where the matrix clause contains a past

adverbial.
2Temporal adverbials of the matrix clause in reprted speech occur in several positions of the

sentences, which is shown in examples of (i).

(i) a. [Ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Muni]
Muni

am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau
Takanau

ku iya.

yesterday

b. [Ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Muni]
Muni

am-iya
nfut-say

ku iya

yesterday

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

c. Ku iya

yesterday

[ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Muni]
Muni

am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Yesterday Takanau said that Muni left.’

Temporal adverbials seem to be sensitive to pitch accent, which may result in a matrix-clausal or an
embedded-clausal adverbial. As shown in (ii), one same adverbial may be interpreted as modifying
the matrix or the embedded clause.

(ii) Ma-tuas
nfut-leave

ka
nom

Muni
Muni

ku iya

yesterday

am-iya
nfut-say

ka
nom

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Yesterday Takanau said that Muni left.’
b. ‘Takanau said that yesterday Muni left.’
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(18) [Ma-tuase-nga
nfut-leave-pfv

ka
nom

Muni
Muni

ku pakavale]
day before yesterday

am-iya
nfut-say

ku
det

iya
day

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau
‘Yesterday Takanau said Muni left two days ago.’ (lit. Takanau said yes-

terday Muni left the day before yesterday.)

With the past adverbial ku iya ‘yesterday’ in the matrix clause, (18) differs from

(17) in terms of what day the adverbial in the embedded clause refers to. If this

example is uttered now, then the day that the embedded adverbial ku pakavale refers

to is ‘the day before the day before yesterday’. The sentence thus conveys that if

Muni left, she actually left three days ago.

Like the nonfuture tense, the future can also be used in embedded clauses of

reported speech. Consider (19).

(19) [Lri-katuase
fut-leave

ka
nom

Muni]
Muni

am-iya
nfut-say

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

‘Takanau said Muni would leave.’

Suppose (19) is uttered at the speech time, the sentence conveys that Muni left or

will leave at a time in the future of the time when Takanau spoke. Where the time

of Muni’s leaving is located relative to the speech time is not specified.

The future tense is not the only element that is not shifted, temporal adver-

bials are among those that are not shifted. Consider (20) and (21).

(20) [Lri-katuase
fut-leave-pfv

ka
nom

Muni
Muni

lu iya]
tomorrow

am-iya
nfut-say

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau said Muni would leave the day after.’

b. ‘Takanau said Muni would leave tomorrow.’
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(21) [Lri-katuase
fut-leave-pfv

ka
nom

Muni
Muni

lu iya]
tomorrow

am-iya
nfut-say

ku pakavale
day before tomorrow

kai
dem

Takanau.
Takanau

a. ‘Takanau said the day before yesterday Muni would leave the day after.’

b. ‘Takanau said the day before yesterday Muni would leave tomorrow.’

Rukai thus differs from languages that require temporal shift in reported

speech, such as Mandarin Chinese and English. Consider the Mandarin examples

in (22).

(22) Mandarin Chinese

a. Ta
he

shuo
say

ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

likai.
leave

‘He said he left yesterday.’

b. Ta
he

shuo
say

ta
he

jintian
today

likai.
leave

‘He said he left/would leave today.’

c. Ta
he

shuo
say

ta
he

mingtian
tomorrow

likai.
leave

‘He said he would leave tomorrow.’

In each of the embedded clauses in (22), one temporal adverbial is used to specify

the day when the event of leaving takes place.3 These adverbials are temporally

anchored to the time of speech. When the situation of saying is located in the past,

as specified by zuotian (zuo-: last, tian: day) in (23), the temporal adverbials do

not shift their anchor.4

(23) a. Ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

shuo
say

ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

likai.
leave

‘Yesterday he said he left yesterday’

3Zuotian, jintian, and mingtian are morphologically complex; they are composed by a root tian,
which means ‘day’, and a morpheme which indicates a temporal reference.

4Without a context, the examples in (23) may sound peculiar to a native speaker.
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b. Ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

shuo
say

ta
he

jintian
today

likai.
leave

‘Yesterday he said he left today.’

c. Ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

shuo
say

ta
he

mingtian
tomorrow

likai.
leave

‘Yesterday he said he would leave tomorrow.’

In order to obtain a relative perspective, the temporal adverbials in the embedded

clauses need to be replaced by adverbials that can be anchored to an adverbial in

the matrix clauses.

(24) Mandarin Chinese

a. Ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

shuo
say

ta
he

qian-yi-tian
before-one-day

likai.
leave

‘Yesterday he said he left the day before (= the day before yesterday).’

b. Ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

shuo
say

ta
he

dang-tian
same-day

likai.
leave

‘Yesterday he said he left the same day (= yesterday).’

c. Ta
he

zuotian
yesterday

shuo
say

ta
he

ge-tian
next-day

likai.
leave

‘Yesterday he said he would leave the next day (= today).’
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Appendix B

Princess Balenge

Narrator: Balenge Ke

Place: Taipei

Time: April 13, 2007

Transcribed and translated: Cheng-Fu Chen

(1) I-a-kai
be-nfut-that

kudra
dem

abulru
legend

kudra.
dem

‘There is a legend.’

(2) Am-iya
nfut-say

kai,
dem

kai
dem

Balenge,
Balenge

a-mani
nfut-be

kudra
dem

lalake
child

ki
gen

talialalaida
chief

ka
det

Ngudradrekai.
Rukai
‘It says that, Balenge, she was the child of the Rukai chief.’

(3) Kikai
dem

Balenge,
Balenge

a-mani
nfut-be

kudra
dem

ma-thaithairiri-nga
nfut-beautiful/red-emph

si
and

ma-kilialibake-nga,
nfut-sympathetic/red-emph

ma-kisamuamula-nga
nfut-diligent/red-emph

i-kai
be-there

ki
gen

cekele.
village1

‘This Balenge, she was the most beautiful, sympathetic and diligent person

in the village.’
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(4) Saniange
outstanding

ka
det

abaibai.
woman

‘This woman was outstanding.’

(5) La
then

i-kai-nga
be-dem-pfv

sa
when

ka
det

baiale,
someday

la
then

katuas
leave

mu-lregelrege,
go-mountain

malra
obtain

ku
acc

la-hana
pl-flower

si
and

la-sasulravane
pl-cure

ki
gen

ubulu.
thing

‘Then there was one day that she left for the mountain, to pluck flowers and

gather medicinal herbs.’

(6) Kai
dem

Balenge
Balenge

lu ka kaiya
everyday

mu-a-lrege
go-nfut-mountain

ki-hana.
pick-flower

‘Everyday Balenge went to the mountain, picking flowers.’

(7) La
then

i-kai-nga
be-dem-pfv

sa
when

ka
det

nikavalane,
someday

la
then

i-kai
be-dem

kudra
dem

sulrau2.
snake

‘Then there was one day that there was a snake.’

(8) Kudra
dem

palra-ta
companion-1p.gen

kuini
dem

sulrau,
snake

la
then

drale
see

ki
obl

Balenge.
Balenge

‘The snake, which was our companion, then saw Balenge.’

(9) ‘A-ni
why-3s

kathariri
beautiful

si
and

kisamula
diligent

turamuru?’,
so much

‘A-ni
why-3s

sa nga, lailri

tu-man-aku
do-what-1s.nom

si
and

mudadese,
approach

si
and

kauriva
speak

iniane’,
3s.obl

la
then

iya
say

kuini
dem

palrada.
companion
“‘Why is she so beautiful and diligent? What should I do to approach and

speak to her?”, our companion said so.’

(10) La
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

‘A-nau
why-1s.nom

a-umaumas,
verbz-person

ala
if

ki
det

kauriva
speak

kuini
dem

ki
det

Balenge?
Balenge

1Morphological reduplication of stative predicates results in comparative constructions. When
used with the emphatic -nga, the combination forms superlatives.

2The term sulrau in this story refers particularly to Deinagkistrodon acutus, the hundred-pace
viper.
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‘Then he said, ‘Why not let me transform into a person, if I am going to

speak to Balenge?”

(11) La
then

a-umaumas,
verbz-person

si
and

la
then

kathariri.
beautiful/handsome

Ma-tisamaimali.
nfut-extraordinary

‘Then he transformed into a person and looked handsome. He looked ex-

traordinary.’

(12) Kuini
dem

tacebeane-ini,
looks-3s.gen

kuini
dem

nakane-ini,
name-3s.gen

si-a-Adralriyu.
named-nfut-Adralruiyu

‘With his looks, his name was Adralriyu.’

(13) Sa
when

ka
det

a-umaumas-nga,
change-person-pfv

la
then

mudadese
approach

ki
obl

Balenge,
Balenge

la
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

‘Si-a-(a)neane
named-nfut-who

ku
nom

nagane-su?’
name-2s

‘As he had transformed into a person, he approached Balenge, and then he

said, “What is your name?”’

(14) Ku
det

Baleng,
Baleng

la
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

‘Si-a-Baleng-naku.’
named-nfut-Balenge-1s.nom

‘Balenge said, “My name is Balenge.”’

(15) La
then

ma-kauriva.
rcp-speak

‘Then they spoke to each other.’

(16) La
then

iya
say

kai
dem

kuini
dem

Adralriyu,
Adralriyu

‘Ma-ulai-nga-naku
nfut-long-pfv-1s.nom

kai
dem

ta-dredrel-ane-li
nfut-observe-ov-1s.gen

musuane.’
2s.obl

‘Then Adralriyu said so, “I have observed you for a long time.”’

(17) ‘Asi
if

amia
say

kai
dem

kisamul-ane-su!’,
diligent-nomz-2s.gen

la
then

iya.
say.

La
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

‘I-a-kai
be-nfut-that

ku
nom

a-pararubu-ane
fut-help-ov

musuane?’
2s.obl

“‘If only I could describe your diligence!”, he said. Then he said, “Is there

anything that I can help you with?”’
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(18) Ala
if

pararubu,
help

malra
obtain

kuini
dem

hana
flower

si
and

sasulravane
cure

ka
det

ubulu
thing

kai
dem

Adralriyu.
Adralriyu
‘In order to help, Adralriyu gathered flowers and medicinal herbs.’

(19) Kai
dem

Adralriyu,
Adralriyu

la
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

“Ma-ulai-nga
nfut-long-pfv

kai
dem

ta-masa-thingal-ane-ta.
nfut-rcp-know-nomz-1p.nom

La
then

na-i-tu-mane
pft-fut-do-what

si
and

la
then

pelaela
tell

ki
obl

la-tina-su,
pl-mother-2s

lri-karudrange-nai?”
fut-marry-1p.nom

‘Adralriyu said later, “We have known each other for a long time. Then,

what would have happened if we told your mothers that we would get mar-

ried?”’

(20) La
then

katuase
leave

kuini
dem

Balenge
Balenge

si
and

Adralriyu,
Adralriyu

mu-balriu,
go-home

si
and

pelaela
tell

ki
obl

tina-ini
mother-3s.gen

si
and

tama-ini.
father-3s.gen

‘Then Balenge and Adralriyu left, went home, and told her mother and

father about this.’

(21) Kuini
dem

tama
father

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

talialalai-ta
chief-1p.gen

ka
det

Ngudradrekai.
Rukai

‘Balenge’s father was the chief of the Rukai tribe.’

(22) ‘Lri-kakudranga-ku,
fut-marry-1s.nom

mua
go

ki
obl

Adralriyu’,
Adralriyu

la
then

iya
say

kuini
dem

Balenge.
Balenge

“‘I will marry Adralriyu”, Balenge said.’

(23) Kui
dem

la-tama-ini,
pl-father-3s.gen

la
then

iya
say

kai
dem

‘Lri-tu-mane-su
fut-do-what-2s.nom

karudrange
marry

mua
go

kuini
dem

ki
obl

sulrau?
snake

Kai
not

ka
det

umaumas!’
person

‘Her fathers then said, “What are you gonna do, marrying into that snake(’s

family)? He is not a person!”’
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(24) ‘Ini,
no

ala
if

lu
when

ngitumatumane,
how

kai-su
neg-nis

lri-maka-mua
fut-poss.mod-go

kuini
dem

ki
obl

sulrau!’
snake
“‘No, no matter what, you will not go to that snake!’

(25) La
then

iya
say

kui
dem

Balenge,
Balenge

‘Kai
dem

ka
det

sulrau,
snake

lu
when

drel-aku,
look-1s.nom

ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

ka
nom

umaumas,
person

si
and

la
that

ma-ti(a)-dadalame’,
nfut-TI(A)-like

la
then

iya
say

kui
dem

Balenge.

‘Then Balenge said, “That snake, when I look at it, he is beautiful as a

person and is much liked”, said Balenge.’

(26) Kuini
dem

tama
father

ki
gen

Balenge
Balenge

la
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

‘La
then

lri-tu-mane-ta?
fut-do-what-1p.nom

Kai
dem

Balenge,
Balenge

“lri-tara-mu-aku
fut-must-go-1s.nom

kuini
dem

ki
obl

Adralriyu,”
Adralriyu

am-iya.’
nfut-say

‘The father of Balenge then said, “What should we do? Balenge said, ‘I will

go to Adralriyu’.”’

(27) La
then

iya
say

kai,
dem

kuini
dem

tama
father

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

‘A-ta
let-1p.obl

pelaela
tell

kuini
dem

ki
obl

sulrau’.
snake
‘Then the father of Balenge said, ‘Let’s talk to the snake.”

((28) to (30) are the father’s words to the snake.)

(28) ‘Nau
1s.nom

mualri-nga’,
marry-emph

am-iya-su,
nfut-say-2s

‘ki
obl

Balenge’.
Balenge

“I will marry Balenge for sure’, as you said so.’

(29) ‘Ai,
but

i-a-kai
be-nfut-that

kai
dem

a-pelael-ane-li
fut-tell-ov-1s.gen

musuane.
2s.obl

Lri-tara-iluku-su
fut-must-bring-2s.nom

ku
acc

silu,
lazurite bead

iluku
bring

dilrungu,
clay pot
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iluku
bring

palungu,
big iron broiler

iluku
bring

la-becenge’.
pl-millet

‘But, there is something I am going to tell you. You must bring

with you lazurite beads, a clay pot, a big iron broiler, and some

millet.’

(30) ‘Lri-maka-kela-su
fut-poss.mod-come-2s.nom

ki
det

kauriva
talk

naiyane,
1p.obl

si
and

lri-maka-rudrange-su
fut-poss.mod-marry-2s.nom

mua
go

ki
obl

Balenge’,
Balenge

‘Until then, you can come to talk to us, and you can marry

Balenge,’

(31) la
then

iya
say

kuini
dem

tama
father

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

pelaela
tell

kuini
dem

ki
obl

palra-ta.
companion-1p.gen

‘the father of Balenge said so to our companion the snake.’

(32) La
then

iya
say

kuini
dem

Adralriyu,
Adralriyu

‘Lri-katumane,
fut-how

sana
only

mua-ku
go-1s.nom

ki
obl

Balenge
Balenge

karudrange’.
marry
‘Then said Adralriyu, “No problem, if only I could marry Balenge.”’

(33) Lri-tara-mua-ku,
fut-nec.mod-go-1s.nom

malra
obtain

kuini
dem

iya-su
say-2s

kuini
dem

lrima
five

ka
det

la-ububulu.
pl-thing

‘I will go, and obtain the five items that you mentioned.’

(34) La
then

katuase
leave

kuini
dem

Adralriu, mua
go

lregelrege
mountain

si
and

baiyu,
lake

si
and

silape.
find

‘Then he left, to go to the mountain and the lake, and to find.’

(35) La
then

ara
use/take

kai
dem

ku
det

sa
when

maka-tulru-ane
dur-three-nomz

ku
det

caili,
year

ala
comp

malra
obtain

kuini
dem

la-ububulu.
pl-thing

‘Then, he took three years to obtain those items.’
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(36) Sa
when

malra-nga
obtain-pfv

kuini
dem

la-ububulu,
pl-thing

la
then

iluku
bring

mua
go

k
obl

tai-Balenge,
TAI-Balenge

si
and

iya
say

kai,
that

“Wa-iluku-nga-naku
nfut-bring-pfv-1s.nom

kai
dem

ka-silu-ane,
authentic-lazurite bead-nomz

ka-dilrung-ane,
authentic-clay pot-nomz

ka-palung-ane,
authentic-big iron pot-nomz

lrabu,
?(larabu)

becenge”.
millet

‘When he got those things, he then brought them to Balenge’s parents, and

said, “I have brought authentic lazurite beads, an authentic clay pot, an

authentic big iron pot, ?? and millet.”’

(37) Wa-iluk-aku
nfut-bring-1s.nom

patelre,
all

la
then

iya.
say

“‘I brought all of them”, so he said.’

(38) La
then

drele
see

kuini
dem

tama
father

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

asi
if

am-iya,
nfut-say

la
then

iya,
say

‘A-ni
why-3s.gen

ka
det

pacengecenge
really

kai
dem

iluku-ini?’
bring-3s.gen

‘Then Balenge’s father saw and said, as if he could just say, “How could it

be possible that he really brought them?”’

(39) La
then

daulu
call

kuini
dem

ki
obl

tarudraudrange,
elders

si
and

madrekadrese.
confer

‘Bual-a!
come-imp

Drel-a
see-imp

kai
dem

iluku
bring

ki
gen

Adralriyu’, la
then

iya.
say

‘Then he called those elders over, and conferred with them. “Come! Look

at the things which Adralriyu brought!”, he said.’

(40) ‘La
then

i-tu-mane-ta,
fut-do-what-1p.nom

kai
dem

pangi-a-miya
-nfut-accomplish

ka
nom

Adralriyu?’,
Adralriyu

la
then

iya,
say

‘Kudra
dem

am-iya-nga-ta,
nfut-say-pfv-1p.gen

“Lu
if

pangimiya-su,
accomplish-2s

lri-karudrange-su
fut-marry-2s

mua
go

ki
obl

Balenge, la
then

i-palraingi-ta.”’.
fut-promise-1p.nom

‘ “Then what should we do, given what Adralriyu had accomplished?”, they

said, “Since we had already told him, ‘If you accomplish (what we request),

you will marry Balenge, that we will promise you’ ”.’
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(41) Ala
comp

palraingi
promise

kuini
dem

tarudraudrang,
elders

si
and

tama
father

si
and

tina
mother

ki
gen

Balenge,
Balenge

pa-karudrange.
caus-marry

‘As the elders, the father and the mother of Balenge kept their promise,

they allowed them to get married.’

(42) Ala
comp

katuase,
leave

mua
go

kuini
dem

dane
house

kuini
dem

ki
gen

Adralriyu,
Adralriyu

Talubalringi.
Talubalringi

‘As Balenge left, she went to Adralriyu’s place, which was Talubalringi the

Lake.’

(43) La
then

sateatedre
farewell

kai
dem

tarudraudrang;
elders

la
then

sateatedre
farewell

kai
dem

tarudraudrang,
elders

wa-cekecekele.
nfut-cry/prog

‘Then the elders bid farewell; the elders were crying when they bid farewell.’

(44) Ku
nom

ta
1p.nom

ka
det

Ngurharhekai
Rukai

makanaelre,
all

katuase,
leave

mu-Talubalringi,
go-Talubalringi

satedre
farewell

ki
obl

Balenge.
Balenge

‘We, all the Rukai people, left and went to Talubalringi the lake, to say

farewell to Balenge.’

(45) La
then

sa
when

kela-nga
come-pfv

Talubalringi, la
then

iya
say

kai
dem

kuini
dem

Balenge, ‘Lu
when

mua-nga-naku
go-pfv-1s.nom

ki
obl

baiyu,
lake

lu
when

ngipalridilridingi
spin/prog

kui
dem

lena-li,
umbrella-1s.gen

lri-mu-dane-nga-ku
fut-go-house-pfv-1s.nom

kuini
dem

dane
house

ki
gen

Adralriyu.’
Adralriyu

‘Then, when she came to Talubalringi the lake, Balenge said, “When I have

gone into the lake, when my umbrella is spinning, I will enter Adralriyu’s

house”.’

(46) Aisi
if

lu
when

kela-numi
come-2p.nom

kai
dem

Talubalringi,
Talubalringi

kaidu
neg

kuaadradrau
huge/prog

kauriva.
speak

‘If you come to Talubalringi the lake, do not speak loudly.’
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(47) La
then

kaidu
neg

pa-katuatuase
caus-leave/red

ku
acc

ma-lisi
nfut-bad

i-kai
be-dem

kai
dem

lrilringulu.
surroundings

‘And do not leave bad things (i.e. excrements) in the surroundings of the

lake.’

(48) Aisi
if

lu
that

i-kai
be-dem

ku
det

ma-culuculu
nfut-hot/red

ku
det

a-kane-ane,
fut-eat-nomz

pa-sudalru-li
caus-treat-1s.gen

lumiyane.
2p.obl

‘If there is hot food to eat, it’s my treat for you.’

(49) ‘Lu
when

drele-numi
see-2p.nom

ku
det

palrata
snake

ku
det

lavavalavake,
kid

lu
when

i-kai
be-dem

kai
dem

lrilringulu,
surroundings

lalake-li.
child-1s.gen

Wa-drele-nga
nfut-see-pfv

madu
hopefully

si
and

ta-palrapalra’,
TA-protect

la
then

iya
say

kui
dem

Balenge.
Balenge

“‘When you see little snakes in the surroundings, they are my children. I

hope you watch over them and protect them”, said Balenge.’

(50) La
then

katuase-nga
leave-pfv

kui
dem

Balenge.
Balenge

‘Ai’,
goodbye

la
then

iya.
say

‘Then Balenge left, and said ‘Goodbye’.’

(51) La
then

tubitubi-nai
cry/prog-1p.nom

sa
when

sateatedre-nai
farewell-1p.nom

ki
obl

Balenge.
Balenge

‘We were crying when we bid farewell to Balenge.’

(52) Ka
det

sane-nga
now-pfv

kai
dem

abulru
legend

kai.
dem

Sabau.
bye/greetings

‘The legend ends now. Bye.’
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Appendix C

Pasianagane (Naming A Baby)

Collected and transcribed by: Balenge Ke

(Translation, glossing: Cheng-Fu Chen)

(1) Kai
dem

Ngudradrekai,
Rukai

lu
when

pa-si-nagane
caus-call-name

ki
obl

lrulai,
baby

ma-elane
nfut-serious

ka
nom

tinukucingaalr-ane.
prudent-nomz

‘When naming a baby, the Rukai people are prudent.’

(2) Lu
when

pa-si-nagane,
caus-call-name

pa-singikaiyana
caus-follow

ki
obl

marudraudrange
elder

si
and

la-retesane,
pl-relative

ala
then

si-nagane.
call-name

‘When naming, things are to follow the elders and relatives, in order to call

the baby by a name.’

(3) Ku
det

ta-pa-tualadh-ane
nfut-caus-from-nomz

ku
det

nagane,
name

pa-tualai
caus-from

ki
obl

wacekecekele-ini
family-3s.gen

ki
gen

marudraudrange;
elder

pilri,
choose

ala
then

pa-sinagane
name

ku
det

pa-cengecengeecenge-nga.
caus-actual/red-pfv
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‘About the pick of names, they are taken from the family names of the elders;

people choose, then name the baby with one that is taken as actual.’

(4) Wa-pilri
nfut-choose

tualai
from

ki
obl

tangivelevelene
ancestors

ki
gen

marudraudrange.
elder

‘They choose from (names of) the ancestors of the elders.’

(5) Ku
nom

talialalay
chief

ki-a-vaga
tell-nfut-tell

ki
obl

la-tarudraedrang
pl-elder

ku
acc

ta-kidremedrem-ane.
nfut-think-nomz

‘The chief tells the elders what he thinks.’

(6) Lu
if

ma-palrailraaingi,
nfut-agree

la
then

ara-kai
use/take-dem

pa-si-nagane.
caus-call-name

‘If people agree, then they take on such naming.’

(7) Lu
if

ma-palrailraingi-nga,
nfut-agree-pfv

ku
det

a-pa-si-nagan-ane
fut-caus-call-name-nomz

ku
nom

wacekecekele
family

kuini
dem

ki
obl

lrulai.
baby

‘If they have agreed, that baby is to be named by the family.’

(8) La
then

daulu
hail

ki
det

pasiagiagisi-lini
neighbor-3p.gen

ku
det

la-baibai,
pl-woman

la
then

si-lribu,
verbz-millet

pa-dulru
caus-?

ku
det

sa-tu-ababadh-ane
ins-make-millet cake-nomz

si
and

sa-tu-bav-ane.
ins-make-wine-nomz

‘Then they hail their female neighbors, to harvest millets, and to make millet

cakes and brew wine.’

(9) Ku
det

tama-ini
father-3s.gen

si
and

tumu-ini,
grandfather-3s.gen

la
then

katuase
leave

alupu.
hunt

La
then

pilri
choose

ku
acc

vai,
sun

la
then

culu
chop

ku
acc

beke;
pig

tu-abai,
make-millet cake

pu-lepe
caus-brew

ku
acc

bava,
wine

pa-dulru
caus-cook

ku
acc

la-lacenge.
pl-vegetable

‘His (the baby) father and grandfather then go hunting. Then they choose a

time, and chop a pig; people make millet cakes, brew wine, cook vegetables.’
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(10) La
then

daulu
hail

ki
det

pasiagiagisi,
neighbor

retesane,
relative

talrailragi
friend

si
and

pangi-kane-ane.
PANGI-eat-nomz

‘Then they hail the neighbors, relatives, and friends, and gather to eat.’

(11) Ku
det

marudrange,
elder

ala
then

ucucubungu
step to front

pelaela
announce/red

ku
acc

nagane
name

ki
gen

lrulai.
baby
‘The elders then step to the front, announcing the name of the baby.’
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Appendix D

Matiasumilringi ka baiyu

Taidrengere (Astonishing as the

Lake Taidrengere)

Collected and transcribed by: Balenge Ke

(Translation, glossing: Cheng-Fu Chen)

(1) Ku
det

sidruadrumane,
before

kai
dem

Taidrengere,
Taidrengere

ta-aidridring-ane.
nfut-ghost-nomz

‘Before, Taidrengere was where ghosts resided.’

(2) Lu
if

tualadh-ane
from-nomz

Vedai
Budai

kela
come

Taidrengere,
Taidrengere

maka-tulrulu-madu
dur-three-MADU

ku
det

vai
sun

dadavace.
walk
‘To go from Budai to Taidrengere, it took up to three days by walking.’

(3) Asiluiyane?
why

Adaili,
far

la
comp

ka
det

kalisine,
slop

ma-kucingalre
nfut-difficult

dadavace.
walk

‘Why? Because it was far, and there were slops, walking was very difficult.’
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(4) Kathane
only

ku
det

ma-garange
nfut-excellent

ka
det

taraalualupu
hunter

ku
det

lri-maka-dulruru.
fut-poss.mod-reach

‘Only excellent hunters would be able to reach there.’

(5) Kudra
dem

taraalupu
hunter

tara-amiya
nec.mod-say (so)

kai
dem

kauriva,
speak

‘Lu
if

ngu-dadethe-su
go-near-2s.nom

ki
obl

baiyu
lake

alualupu,
hunt/prog

sana
whenever

akuadrau-su
loud-2s.nom

kauriva,
speak

si
and

lu
if

basenge-su,
sneeze-2s.nom

lri-kalisi
fut-angry

ku
nom

aidridringane,
ghost

si
and

kela
come

ku
nom

ememe.
fog

‘The hunter would say, “If you go hunting near the lake, whenever you speak

loudly, or if you sneeze, the ghosts will get angry, and the fog will come”.’

(6) ‘Ngibaubaalrulu,
roll/red

mia
like

ki
det

bikabiki,
wave

si
and

kabungu
cover

ki
det

baiyu.’
lake

“‘The fog rolls in like ocean waves, and it covers the lake.”’

(7) ‘Pa-kadradrimiti,
caus-dark

la
then

i-kela
fut-come

daredeme
?

udale.
rain

Ma-tiukukuludru.
nfut-terrifying

Kaidu
neg

thingale
know

nautumane!’,
?

iya.
say

“‘It darkens (the sky), and then the rain will come. It is terrifying. I don’t

know what to do!”, said he.’

(8) La
then

iya,
say

‘I-kai
be-dem

kai
dem

Taidrengere,
Taidrengere

swaete
profuse

ku
nom

makaelaela
abundant

ku
det

bulabulai.’
animal
‘Then he said, “In Taidrengere, animals were abundant”.’

(9) ‘Ai,
but

sana
whenever

adethe-su,
near-2s.nom

si
and

drele
see

pasakaesai,
clear

lri-kaulrau,
fut-disappear

si
and

kai-su
neg-2s.nom

maka-dreele-nga’,
poss.mod-see-pfv

la
then

iya.
say

“‘But, whenever you drew near to see clearly, they would disappear, and you

would be unable to see them”, then he said.’
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(10) Kai
dem

asasane
now

su-a-dalrane-nga,
-nfut-pave-pfv

pa-ngu-adraw,
caus-go-wide

pa-kathariri,
caus-beautiful

la
then

aru
turn out

adethe-nga
near-pfv

ku
nom

kadalranane.
road

‘Now, the route is paved, widened, and is beautiful. It turns out the road

makes it close.’

(11) Kadrua-nga
neg-pfv

ku
nom

kalisi-ane,
bad-nomz

la
then

aru
turn out

ta-kalra-nga
pers-many-pfv

ku
det

wa-mua
nfut-go

daruru
reach

ku
det

la-umaumas.
pl-person

‘There is no danger, and it turns out many people go and reach there.’

(12) Kwini
dem

ngiathalrilringulu
surrounding

Taidrengere,
Taidrengere

ta-i-kai-ane
nfut-be-dem-nomz

ku
det

la-salaungane,
pl-goat

babui,
boar

akece,
Formosan barking deer

cumai,
bear

cekecekecekele.
family/red

‘In the surroundings of Taidrengere, there are goats, boars, Formosan bark-

ing deers, and bears, raising families.’

(13) I-a-kai
be-nfut-dem

lu
if

dreele-madu
see-MADU

i-kay
be-dem

ki
obl

baiyu
lake

ku
nom

raimai,
dolphin-like creature

lredededepe.
swim/red

‘Sometimes you could see dolphin-like creatures swimming in the lake.’

(14) Tengatengane
indeed

ka
det

ma-thariri
nfut-beautiful

turamuru
very

ka
nom

zega.
picture/view

‘Indeed, the view is very beautiful.’
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